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PREFACE ____ - 

To assist us in determining the potential impact that conser- 

vation and renewable energy could have on New England's energy 

situation, we employed the services of an energy consulting firm. 

The consultants developed projections of New England's energy 

needs through the year 2000 under three policy options--business 

as usual, vigorous conservation, and increased use of renewable 

resources. This volume includes the results of their analysis. 
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1. SCOPE AND ORGANIZATION OF THE STUDY 

1.1 Scope of the Study 

This report is an assessment of the extent to which energy 
conservation measures and alternative supply options that are 
technically feasible and economically attractive could affect 
the long-range consumption of oil in New England in the 1978- 
2000 period. In identifying a set of promising conservation 
measures and supply options,the attempt has been to point to 
areas where additional public action appears to be required in 
order to realize the potential benefits available to the region 
during the next twenty years. Our objective is to quantify the 
conservation and alternative supply potentials which could be 
attained through new institutional initiatives. 

On the demand side, the study offers quantitative estimates 
of the reduction in electricity consumption that will occur 
should the measures contained in a conservation scenario be 
implemented. The conservation measures and levels incorporated 
in the scenario satisfy three criteria. They are technically 
feasible; their incremental costs to electricity consumers as a 
group will be less than the costs of additional electricity; 
and they appear to require the stimulus of additional public 
action if they are to be implemented. The quantification of the 
conservation scenario's potential impact was performed using the 
ESRG long-range load forecasting model. A "Base Case" forecast 
based on present trends and policies was made and compared with 
a "Conservation Case" forecast based on the conservation scenario. 
The Conservation Case forecast was used to quantify (a) utility 
sector oil savings and (b) buildings sector oil savings. 

The additional development of the model that was used in mak- 
ing the forecasts that would have been required in order to quantify 
possible oil savings in the industry sector was not undertaken for 
this study. Thus, this conservation potential, which by all indica- 
tions is a very real one, is not analyzed or quantified within the 
present report. In addition, the transportation sector was entirely 
outside the scope of the study. 

On the supply side, the study identifies the alternative supply 
sources that hold most promise as technically feasible and economi- 
cally attractive options for displacing a portion of the presently 
planned generation mix and quantifies their potential contribution 
during the planned period 1980-2000. Because of the study's focus on 
saving oil and because of the community's evident interest in avoid- 
ing environmentally problematic resources, the report focues on those 
alternative supply options that use renewable resources rather than 
fossil fuels. 

With respect to oil use for heating buildings, our purpose was 
to quantify the reduction that could be achieved through additional 
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conservation initiatives of the oil/gas mix in heating fuel use re- 
mained constant. While this was an analytical assumption, it is not 
unrealistic. At the present time, gas enjoys a price advantage, but 
its relative price is expected to increase in the mid-1980s. Deli- 
berately inducing shifts from oil heat to gas heat through policy 
represents an Option for reducing oil use that has not been analyzed 
in this study. 

1.2 Organization of the Research 

The research performed to provide input to the G.A.o. New 
England study is presented in a series of five technical reports. 
The five volumes and their contents are as follows: 

Technical Report I. In this report the structure of a 
long-range model for forecasting electric energy bonsumption (and 
peak power requirements) is described in detail. Based on a 
"business-as-usual" scenario incorporating present technical, 
economic, and policy trends, a long-range forecast for the New 
England states was performed. The data inputs and forecast re- 
sults are described in detail in Report I. 

Technical Report II. Here, a conservation scenario is 
constructed to explicitly modify several of the input assumptions 
contained in the "business-as-usual" scenario embodied in Report I. 
The scenario was designed to permit quantification of economically 
and technically attractive conservation potential that is not 
likely to be realized without additional policy action. A second 
forecast was run based on this scenario, and the results for 
long-range electrical energy are presented in detail in this 
Report. The forecast in Report I is denoted the Base Case 
forecast, and that in Report II, the Conservation Case forecast. 

Technical Report III. In this report the impact of implementa- 
tion of the conservation scenario developed in Report II upon New 
England oil consumption is quantified. The quantification was 
limited to two types of savings: (a) oil savings from reduced 
electricity consumption, and (b) oil savings from reduced heating 
demand in buildings. Oil savings from conservation of energy 
in manufacturing are not quantified (except via the electricity 
reduction for that sector), and the transportation sector is 
outside the scope of the study. 

Technical Report IV. In this report an alternative supply 
potential is identified. Available literature and data on non- 
conventional generating sources using non-fossil fuels was 
reviewed and the options that are more teohnically and economically 
attractive were identified. Quantitative estimates of the electric 
capacity and energy potential from windpower, solid waste, hydro 
and tidal power, and wood were developed. Finally, the oil savings 
that would be realized were these alternative sources to sub- 
stitute for oil-fired generation were estimated. 
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Technical Report V. In this report the economic ramifica- 
tions of the conservation measures embodied in the conservation 
scenario of Reports II and III are assessed. Specifically, an 
input-output approach to the analysis of the New England regional 
economy is used to quantify the impacts of the residential sector 
conservation scenario. Particular emphasis is placed upon the 
positive net employment changes that would ensue in New England 
were the residential conservation scenario fully implemented. 
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2. PRINCIPAL FINDINGS 

2.1 Impacts of the Conservation Scenario 

Oil consumed for electricity generation and buildings sector 
heating constituted over half of petroleum products consumed as 
fuel in New England in 1978 measured in terms of Btu content.* 
Implementation of the conservation strategy scenario developed 
for this study would have profound implications for utility and 
buildings sector oil consumption. The oil savings are quantified 
in the following table. 

TABLE 1 

OIL CONSUMPTION BY THE UTILITY AND BUILDINGS SECTORS IN 
1978, 1990, AND 2000, BASE CASE AND CONSERVATION 

CASE WITH PERCENTAGE REDUCTIONS DUE TO CONSERVATION 

1978 1990 2000 
Historic Forecast Forecast 

Base Case (10l'Btu) 1148 908 921 

Conservation 
Case (lOI Btu) 649 569 

Reduction from 
Base to Conser- 
vation (Percent) 28 38 

The potential for saving oil through conservationis dramatically 
evident from the above table. Twenty-eight percent less oil is con- 
sumed by 1990 and thirty-eight percent less by 2000, than without a 
push for achieving the additional conservation potential quantified 
in the conservation scenario. If anything like the base year sectoral 
breakdown holds throughout the century, these utility and buildings 
sector savings could in themselves represent savings of a fifth of the 
oil that the region would otherwise consume. (Forecasts of transpor- 
tation and industry consumption were not made.) 

* United States Department of Energy, State Energy Data Report, Report 
DOE/EIA-0214(78), April 1980. The components were residential and 
commercial oil consumption at seventeen percent each and oil consump- 
tion for electricity generation at nineteen percent. Other uses of 
oil were industry, fourteen percent, and transportation, thirty-three 
percent. Energy Information Administration consumption data were not 
used to calculate base year (1978) consumption in this study. Had 
they been, the absolute numbers would have differed but the trends 
and the order of magnitude of conservation's impact would have been 
the same. (See Report III, Sec. 2.3). 
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Oil savings potentially attainable through additional conserva- 
tion amount to sixteen percent of forecasted Base Case consumption 
of oil for heating by the year 2000. For electrical generation, the 
savings potential is greater both relatively and absolutely: over 
seventy percent of the year 2000 consumption is saved in the conserva- 
tion scenario. 

In Figure 1 the utility and buildings sector savings are repre- 
sented separately. In addition, each "oil consumption bar" breaks 
down buildings sector consumption into the Btu content of oil used for 
residential and commercial space and water heating. 

The utility oil savings were based on the Conservation Case 
long-range electric energy and demand forecast, which quantified 
the conservation scenario's impact on electric generation 
requirements. Figure 2 illustrates the impact of the conservation 
scenario on electric energy forecasts. 
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1n addition to the growing electric energy savings from 
conservation as shown in Figure 2, annual summer and winter peak 
demand is reduced considerably. Table 2 provides figures for peak 
demand (and for energy) under Base Case and Conservation Case 
conditions. By 1998, the regionwide peak is reduced by 24 percent 
from the Base Case forecast. 

TABLE 2 

COMPARISON OF ESRG BASE CASE AND CONSERVATION FORECASTS 
OF ELECTRIC DEMAND 

NEW ENGLAND AGGREGATE ENERGY AND PEAK 

I 

- 1978 80,530 

1983 88,730 

1988 97,080 

1993 104,750 

1998 111,480 

Enerc -- 
Base 
Case 

r (GwB) summer I :ak (MW) 
Con- Base Con- 
Iervation Case servation 

80,530 

86,160 

81,090 

83,680 

86,700 

T I- Winter P ak (MW) 
Base Con- 
Case servation 

14,073 14,073 14,964 14,964 

15,330 15,240 16,780 16,400 

16,600 14,240 18,650 . 15,550 

17,740 14,640 20,210 15,940 

18,740 15,130 21,460 16,320 

The ESRG Base Case forecast is lower than NEPOOL's forecast 
for New England. For the period 1980-1990, the annual rate of 
growth of system peak is 2.17 percent in the ESRG forecast and 
2.51 percent in the NEPOOL forecast. The real divergence comes 
after 1990, when the ESRG peak growth rate drops to 1.26 percent 
per year while the NEPOOL growth rate increases to 3.2 percent 
per year. For 1990, the NEPOOL-forecasted peak is 20,650 MW. 
The ESRG-forecasted peak is six percent less. By 1995, the NEPOOL 
forecast is for a peak of 24,170 MW. The ESRG-forecasted 1995 
peak is 14 percent less. The NEPOOL forecast implies a higher 
"Base Case" level of oil consumption than projected in this study. 

To compute the implications for utility oil consumption of 
the considerable conservation reduction quantified above, we first 
assumed completion of a contemplated New England Power Pool (NEPOOL) 
construction program. We then assumed that the generation displaced 
by conservation would be oil-fired generation, an assumption based 
on oil's position as the marginal (most costly) utility fuel in the 
generation system and on the utilities' economic dispatch practices. 
The generation mix implications of conservation can be by comparing 
the "Conservation Case" and the "Base Case" bars for 1990 and 2000 
in Figure 3. 
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The 2000 Conservation Case bar in Figure 3 is particularly 
striking. Oil-fired generation is reduced to but 9 percent of 
the total generation mix, within striking distance of its possi- 
ble practical lower limit of a few percent for cycling and 
peaking functions. 

The quantification of buildings sector heating oil savings 
due to the conservation scenario was achieved through a series of 
computations based on adaptations of the long-range forecasting 
model's residential and commercial input and output data. 
Although the conservation scenario's ban on unassisted new 
resistance heating in the buildings sector increases the number of 
oil-heated units more rapidly than occurs under the "business-as- 
usual" conditions of the Base Case forecast, this effect is far 
outweighed by the utility oil savings from the ban and by the 
other energy-saving measures in the conservation scenario. 

2.2 Impacts of the Supply Scenario 

Realization of the most promising alternative supply options 
could significantly reduce the region's oil consumption for 
electrical generation. In Figure 3, the impact of those options on 
the generation mix was illustrated. The oil consumption implications 
of that change in generation mix are shown in Figure 4. Figure 4 
gives oil consumption in terms of trillions of Btu (left-hand 
scale) or millions of barrels (right-hand scale) per year. 

The estimate of the contribution of alternative energy to re- 
duced oil usage was based analytically upon an extrapolation of the 
NEPOOL construction program to the year 2000. Present NEPOOL plans 
(retirements, reratings, and additions of authorized and planned . 

units) would yield a total capability of 27,120 MW by the end of the 
latest planning period (1995/96). We therefore included utility- 
planned generating additions still under NEPOOL study. This pro- 
duces a year 2000 capability of 28,700 MW, exclusive of the Monta- 
gue plant that is no longer actively planned by Northeast Utilities 
System. The major additions that we assumed by the year 2000 are 
listed in Table 3 below. Plants of under 100 MW are not individual- 
ly listed. 

TABLE 3 

NEW GENERATING CAPACITY ASSUMED 
YEAR 2000 

Plant No. of Units 

Stony Brook 2 
Seabrook 2 
Pilgrim 1 
Millstone 1 
Sears Island 1 
Edgar 1 
Canal 1 
M.M.W.E.C. 2 
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FIGURE 4 

NEW ENGLAND OIL CONSUMPTION FOR ELECTRICAL 
GENERATION, 1978, 1990, AND 2000, UNDER BUSINESS AS USUAL, 

CONSERVATION, AND ALTERNATIVE SUPPLY SCENARIOS* 
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* All cases assume the NEPOOL construction program and the conversion 

of two generating stations from oil to coal. 

The line labelled "B" represents the implementation of the 
alternative supply potential prioritized here relative to "A," 
the Base Case forecast. By 2000, oil consumption for generation 
would drop from 59 to 30 million barrels per year, a savings of 
nearly 50 percent relative to the Base Case forecast. 

Note that in neither Figure 3 nor Figure 4 are the oil savings 
from conservation and alternative supply added together. If the con- 
servation savings were fully realized and the full alternative supply 
potential identified here were also available by 2000, all oil-fired 
generation, save a minimum needed for peaking functions, would be eli- 
minated. Approximately 25 to 50 percent of the generation from alter- 
native sources would be substituting for oil. Th.e balance would be 
substituting for other fuels, most likely coal. Since an oil-fired 
fuel-cost estimate was the criterion for assessing the attractiveness 
of measures and options on both the conservation and the supply side, 
the analysis here cannot be held to confirm the direct economic desira- 
bility of full implementation of both the conservation and the alter- 
native supply potentials. 
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Since the region has far to go in reducing oil dependence, 
however, it would clearly be rational to begin by aiming to tap 
the bulk of both the conservation and the alternative supply 
potential. Indeed, if there is reason to believe the NEPOOL 
construction program of new nuclear and coal capacity will not 
be completed, so that more oil will really be consumed than 
indicated in line "A" in Figure 4, then proceeding vigorously 
on both fronts would be completely consistent with the results 
of this study. 

The alternative electric generation potential in New England, 
excluding units built, under construction, or definitely planned, 
is summarized below in Table 4. In the conservation scenario, 
we attempted to include measures which appeared to definitely 
require the stimulus of public action if their benefits were to 
be realized. Probably the bulk of the capacity listed in 
Table 4 also falls into this category, since for purposes of the 
supply scenario "Base Case" conditions are NEPOOL plans. 

TABLE 4 

ADD.ITIONAL*REGIONAL ELECTRIC GENERATION CAPACITY FROM 
ALTERNATIVE ENERGY SOURCES, POTENTIAL IN 1990 AND 200Q (NW) 

Solid Tidal Hydroelectric Generation 
Wind Waste Power Large Scale Small Scale wood 

1990 500 480 13 195 

2000 2900 850 510 80 

* 
Increment over Base Case conditions 

2.3 Overall Economic Implications of Conservation 

The conservation and alternative supply scenarios were con- 
structed on the basis of a direct economic comparison with the costs 
of oil-fired electricity generation. Thus, scenario components repre- 
sent cost-effective energy options. Estimates of the total dollar 
costs and benefits of the conservation and supply scenarios have not 
been developed, except for the residential sector energy conservation 
scenario measures. For the residential sector, the energy savings 
from implementation of the conservation scenario between the base 
year and the end of the century amount to some 280 percent of the 
costs of the conservation investments, representing a clear economic 
advantage for conservation. Report V describes the derivation of 
these costs and benefits. 
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The direct economic trade-offs between conservation 
investments and energy production tell only part of the 
relevant story. The indirect economic consequences of alterna- 
tive energy strategies --such as their environmental costs and 
their employment impacts-- are of direct policymaking relevance, 

In order to illustrate the relevance of the indirect econ- 
omic trade-offs to evaluation of energy strategies, an input- 
output approach to modelling the regional economy was employed 
and the employment impacts of the residential measures in the 
conservation scenario were measured. 

It was determined that after all job losses from reduced 
spending for energy due to the effects of conservation were ac- 
counted for, the investments in conservation that are implied in 
the conservation scenario would produce a net increase in employ- 
ment. The increased employment was due to the direct and indi- 
rect labor and materials requirements for implementing the con- 
servation scenario measures and to an increase in disposable 
consumer income from savings due to reductions in energy bills 
which was translated into increased spending for goods and ser- 
vices in the region. 

The net result of the analysis was that in each state in 
each year between 1978 and 2000, total employment would increase 
as a result of the shift from the Base Case scenario to the resi- 
dential conservation strategy. The relative gain would grow with 
time, and by the end of the century, well over 300,000 net addi- 
tional jobs would have been created. This comparative benefit is 
modest considered against the scale of regional employment as a 
whole. But it is quite clearly a positive effect on balance, 
with the potentially positive effects of commercial and indus- 
trial conservation remaining to be explored. 
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3. ASSESSING THE POTENTIAL FOR CONSERVATION 

3.1 The Conservation Scenario 

The conservation scenario which was employed for analyzing 
the potential for electrical energy conservation was designed 
for use in conjunction with the ESRG long-range load forecasting 
model. The model is a detailed structure for quantifying present 
and future levels of electric energy consumption and peak demand. 
The mathematical structure and conceptual foundations of the 
model are specified in Technical Report I; also contained in 
that volume is a detailed presentation of the "Base Case" (or 
pre-conservation strategy) forecast produced by the model for 
this study. The Base Case forecast is a benchmark against which 
to quantify the potential for additional conservation of electric 
energy which would result from the policy-based conservation 
scenario in the region. 

The forecasting model disaggregates energy use into 
various components within the major energy consuming 
sectors: residential, commercial, and industrial. Within 
the residential sector, detail is provided for several 
"end-uses," i.e., for 14 major sources of consumption, 
such as specific appliances, lighting, and heating. 
Within the commercial sector, four major end-uses are 
detailed in each of the five major types of buildings, 
such as hospitals and retail/wholesale establishments. 
Within the'industrial sector, the consumption of electrical 
energy is detailed for each of twenty standard categories 
of manufacture. To produce a Base Case forecast, the 
computer sums the total yearly energy and peak demand 
from the many specific end-use submodels. 

The Conservation Case forecast takes advantage of 
the detailed structure of the forecasting model. A 
conservation scenario is constructed by specifying 
changes that impact specific end-uses and groups of 
end-uses during the forecast period. Such demand- 
reducing measures as an increase in the amount of self- 
generation in industry, a reductioti in the use of electric 
space heating in office buildings, and an increase in the 
insulation levels of single-family homes are quantified 
explicitly in the conservation scenario. Using these 
scenario inputs, the Conservation Case forecast inter- 
rupts Base Case computations to produce a second, slower 
growth year-by-year long-range forecast. When compared 
with the Base Case forecast, the Conservation Case forecast 
presents a quantitative estimate of the energy that can be ' 
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saved (and the winter and summer peak reductions that 
can be attained) through a deliberate policy of 
implementing the measures in the conservation scenario. 

As indicated in Report II, the Base Case forecast 
attempts to capture conservation that has occurred and 
is ongoing due to present trends and existing policies 
or policies whose implementation seems certain. The 
Conservation Case forecast attempts to capture additional 
conservation that would be attendant on more viqorous 
promotion of cost-effective demand reducing measures 
in the states. The criteria used to select additional 
conservation measures for inclusion in the scenario were: 

l The conservation measures are technically 
feasible. 

0 The measures do not increase overall social 
costs for energy services. 

l The measures appear to require the stimulus 
of additional public action for implementation. 

Technical feasibility refers to the present or 
imminent availability of the hardware and know-how to 
promulgate the conservation measures. Measures in the 
scenario are generally based on available technology and 
practices. For example, increased levels of home 
insulation using existing building practices are included 
in the scenario; the use of radically new building 
practices, such as involved in the production of proto- 
typical "zero energy" homes, are not. This is not to 
deny the possibility that it might be desirable for 
policymakers to strongly encourage or underwrite the 
development of new techniques for conserving energy. 

The social cost criterion is that the benefits to 
society of implementing a measure exceed its cost. In 
this study we restrict consideration to direct cost 
tradeoffs; e.g., that the lifetime costs of a measure 
do not exceed the costs of producing the kilowatt-hours 
(kwh) saved by the measure during its lifetime. The 
avoided costs per kwh used to measure the cost attractive- 
ness of a conservation measure are not necessarily those 
experienced by the individual consumer who will invest in 
the measure. Ideally they are the social costs of pro- 
ducing the incremental energy that would be required 
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in the absence of conservation. These criteria are discussed 
more fully in the second Technical Report, which details the 
conservation scenario and the results of the Conservation Case 
forecast. The scenario is a cautious one, based on direct cost/ 
benefit tradeoffs and available technologies. Indirect effects 
due to cost "externalities" (environmental benefits, scarce 
fuel preservation, capital conservation, etc.) have not been 
included nor have promising measures still in the development 
phase (industrial solar applications, total energy systems, etc.). 
Such scenario constraints are not meant to deny the possible 
value of a larger set of conservation activities and measures. 
Rather the scenario is designed to hkghlight for policymakers' 
consideration the most promising of those options for energy 
savings that otherwise may not be realized. 

In the scenario, hypothetical new policy actions are 
linked to the specified conservation measures. In some cases 
a specific policy is posited -- 
efficiency regulation -- 

e.g., a specific appliance 
and in others a range of conceivable 

policies is set forth. The purpose of the analysis is not to 
develop a precise set of policy proposals, legislation, and 
regulations. It is rather to provide policymaking guidance 
by quantifying the conservation potential from feasible and 
socially cost-effective measures not likely to be implemented 
without additional public action, and thus to serve as a basis 
for recommendations on new policy areas that appear to deserve 
active consideration at this time. 

The policy measures associated with the conservation scenario 
developed in Technical Report II include the following elements. 

Residential Sector 

Appliance Efficiency Standards 
Lighting Efficiency Improvements 
Building Envelope Standards 
Plumbing Fixture Efficiency Standards 
Electric Space Heat Regulation 
Voltage Regulation 
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Commercial Sector 

Building Envelope Standards 
Passive Solar Energy Requirement in 

New Construction 
HVA/C System Equipment Efficiency 

Regulations 
HVA/C Operations Requirements 
Internal Load Requirements (lighting 

levels and ventilation rates) 
Electric Space Heat Regulation 
Voltage Regulation 

Industrial Sector 

Cogeneration Regulation and Incentives 
(utility ownership option, utility 
surveys, back-up rate review, etc.) 

Industrial Conservation Program (services, 
audits, outreach) 

Building Envelope Standards 

The degree of detail in the Conservation Case forecast 
is greater in the residential sector than in other sectors. 
This reflects the greater degree of end-use decomposition 
in the basic forecasting model, itself a reflection of the 
relative homogeneity of the sector and the greater degree 
of data availability. There is in general a more precise 
connection between the policy specification and the 
resulting savingsinthe residential sector than in other 
components of the Conservation Case forecast. The greater 
degree of detail available for the residential sector is 
fortunate because public policy initiatives are probably 
more important in realizing the conservation potential 
in this sector than in other sectors. Residential sector 
decision-makers are largely consumers while decision- 
makers in the other sectors are investors or agencies 
better able to "front-end" direct expenditures that are 
commercially or socially attractive on a life-cycle cost 
basis. (Nevertheless, further policy initiatives are 
needed to realize the existing conservation potential in 
the commercial and industrial sectors too.) 

Measures that are of doubtful or unproven direct social 
cost attractiveness at this time, such as active residential 
solar systems and utility-initiated residential load control, 
were not included in the scenario. Such measures may have 
very real mid- or long-term social value; they simply are 
not among the most evidently attractive at this time. 
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Long-range forecasting is a science that necessarily 
involves uncertainty. The first volume of the Technical 
Report, in particular, addresses the issue of uncertainty. 
What the Conservation Case forecast gives us cannot be an 
advance proof that a precise amount of energy will be saved 
if a given policy is implemented. What we do get is a measure 
of the order of magnitude of savings that appear to be 
attainable through purposeful new initiatives. 

The value of energy conservation measures as a social 
investment has been increasingly noted in the energy 
literature. What is distinctive about the Conservation 
Case forecast is its quantification of the specific effects 
for New England of a set of conservation actions and invest- 
ments holding high technical and economic promise. 

3.2 Results of the Conservation Forecast 

The effect of the conservation package on forecasted 
electricity consumption in New England is dramatic. As 
the measures are phased in during the 1981 to 1988 period, 
total energy consumption actually begins to fall. Consumption 
increases again as underlying demographic trends and increasing 
saturations of some end-uses produce net growth. Nevertheless, 
the "energy gap" between the Base Case and the Conservation 
Case grows. During each year of the forecast period, more 
energy is conserved than during the previous year. The two 
forecasts were graphed in Sec. 2 above. 

Since nuclear units have lower fuel costs than fossil- 
fired units, and since plans for converting to coal seem to 
be somewhat uncertain, the primary near-term supply benefit 
of a conservation strategy would be avoided purchases of 
largely imported and increasingly costly oil. Economic 
generation dispatch would dictate that oil plants be the 
first whose output would be reduced. These issues are more 
fully discussed in the supply summary below. 

For consumers as a group, life-styles identical to those 
implied in the Base Case forecast are retained, yet less 
is spent on the mix of services than would have been without 
the conservation investments incorporated in the conservation 
scenario. 
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3.3 Observations Concerning Electricity Conservation 
Measures 

The development of the conservation scenario, summarized 
and detailed in Technical Report II, was a process of pointing 
to conservation options that appear strongly promising at the 
present time. Given the dramatic energy savings resulting 
from the implementation of the measures in the aggregate, 
a general observation is that the order of magnitude of 
potential savings that remain above and beyond recent price 
and policy induced conservation is sufficiently large that 
even policies which do not cause full implementation of 
additional conservation can have an important effect. 

The quantification of a regional electric energy 
conservation potential was not, of course, based on a 
political analysis of the process of institutional change. 
Rather, it assumed or hypothesized plausible policy changes 
in order to enter promising options for additional con- 
servation into the forecasting model. Now, with the results 
in hand, it is appropriate to consider specific areas of 
opportunity. 

Residential Sector 

The residential conservation scenario included strong 
efficiency standards for several appliances. Minimum 
standards for new appliances have a legislative precedent 
at the state level. California has a comprehensive set of 
standards and some other states have selected standards. 
In addition, the U.S. Department of Energy is developing 
standards for a number of appliances under the National 
Energy Conservation Policy Act of 1978 (N.E.C.P.A.). N.E.C.P.A. 
also authorizes the Secretary of Energy to promulgate 
standards for appliances not specifically named in the 
legislation. The federal standards will supercede state 
standards unless a waiver is granted pursuant to application 
to the Secretary of Energy. 

The conservation scenario employed more demanding 
standards than in effect in any state at present, resulting 
in the energy savings for new appliances indicated below. 
These are beyond Base Case improvements that assume new 
appliances will attain voluntary efficiency levels targeted 
by the Federal Energy Administration a few years ago. 
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TAJ3LE 5 

INCREMENTAL ENERGY SAVINGS FOR 
PROTOTYPICAL NEW APPLIANCES 

(PERCENT VERSUS PRE-STANDARD 
LEVELS) 

Appliance 
1983 1988 

Standard Standard Other 

Refrigerator/Freezer 
Freezer 
Electric Range 
Electric Water Heater 
Room air conditioners* 
Central air conditioners 

Northern New England 
Southern New England 

Heat pump 
Plumbing fixtures 
Efficient lamps 

12 19 
3 19 
2 2 
5 2 

12 2 

6 
11 

13 
32** 
48*** 

* 
Southern New England only 

**Total effect by 1991 of standards effective in 1981 

*** 
Total effect by 1987 of promotion efforts begun in 1983 
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These appliance standards probably had a very strong 
effect on the Conservation Case forecast. A sensitivity run 
of the forecasts without the standards in a recent ESRG 
Connecticut study* produced a residential energy consumption 
that was almost 9 percent greater in 1988 and over 9 percent 
greater in 1998, than with the standards. Thus the appliance 
measures may account for nearly half of the conservation 
savings in the residential sector. 

The conservation scenario employed a ban on additional 
unassisted resistance space heating after 1983. For a 
single measure, this has a strong effect on residential 
conservation, and its effect grows with time. In the Connecti- 
cut study, a sensitivity run without the e.s.h. ban showed 
Conservation Case residential energy consumption to be 3 
percent higher by 1988 and 6 percent higher by 1998, than 
with the ban. 

The conservation scenario included passive solar 
measures for new homes and weatherization for new and existing 
residential buildings, above and beyond the effects of the 
existing building code and Base Case weatherization retrofit 
trends. (A sensitivity run in the Connecticut study showed 
that the effects of the incremental conservation scenario 
weatherization grew slowly, reaching 2.4 percent of residential 
energy by 1998.) While there clearly is a conservation effect 
worth pursuing, we may have understated weatherization 
potential in two ways. First, we resolved all doubt in terms 
of the energy difference between 1978 actual weatherization on 
the one hand, and code-implied new-home weatherization on 
the other, in favor of a generous Base Case estimate of 
heating and cooling load reductions, in order not to over- 
estimate conservation potential. Second, the emerging 
literature on residential thermal integrity suggests that 
practices which depart from conventional building practices 
(thus violating our conservation scenario "feasibility" 
criterion) may be highly cost-beneficial. 

The conservation scenario includes a conservation voltage 
regulation (c.v.r.1 Because it results in a direct energy 
savings of from 1.3 to 2.5 percent of total residential and 
commercial energy, depending on the state, at negligible cost 
to consumers, the c.v.r. is an obviously attractive measure 
to which too little attention has been paid. (A c.v.r. is a 

* 
-‘The Potential Impact of Conservation and Alternate Supply 
Sources on Connecticut's Electric Energy Balance, A Report 
to the Power Facility Evaluation Council of the State of 
Connecticut. Boston; Massachusetts: Energy Systems Research 
Group, Draft Report ESRG 80-09/R, June 2, 1980. 
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. 
regulation holding service voltage on distribution feeder circuits 
to the lower half of the voltage range, e.g., to 114 to 120 volts 
instead of 114 to 126 volts on a 120 volt circuit.) 

Commercial Sector 

Three of the residential sector measures also apply directly 
to the commercial sector. These are: 

0 Conservation voltage regulation. 

e Resistance heating restriction. 

e Heat pump improvement. 

The discussion of conservation voltage reduction in 
the preceding section is applicable here. The effect of the 
e.s.h. ban (based on a commercial sector sensitivity run, 
in the Connecticut study referenced above), is smaller than 
in the residential sector. The ban may not decrease sectoral 
energy consumption by 1 percent until 15 years after the 
base year. 

The conservation scenario is based on a set of measures 
for each building type and vintage in the model as discussed 
in Technical Report II. While the measures are cost-effective, 

\the level of investment (and consequently of energy savings) 
is estimated to be above that Occurring in the commercial 
sector on the basis of market forces and current policies 
(compare table 8.20 and accompanying text of Technical 
Report I with table 4.1 in Report II). Depending upon 
building type, the additional conservation to be induced 
by policy would consist of such measures as increasing the 
R-value of all exterior surfaces, incorporating passive 
solar design elements providing additional waste heat 
reclamation; providing automated venting and bypass systems 
and combustion air preheat systems; increased use of task 
lighting and high-efficiency lamps; and providing integrated 
energy management systems for optimal operations and 
control settings. 

When customers generate all or a portion of their own 
electricity, the supply they provide can be treated analy- 
tically as a reduction in demand. Self-generation simply 
reduces requirements for electricity from the utility sys- 
tem. Co-generation-- combined production of electric and 
thermal energy-- also increases the overall efficiency with 
which energy is consumed. 

It should be noted that, because the major potential 
for self-generation or cogeneration of electricity is in 
the industrial sector, the conservation scenario did not 
incorporate an increase in commercial-sector cogeneration. 
This choice was not intended to imply that this area is 
undeserving of further investigation; it simply reflects the 
significant promise of the more thoroughly investigated 
conservation options summarized above. Another form of 
cogeneration, district heating, has not been addressed here. 
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Industrial Sector 

Big industry in the United States is improving the pro- 
ductivity with which it utilizes energy. There is still 
some shifting from fossil fuels to electricity within sev- 
eral industrial categories, but there seems to be little 
question that conservation is going on.* While New England- 
specific conservation data for the recent period were not 
yet available at this writing, the conservation scenario as- 
sumed that state efforts would be directed at the small-bus- 
iness sector, comprising the bulk of manufacturing establish- 
ments, except in the area of cogeneration. 

In the area of cogeneration, the conservation potential 
is noteworthy. In the recent report Cogeneration: Its Bene- 
fits to New England, the Massachusetts Governor's Commission 
on Coseneration estimated a region-wide commercial and indus- 
trialdpotential of nearly 1,706 megawatts of new cogeneration 
capacity under "Base Case" conditions which included a rate 
framework similar to that which has been created by the Public 
Utility Regulatory Policies Act of 1978 (PURPA). The bulk of 
the site-specific analytical work in that study was in Massa- 
chusetts, with the results extrapolated to the region on the 
basis of patterns of industrial (and commercial) activity. 

PURPA mandates development of utility purchase rates from 
cogenerators based on long-run avoided energy and capacity costs 
of the utility. It also mandates nondiscriminatory rates for 
back-up electric service to cogenerators. Development of these 
more favorable rates is assumed in the Base Case scenario. 
The conservation scenario assumes that rate development is em- 
bedded in a context in which other policy initiatives occur. 

One possible initiative is a systematic survey of potential 
cogenerators to determine the technical and economic feasibility 
of increased cogeneration based on the new, more favorable rate 
framework of PURPA. Through the survey process, potential co- 
generators can be made aware of tax incentives and financial 
assistance available to them and industry-utility discussions 
can be initiated. 

Because the mere identification of potential that is at- 
tractive, even if followed by such initiatives as discussed in 
the preceding paragraph, may not be sufficient to overcome in- 
stitutional inertia and the relatively high payback requirements 
that many industries place on energy capital investments, Tech- 
nical Report II discusses the concept of utility ownership of 
cogeneration systems on customer sites. 

Basically, the advantages of utility ownership are econ- 
omic. Utility rate of return requirements are lower than 
those of industry when investment in generation capacity is 
involved. Investment in cogeneration equipment based on an 
agreement between a utility and the primary industrial steam/ 

*See, for exan@e, the Annual Report on the Industrial Energy Efficiency 
Program for July 1977 through December 1978, issued last December by the 
DepartmentofEnergy. Other citations on industrial energy conservation 
are contained within Technical Report II. 
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electricity customer could permit a sharing of construction 
costs. In addition, utilities have appropriate skills in- 
house and experience with all aspects of the regulatory process. 
P.U.R.P.A. would probably have to be amended, as has been 
recommended by the Institute of Electrical and Electronics 
Engineers, to permit utility ownership of decentralized 
cogeneration systems. 

Should government adopt a cogeneration policy orientation, 
the overall task is the development of an integrated framework 
for providing regulatory coherence, reviewing and establishing 
adequate utility/industry interface policy (.particularly 
concerning backup charges), and creating adequate institutional 
mechanisms for initiating projects, raising capital, and 
implementing projects. State government can creatively 
work to develop a coherent regulatory framework for co- 
generation addressing electric rates, fuels policy, and the 
application of environmental standards. It can develop a 
technical services capability to promote cogeneration by 
providing information and advice to would-be customers. In 
Report II, the conservation scenario assumed such initiatives. 
Production Of new electricity throuqh industrial coqeneration, 
based largely onhistoric patterns of self-generation, was es- 
timated to attain a level twice that of the Base Case during 
the forecast period. 

The conservation scenario also incorporated a ten percent 
additional gain in energy conservation for the industrial sector, 
attained in 1988 and maintained thereafter, due to additional in- 
dustrial outreach efforts begun in 1983 and aimed primarily at 
medium and small businesses. 
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4. ASSESSING THE POTENTIAL FOR ALTERNATIVE SUPPLY 

4.1 Criteria for Assessment of Electricity Supply Options 

The purpose of the assessment of the potential for generation 
from alternative sources was to identify technologies that seem 
likely to be technically feasible and reasonably cost-effective 
over the 1978-2000 period. "Alternative sources" could encompasss 
a wide range of technologies other than conventional fossil fuel 
combustion and nuclear fission that are capable of providing electri- 
cal energy to the grid. We focussed upon technologies that utilize 
renewable resources (as opposed to technologies which utilize 
fossil fuels). 

Technologies were judged likely to be technically feasible 
by 1990 if the underlying technology is proven and commercial- 
scale demonstration projects are now under way. For the purpose 
of judging cost-effectiveness, the cost per kwh of alternative supply 
options was compared to the cost of fuel for oil-fired generation. 
The sum of fixed and variable costs of alternative supply options 
were compared with only the variable fuel cost of conventional 
generation because the need for additional capacity in New Englnad 
is uncertain at this time. Of course, to the extent that alterna- 
tive sources do provide additional capacity, they will be even 
more attractive if a need for such capacity develops. Technologies 
were considered likely to be cost-effective only if the best current 
estimates of their 1990 levelized busbar costs per kwh were in or 
below this range. 

4.2 Technology Assessments 

The technologies identified as more promising for New England 
were wind power, energy from municipal waste, small-site hydro- 
electricity ("small hydra"), large-scale hvdro, tidal power, and 
wood. In this section; we begin by discussing 
Later we discuss other technologies that were 
judged to be too uncertain in their potential 
at this time. 

these six technologies. 
considered but were 
to receive priority 

The potentials discussed below represent reasoned judgements 
based largely on the criteria of 1990 technical feasibility and cost- 
effectiveness. No systematic consideration has been given to insti- 
tutional or environmental constraints that might limit the realization 
0fthe.potential.s. In the case of tidal power and conventional hydro- 
power, where capacity additions have been proposed in the past and 
some measure of the intensity of institutional/environmental resistance 
has been gained, we have adjusted the potential downward from the 
level that would obtain on the basis of feasibility and economics 
alone. Such adjustments are fully described in Report IV, Sec. 2.3. 

Wind Power. The extraction of energy from wind has a long history. 
Windmills were first used to generate electricity before 1900, and a 
1.25 megawatt (mw) wind turbine was operated on Grandpa's Knob in 
Vermont in the 1940's. The widespread availability of cheap oil and 
gas, however, prevented substantial interest in wind generation until 
the mid-1970's. 
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Several sub-megawatt wind units are in use by electric 
utilities under D.O.E. sponsorship. The U.S. Department of Energy 
(D.O.E.) in conjunction with the National Aeronautics and Space 

Administration (N.A.S.A.)., has undertaken a wind program aimed at 
commercialization of megawatt-size wind energy conversion systems 
(WECS) by the mid-1980's. Initial commercial introduction could 
begin around the year1983, with large-scale production under way by 
1984. Wind generation is, therefore, considered feasible for the 
purpose of this study. One current concept for ultimate 
commercialization is a "wind farm" of about fifty 2-mw units, 
occupying about fifty acres. Such concentration would be aimed 
at efficient management of operations and maintenance requirements. 

The cost-effectiveness of WEC systems is somewhat uncertain. 
First, the cost of the machines themselves that will ultimately 
be in commercial use must be projected from current prototypes 
using some assumed "learning curve" as well as factor input 
escalation. Second, the cost per kwh depends on both the cost 
of the WECS and the wind speed at the particular site. 

Sites with higher average wind speeds will, in general, 
have lower costs per kwh. To achieve this lower cost, the WECS 
must be designed for the appropriate rated wind speed. Since the 
cost of the WECS (per kw) depends on the rated wind speed, 
comparisons of different machines can be misleading if their rated 
wind speeds differ. A more expensive machine may produce cheaper 
power if its rated wind speed is higher and it operates at a windier 
site. It appears, however, that the sensitivity of optimum design 
to site characteristics is not so great as to require custom 
design for each site. Mass production of a high, moderate and low 
wind model should be possible. 

Given the uncertainties, no single figure for the cost of WECS 
power was developed. Estimates for levellized busbar costs per 
kwh range from 2.5 to 8c/kwh for the 100th unit produced, as compared 
to oil-fired generation costs of at least 6-8c/kwh (1990 costs in 
$ 1980). Despite the breadth of this range of estimates, it seems 
reasonable to conclude that wind will be cost-effective by 1990. 

The magnitude of wind potential in New England is difficult to 
estimate. Identification of suitable sites is crucial to the 
economics of wind power. Twelve mph is thought to be the minimum 
viable average wind speed. Even average wind speeds are not 
adequate to characterize potential sites. The distribution of wind 
speeds is crucial, because WECS produce most efficiently at their 
rated wind speeds. The fraction of wind energy that is captured 
declines at speeds above or below this optimum, and the machine cuts 
out completely at certain upper and lower speed limits. 

A detailed inventory of the wind resource is necessary before 
the potential for wind generation can be determined. It fs likely 
that some of the highest wind speed sites are along the coast 
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(where land is scarce and aesthetic objections to wind machines 
might be abundant). Nevertheless, some estimates of the regionwide 
potential indicate that the wind resource is worth considering 
seriously. The MITRE Corporation estimated that 35 POO-mw windfarms 
could be developed in New England as a whole by the year 2QQQ. 
The New England Energy Congress estimated a regional potential of 
5,400 to 10,800 mw by the year 2000. If this maximum estimate were 
realized, windmills would be generating about 28 million megawatt- 
hours (mwh) of electricity yearly, saving as much as 50 million 
barrels of oil. Similarly, a recent generation planning study 
performed by the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) concluded 
that for oil-dependent utilities wind power penetration might 
economically exceed 10 percent of capacity. This implies at least 
2000 mw regionwide. 

The increasing cost of oil for utility consumption greatly 
enhances the attractivenss of wind machines. 
a somewhat intermittent source of power, 

Though wind provides 
electricity storage devices 

are not required to increase its economic attractiveness. As the 
EPRI report showed, the cost-effectiveness of storage depends on 
the overall nature of the utility system and its load. At the 
levels of wind penetrationconsidered here, the attractiveness of 
WECS is fairly insensitive to the level of storage. 

These substantial estimates of the wind power potential contrast 
with the capacity figures mentioned by the New England Power Pool 
(NEPOOL). NEPOOL estimates that the maximum potential for wind 
power by 2000 is but 71.2 mw, even though NEPOOL's capital 
cost figures for wind machines of $856/kw to $1177/kw indicate that 
wind energy at a site with an average wind speed of 15 mph or greater 
would fall below 9.3$/kwh, and thus meet our cost criterion. 

Municipal Solid Waste (MSW). MSW can provide fuel for electric 
generation in one of three ways. A refuse-derived fuel (RDFj_ 
can be burned by the utility, usually along with existing fuels; 
a utility can contract to purchase steam for use in an existing 
station from a facility that burns raw or processed MSW; or, a 
facility specifically designed to generate electricity from waste 
combustion can be constructed. In any case, the maximum potent&l 
of the resource can be estimated on the basis of the available 
waste steam. 

The economics of a MSW facility are described by an output 
price in C/kwh (or $/MMRtu)of steam and a "tipping fee" (in $/'ton 
refuse). paid by the waste supplier. 
figuration, 

For a given technical con- 
the output price can be lowered by raising the tipping 

fee, and vice-versa. To be cost effective, a facility must produce 
energy at a cost competitive with oil, while charging a tipping 
fee that is competitive with disposal costs. 
electricity from oil is expected to cost 

As noted above, 
&c to 8C/kwh (1980 $1 

in 1990. 
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This is based on an oil cost of $5 to $6.75/MMBtu, so refuse 
derived fuels would have to beepriced in that range to be 
competitive. An equivalent price, assuming 85 percent combustion 
efficiency, is $7 to $9 per MMBtu. The tipping fee that would be 
low enough to attract a steady MSW stream will be highly dependent 
on local disposal practices. Our review found that recovery 
of energy from MSW is cost-effective where sufficient waste 
exists, even with relatively low tipping fees. 

In the U.S. at the present time, interest in MSW is focussed 
principally on large C>lOOO tons/day) plants. Such plants are 
only feasible in metropolitan areas, since they require waste from 
about 500,000 people and transportation of MSW any great distance is 
not economical. Smaller plants (loo-450 tons/day) are common in 
Europe, and could presumably be built here if they were economically 
justified. Construction began last fall on a 150 tpd plant in 
Auburn, Maine, designed to produce steam for local industry to 
be sold at a price indexed to the price of oil. The plant is 
expected to cost $3.2 million, with an initial tipping fee of $8.501 
ton. 

The best estimates of energy available from MSW in numerous 
specific New England cities and towns remain those developed in 
a Brookhaven National Laboratory study of 11 years ago. By 
analyzing that study in the context of the current situation and 
likely cost trends in the region as a whole, we developed a 
regionwide estimate of at least 1200 mw of potential electric 
generation capacity. 

Conventional Hydropower. Technically feasible sites for new 
conventional hydro-electric generation capacity exist in New 
England. The U.S. Corps of Engineers has identified 17 major sites 
with a total potential for 975 mw and 2020 gwh/year. These totals 
do not include the controversial Dickey-Lincoln School project 
in Maine; that could add 760 mw and 1540 gwh/year. However, 
the Corps has established favorable benefit/cost ratios for less 
than half this capacity, 
range of 0.8 to 1. 

with the remainder having ratios in the 
While the 1979/1980 oil price increases 

since the U.S.A.C.E. report we consulted may have pushed all this 
capacity over the economic justification threshold, it is also 
quite likely that all these sites would be subject to severe 
environmental, land use, and water use conflicts. 

Small Sca2.e Hydropower. Much attention has been focussed on 
the potential for hydroelectric power at small dam sites in New 
England. In January, 1980, the New England River Basin Commission 
published a final Report based on its three-year investigation of 
this potential. Carried out in conjunction with the U.S.A.C.E., 
the study involved detailed engineering and economic analysis of 
the approximately 1,750 New England dams that do not now produce 
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power. This report showed that, while the maximum economic 
potential is much less than the technically feasible potential, 
there exists significant potential that is already economical. 

The economic potential was detailed in Report IV. Depending 
on the required rate of return on t.he investment, approximately 
500 mw of capacity in New England is cost-effective by our 
criterion,assuming the rate of return required for private 
investment. If the rate of return requirement were reduced through 
public ownership, the potential capacity would be some 700 mw. 

Tidal Power. The technology for the generation of electricity 
from tidal action is similar to that used for hydroelectric genera- 
tion, except that the direction of flow reverses with the tidal 
cycle, and the equipment must be designed to withstand the 
corrosive effects of salt water. Tidal variations on the order 
of 15 feet,-which are generally considered necessary for tidal 
power generation, do occur along the upper Maine coast, Cost 
estimates for power produced from tidal projects in Maine range 
from about 7 to 8.5c/"kwh. If realized, these costs would be 
cost-effective by our criteria. The maximum potential for 
tidal power in New England is some 1200 mw. This potential consists 
of the Cobscook Bay area and other sites along Mainets upper coast. 
Development of these projects would require resolution of potential 
environmental conflicts. 

wood. The wood resources in New England could provide the 
basis for the development of the wood-electricity option in the 
region. Existing technology derives steam suitable for electrical 
generation from the combustion of green wood chips in a spreader- 
stoker boiler. A 17mw wood-fired power plant is currently operated 
by the Burlington (Vermont) Electric Department, and planning is 
underway for a 50 ,mw facility expected to come into service 
November 1983. The planned facility will produce electricity at 
an estimated 9 to llC/kwh. A facility of this size requires a 
very large and steady supply of wood -- about 60 to 70 truckloads 
per day for the 50 mw plant. Since there are several competing uses 
for the region's forest and wood resources, it is not at this time 
certain that the development of a number of such facilities would 
entail an efficient use of these resources. Thus, the cost-benefit 
criterion for the development of this resource would ultimately 
require a more extended set of comparisons and analyses than a 
direct comparison with oil costs. 

Other Supply Options 

There are other technologies and primary energy sources that 
could be used to provide electricity in the New England region as 
part of an oil conserving strategy. Their exclusion from the 
foregoing discussion should not imply that they will not be viable 
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energy supply options in the coming decades. Rather, it represents 
a judgement that the technologies discussed above have a sufficiently 
higher chance to achieve commercial status to merit priority attention. 
The second group of supply options are discussed briefly below. 

Solar Generation. Electricity can be generated in two ways 
using solar radiation as the primary energy source. The direct 
heat of the sun can be used, with appropriate collecting and 
concentrating equipment, to produce steam to drive a conventional 
turbine generator. This is generally referred to as a solar 
thermal electric system because solar radiation can also produce 
electricity by striking arrays of photovoltaic cells fabricated 
from certain semiconductor materials. Because solar thermal electric 
systems have not yet been demonstrated commercially,. it cannot be 
considered likely that they will be feasible until after 1990. 
The technical feasibility of photovoltaic electric generation has 
been established; the costs, though falling, remain very high. 

Ocean Power. In addition to tidal power as discussed above, 
the possibility of generating electricity from wave action and 
ocean thermal gradients has received attention in the energy 
literature. Ocean thermal and wave energy are still at the early 
stage of development, and it is unlikely that the waters near New 
England would have sufficient temperature gradient or adequate 
wave energy characteristics for these sources to be suitable even 
if they do become technically feasible. 

District Heating. District heating is a form of central- 
station cogeneratlon that reduces oil use per kwh of electricity 
generated due to the concurrent production of thermal energy for 
heating (or cooling) building complexes or neighborhoods. It 
does not fall within our criterion of an alternative technology, 
since it does not ordinarily utilize renewable resources. 
Nevertheless it is a promising method of rncreasing the efficiency 
of energy production. The economics of district heating are 
favorable due to the high cost of space heating in New England. 
Any city in New England that has conventional power plants 
situated in or around the city could probably be economically 
served by a district heating system at least for part of its heating 
requirement. 
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5. ASSESSING THE ECONOMIC AND EMPLOYMENT RAMIFICATIONS 
OF RESIDENTIAL ENERGY CONSERVATION 

5.1 Approach 

Regional input-output (I/O) analysis is one method of 
tracing the economic effects of a change in the level of activity 
in one industry upon the other industries with which it is associ- 
ated in a regional economy. A given increase in the demand for 
storm windows, for example, increases in varying degrees the demand 
for materials and labor in all the industries involved in the chain 
of production leading to the fabrication of this final commodity. 
The spending of wages earned through this chain further spreads 
the effects of the change in demand through the economy. 

In the current study, use of a regional I/O approach permits 
a complete analysis of the direct and indirect effects of specific 
increases in the demand for residential energy conservation goods 
and services. 

In order to perform an I/O analysis, a regional input-output 
table or its equivalent is required. Regional Industrial Multi- 
pliers (RIMS) have been developed by the Bureau of Economic 
Analysis of the U.S. Department of Commerce. RIMS for the New 
England states were incorporated as one of the four major elements 
in the computerized employment model used for this analysis. 

The employment impact analysis described in Report V is 
linked directly to the forecasting results described in Reports 
I and II. There, base and conservation case forecasts were 
developed for each of the New England states. Because the 
forecasts are end-use based, the implementation of conservation 
measures which impact residential consumption can be linked directly 
to changes in end-use consumption. For example, the conservation 
scenario embodies increases in the installation rate of storm 
windows relative to the Base Case. (In the forecast model, this 
is a factor in reducing the energy demand for space heating.) 
Comparing the base and conservation forecasts allows the identi- 
fication of the annual number of added storm windows and the 
associated energy savings. Monetary savings which result will have 
a local employment impact through increased spending. Based upon 
this information, the model computes the economic consequences of 
additional demand for this number of storm windows. Analogous 
procedures for all conservation measures provides a stream of 
disaggregated conservation implementations. The I/O analysis 
is performed on a measure-by-measure basis, taking into account 
the number of yearly applications of each measure required to 
account for the differences between Base and Conservation Case 
forecasts. 
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To analyze the economic consequences of an individual 
conservation measure, such as the addition of a storm window, 
it is necessary to specify labor and material requirements. 
ESRG has developed a data base containing such information. 
In the course of the current project, this data has been ex- 
panded and adjusted to reflect Mew England conditions. This 
provides a key input to the ESRG model computations. Separate 
data exist on measures for new vs. existing and single vs. 
multifamily dwellings where appropriate. The employment model 
receives the input data on the labor and materials required for 
each measure, as well as the number of applications of each 
measure. Based on this input data, as well as the RIMS 
multipliers mentioned earlier, the model estimates the changes 
in regional economic activity necessary to meet the demands 
due to the yearly installation of the assumed number of con- 
servation measures. There are a number of distinct effects 
upon the regional economy. These include: 

0 On-Site employment required to install the 
measures. 

l Demand for materials on regional sales activity. 

a Spending of wages of on-site workers on 
regional sales. 

4 Decreased energy consumption on regional energy 
sales. 

e Indirect effects of all of the above throughout 
the regional economy. 

Aggregation of these effects yields a profile of the impact of 
incremental conservation investment by state and by type of 
employment impact. 

In Figure 5, we trace the steps involved in computing the 
direct and indirect economic effects of investment in the 
additional conservation. The installation ("measure implemented") 
of a conservation measure triggers a series of economic responses. 
In addition to the labor involved in installation, there is 
maintenance for certain measures. Installation and maintenance 
activity together constitute the "on-site" employment due to 
the installation of the measure. The on-site employment leads 
to the first off-site effect: the spending of wages which are 
paid to workers engaged in the installation and maintenance of 
the measure. This is shown in the "off-site changes" column of 
the diagram. Two other off-site effects are also shown. The 
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FIGURE 5 
THE EMPLOYMENT EFFECTS OF 

ONE CONSERVATION MEASURE APPLICATION 

W 
w 

MEASURE 
IMPLE~~ENTED 

Conservation 
Measure in 

New SF House* 
In Place of 
Convent ional 

ON-SITE ON-SITE DIRECT OFF-SITE TOTAL 
CHANGES CHANGES EXF'LOWENT CHANGES EWLOYPLENT 

(1st Yl3R) (SUBSEQUENT YEARS) EFFECT IMPACT 

* Or any other appropriate unit as shown in Table 12. 



first is the purchase of locally produced materials. Here are 
also included any appropriate wholesale, retail, or transportation 
activity associated with goods produced outside the region. 

Next is shown the increases due to non-energy spending. This 
is the most important effect of conservation. Many conservation 
measures pay for themselves quite rapidly and have a useful life 
far beyond the period needed to repay the cost of the installation. 
In our analysis, we assume that consumer expenditures measures 
are "repaid" out of savings due to decreased energy consumption. 
Energy savings eventually pay for the measure, as indicated in the 
diagram. Once the measure is paid for, the continued savings are 
shifted to general household expenditures, through which they 
increase non-energy spending within the economy. This 
"respending effect" provides the largest increase in local 
employment among the various directwand indirect effects. 

In addition to the sources of increased employment, there is 
one major source of decreased employment. The decreased demand for 
energy caused by the conservation measures leads to decreased eco- 
nomic activity in the energy producing sectors. These include the 
electric and gas utilities and the petroleum industry. Decreased 
demand here is translated into overall employment reductions 
in a manner analogous to that discussed above. Associated 
indirect effects are taken into account here, as in the rest of 
our analysis. 

5.2 Results 

The residential sector shift from the Base Case to the 
Conservation Strategy scenario produces substantial overall 
regional employment gains. These are the product of an overall 
increase in regional economic activity as a result of conserva- 
tion investment. There are two dimensions to this. 

First, the regional commitment to conservation produces 
on-site employment (e.g., storm window installation). Second, 
there are indirect, "off-site" effects. Here, while reduced 
energy expenditure does reduce regional energy-related employ- 
ment, measure implementation and the "respending"of associated 
savings increase conservation-related employment. The latter 
effect overshadows the former. 

As explained above and shown in Figure 5, there are three 
different ways in which the effects of on-site conservation- 
related activity are linked to the local economy. The three 
are: (1) through the demand for materials purchased locally and 
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through the spending wages to on-site workers, (2) through 
decreased consumption of local energy services, and (3) 
through shifts in household income and thereby spending, made 
possible by the re-allocation of savings from decreased energy 
expenditures. Table 6 presents the total employment impact by 
state disaggregated according to these different effects. Also 
presented are the total direct employment on-site as well as 
the overall total employment. 

An examination of Table 6 shows that indirect employment 
(that is, employment off-site) gives the bulk of the impact in 
each of the states. Further, it is clear that this employment 
is a composite of competing effects. Purchase of materials and 
the spending of wages and the effect of shifts in disposable 
income tend to increase local employment, while decreased 
spending for energy tends to,decrease employment. It is 
particularly interesting to compare the decrease in employment 
due to fuel savings with the increase due to the shift in funds 
associated with these savings. Despite the fact that the 
spending of energy savings only commences after the original 
capital investment in conservation is paid for, the results 
show that the net effect of this shift is to strongly increase 
regional employment. 

TABLE 6 

TOTAL EMPLOYMENT IMPACT DISAGGREGATED 
BY ECONOMIC EFFECT OF CONSERVATION, 

1978-2000 

ME NH VT MA RI CT ENGLAND 

On-Site 7,492 6,910 3,382 26,521 4,332 15,903 64,540 

Indirect F&ployment 
Due To: 

Labor and Materials 
Purchases 14,490 15,171 6,248 69,356 9,266 33,718 148,249 

Reduced Energy 
Expenditures -39,468 -39,418 -16,613 -174,828 -24,500 -80,875 -375,702 

ConsWrSpending 
of Energy Savings 51,736 51,614 22,159 235,062 31,988 105,589 498,148 

Sub-Total 
Indirect Employment 26,757 27,366 11,794 129,590 16,753 58,433 270,693 

Total 
Employment 34,249 34,276 15,176 156,111 21,085 74,336 335,233 
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The yearly impacts of each of the basic employment 
factors for New England as a whole are givenin Table 7. Here, 
as in Table 6, labor and materials impacts, together with on- 
site employment, are dominant in the early years. However, 
by the mid-point in the study period, they are overtaken by the 
effects of respending. 

TABLE 7 

TOTAL ANNUAL EMPLOYMENT IN NEW ENGLAND 
DISAGGREGATED BY ECONOMIC EFFECTS OF CONSERVATION 

On-Site 

Indirect Employment 
Due To: 

Labor and Mater- 
ial Purchases 

Reduced Energy 
Expenditures 

Consumer Spending 
of Energy Savings 

Sub-Total 
Indirect Employment 

Total 
Employment 

1983 1988 1993 1998 

1,534 4,440 3,703 3,245 

4,002 9,207 

-2,005 -12,667 

1,721 14,836 

3,718 11,376 

5,251 15,815 

TOTAL 

64,540 

8,383 8,591 148,249 

-24,039 -35,471 -375,702 

31,353 50,888 498,148 

15,697 24,008 270,693 

19,402 27,252 335,233 

The details of this pattern are related to the assumption 
that all savings are credited toward the cost of a conservation 
measure until that measure is paid off. Once the measure is 
"paid off," these savings are treated as additional disposable 
income, to be spent or saved following the general pattern of 
residential consumers. 

From the standpoint of regional employment-creation, 
investment in conservation is very efficient. In Table 8, 
yearly employment per million dollars of total investment and 
per million dollars of local economic activity is given. The 
latter is a measure of the fraction of the expenditures on 
conservation which remain in the local economy. Thus, for 
example, if the measure under consideration were insulation, 
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the local spending would include the portion of the total cost 
of the measure associated with local and some inter-regional 
transportation, wholesale and retail, together with any on-site 
labor costs involved in its installation. However, if the 
insulation were manufactured outside New England, no manu- 
facturing costs would affect the local economy. The data in 
Table 8 shows that approximately 52 percent of the total 
investment in conservation leads to local economic activity 
and thus to local employment. Despite the fact that some 
investment "leaks" out of the region, comparison with other 
expenditures, such as power plant construction, shows that 
investment in conservation creates more employment per dollar 
invested than do most alternatives. 

TABLE 8 

EMPLOYMENT PER MILLION DOLLARS 
OF CONSERVATION INVESTMENT BY STATE 

TOTAL 
ME NH VT MA RI CT N. E. 

Total 
-lFt 34,249 34,276 15,176 156,111 21,085 74,336 335,233 

Total 
Investment, lo6 $ 680 659 335 2,558 413 1,630 6,275 

Employmsnt Per 
106$ Invested 50.4 52.0 45.3 61.0 51.1 45.6 53.4 

ILxal 
Spending, 106$ 404 414 180 1,480 236 929 3,643 

-10-t Per lo6 
$ Spent Iocally 84.8 82.8 84.3 105.5 89.3 80.0 92.0 

The total cumulative costs of conservation investment, which 
reach some $6.3 billion by the end of the century, are far out- 
stripped by the stream of energy savings. During the first few 
years, costs exceed savings. After 1985, cumulative savings 
already outstrip cumulative costs. The costs of implementing 
and maintaining conservation measures then remain relatively 
constant while savings continue to mount (see Table '9). After 
25 years, total cumulative savings are some $17.7 billion. The 
"investment" figures do not include any finance charges, and the 
"savings" figures do not include the tax credits 

for which residents qualify under existing law. 
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P  

TABLE 9 

YEARLY CONSERVATION INVESTMENT AND 
ENERGY SAVINGS IN NEW ENGLAND 

(lo6 1980$) 
1978 - 2000 

1978 1983 1988 1993 1998 TOTAL 

Total 
Investment 0 161 379 366 368 6,276 
Energy Savings 0 91 617 1,129 1,641 17,675 

Of course, these data represent only the direct economic 
trade-offs. The primary purpose of the analysis described in 
this section has been to demonstrate the importance of also 
consideringthe indirect and employment impacts of alternative 
energy strategies. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

At the request of the United States General Accounting 
Office, ESRG is investigating the potential for oil-use 
reduction in New England over the next two decades. Two 
broad areas are under quantitative assessment: 1) conserva- 
tion and 2) alternative supply options. Those conservation 
measures which affect the level of electricity consumption 
are particularly important in New England where a large 
fraction of electric generation is from oil-fired power 
plants (57% in 1978). 

The identification and quantification of electricity 
conservation measures is the subject of a companion volume. 
The object of this volume is to develop "business-as-usual" 
estimates (hereafter, Base Case) of the growth in electric 
energy requirements and peak power demands for each of the 
six New England states. These forecasts provide benchmark 
growth levels in order to provide a basis for detailing the 
impacts of a sharp increase in emphasis on conservation 
policy in New England. Conservation trends, policies, and 
regulations firmly in place already, of course, form part 
of the Base Case scenario structure. It should be emphasized 
that while ESRG considers the Base Case New England forecasts 
to be reliable approximations to future growth, they are not 
intended as alternative demand forecasts for Base Case 
electric system planning purposes. Their function lies 
elsewhere: the estimation of reasonable breakdowns of future 
electricity consumption by end-use in order to provide a 
basis for quantifying conservation impact potential. 

Aggregate Base Case statewide electric energy and peak 
load forecasts are presented along with sales forecasts by 
major demand sectors in Table 1.1 (by state) and 1.2 (New 
England total) below. The Base Case is constructed as the 
mean of High/Low forecast bands which are presented in 
Appendix A in aggregate form. It should be stressed that 
the three forecasts -- Base, High, Low -- all refer to the 
non-conservation scenario; they are designed to bracket 
forecast uncertainty only under "business-as-usual" conditions. 
Table 1.3 translates the Base Case forecasts for energy and 
peak into growth rates, giving the High and Low Cases for 
comparison. Forecast decompositions by end-use component 
are presented in Appendix B. 

Sections two through seven of this volume describe in 
detail the conceptual basis and mathematical structure of 
the forecasting model. Data and assumptions relied upon in 
driving the model is the subject of Sec. 8. 
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iFusE ENERGY IN GUH 
RESIDENT. COntiER, IHDUSTR, LlTtlEli 

1978 16031 1379. 

K 
16106 1430, 
1620. 1490. 

1981 1620, 1540. 
1982 1630, 1600, 
1983 1630, 1650, 
1984 1640, 1700. 

it! 

1650. 1760. 
1660, 1820. 
1670, 1870. 

1988 16801 1930, 
1989 1690, 1990, 
1990 1700, 2050, 
1991 1720. 2110, 
1992 1730. 2160, 
1993 1740, 2220, 
1994 1750, 2280, 
1995 1760, 2340, 
1996 1770, 2400. 
1997 1780. 2460. 
1998 17901 2520. 
1999 1810. 2580. 

2000 1820. 2640. 

wsE ENERGY IN GWH 
RESIDENT, COntiER, INDIJSTR. 

1002, 
1020, 
1040, 
1050. 
1070. 
1080. 
1100~ 
1120, 
1130. 
1140, 
1160. 
1170, 
1180, 
1200, 
1210. 
1220, 
1240. 
1250, 
1260, 
1280. 
1290, 
1300, 
1320. 

24561 
2570, 
2690. 
2790. 
2890. 
2980. 
3070, 
3160. 
3250. 

3g; 

3620: 
3670, 
3710. 
3760 a 
3800, 

ME; 

3970: 
4020. 
4060, 

17711 
1810, 
1840. 
1870. 
1910. 
1940, 
1980, 
2010. 
2060. 
2100, 
2150. 
2200. 
2250. 
2300. 
2340, 
2390. 
2440. 
2490, 
2540, 
2590. 
2630. 

f7T; 

1523, 
16004 
1670, 
1740, 
1810, 
1890, 
1960. 
2030. 
2120. 
2210, 
2310. 
2400, 
2490. 
2580. 
2680, 
2770. 
2870. 
2960. 
3050, 
3150, 
3240. 
3340, 
3430, 

X4” CASE ENERGY IN GYH 
RESIDENT, COMEFi, INDUSTfi+ 

1978 
1979 
1980 
1981 
1982 
1983 
1984 

ii 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 
1992 
1993 
1994 
1995 
1996 
1997 
1998 
1999 
2OQO 

1597, 
1650. 
1700, 
1750, 
1800. 

g: 

1990: 
2050. 
2100, 
2150, 
2210. 
2240, 
2260. 

2;;: 

2370: 
2390, 
2420. 
2450. 
2480, 

760, 
800, 
850, 

9;: 

1030: 
1070, 
1130, 
1190, 
1250, 
1310, 
1370. 
1430, 
1490, 
1560. 

1620, 
1680. 
1740. 
1810. 
1870. 
19301 
2000. 
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625, 
650 a 
670, 
700, 
720, 
7401 
760. 

g: 

860: 
890. 
920. 
940, 
960. 

1E 
1030+ 
10501 
1070, 
1100, 
1120. 
1140, 

6376. 991. 
6630, 1030. 
6873 + 1060. 
7100, 1090. 
7330. ll?O* 
7550 e 1150. 
77701 11806 
7990. 1210. 

9700. 1450, 
9910. 1480. 

10120* 1510, 
10320. 1540. 
10530 * 1560, 
10740, 1590. 
10950, 1620. 
11160, 1650. 
11370, 1680, 

OTHER 
PEAK POWER LOAD IH MW 

TOTAL SUMEli HINTER 

513, 
520, 
530. 
530, 
540, 
550, 
550, 
5601 
560, 
570, 
580, 
580, 
590, 

{0!; 

610: 
620, 
620, 
630, 
630, 
640. 
650. 

5315, 972, 9731 
5420, 990, 990. 
5520. 1010. 1020, 
5620, lC20, 1040, 
5720, 1040. IObOe 
5820, 1050* 1080* 
5910, 107G. llOO* 
6000~ 1080, 112c. 
6110, 1100. 1140, 
6210, 1120, 1170, 
6320. 1130, 1190. 
6420, 1150, 1210. 
6530, 1160, 1230, 
6610. 1180, 1250, 
6690, 1190, 1260, 
6780, 1200, 1280, 
6860, 1220, 1290. 
6940. 1230. 1310, 
7020, 1240. 1320. 
7110, 1260, 1340, 
7190. 1270, 1350, 
7280, 1280, 1370, 
7370 I 13001 1380, 

OTHER 

401, 3760. 
410, 3880, 
420, 4000, 
430. 4130. 
440, 4240, 
450, 4360, 
450, 4480 a 
460, 4590 * 
470. 4730, 
480. 4860. 
490, 5000, 
500, 5140, 
5101 5280. 
520, 5390, 
530, 5500, 
540, 5610, 
540, 5720. 
550. 5830, 
560. 5940. 
570, 6050, 
580. 6160. 
590, 6270 a 
400, 6390. 

1203, 
12601 
1310. 
1370. 
1420, 
1470. 
1520. 
1570. 
1630, 
1690. 
1740, 
1800. 
1860. 
1900. 

1940, 
1980. 
2020. 
2060 e 
21oot 
2140. 
2180. 
2220 * 
2260 t 

572. 
590, 
610. 
620. 
640, 

4:;: 

700: 
720. 
7401 
760. 
780. 
790. 
810. 

8::: 

Et: 
880. 
900, 
910, 
930. 

765, 
790, 
820, 
850, 
880. 
910. 
940. 
970. 

10101 
1040. 
1070, 
1110. 
1140. 
1160. 
1190. 
l2lOl 
1230, 
1250. 
1270. 
1300. 
1320, 
1340, 
1360, 



BASE CASE 
COUU ENERGY IN GYH 

RESIDENT, COMER, INDUSTR. 

1978 
1979 
1980 
1981 
1982 
1983 
1984 
1985 
1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 
1992 
1993 
1994 
1995 
1996 
1997 
1998 
1999 
2000 

8154, 
8360, 
8550, 

Iti%& 

9230: 
9380, 
9540, 
97001 
9860, 

10020, 
10180, 
10230. 
10270, 
10310, 
10360, 
104001 
10440. 
10480~ 
10520, 
10560. 
lOblO. 

6495. 5975 I 1710. 22334, 4021, 4052, 
6570. 6130, 1750, 22800+ 4110, 4140, 
6640, 6270, 1780, 23250, 4190, 4230, 
6710. 6420. 1810, 23690. 4270, 4326, 

6780. 6560, 1850, 24110. 4340. 4410, 
6850, 6710, 1880, 24520, 4410. 4490, 
6920, 6840, 1910, 24910, 44701 45701 
6990. 6980. 1940, 25290, 4540, 4650. 
7050, 7190. 1980, 25750, 4610, 4750, 
7110, 7390, 2010, 26210, 46901 4840, 
71701 7590, 2050, 26670, 4760, 4930. 
7230. 7790. 2090, 27130, 4840, 5030, 
7290. 8000, 2120, 27590. 4910, 5120, 
7350+ 8200. 2150. 27920. 4970. 5180. 
7410, 8400, 2180, 28260. 5020, 5230, 
7470, 8600, 22101 28590, 50?0* 5290, 

?-so* 8790. 2240, 28920, 5120. 5350, 
7590, %990* 2270. 29250, 5170, 5400, 
7650, 9196. 2290, 29570, 5220. 54601 
7710, 9390, 2320. 29900, 5270. 5510, 
7770, 9580, 2350, 30220, 5320, 5570. 
7830. 97&o* 2380, 30550, 5370. 5620. 
7890, 9970, 2410. 30880, 5420, 5680. 

fl2E cASE ENERGY IN GUH 
RESIDENT, COMER. INDUSTR, 

1978 11756, 
1979 12020, 
1980 12260, 
1981 12520, 
1982 12750, 
1983 12960. 
1984 13190, 
1985 13390, 
1986 13610. 
1987 13840, 
1988 14060, 
1989 14290. 
1990 14510, 
1991 14580, 
1992 14660, 
1993 14730. 
1994 14800, 
1995 14870, 

1996 149401 
1997 15010, 
1998 15070, 
1999 15150, 
2000 15240, 

8464, 
8650, 

8840, 
9030, 
4220, 
9400, 

9590, 
9770, 

9970, 
10160, 
10350, 
10540, 

10730, 
10920, 
11120, 
11310, 
11500, 
11690, 
118801 
12070, 
12270, 
12460, 
12650, 

KECASE EHERGY IN GUH 
RESIDENT, COiQlER, INDIJSTR, 

1978 
1979 
1980 
1981 
1982 
1983 
1984 
1985 
1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 
1992 
1993 
1994 
1995 
1996 
1997 
1996 
1999 

2000 

3014, 
3110, 
3190. 

;g.* 

3530: 
3610. 

3700, 
3790* 

3870. 
3960. 

4060. 
4100. 

4150. 
4190, 

4230. 
4280, 

4320. 
4370. 
4410. 
4460. 
4510, 

2014. 2460. 735, 8223, 1231. 1540, 
2020 I 2560 * 750, 0440, 1260, 1590, 
2030. 2660, 760, 8650, 1290s 1640, 
2040 * 2750, 770, 8860, 1320. 1690, 
2050, 2850, 790, 9060. 1350, 1740, 
2060 s 2950, 8001 9270, 1370. 1790, 
2070, 3050, 810, 9470+ 1400. 1840, 
2080. 3150, 830, 9670 t 1430, 1890, 
2100, 3270, 840, 9920, 1460. 1950. 
2120, 3390. 860. 10160, 1490, ?OOO* 
2150, 3520, 870, 10410, 1530, 2060 * 
2170. 3640. 890, lO660+ 1560, 21x* 
2190, 3760 I 910, 10910, 1590. 2180* 
2210. 3890, 920. 11120, 1620, 2220, 
2230, 4010, 930, 11320, 16500 2260. 
2250. 4140, 940, 11530, 1680, 2300 t 
2270. 4270, 9601 117301 1700, 2340. 
2300 e 4390, 970, 11940, 1730, 2380, 
2320, 4520, 980, 12150, 1760, 2420. 
2340, 4650, 1000. 12360. 1790, 2460, 
2360, 4780, 1010. 12560, 1810. 2500 t 
2380. 4910, 1020, 12770, 1840, 2540, 
2400, 5050. 1040. 12990, 1870, 2580. 
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OTHER TOTAL 
PEAKP;;;R LO\D$RifY 

DTHER TOTAL 

3100, 34522, 6286, 
3160, 35080, 

6431, 
63BO. 6550, 

3220, 35620, 6460, 
3280, 

6670. 
36170, 6540. 

3340, 
6800, 

36700, 6620, 
3400. 

6920, 
37219. 6700. 

3460. 
7040, 

377101 
3510, 

6780 6 
38200, 

7160, 
6859, 7270, 

3580, 38770, 6940, 
3640, 

7400, 
39340, 7030, 7530. 

3700‘ 39920, 7120, 
3770, 

7660, 
40500, 7210, 

3840, 
7790, 

410701 7290, 
3900, 

7920, 
41490, 7360, 8000, 

3960. 41910, 7430, 
4020, 

8080, 
42330, 7490, 8150, 

4080, 42740, 7560, 8230, 
4140. 43160. 7630, 8310. 

4200, 43570, 7690, 8390, 
4260, 43980, 7760, 8460, 

4320, 44400, 7820, 
4380. 

8540, 
44820, 7890, 8620, 

4440. 45250. 7960, 8700, 

UTHER 



TABLE 1.2 

ESRG AGGREGATE FORECAST OF ENERGY AND PEAK IN NEW ENGLAND 

New England; Base Case 

Energy (GWH) 
Non-Coincident Non-Coincident 
Summer Peak (MW) Winter Peak (MW 

1978 80530 14073 14964 
1983 88730 15330 16780 
1988 97080 16600 18650 
1993 104750 17740 20210 
1998 111480 18740 21460 

New England; High Case 

Energy (GWH) 
Non-Coincident 
Summer Peak (MW) 

Non-Coincident 
Winter Peak (MW) 

1978 80530 14073 14964 
1983 94390 16330 17950 
1988 107730 18420 20910 
1993 119620 20310 23380 
1998 130370 22090 25500 

New England; Low Case 

Energy (GWH) 
Non-Coincident 
Summer Peak (MW) 

Non-Coincident 
Winter Peak (MW) 

1978 80530 14073 14964 
1983 83050 14350 15610 
1988 86420 14710 16300 
1993 89860 15210 16940 
1998 92580 15410 17420 
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TABLE 1.3 

ESRG FORECAST GROWTH RATES FOR NEW ENGLAND 

1978 %/Yr. 1988 %/Yr. 1998 
CASE 1978-88 1988-98 

High 88,530 2.95 107,730 1.93 130,370 
Annual Energy Base 80,530 1.89 97,080 1.39 111,480 

(GW) Low 80,530 .71 86,420 .69 92,580 

Non-coincident High 14,073 2.73 18,420 1.83 22,090 
Summer Peak Base 14,073 1.67 16,600 1.22 18,740 

(MW Low 14,073 .44 14,710 .47 15,410 

Non-coincident High 14,964 3.40 20,910 2.00 25,500' 
Winter Peak Base 14,964 2.23 18,650 1.41 21,460 

(MW Low 14,964 .86 16,300 .67 17,420 
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2. OVERVIEW OF FORECASTING APPROACH 

This section is restricted to a broad description of the 
forecast model characteristics. The conceptual basis and mathe- 
matical structures of the model are described in subsequent 
sections. 

The model forecasts are based on the aggregation of separate 
forecasts for the major end-use components comprising system demand. 
This allows for explicit incorporation of the impacts of differential 
end-use growth, energy policy, new technology and specific conser- 
vation practices. For example, appliance efficiency improvements 
are integrated indirectly into the appliance submodel rather than as 
approximate adjustments on gross energy requirements. 

The energy consumption for a given component is given by the 
expression: 

Energy Consumption in End-Use Category = End-Use Measure x B-~ergy Intensity 

In other words, the energy consumption by end-use is the product of 
the quantity of the end-use ("End-Use Measure") and the annual aver- 
age energy consumed per unit of the end-use ("Energy Intensity"). 
The measure of an end-use activity will be in units appropriate to 
the sector being modelled. These'are summarized in Figure 2.1. 

.The forecasting technique consists of three fundamental 
steps: (1) analysis of base year energy-consuming stock in terms 
of average measure levels and intensities, (2) specification of 
growth in the end-use measures and (3) simulation of the factors 
affecting the intensity of unit energy use. The actual mathematic- 
al analogs chosen for energy consumption in the end-use models 
must be wedded to the specific character of the end-use category. 
Further, they must be constrained by limitations in available data. 
The computational procedures selected are discussed in detail in 
Sections 3 through 7. 

The energy forecast model, schematized in Figure 2.2, is the 
heart of the system. It, in turn, is comprised of a series of 
submodels which produce forecasts of energy consumption disaggre- 
qated by end-use. These are summed to give annual energy and are 
input to the demand forecast model. The results for the utility 
are combined to output system energies and peaks. (Additionally, 
the energy forecasts broken down by end-use category may be 
outputted allowing for a clearer understanding of the structure 
of total consumption and sensitivity to specific assumptions.) 
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FIGURE 2.1 
MODEL COMPONENTS 

I 
43 

I 

SECTOR 

Residential 

Commercial 

END-USE ACTIVITY END-USE MEASURE ENERGY INTENSITY 

14 Appliance Categories number of units average annual consumption 
2 housing types per unit 

5 building types floorspace square average annual consumption 
4 end-use categories footage per square foot 
2 vintages (new & existing) 

Industrial 19 manufacturing subsectors production units average annual consumption 
per unit production 



FIGURF, 2.2 
ENERGY FORECAST MODEL SCHEMATIC 
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From one perspective, the model is a functional relationshin 
between a set of independent variables (data file) and selected de- 
pendent variables (output forecasts). The computer program designed 
for executing this mapping accepts a user-selected data file and 
produces user-selected outputs. The inputs are of two types: 
(1) data which characterizes the actual base year experience 
of a given utility and (2) assumptions on future values of the in- 
dependent variables which chart the changes in base year values. 
The first type of data is developed and updated from independent 
sources (utility surveys, industry load studies, census information, 
etc.). The second type of input defines a set of growth assumptions 
or "scenarios". Though one has guidelines for estimating the growth 
variables entering the submodels (historic patterns, independent 
national and state projections, policy impacts, market penetration 
analysis, etc.), uncertainty cannot be avoided. 

This uncertainty is dealt with in the program in two ways. 
First, a range of growth variable values are automatically required 
in producing a forecast. The model is designed to accept from the 
outset the uncertainty in the driving variables identified by the 
user. The program operates from "high" and "low" data files associ- 
ated with data choices for high and low cases, respectively. Though 
one cannot prophesize with certitude a given input item, one can 
with some confidence give a realistic range of possible future values. 
The high and low scenarios are designed to bracket the set of possible 
futures. The "probable" case is defined in the model as the mid- 
range forecast illustrated in Figure 2.3. The uncertainty in the 
input data set is reflected in the overall forecast uncertainty. 
The range of uncertainty, is, of course, an increasing function of 
time. 

The second method for treating uncertainty is through sensi- 
tivity analysis. The program allows for temporary changes of an in- 
put item (or set of items), permitting tests of the response in 
forecast output to changes in data file input. The stability of 
output to specific input variations can be computed and utilized 
in assessing the validity of a given forecast. 
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3. RESIDENTIAL SECTOR 

This section describes the electrical energy demand forecast 
model for the residential class of customers. The component end- 
uses of residential energy consumption are treated in fourteen sep- 
arate submodels. This level of detail allows the incorporation of 
the central factors affecting overall demand which can be lost in 
methodologies which forecast aggregate demand alone. 

The fourteen residential end-uses for which submodels have 
been developed are listed in Table 3.1. 

TABLE 3.1 
RESIDENTIAL 

Input 

END-USE SUBMODELS 

End-Use 

14 Miscellaneous 

1 Refrigerator 
2 Freezer 
3 Electric Range 
4 Lighting 
5 Television 
6 Clothes Dryer 
7 Clothes Washer 
8 Dishwasher 
9 Water Heater 

10 Air Conditioning - Room 
11 Air Conditioning - Central 
12 Space Heat 
13 Heating Auxiliaries 

These submodels will be described later. At the most elementary 
level, annual consumption for end-use (i) in year (t) is given 
by the expression: 

Et,i=Nt,iXCt,i (3.1) 

where 

E t,i = Total annual energy consumption of end-use (i) in year (t) 

Nt,i = Total number of corresponding units 

't,i = Average annual energy consumption per unit 

Then the total energy consumption in the residential sector 
for year (t) becomes 

' Et i i I 
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A glance at Equation 3.1 will show that the residential fore- 
cast for each end-use can be viewed as a combined forecast of the 
total number of units, on the one hand, and the average consumption 
per unit, on the other hand. 

3.1 Number of Units 

The number of units for a given end-use is computed as the 
product of the number of households and the end-use saturation, 
defined here as the average number of units per household. The 
number of household units is further divided into single family 
units (SF) and multifamily units (ME'). This breakdown is desirable 
since appliance ownership and usage patterns may vary significant- 
ly by housing type. A shift in the mix of SF and MF in the fore- 
cast period thus affects ultimate demand. 

3.2 Saturation Curves 

Saturations enter the end-use submodels via the logistic 
growth curve. This curve has the general form: 

SATt,i,k = 
Ci k 

l+B 
i,k 

xe-lAi,k*T) 
(3.2) 

for the saturation (SAT) of a given end-use (i), and housing type 
(k) r in year (t). The parameters are constrained by: 

B>O, A>O, O<C<l. (3.3) 

(The indices are suppressed for notational convenience.) (3.3) 

Parameter C is called the ceiling, representing the asymptotic limit 
of the dependent variable; the greater the value of A, the more 
rapid is the approach to the ceiling. From the derivative 

d SATt _ A - L *SAT 
dt C 

t* (C-SATt) (3.4) 

we see that the growth rate is proportionalto both the level al- 
ready achieved and the increment remaining to the ceiling. 

Ideally, the parameters would be estimated by fits to histor- 
ic saturation data. The data, however, is not sufficient to warrant 
such a complete determination. Instead, we have used base year 
saturations (SBY) to determine one parameter, chosen values for the 
ceiling or terminal saturation (STERM) according to scenario assump- 
tions, and used historic data to fit the remaining variable A. 

Rewriting Equation 3.2 in terms of STERM and SBY and fixing 
the base year t=l as we do throughout the model, we arrive at the 
form of the saturation curve as it enters the submodels: 
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SATt= STERM 

1 xe -A*(t-1) 
(3.5) 

3.3 End-use Submodels 

The second term in Equation 3.1, the average annual energy 
consumption for each end-use, incorporates a great deal of 
complexity. Once the base year energies are established, the 
time dependence of average energy consumption must be computed. 
The major factors which can impact average energy use are: 

a appliance efficiency increases 
l thermal integrity improvements of building shells 
0 new technology market penetration 
6 population per household decreases 
a energy conservation practices induced by 

electricity price increases 

The end-use submodels are designed to allow sensitivity to 
assumptions on these trends. Consequently, overall forecasts 
based on a range of reasonable input assumptions allow for the 
development of a band of possible error within which lies the 
"probable" forecast. 

The submodels will be discussed in the sequence given 
in Table 3.1. In each case, we give a brief qualitative descrip- 
tion in the text and the system of equations in an accompanying 
table. Although the end-uses have particular characteristics 
which require unique model elements, the overall strategy dis- 
played schematically in Figure 3.1 is used throughout. The 
yearly increment in electrical energy consumption is calculated 
by (1) subtracting the energy consumption of retired units, 
(if any) , (2) adding the energy consumption of replacements, 
and (3) adding the energy consumption of additonal new units 
due to customer and saturation growth. With this iteration 
technique, we can, once the base year breakdown is established, 
compute energy consumption for each year of the forecast under 
a given set of assumptions on changes in saturation, customer, 
technology mixes, efficiencies and use patterns. 

3.3.1 Refrigerators and Freezers 
I 

* 

The factors affecting demand for these two appliances are 
quite similar so that the same algorithm for modeling growth 
in energy consumption are employed. Variable definitions and 
dynamic equations are summarized in Table 3.2. 

* 
In the case of decreasing saturations, the form of the curve 
is given by: 

SAT = STERM + (SBY-STERM) x e-A(t-l) 
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FIGURE 3.1 

Schematic of Yearly Energy Increments by End-use 

Changes in: 
Customers, Saturation, 
Efficiencies, Equipment, 

,Use Pattern 

Y 
Consumption 
New Additional Units 

,Year t + 1 

I Consumption *Consumption 
Year t Year t + 1 

Changes in: 
Efficiencies, 
Equipment, 
Use Pattern 
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The total number of appliances by housing type is obtained 
by multiplication of saturation and households (Equation 3.6). 
The iteration procedure is initialized by computing base year 
consumption as the product of the number of appliances on-line 
in the base year and their average unit consumption (Equation 
3.7). There is a great deal of variation in energy demand 
with brand, size and model. Therefore, average usage may vary 
as a function of regional appliance mix. 

The iteration proceeds from year to year by subtracting 
out the energy consumption of retired units and adding back 
the energy from new units added (Equation 3.8). The retired 
energy is a product of the average number retired per year 
(the total number in the previous year divided :by the average 
lifetime) times the average unit consumption of the retired 
units. This last factor must be treated with care; the 1960's 
saw an increase in the average size of refrigerators and 
freezers and a rapid penetration of the energy consuming frost- 
free feature. Therefore, units currently retired are from 
earlier, less energy consuming vintages (Equation 3.11). 

New units, both replacements and net additions, are brought 
on-line at current energy levels (Equation 3.10), with new unit 
average usage according to the efficiency improvements and 
efficiency phase-in period assumed in a given model run (Equation 
3.13). 

‘3 
_‘. 
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Variable Code 

TOTNUM 
BTOCK 
SAT 
UNNEW 
UNAVBS 
ALT 
EFFIMP 
TEND 
UNREP 
UNOLD 
NEWENI 
RETENI 
ENREU 

TABLE 3.2 
SUBMODEL FOR REFRIGERATORS AND FREEZERS 

Year (base year = 1) 
Appliance index (l=refrigerator and Z=freezer) 
Housing type (SF=1 , MF=Z) 
Total number of appliance 
Households 
Saturation 
Average unit usage of new appliance 
Average unit usage of base year stock 
Average appliance lifetime 
Efficiency improvement over base year models 
Final year of efficiency improvement phase-in 
Average unit usage of replaced units 
UNREP for tLALT 
Energy use of new units 
Energy use of retired units 
Annual appliance energy demand 

Equations 

Stock stream: 
TOTNUMt k i = SATt k i xHSTOCKt k i I I I I I I 

Initialize: 
ENREUl,k,i = TOTNUMllkli xUNAVBSkli 

Iterate for t>l: 
ENREUt k i = ENREUtBl k i - RETEN$ k i + NEWENIt k i I I I I I I I , 

where 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 

RETENIt k i = UNREPt,k,i XTOTNUMt-l,k,i /'uTi (3.9) I I 
NEWENItrkli = (TOTNUMt k i-TOTNUMt-l k i+TOTNUMt-l k i/ALTi) I t I I , r 

'UNNEWt i I (3.10) 
and 

UNOLDt i 
c ' 

tdALTi 

UNREPt 1 ; =I for (3.11) 

UNNEWt-ALTi t'ALTi 

UNNEWt i = (l-EFFIMPt)XUNNEW1 i (3.12) I , 

(TEND-~) 'EFFIMT. 1 1 
~<~~TEND 

EFFIMPt i = for (3.13) , t > TEND 
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3.3.2 Electric Ranges 

The determinants of growth for electric ranges are straight- 
forward: saturation and customer increases, efficiency improvements 
in new appliances, and market penetration of the microwave oven 
feature which can decrease overall energy demand. . 

The total stock is given, as usual, as the product of 
saturation and housing stock (Equation 3.14). Further dis- 
aggregation by housing type is not necessary for this end-use 
since available saturation and energy demand data does not 
distinguish between single and multi-family usage patterns. The 
iteration process is initialized with base year data (Equation 
3.15) and proceeds with the characteristic subtraction of retired 
units and addition of new units (Equation 3.16). Units are 
retired at a rate equal to the inverse of the average life 
time (Equation 3.17). The two sources of new units, net additions 
and replacements, are represented by the first and second terms 
of Equation 3.18, respectively. Average usage of new units is 
decremented by a factor derived from assumed efficiency targets 
and phase-in times (Equations 3.19 and 3.20). 

Finally, account is taken of the decreased energy usage 
associated with microwave ovens used in association with electric 
ranges. The total energy demand is a weighted factor of usage 
without and with microwave ovens, the first and second terms, 
respectively, in Equation 3.21. 
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Variable Code 

t 
TOTNUM 
HSTOCK 
SAT 
ENREUl 
ENBEU 
UNAVBS 
UNNEW 
EFFIMP 
TEND 
HETENI 
NEWENI 
ALT 
MSAT 

EDF 

Equations 

Stock stream: 
TOTNUMt 

Initialize: 
ENREUll 

TABLE 3.3 
SUBMODEL FOR ELECTRIC RANGES 

Year (base year = 1) 
Total number 
Households 
Saturation 
Annual electric range energy demand w/o microwaves 
Annual electric range energy demand with microwaves 
Average usage base year stock 
Average unit usage of new units 
Efficiency improvement 
Final year of efficiency improvement phase-in 
Energy use of retired units 
Energy use of new units 
Average lifetime 
Microwave oven saturation as a fraction of 
electric ranges 
Energy demand factor: ratio energy demand with 
and without microwave oven 

= SATt X HSTOC$ (3.14) 

= TOTNUMl X HSTOCKl (3.15) 

Iterate for t>l: 
ENREUlt = ENBEU$l - RETENIt + NEWENIt (3.16) 

where 
BETENIt = ENREU$l /ALT (3.17) 

NEWENIt = (TOTNUM~ - ~oTNmi~-~) x UNNEW~ (3.18) 
+ 

t 
TOTNUMt-l,ALT XUNNEWt 

1 
and 

UNNEWt = (l-EFFIMP$ x UNAVBS (3.19) 

with 

t 

EFFIMT x (t-1) / (TEND-~) t<TEND 
EFFIMPt = for (3.20) 

EFFIMT t,TEND 
Microwave oven adjustment: 

ENBEUt = ENREIJlt X (l-MSATt) + MSATt x EDF x ENREU$ (3.21) 
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3.3.3 Lighting 

Lighting energy demand is represented as the product of average 
annual energy usage per household and the number of households 
(Equation 3.22). The household growth is developed outside the 
submodel and inputted to it. There remains the anticipated changes 
in lighting energy demand per household. 

The model assumes that saturations are currently at 100%; i.e., 
all households have electric lighting and this shall remain true 
throughout the forecast period. However, the intensity of lighting 
use per household as well as the efficiency of conversion of 
electric to light energy has in the past, and may well in the 
future, vary with time. Future deviations from base year levels 
is taken into account by the usage factor (Equation 3.23). 

In the past, several factors have contributed to increases in 
lighting energy demand per household: shift in housing mix toward 
larger SF residences, inexpensive electricity fostering purchase 
of decorative lighting and discouragement of household conservation 
practice. These trends have generally reversed: family size is 
gradually shrinking, MF dwellings are rising relative to SF, and 
rising electricity costs are encouraging conservation. 

It appears likely that these shifting patterns will lead, at 
least to some extent, to the market penetration of energy efficient 
lightbulbs. These include improved incandescents and more fluores- 
cents in the near term, followed possibly by commercialization of 
the screw-in fluorescent in the 1980's. Possible impacts of such 
technology shifts are incorporated in Equation 3.24. 
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TABLE 3.4 
SUBMODEL FOR LIGHTING 

Variable Code 

t 
HSTOCK 
UNAVBS 

UNAV 
UF 
MJ? 
RELEFF 
ENREU 

Year (base year = 1) 
Households 
Average consumption per housing unit in the 
base year 
Average consumption per housing unit 
Usage factor 
Market fraction efficient bulbs 
Efficiency improvement of nonconventional bulb 
Annual energy demand for lighting 

Equations 

ENREUt = UNAVt X HSTOCI$ 

with 

(3.22) 

UNAVt = UFt X UNAVBS (3.23) 

with efficient bulb capturing market fraction: 

or 
UNAVt = (l-MFt) x UNAVBS + MFt x (l-RELEFF~) x UNAVBS 

UFt = l-MF t X RELEFF t (3.24) 
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3.3.4 Television 

The submodel for televison usage must contain sufficient 
complexity to allow for (1) saturation and customer growth, (2) 
changes in unit energy requirements, (3) changes in the mix of 
black and white and color televisions,and (4) decreased usage per 
unit in cases of multiple ownership. The last factor is due to 
the nonproportionality between the number of televisions and the 
viewing hours. That is, if, for instance, a family purchased a 
second television, the hours of use will not simply double since 
the redundant unit will be used to some extent in substitution for 
the first. 

The dynamics of television energy demand growth are presented 
in Table 3.5. After defining the stock stream saturation and 
housing stock with inputs from outside the submodel (Equation 3.25), 
the iteration procedure is initialized with base year data 
(Equation 3.26) and proceeds from year-to-year in the usual way 
(Equations 3.27 to 3.31). Changing ratios of black and white to 
color are allowed in the weighted averages for new units in 
Equation 3.29. Finally, in the case of multiple average ownership, 
the total energy is decremented by a decreased use factor for 
second and third televisions (Equation 3.32). 
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TABLE 3.5 
SUBMODEL FOR TELEVISIONS 

Variable Code 

E 
TOTNUM 
HSTOCK 
SAT 
NEWCOL 
NEWBW 
EFIMCO 
EFIMBW 

Year (base year = 1) 
Housing type 
Total number 
Housing units 
Saturation 
Average unit usage of new color television 
Average unit usage of new black and white television 
Efficiency improvement color units over base year 
Efficiency improvement black and white units 
over base year 

TEND 
FRBW 
ALT 
RETENI 
NEWENI 
UNAVBS 
ENREU 
DUF 

Final year of efficiency improvement phase-in 
Fraction new units which are black and white 
Average lifetime 
Energy use of retired units 
Energy use of new units 
Average unit usage in base year 
Annual energy demand in (t,k) 
Decreased use factor for multiple televisions 

Equations 

Stock stream: 
TOTNUMtlk 

Initialize: 
ENREUl,k 

Iterate for t>l: 
ENREUt,k 

where 
. RETENItlk 

NEWEN$ k 
I 

= SATt,k x HSTOCKt k 
' e 

= TOTNUMllk x UNAVBS 

= ENREUtBllk - RETENIt k 
I 

+ NEWENItlk 

= ENREUtBllk / ALT 

= (TOTNUM~ k - TOTNUMtmllk + TOTNUMtmllk /AL'0 
x ( (1-FkBWt ) X NEWCOLt + FRBWt x NEWBWt ) 

and 
NEWCOLt 

with 
NEWBWt 

EFIMCOt 

= (l-EFIMCOt) x NEWCOLl 
= (l-EFIMBW$ x NEWBW 1 

I 
= (t-l / (TEND-l) x EFIMCOT for t<TEND 

EFIMCOT t>TEND 
(similarly for EFIMBWt) 
Decrease usage for multiple ownership (for SATt kzl): , 

ENREU - ENKEUt,lE: x (l+DuF x (SATE k -1) / SATE k) I I 

(3.25) 

(3.26) 

(3.27) 

(3.28) 

(3.29) 

(3.30) 

(3.31) 

(3.32) 
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3.3.5 Clothes Dryers 

The submodel for clothes dryers is quite simple. Demand 
is primarily a function of saturation and customer growth since 
efficiency improvement possibilities are small and substitute 
technologies to conventional dryers are not on the horizon 
(increased use of solardrying would be reflected in lower satura- 
tions). Although predictions of changing unit usage intensity (such 
as loads per week) are unrealistic, qualitatively, the decreasing 
trend in population per household would suggest that current levels 
should safely overestimate demand. The-equation set (Table 3.6) 
should by now be self-explanatory. 

TABLE 3.6 
SURMODEL FOR CLOTHES DRYER 

Variable code 

t 
TOTNUM 
HSTOCK 
SAT 
LJNAVBS 
ALT 
EFFIMP 
TEND 
NEWENI 
RETENI 
UNNEW 
ENREU 

Year (base year = 1) 
Total number 
Households 
Saturation 
Average unit usage of base year stock 
Average lifetime 
Efficiency improvement over base year units 
Final year of efficiency improvement phase-in 
Energy demand of new units 
Energy demand of retired units 
Average unit usage of new units year t 
Annual energy demand in year t 

Equaticns 

Stock stream: 
TOTNUMt = SATt X HSTOCKt (3.33) 

Initialize: 
ENREUl = TOTNUMl X UNAVHS (3.34) 

Iterate for t>1: 
ENREUt = ENREUtel + NEWENIt - RETENIt (3.35) 

where 
RETENIt = ENREUtBl / ALT (3.36) 

NEWENIt = (TOTNUMt - TOTNUMt 1 + TOTNUMt-1 / ALT)x UNNEWt 
and (3.37) 

UNNEWt = (l-EFFIMR~) x UNAVHS 

with 
EFFIMPt = (t-l) /(TEND-~) x EFFIMT for (3.38) 

EFFIMT 
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3.3.6 Clothes Washer and Dishwasher 

Clothes washers and dishwashers are treated together since, 
as we shall see, the algorithm for modeling demand is identical. 
Each of these end-uses requires energy in two forms: (1) electric 
energy to drive motors and auxiliary equipment and (2) thermal 
energy in the form of hot water for process functions. Technology 
shifts are in the offing which would effect each of these. 

For the case of thermal requirements, the impact on overall 
electrical energy is indirect. Specifically, changes in hot water 
demand will "flow through" to effect the electricity demand in 
the cases where hot water is produced in electric hot water heaters. 
The submodel allows for changes in both the electrical and thermal 
demands, saving the latter for input into the electric water heat 
submodel. 

Therefore, after running the usual iteration to develop 
direct electrical energy demand (Equations 3.39 to 3.45), average 
forecast hot water demand for each appliance is calculated as a 
function both of overall saturation growths and unit demand 
changes. (Equation 3.46 to 3.47). These results are incorporated 
into the electric hot water heater submodel. 
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TABLE 3.7 
SUBMODEL FOR CLOTHES WASHER AND DISHWASHER 

Variable Code 

t 

TOTN"i 
HSTOCK 
SAT 
UNAVIS 
ALT 
CWHW 

DWHW 
HWRECW 
HWREDW 
UNNEW 

NEWENI 
RETENI 
ENREU 
EFFIMP 
TEND 

Equations 

Stock stream: 
TOTNUMt i 

I 
Initialize: 

ENREUlli 

Iterate for t>l: 
ENREUt i 

I 
where 

RETENIt,i 
NEWEN$ i I 

and 
UNNEWt i 

I 
with 

EFFIMPt i 
I 

Year (base year = 1) 
Appliance index (CW = 7, DW = 8) 
Total number 
Households 
Saturation 
Average base year unit electric energy usage 
Average appliance lifetime 
Clothes washer average hot water demand per 
customer 
Dishwasher average hot water demand per customer 
Hot water reduced demand -- clothes washer 
Hot water reduced demand -- dishwasher 
Average unit electrical energy usage of new 
appliance units 
Energy demand of new units 
Energy demand of retired units 
Annual energy demand 
Efficiency improvement over base year 
Final year of efficiency improvement phase-in 

= SATt,l x HSTOCKt i I 

= TOTNUMlli x UNAVHSi 

= ENREUt,lli + NEWENItli - RSTENItli 

= ENREU t- 1, i/ALTi 
='TOTNUMt i-TOTNUMt-1 i+TOTNUMt_l i/ALTi) 

x UNNEW; i 
, I 

I 

= (1 - EFFIMPt i) x UNAVBS. I 1 

(t-l/(TEND-l) x EFFIMT 
EFFIMT 

for 

(3.42) 
(3.43) 

(Continued) 
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TABLE 3.7 (Continued) 

Hot Water Demands: 

New unit usage year t: 

UCWHWI = 19 x uNAVBS7 x (1-HWRECW$ 
UDWHWI = 4.6 x UNAVBSS x (l-HWHEDWt) 

(factor 19 and 4.6 are ratios of hot water to e: 
for clothes washer and dishwasher, respectively 

with 

HWRECWt = ( (t-l)/(~~~D-l)! x HWRECT for 
HWRECT 

Lectric-energy requirements 
j&f. 1J) 

t<TEND 
t>TEND 

Average unit usage: 

UCwHWt = (UCWHW,-1 x HEMS + (TOTNUM~ - HEMS) x UCWH!~I~)/TOTNUM~(~.~~ 

where HHM t = remaining units from previous year = TOTNUMt-1 
X (l-l/ALTi) 

Average usage per customer: 

CwHWt = SATt +JCWHWt I (3.47 

And similarly for dishwasher. 
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3.3.7 Electric Water Heaters 

The electric water heater submodel is sensitive to a number 
of time dependent factors affecting overall energy demand: 

a saturation 
0 efficiencies 
0 average residential hot water requirement 
e solar technology penetration 

The number of electric water heaters is computed in Equation 
3.48. First, in Equation 3.48a, the base year units are computed 
from input data. For subsequent years, the total number is computed 
as the combination of the previous year's value (first term on the 
right of Equation 3.48a)plus additions from two new markets. First, 
all new electric space heaters are assumed to also have electric 
water heaters. (This will slightly overstate growth.) This is 

'reflectedinthe second line on the right of Equation 3.48b (penetrations 
of electric space heat also appear in the esh submodel, Section 3.3.9). 
Second, new non-electric space heated homes (Equation 3.4833, third 
line first bracket) are assumed to purchase electric water heaters 
according to base year electric water heaters saturations in base 
year non-electric space heated homes (Equation 3.4833, third line, 
second bracket). 

The hot water energy demands of clothes washer and dishwasher 
have been developed earlier and are used in Equation 3.49 to define 
the demand from "other" uses. Possible reductions in this category, 
such as widespread adoption of slow-flow shower heads, etc., which 
are now on the market, are also allowed for in the last expression. 

Average efficiencies of electric water heaters are expected 
to improve with time primarily due to minimizing stand-by losses 
through better insulation jackets. The iterative procedure in 
Equation 3.51 weights new units (first term) with existing units 
(second term). The unit electric energy demand is then given by 
the ratio of hot water output (measured in KWH's) and the average 
efficiency (Equation 3.52). If there is some penetration of solar 
equipment to assist in hot water production, this average must be 
properly corrected by weighting in the fraction solar assisted at 
reduced demand levels (Equation 3.52) a The total electric energy 
required for this energy then follows immediately as the product 
of the total number on line and the average unit usage (Equation 3.53). 
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TABLE 3.8 
SUBMODEL FOR ELECTRIC WATER HEATER 

Variable Code 

t 
k 

TOTNUM 
HSTOCK 
SBY 
ESHSAT 
UNAVBS 
UNAV 
ALT 
CWHW 
DWHW 
OTHW 
HWREOT 
AVEFF 
NUNEFF 
FS 
PCSOLW 
ENREU 
PEN 

Year (base year = 1) 
Housing type (l=SF, 2=MF) 
Total number 
Households 
Base year electric water heater saturation 
Electric space heating saturation 
Average base year unit electric energy demand 
Average unit usage 
Average lifetime 
Clothes washer hot water demand 
Dishwasher hot water demand 
Other hot water demand 
Hot water reduced demand for "other" 
Average electric water heater efficiency 
New unit average efficiency year t 
Fraction electric hot water heaters solar assisted 
Fraction supplied by solar in solar assisted units 
Total energy demand year t 
Penetration of esh in new construction 

Equations 
Stock stream: 

TOTNUMllk = SBYk x HSTOCKllk 

TOTNUMtlk = ToTNUMt-l,k 

(3.48a) 

(3.48b) 
+ (HSTOCKt k - HSTOCKt,Ilk) x PENtlk 
+[~HSTOCKt;k~HSTOCKt~l~k)~~l-PENt,k)]~[~SBY-ESHSATl,k)~(l-ESHSATl,k): 

"Other" water demand: 
OTHWt = (UNAVBSXAVEFF~ - ~wHw~ - cwHwl) x (~-HwRE~T~) 

F7here DWHW & CWHW are from previous submodel, the first term in 
parenthesis is the base year total hot water usage. 

By definition 
NUNEFFt = AVEFF+l-EFFIMP$ 

where 
EFFIMPt = (t-l)/(TEND-1) x EFFIMT for t<TEND 

EFFIMT t>TEND 

Average efficiency from: 
TOTNUMtxAVEFFt = (T~TNUM~-T~TNUM~-~ +TOTNUM&ALT)xNUNEFFt 

+ (TOTNUMt,l-TOTNUMt-l /ALT)XAVEFF~-~ 

then, 
UNAVt = (DWHW~ + CWHW~ + OTH~,)/AVEFF~ (W/O solar) 

x ( l-FSt+FStx (l-PcsoLw) ) (w solar) 

Finally, 
ENREUt = TOTNUMt X UNAVt 

(3.49) 

(3.50) 

(3.51) 

(3.52) 

(3.53) 
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3.3.8 Air Conditioners 

The two types of air conditioners -- room and central -- 
are treated as separate end-uses. For each, the final forecast 
is a co-mingling of saturation and customer growths, efficiency 
increases, and building shell-thermal integrity improvements. 
It is tacitly assumed that average unit size will not increase 
over the base year due to demographic trends toward smaller family 
size and the decreased cooling load requirement that accompanies 
improved insulation. 

Energy demand is calculated by employing the usual iterative 
sequence (Equations 3.54 to 3.60). The model assumes that in 
cases of multiple room air-conditioner ownership, average energy 
usage is additive. This may lead to a slight overestimate of 
demand insofar as second and third window/wall units are used 
substitutively to some extent. Such an effect is, however, 
difficult to estimate. 

The model allows for adjustments in the average thermal 
integrity of building shells in the housing stock (Equation 3.61). 
This is given as an average over changes in base year and new 
construction units as indicated in Equations 3.62 and 3.63. There 
are two likely sources for improvements here: reinsulation in 
the retrofit market and stricter conservation practices in new 
building designs relative to historic design standards. 
Consequently, the overall improvement over base year values depends 
or\_ estimates of several factors such as current building stock 
average characteristics, the degree of future reinsulation, and the 
effects of anticipated building codes for new construction. 

In addition to effects tracked here, energy requirements for 
air conditioners may be affected by the energy efficiency of 
other appliances since waste heat which arises due to appliance 
inefficiency becomes a part of the load that must be handled with 
the air conditioner. Declining number of persons per household 
may also affect the energy requirement for air conditioned units. 
With a smaller number of persons per residence, the probability 
increases that the building will be vacant for a significant 
number of hours during the day and air conditioning will not 
be required at least in as great amount during that time. 
Analagous comments apply to electric space heating. 
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TABLE 3.09 
srmhmnm. ma afR PnNnT’-f’TnNPRC 

Variable Code 

: 

TOTNUi 
ZUT 

HSTOCK 
BYHSTK 

HRET 
TIIMP 

TIE 
TIN 

EFFIMP 
TEND 

SAT 
UNAVBS 

UNNEW 
NEWENI 
RETENI 
ENEUIl 

ENREU 
Equations 

Year (base year = 1) 
Housing type (1 = SF, 2 - MF) 
End use index (10 = Room A/C, 11 = Central A/C) 
Total number on-line 
Average appliance lifetime 
Housing units 
Base year housing stock surviving 
Housing unit removal rate 

Average thermal integrity improvement 
Thermal integrity improvement of base year housing units 
Thermal integrity improvement of new construction units 
Efficiency improvement over base year 
Final year of efficiency phase-in 
Saturation 
Average base year unit consumption 
Average unit usage of new units 
Energy demand of new units 
Energy demand of retired units 
Annual energy demand w/o thermal integrity improvement 
Annual energy demand 

Stock stream: 
TOTNUMt k i = SATt k i X HSTOCKt k t * I , I 

Initialize: 
ENEUIll,k,i = TOTNUMl,kli x UNAVBSkri 

Iterate for t>l: 
ENEUI$ k i = ENEUI& k i + NEWEN$ k i - RETENIt k i 

I , I I I I I I 
where 

RETENIt k i = ENEUIlt-l,k,i/ALTi # , 

(3.54: 

(3.551 

(3.56) 

(3.57: 

NEWEN1t,k,i * (ToTmt,k,i - ToTNUMt-l,k,i 
+ TOTNUMt-1 k /ALTi) x UNNEWt k i I I I , (3.58 

and 
UNNEWt k i = (1 - EFFIMPt i) x UNAVBSk i (3.59 

, I , , 
with 

EFFIMPt i ((t-l)/TEND-1)) X EFFIMT for t<TEND 
I EFFIMT t:TEND (3.60 

Correct for changes in thermal integrity: 
ENKEUt k i = (1-TIIMPt k i) x ENEUIlt k i (3.61 

, , # I I I 
where 

TIIMPt,k,i = 
C 
TIIMP t-1 k i X HSTOCKt-1 k + TIEt k ix BYHSTKt k 

' ' 
, I , I 

- TIE t-l,k,i x BYHSTKt-l,k + TINt,k,ix(HSTOCKt,k 
- HSTOCKt_l,k + BYHSTKt,k - BYHSTKtmllk) 1 
/ HSTOCKt k 

(3.62 
for t>l 

, 
and 

BYHSTKt k = I HSTOCKl,k x (~-HRET~) t-l (3.63 
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3.3.9 Electric Space Heating 

The growth in the number of electric space heated (ESH) homes 
is closely related to the decision on fuel use in new construction 
markets or in converting existing households from fossil fuel 
heating to electric. Consequently, it is analytically useful to 
introduce the concept of "penetration" in developing the number 
of housing units with ESH. In the model, the following definition 
is used: 

Penetrationt = A electric space heat customerst 
A customerst 

where t is the year label and "A" signifies the change from the 
previous year. The historic values of the increments are readily 
available from utility records providing useful information in 
estimating future trends. With this definition, the yearly number 
of ESH units can be computed through the iteration procedure of 
Equation 3.63 of Table 3.10 with the initial number defined as 
the product of base year saturation and household for each housing 
type l 

The ESH intensity (annual KWH consumption per unit) must be 
represented as the combination of three distinct heating systems: 
conventional resistance heating, electrically driven heat pump, 
and solar augmentation (with or without heat pumps). The key 
dynamic expression is the iteration formula, Equation 3.65, 
which increments the previous year's total ESH energy demand 
by the additional demand coming on-line. This additional demand is 
the sum of the contributions from the system options considered: 
conventional resistance ("direct"), heat pump and solar, 
respectively, in Equation 3.66. Each of these is in turn 
decomposed into the product of new units in the ESH subcategory 
and usage per unit Equations 3.67, 3.68, and 3.69. Adjustments 
are made for possible conservation oriented changes in building 
envelope designs ("thermal integrity factor") in new units 
relative to the base year mix of electrically heated units. 
Finally, the market share of each ESH option is given a broken 
linear time dependence over the forecast period. 
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t 
k 

TOTNUM 
HSTOCK 
PEN 
UNAVBS 
NESHDI 
NESHHP 
NESHSA 
FHP 
FHPBY 

Year (base year = 1) 
Building type (SF=l, MF=2) 
Total number 
Housing stock 
Penetration 
Average usage base Year resistance heating stock 
Energy demand of new direct ESH 
Energy demand of new ESH with heat pump 
Energy demand of new ESH with solar assist 
Fraction of new ESH units with heat pump 
Fraction of base year ESH units with heat pump 

SUBMODEL FOR ELECTRIC SPACE HEATING 

Variable code 

TEHP 

COP 
COPE1 
TEFFI 
FSA 
TSSA 
PCSOL 

TIF 

ENREU 

Time end of increasing heat pump fraction of 
new ESH 
Heat pump coefficient of performance 
COP efficiency improvement 
End year COP efficiency improvement 
Fraction of new ESH units with solar assist 
Time start of solar space heat penetration 
Percent heating requirement due to solar in 
solar assisted ESH units 
Thermal intergrity factor adjusting new unit 
demand from base year unit demand 
Annual energy demand 

Equations 

Stock stream: 
TOTNUMtlk = TOTNUMt-1 k + PENt k x (HSTOCKt k (3.63) I I I 

Initialize: -HSToCKt-l ,k) 
ENREUllk = TOTNUMllk X UNAVBSk x (l-FHPBY+FHPBY/coP) (3.64) 

Iterate: 
ENREUt,k = ENREUt-l,k + NEWENIt,k (3.65) 

where 
NEWENIt k 

I 
= NESHDIt k + NESHHPt k + NESHSAt k 

, , I (3.66) 

The subcomponents of new demand are given by: 
NESHDItlk = (~-FHP~ k - FSA~ k) x (TOTNUM~ k - (3.67) 

I 
TOTNUMtml, k) x &IF, x UNAVBSkj 

NESHHPtlk = (FHPt k 
(TIFF' 

x (TOTNUM~,~ - TOTNUM+ilk)) X (3.68) 
x UNAVBSk/COPk t) I 

Icontinued) 
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TABLE 3.10 (Continued) 

where 
'Opt k I = COPk x (1 + (t-l)/(TEFFI -1) XCOPEI) 

NESHSAt k = (FSAt k x (TOTNUM~ k - TOTNUM~ 1 ,)) x TIFF x (3.69) 
, I I - I 

((l-PCSOLk/lOO) x UNAVBSk) 

Phase in fractional breakdowns: 

((TEHP-t)/(TEHP-1)) x FHPl k 

FHPt k = 
r+((t-1)./(=-l ') 'FHP TEH;,k 

(3.70) 
t<TEHP 

for 
I 

F"PTEHP,k t>TEHP 

FSAt k f0 = 
I 

for t 
t<TSSA 

(3.71) 
I ((t-TSSA)/(21-TSSA)) x FSA 21,k t'TSSA 

3.3.10 Heating Auxiliaries 

Heating auxiliaries refers to the electrically driven equipment 
such as pumps and fans used in conjunction with oil and gas home 
heating systems. Energy demand is simply the number of fossil-fuel 
heating systems multiplied by the average unit electrical demand 
for auxiliaries. With the assumption that all customers have 
either fossil fuel or electric space heating, the heating auxiliary 
saturations is given simply by one minus the electric space heating 
saturations. This is used in developing the yearly number on-line 
(Equation 3.72). The expression for annual heating auxiliary 
energy consumption (Equation 3.75a) is composed of contributions 
from surviving base year households (defined in Equation 3.74) and 
newly constructed units. Energy requirements for these are shown, 
respectively, in Equations 3.73 and 3.75 where possible decrements in 
average units usage due to improvements in the average thermal 
integrity of residential buildings is account for. On the other 
hand, the model does not explicitly include possible decreased energy 
requirements due to heating system or electric motor efficiency 
improvements. 
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Variable Code: 

t 
k 

ESHSAT 
UNAVBS 

TIIMP 
TIE 
TIN 

HSTOCK 
BYHSTK 

HRET 
TOTK 

ENEUI 
ENEUIl 
ENEU12 

Equations: 

TOTKtlk 

ENEullL k 
where: 

BYHSTKtlk 

ENEU12t,k 

Finally, 

ENEUItlk 

TABLE 3.11 
SUBMODEL FOR HEATING AUXILIARIES 

h 

Year (base year = 11 
Housing type (l=SF, 2=MF) 
Electric space heat saturation 
Average unit usage in base year 
Thermal integrity improvement over base year 
Thermal integrity improvement of base year housing units 
Thermal integrity improvement of new construction units 
Housing stack 
Base year non-ESH housing units surviving 
Housing unit removal rate 
Total number of non-ESH housing units 
Annual energy demand 
Annual energy demand from base year housing stock 
Annual energy demand from newly constructed units 

= (1 - ESHSATt k) x HSTOCKt k I I 
= BYHSTKtrk x (l-TIEtlk) x UNAVBS~ 

= ToTKLk x (~-HRET~)~-~ 

= ENEU12t-l,k + (l-TINt,k) X UNAVBSk 

x\ToTKt,k f - ToTKts.l,k -I- BYHSTKt-ilk - BYHSTKt,k 
2 

= ENEUIlt k + ENEU12t k 
I , 

(3.72) 

(3.73) 

(3.75a) 
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3.3.11 Miscellaneous Appliances 

This category includes an enormous array of small appliances used in the 
hme for food preparation, entmtaiment, maintenance and personal care. Since 
energy dmand in this category consists of use in a large variety of devices, 
each with lm annual consumption, a disaggregated ccmputational scheme is in- 
appropriate. Consequently, forecast energy consumption is ccmputed simply as 
theprcductof average demand per housingunitand thenumberof housing units 
@?l-'=tiO~ 3.76). The average unit usage deviates frcm base year values by a 
factor which is phased in linearly over the forecast period (Equations 3.76a 
and 3.77). 

Average use per cu&cmer of miscellaneous appliances had been generally 
increasing prior to 1973 as part of the overall growth in energy-intensive 
equigmak fostered by a cmbination of rising real per capita inm, declining 
real electricity prices, and an explosion of small convenience devices. Current 
trends canbe expected tomcderategrmth. Major factors are: 

0 increasing electricity costs 
I substitution effects (e.g., cooking devices for ranges) 
l decreased growthindisposable inm 
l energy conservation awareness 
l smaller families 
0 market saturation 

Ontheotherhand,unanticipatednewdevicesmayappear inthemarketplace to 
refuel grmth in average consumption. Consequently, there is a gooddealof 
uncertaintyinusepercustQnertrends over the twenty year forecast. Actual 
scenario runs of the model encmpassLa range of values. 

TABIX 3.12 
SUBWDl%FoRMIS cl=mNFmSAPP~cES 

Variable Codes 

Year(baseyear=l) 
Totalnu&arofhousingunitsyeart 
Annual average usage per housing unit in base year 
Use par cxstamer increase 
Arm& average usage per household unit 
Total annual energy consumption 

Equations: 

ENRmJt = uNATvt x l!EnccKt (3.76) 
where 

with 

wivt = (l+uPCINt) x uN?wBst (3.76a) 

UPaNt = ( (t-1)/20) x UPaN,, (3.77) 
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4. COMMERCIAL SECTOR 

In modeling electrical energy consumption for the commercial sector, 
the degree of analytic detail is constrained by the adequacy both of the 
data base and current understanding of energy flows in the commercial 
building sector. Over the past few years, however, substantial progress 
has been made in quantitatively characterizing the components of 
commercial demand which allows for considerably more refinement than 
has been traditionally employed (e.g., Refs. 2-6). 

The importance of avoiding aggregate historical trending or 
correlation analysis is underscored by the reversal or diminution of 
the underlying factors that drove U.S. commercial energy growth at 
over 5% per year in the twenty years preceding the oil embargo of 
1973. These factors included: rapidly increasing population, per 
capita income, and proportion of employment in services, combined with 
decreasing energy costs. 

The commercial model tracks energy demand for five building types 
(BT) , four end-uses (EU), or twenty BT/EU combinations each for 
existing and new buildings. These are displayed in Table 4.1 along wit1 
the commercial category allocated to each building type. Both demarca- 
tions -- "building type" and "commercial category" -- will be useful 
in constructing the commercial model. 

4.1 Model Structure 

As discussed in Sec. 2, the underliing strategies in the commercial 
and residential sectors are analogous. In the commercial sector, the 
measure of energy using activity is the magnitude of floor space while 
the energy intensity is expressed in average annual kwh/square foot 
for each end-use, building type, and utility service territory. The 
elements of the model are displayed schematically in Figure 4.1. 

The specifications of base year floor space, average consumption 
per square foot of each end-use ("electrical use coefficients"), and 
saturations (fraction of floorspace with end-use) gives the base year 
breakdowns. Folding in the time dependences of floorspace, conserva- 
tion, and saturations, one arrives at the yearly forecasts. 

The commercial forecast model, therefore, divides conceptually 
into two separate submodels: one for floorspace and the other for 
electric intensity. These will be discussed in turn. 

4.2 Commercial Floorspace 

The floorspace computation is summarized in the first row of 
Figure 4.1. Note that the floorspace analysis is disaggregated by 
commercial category; these are then aggregated to building types 
according to the allocations of Table 4.1. The reason for this 
procedure is that while detailed growth forecasts are available 
for the 14 commercial categories (e.g., Ref. 7), the latest intensity 
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TABLE 4.1 
COMMERCIAL MODEL END-USES, BUILDING TYPES AND COMMERCIAL CATEGORY 

'Index Index Index 
i End Use k Building Type j Commercial Category 

1 Space-Heating 1 Office 1 Finance, Insurance and Real 
2 Cooling Estate 
3 Light & Power 2 Federal Government 
4 Auxiliary 3 State & Local Government 

4 Professional Services 

2 Retail 5 1 Retail and Wholesale 
! 

3 Hospitals 13 1 Hospitals and Health Related 
Establishments 

4 Schools 14 Schools and Educational 

5 Other 6 Trucking and Warehouse 
7 
8 

I Other Transportation Services 
Communications 

9 Lodging & Personal Services 
10 1 Business & Repair Services 
11 Amusement & Recreation 
12 / , Railroad 
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TABLE 4.2 
COMMERCIAL MODEL - FLOORSPACE 

Indices 

t = 1,2,... 
j = 1 to 14 
n=lto2 
k= 1 to 5 

Variables 

SQFTCC 
SQFTBT 
RSQFT 
SPOP 
UPOP 
SAPOP 
PARAM 
EMP 
COXIYD L 

OSQFT 
NSQFT 
AGG 

Year (1975 = 1) 
Commercial category 
Existing or new building 
Building types 

Square footage by commercial category 
Square footage by building type 
Annual retirement rate of base year floorspace 
Statewide population 
Population in forecast area 
School age population in forecast area 
parameter used for floorspace growth 
Statewide employees 
Commercial index giving floorspace ratios 
in-successive years 
Pre-1976 floorspace remaining in year t 
New floorspace 
Aggregation matrix from commercial category 
to building type 

Equations: 

Growth parameters: 

PARAMt, j = EXP t j x UPOPt/SPOP I t 
for j = 1 to 12 and 

PARAMt 13 = UPOPt I 

(4.1) 

(4.21 

PARAMt,14 = SAPOPt (4.3) 
Growth indices: 

COMIND t,j 
= PARAM t j /PARAMt-l j 

for t>l (4.4) I I 
Iterate: 

SQFTCCtlj = COMIND 
t,j 

x SQFTCC t-l , j for t>l 
with SQFTCCl,j inputted. 

Aggregate to building type: 
SQFTBTt,k = 3 IAGG j,k X SQFTCCt,j 

Breakdown to existing and new: 

(4.6) 

SQFTBTt k I = OSQFTt,k +E t'=2 NSQFTt 1 , k (4.7) 

4 
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TABLE 4.2 (Continued) 

where 

SQFTBTl, k t1 = 
OSQFTtlk = for (4.8) 

(l-RSQFT$ xOSQFTt-1 k t>1 I 
and 

NSQFTtlk = SQFTBTtlk - SQFTBTt-l,k (4.9) 
+ RSQFTk X SQFTBTt-1 k 

I 

r 
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data and conservation penetration analysis are available on the basis of building 
type (References 6 and 8). Floorspace is thus treated on the basis of cmnercial 
categoryandthenaggregated tothebuildingtypedemarcation. 

The system of equations for the floorspace ccanponent of the cmmxcial model 
is given in Table 4.2. Themdelisbasedonayear-to-year iteration (Equation 
4.5). Dm factors are involved: 1975 floorspace data to initialize the iteration 
and an annual gr& index. 

4.2.1 1975 Floorspace 

Aseparatecoqutationms perfomedtogeneratethe 1975 floorspacedata. 
Thiswasrqu.iredduetothepaucityofdataonexisting ccmmercial building 
stock. Initial floorspace estimates were derived by multiplying Census 
employmentdata (Reference 9) by average floorspaceperemployee. Schmland 
hospital estimates were taken fmnnational floorspace estimates (Reference 6) 
scaled to the forecast region by the ratio of state to national pupils and 
hospital beds, respectively (Reference 5). The square foot multipliers, giving 
average footage per employee by cmnercial category, are displayed in Table 4.3. 
They are based on average values by SIC given in the literature (References 
5, 10) , aggregated 333 ccmt-ercial categories by using the g-roupings in the 
table (Reference 11) and taking weighted statewide averages over the SIC's 
withinagroup. 

The 1975 floorspace results are used as data in the floorspace nodule of 
the main cmmercial program (see Quation 4.5). Total floorspace is ultimately 
calibrated to the specific utility by normalizing to base year energies as 
discussed later. 

4.2.2 Floorspace Grmth Indices 

The growth indices (YXXINDw) give floorspace ratios in successive year 
(Table 4.2, Equation 4.4). The gwthindices are equivalent to: 

COMINDtlj 
= (1 + GWlmq,j) (4.10) 

where 

--t, j = average annual growth rate of square footage 
in cmmercial category and year t. 

For the case of hospital and health related establiskrments (j = 13), population 
grmth is the proxy for floorspace growth (Equation 4.2). For the case of 
schools (j = 14), floorspace growth is equated to growth in school age pop?ulation 
(Equation 4.3). For the other omrercial categories, the level of eprrployrment 
was taken as the be&measure of activity and, therefore, floorspace growth. 
Estimates ofpopulationandemploymentgrowthused in the currentforecastare 
postponedto thedatadiscussionbelow. 
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TABLE 4.3 
XXJARE F'OOFAGE MULTIPLIERS I- 

Average 

Ccxrmercial Cateqory Corresponding SIC's 

1. Finance, Insurance, Real Estate(FIRE) 

2. FederalGoverment 
3. StateandLmal mmrnmnt 

4. Professional Service 

5. Retail & Wholesale 

6. Trucking&Warehouse 
7. Other Transprtation 

8. Comnunication 
9. Lcdging ard Personal Service 

10. Business and Repair Service 

11. Amusemnt & Recreation Service 

12. Railroad 

60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
91 
92 

;: 
83 
89 
50,51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
42 
41 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
70 
72 
73 
75 
76 
78 
79 
84 
86 
40 

Square Feet 
Per R@oyee* 

155 
214 
176 
149 
149 
390 
187 
156 
189 
183 
393 
211 
216 
312 
682 
987 
271 
509 
502 
532 
878 
270 
444 

3162 
280 
139 
809 

8050 
780 
177 
837 
304 
275 

1422 
270 
777 
871 

2000 
860 
187 

* The Administrative and Auxiliary portions of FIRE, retail and 
wholesale, transportation, Ccmnunication, and Utilities are 
allotted 200 sq. ft. per employee. Source: Refs. 5 and 10. 
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4.3 Electric Energy Intensities 

With floorspace estimates generated with the methodology just 
described, there remains the second element of the commercial fore- 
cast: average electric energy consumption per square foot. As 
shown in the lower two rows of boxes of Figure 4.1, the evaluation 
of intensities again involves two phases: first, a specification of 
initial values of electrical demand coefficients (defined as 
average annual electrical consumption of a given BT/EU/service 
territory combination) and end-use saturations; second, an estimation 
of conservation penetration and saturation growth. We shall discuss 
these two phases sequentially. 

4.3.1 1975 Intensities 

Average electrical demands by end-use and building types have 
been adapted from the "theoretical building loads" developed for 
the Department of Energy by Arthur D. Little, Inc. (Reference 8). 
The study combined engineering design parameters and survey research 
to arrive at estimates of average building requirements for each 
of the EU/BT combinations treated in the commercial model. The 
adaptation of ADL's Northeast region building loads to unit 
electricity demands (electrical use coefficients) by service 
territory requires the adjustment of weather sensitive loads to 
the prevailing climatic conditions. 

4.3.2 Future Intensities 

The computation of forecast year intensities is described 
in Table 4.4. Intensities are, by definition, the product of the 
saturation (fraction of floorspace with2end-use) and the electrical 
use coefficients (average annual kwh/ft of floorspace with end- 
use). This is expressed mathematically by Equation 4.13. Note 
that the intensities are specified by 4 end-uses and 10 building 
types. In practice, however, many of the inputs are trivial. 
(E-g., saturations are defined as 1 for i = 3 and 4). 

The time dependence of the electric use coefficient ("EUC") 
is obtained by incrementing the 1975 values by changes in end-use 
demands due to conservation practices initiated in the post-1975 
era. In Reference 6, three levels of efficiency improvements 
are considered. The levels are defined by cost-effectiveness 
groupings, i.e., level 1 changes have the shortest paybacks 
and level 3 changes thelongest (though all are cost-effective). 
The levels incorporate bundles of design features, devices, 
measures and/or equipment in the following categories: 

l Building thermal integrity, including passive 
solar measures. 

l Heating, ventilating, and air conditioning systems 
and controls. 
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0 Internal loads and comfort conditions. 

l Operation and maintenance provisions. 

Measures in the last category, O&M provisions, tend to 
drop out of the level 3 technology combinations, which are the 
most capital-intensive of the three. 

The energy savings that the technology and modifications 
associated with each conservation level would achieve are provided 
in Reference 6 for each U.S. region. These savings are to be 
applied against the base line loads discussed above. The matrix 
of percentage efficiency improvements is given in Table 4.5 by 
level, building type and end-use. They are also broken down by 
new buildings and 1975 stock ("retrofit"). 

The overall savings are functions both of the energy requirement 
reductions related to the conservation level and the penetration 
of these levels. Here, level "penetration" is defined as the 
fraction of floorspace in the given year and BT/EU combination at 
the given level. The average savings are then given by the sum 
over levels of the product of level penetration ("PEN . 'I) and 
percent improvement ("PIMPt i k ,") as given in Equaf--&~‘]6~~2. 

I I I 

The time dependence of the electrical use coefficients can 
then be written as the initial value multiplied by a decreased 
demand factor (Equation 4.11). The penetration of the conservation 
level technology groupings is dependent on a number of factors: 
initial costs, consumer preference, capital availability, pay-back 
time and electricity costs. Using linear programming techniques, 
optimal energy technologies by building type (new or retrofit market) 
and end-use have been computed (Reference 6). The mix of penetrations 
which result are functions of inputted economic assumptions. 
Consequently, the forecast scenarios can incorporate sensitivity 
to a range of assumptions on, e.g., future fuel costs. The 
electrical intensities require, in addition to the electrical us*, 
coefficients, "saturation" estimates. (Equation 4.13). 

An additional factor must be taken into account for the 
electric space heat end-use: the possible use of heat pumps. 
Penetration analysis suggests that electric space heat with heat 
pump is cost-effective over conventional electric resistance heating 
for all new construction to 1985. The model allows for a market 
response delay by phasing in the fraction of new electrically space 
heated buildings which have heat pumps to unity in 1985. Additionally, 
the model incorporates the cautious assumption that solar heating 
and air conditioning will have an insignificant impact on overall 
load during the forecast period. In the case of water heating, 
where electricity consumption is relatively insignificant, solar 
energy would substitute primarily for fossil fuels. 
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TABLE 4.4 
ELECTRIC ENERGY INTENSITIES 

Indices 

t . 

f 
n 
m 

Year (1975 = 1) 
Commercial end-use (i = 1 to 4) 
Building type (k = 1 to 5) 
Existing or new buildings (n = 1 to 2) 
Conservation levels (m = 1 to 3) 

Variables 

INTEN 
EUC 

SAT 
PEN 
PIMP 

PENSUM 
HPFRAC 
COP 

Electrical intensity (average annual IWH/FT2) 
Electrical use coefficient (= INTEN with all 
saturations = 1) 
Saturation (fraction floorspace with end-use) 
Market fraction ("penetration") 
Fractional eneruv savings (i,k,n) 
at given COnSeridiOn level (Table 4.5) 
Fractional energy decrease 
Fraction new electrically heated buildings 
Heat pump coefficient of perfOrmanCe 

Equations 

From definitions: 

EUC t,i,k,n = (1 - PENSUMt i k n) X EUCl i k n , I I , I I 
where 

PENSUMt i k n = ~ PIMPt k n m ' PENt i k n m I t , , , I I # I I 
and 

INTEN t,i,k,n = SATt,i,k,n x EUCt,i,k,n 
except for new electric space heating building where heat pumps 
are phased-in: 

INTENt,l,k,2 = (HPFRAcJCOP + (~-HPFRAc~)) x 

SATt,l,k,2 ' EUCt,l,k,2 
where HPFRAC is given the following linear parameterization: 

HPFRACt = 

(4.11) 

(4.12) 

(4.13) 

(4.14) 

(4.15) 
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TABLE 4.5 
FRACTION OF LOAD SAVED 

Building Type 

3ffice 

Retail 

Schools 

Aux .20 .25 .30 

!Jiscellaneous Heating .09 l 15 .26 30 .42 50 
Cooling .05 .12 .24 :25 35 

:15 
:40 

L&P .09 .15 .24 .15 .20 
Aux .14 .23 .32 .15 .20 .20 

*L&P = Light and power 
Aux = Auxiliaries (e.g., fans, pumps, humidifiers, 

water heaters) 
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4.4 Energy Forecast 

The computation of commercial sector energies is a straight- 
forward exercise once the forecasts for floorspace and electrical 
energy intensity have been obtained. The expressions for average 
annual energy consumption by end-use and building types are given 
in Table 4.6. 

Calibration to base year sales is performed on total sales: 

Commercial Energy Sales, year t =i E n ENCEUt i k n (4.16) I I I I f 
The model is first run from 1975 (t=l) to the base year (t = l+base 
year - 1975). The total floorspace is then adjusted to normalize 
total sales in a given service territory to base year experience. 
An overall square foot adjustment factor scales each term in the 
energy sum (Equation 4.17). The necessity for such an adjustment 
is traced to the use of national average square foot per employee 
data. One finds, as anticipated, that such data closely approximates 
state averages except in service areas dominated by land-scarce 
urban centers. 

~ 
~ 

TABLE 4.6 
COMMERCIAL ENERGY FORECAST 

Indices 

t 

;: 
n 

Year (1975 = 1) 
Commercial end-use (i = 1 to 4) 
Building type (k = 1 to 5) 
Existing or new buildings (n = 1 to 2) 

Variables 

ENCEU 
INTEN 

OSQFT 

NSQFT 

Annual energy consumption 
Corresponding electrical energy intensity 
(See Table 4.4) 
Remaining 1975 building stock floorspace 
(See Table 4.2) 
New floorspace (See Table 4.2) 

Equations 

Retrofit market: 

ENCEUt,i,k,l = INTENt,i,k,l X OSQFTtlk 

New COnStrUCtiOn: 
t 

ENCEUt,i,k,2 =tF,2 INTENt,,i,k,2 X NSQFTp ,k 

(4.17) 

(4.18) 
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5. INDUSTRIAL SECTOR 

As with the residential and commercial sectors, industrial 
energy consumption is broken down into products of energy using 
activities and energy intensities of those activities. The measure 
of activity in the case of industrial energy consumption is physical 
output (in units/year) for each major manufacturing subsector. 
The subsectors are chosen at the two-digit Standard Industrial 
Classification (SIC) level. Less detail would lose sensitivity 
to differing growth and electricity use trends among industries; 
more detail would require inputs beyond the capability of the 
current data base. The SIC's included in the forecast are given 
in Table 5.1. 

The electric energy intensity for the industrial sector is 
correspondingly defined as average electricity consumption per 
unit of production. The growth in production is related to the 
level of economic growth and business activity in the state, while 
the electric intensity is a function of several major factors: 
process technology, pollution control requirements, conservation 
level, and fuel mix. In past decades, electrical energy growth 
has been driven by increases in production level, energy intensive- 
ness in manufacturing processes, and increased fuel fraction for 
electricity, on the one hand, and a virtual absence of energy 
conservation, on the other. The job of forecasting is to adequately 
characterize historic experience and to incorporate a realistic 
range of growth in the demand-driving factors. 

5.1 Model Structure 

The model elements and their relationship are schematized 
in Figure 5.1. Growthsin base year electric energy consumption 
by SIC are related to growths in production and electric energy 
intensity. The resultant electric energy demand must then be 
divided into the amount purchased and the amount self-generated 
since it is the purchased energy which is ultimately identified 
with utility sales. Changes in the fraction of electric energy 
consumption supplied by self-generated electricity must also be 
allowed for. 

The forecast energy thus depends on the specifications of 
base year experience, the forecast of production growth, the trend 
in electric energy intensity, and the changes in fraction self- 
generated. These will be discussed, respectively, in Sections 
5.2 to 5.5, and brought together in the energy forecast model 
described in Section 5.6. 
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ESRG 
Index SIC Description 

1 20 Food and Kindred Products 
2 22 Textiles 
3 23 Apparel and Other Textile Products 
4 24 Lumber and Wood Products 
5 25 Furniture and Fixtures 
6 26 Paper and Allied Products 
7 27 Printing and Publishing 
8 28 Chemicals and Allied Products 
9 29 Petroleum and Coal Products 

10 33 Primary Metal 
11 34 Fabricated Metal Products 
12 35 Machinery (except electrical) 
13 36 Electric Equipment 
14 37 Transportation Equipment 
15 30 Rubber and Plastics 
16 31 Leather 
17 32 Stone, Clay and Glass 
18 38 Instruments, Related Products 
19 39 Miscellaneous 

TABLE 5.1 
STANDARD INDUSTRIAL CLASSIFICATIONS 
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5.2 Base Year Experience 

The model requires inputs on base year industrial sales and 
self-generated electricity by two-digit SIC. Statewide data is 
available from public sources (see e.g., Reference 12). Fractional 
breakdowns of base year sales by service territory and SIC are 
generally available and may also be generated from statewide 
data on the basis of county employment by industrial grouping 
(Reference 9), and on county to service area allocation matrices. 
This is, of course, not necessary for statewide forecasts. 

5.3 Production Growth 

The measure of industrial activity which is employed in the 
model is the level of actual physical production. Growth in 
production suitably forecast is the measure of "energy using 
activity" in the industrial forecast. In addition, to accurately 
capture trends in process shifts and in fuel mix in industry, 
energy intensity (discussed in the next sub section) should be 
expressed on a KWH per unit production basis rather than, say 
KWH per $ value added. 

The Federal Reserve Board gathers data on industrial production 
nationally (Reference 13). This data is reported in the form of 
the "national production index" which, for each SIC, is normalized 
to 100 for 1967. Composite forecasts of NPI's are also available 
(Reference 14). 

To make use of the national historical and forecast information, 
account must be taken of deviations between state-level and national 
trends. Specifically, national production growth must be weighted 
by any changes in the fraction of the U.S. production occurring in the 
state. Forecasts of the ratio of state-to-national production 
activity are provided by the BEA (Reference 7) on the basis of 
earnings. 

Combining these factors, one can develop an expression for 
state production index (SPI) given in Equation 5.1.a of Table 5.2. 
As we shall see in Section 5.6, the ratio of SPI . for successive 
years alone is utilized in defining annual energ$'&owth. Consequently, 
the absolute values are irrelevant to the model and any convenient 
normalization is acceptable. In practice, we shall follow the FRB's 
normalization procedure. 

Alternative estimates of state production growth can be developed 
from combining productivity trends (measured in physical output per 
manhour) with state-level employment forecasts available from State 
planning offices. This is shown in Equation 5.1.b of Table 5.2. Both 
methods may be considered in estimating likely ranges of industrial 
production growth. We shall return to the specifics when discussing 
input data assumptions. 
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TABLE 5.2 

STATE PRODUCTION INDEX FORECAST 

Indices 

t 
j 

Variables 

NPI 
SPI 
SNER 
SEMP 
SPROD 

Equation 

Year (base year = 1) 
Industrial grouping by 2 digit SIC 

(j = 1 to 19) 

National production index 
State production index 
State to national earnings ratio 
State Employment Index 
State Productivity Index 

SPI t,j = SNER Lj x NPI Lj (5.la) 

or 

“Itrj = SEMPLj ’ SPRoDtJ (5.lb) 
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5.4 Electrical Energy Inter&-Q 

Electrical energy intensity - average consm@ion per unit of physical 
output - has changed over the for three major reasons: adoption of capital 
intensive production technologies, changes in the mix of fuels used for then-r&L 
and process energy, and increased use of energy management practices.* The 
historic time series intensities may differ radically by SIC classification 
and by geography since the impact of these factors will be a function of 
particularmanufacturing conditions, fuel prices and availability, qloyment 
constraints, technology vintage, and state policy climate. We shall discuss 
later the methods for estimating ranges of future electric intensity for 
industries in the state. 

5.5 Fraction Self-Generated 

Up to this point, industrial electricity consmption has been forecasted 
on the basis of the total demand for electricity on the custcmer's side of 
the meter: 

Totalkwh Demand = Production x Intensity 

where intensity is expressed in term of unit production requirements. Only 
part of this demand must be met by the utility, however, since many industries 
produce some of their electricity rquirements in-house. 

Therefore, an additional factor--the fraction of total electrical energy 
oonsuqtion which is self-generated--is necessary in cmputing forecast 
industrial sales. This fraction may change over present values as a result 
of national energy policy, developing state interest in addressing regulatory 
and other barriers to such invesktxmt, and renewed interest among industrial 
planners in combined energy systems as a result of the increasing costs of 
electricity. Therefore, the historic decrease in the fraction self-generated 
is likely to reverse. The degree will depend on scenario assmptions based 
on existing studies of mgeneration potential and on historic levels experienced 
in the state. 

5.6 Energy Forecast 

The basic elmts required for the industrial sector have now been 
described. They are brought together in the energy forecast mdel sunnnarized 
in Table 5.3. The iteration (Equation 5.5) is first initialized for the base 
Y==- The fractional breakdown of industrial sales (Equation 5.2) is used to 
define base year sales by SIC. Total energy is derived frompurchasedenergy 

* Short *m fluctuations related to, e.g., business cycle or large plant 
relocations, are notgme to the long-range forecast which depends 
onlyon secular trends. 
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using base year values for the fraction self-generated (Equation 5.3). The 
growth index of Equation 5.4 (=l + average amual rate of growth in year t) 
is based on the growths in state production index (Section 5.3) and electric 
energy intensity (Section 5.4). Finally, forecasted total energy consumption 
is decreased by the self-generated mmponent to arrive at the forecast for 
industrial sales (Equation 5.6). 

TABiS 5.3 
DJDUSTFUMJENERGYE'ORE'XST 

Indices 

t 
j 

Year (baseyear=l) 
Industrial grouping by 2-digit SIC (j = 1 to 19 

Variables 

TESIC 
PEN&SIC 
ISALES 
SE1 
SPI 
MIX 
IND 

Total electric energy consuqtion 
Purchased electric energy consur@ion 
Base year total industrial sector sales 
Electric intensity 
State production index 
Fraction base year industrial sales breakdmn 
Growth index 
Fraction self-generated 

Equations 

Initialize (*l) : 
PENSICllj 

= mxj ' 1sm3s 
TESSC 

kj = pmslcLj /(l - sGENl I j )  

For t>l, define growth index: 

IYj 
= (SEIt f SPIt j) / (SEItwl j X SP& j' 

I I I I 

Then, 
mSIct,j = INDt,j x TESIC t-1,j 

PExSIctlj = mSIctlj x (l-SGEN t,j) 

(5.2) 

(5.3) 

(5.4) 

(5.5) 

(5.6) 
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The residential, comtwcial, and industrial sectors account for the bulk 
of energy consum#ion. The residual categories are street and highway lighting, 
railroads, company use, losses, and sales for resale. Of these, the last item 
represents KWH sales to other electric utilities. Since we are interested 
in only demand for electricity on the utility system (not on itself),this 
category canbeignored. 

The category "losses" refers to electric energy lost in the transmission 
anddistributionlines in the courseof serving systemcustomers. Utility 
"conpany use" is the energy consumed by the electric utilities themselves 
in business operations. These i3o categories - losses and company use - are 
accounted for in the n-&e1 by a fraction of total sales (FRLSt in Table 6.1). 
That is 

FIUSt = losses and company use 
total sales 1 t 

Total sales includes, in addition to the three main sectors discussed in 
earlier sections, sales for railroad ard street and highway lighting. Total 
eneygy from the "other" sector is then derived from EQuation 6.1. Yearly 
energy sales fromthe threemain sectors are inputed frcxnthe respective 
sectoral models, base year data for "other" sales, losses and company use 
are readily available fram utility records. Deviations from base year values 
areprovidedby my forecasts or canbeindependently estirrrated.. 

TABLE 6.1 
cYimmENERGY 

Indices 

t 

Variables 

Year (base year=l) 

-t 
=% 

-t 

=t 

EQuation 

losses and ccmpany use as a fraction of total sales 
Sum of energy sales to residential, commercial and 
industrial sectors 
Energy sold for street and highway lighting and 
railroads 
Energy sendouts in "other" category 

=t = OSALESt + FIust x (SuMt + oszust) (6.1) 
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7. PEAK POWER 

In the preceding sections, we have concentrated on the electrical 
energy forecasting model. Here, we shall turn instead to the method 
for translating these results into peak power demand forecasts 
("demand" henceforth). Power, being the rate at which energy is 
expended, will be expressed in units of 1000 kwh/hour or simply mw. 

In developing peak power forecasts, a compromise between a 
disaggregated end-use approach and gross load factor approach has 
been adopted. The former requires excessive data requirements on the 
composition of demand at peak. The latter loses the ability to 
track changes in the relationship between energy and peak due to 
shifts in the relative contribution of load components as a result of 
differing end-use growth rates or changes in use patterns. The system 
peak (summer and winter) is analyzed in terms of two components - 
"weather sensitive demand" and "base demand". In addition, certain 
impacts of load shifting are explicitly treated. In other words, 
changes in system load factor due to a changing mix of base to 
seasonal load and due to shifts of some energy-using operations off- 
peak are included. 

The computational specifics are summarized in Table 7.1. First, 
the total energy is calculated by summation over the separate end-use 
forecasts developed in the sectoral models (Equations 7.1 to 7.4). 
The problem next is to group weather sensitive energies on the one 
hand, and base energy, on the other hand. By weather sensitive energy 
we mean extra electrical energy consumed as a result of seasonal 
climatic variation. For example, electric space heating energy is 
completely winter weather sensitive while energy consumed for 
comfort cooling is completely summer weather sensitive. Such strictly 
weather sensitive end-uses are grouped together in Equation 7.5 
for all residential end-uses. The weather sensitive fractions 
(WSFR) for all residential end-uses are given in Table 7.2. On the 

other hand, the seasonal fluctuation in the other residential usages, 
defined in Equation 7.6, gives the variation of seasonal usage from 
average levels. 

Next, weather sensitive commercial end-uses are identified in 
Equation 7.7. The notational convention is correctly incorporated 
by identifying summer (p=l) and winter (p=2) correctly with the 
cooling and electric space-heating end-uses, respectively. Breakdowns 
on weather sensitive to non-weather sensitive energy requirements in 
the industrial and "other" categories are not available. However, 
these sectors generally show minimal seasonal variation since, for 
example, monthly industrial process requirements are correlated to 
market fluctuations which, in a long term model, can be treated as 
temporally random. Consequently, industrial and "other" energy 
will be included in our "base" energy category. It is worth stressing 
that the division into weather sensitive and non-weather sensitive 
components is only necessary anyway when the relative weight of compone 
contributions to peak change. 
is not expected to change, 

If the shape of the annual load curve 
a single load factor would suffice in 

mapping annual energy to seasonal peak. 

nt 
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The overall weather sensitive energy by season is formed as the 
summation of its sectoral components. For summer, we have the simple 
sum of Equation 7.10. For winter, two additional complications arise: 
(1) the model allows for the possibility of thermal storage in the 
commercial sector and (2) heat pump efficiencies (which are functions 
of temperature) must be reduced in calculating the winter peak. We 
shall discuss these in turn. . 

Rate differentials by time-of-day, if large enough, can make capital 
investment in thermal storage systems economically attractive. We have 
allowed for this possibility in the most promising case of commercial space 
heating. That fraction of usage which is shifted to off winter peak should 
not be included in the winter weather sensitive energy used to compute 
winter peak. This is taken into account explicitly in the second term 
of Equation 7.11 where the "fraction off-peak commercial weather sensitive" 
(FOPCWS) is phased in linearly from zero for the assumed start-up of 
time-of-use rates to a value assumed for the year 2000 (Equation 7.12). 
The values selected depend on scenario assumptions on the likelihood and 
nature of future time-of-use (TOU) rates. 

The other complication in deriving the winter weather sensitive 
energy is the decrease in heat pump coefficient of performance at colder 
temperatures. If average seasonal energies were used to drive the winter 
weather sensitive peak, underestimates of peak demand would result since 
more KWH of electric input per kwh of heating output are required on 
colder days. The third term in Equation 7.11 corrects for this effect. 
Forecast annual electrical energy consumption for heat pumps, are computed 
in the residential and commercial energy programs (called TREHP and 
TCOHP, respectively). The coefficient of performance correction factors 
(COPCR and COPCC for residential and commercial sectors, respectively) 
are defined as the ratio of average to coldest day COP. The method and 
assumptions for estimating the corrections are discussed later. 

Next, the base energy is defined by subtracting the strictly weather 
sensitive parts from total energy (Equation 7.8). Also subtracted is 
an estimate of residential "base" energy consumption that would be shifted 
to off-peak should TOU rates be adopted for the residential customer class. 
The off-peak shifted energy is paramaterized in Equation 7.9 where 
estimates of the start-up year and fraction of time-flexible end-use 
consumption shifted are required. Time-flexible end-use consumption is 
defined here (after Reference 15) as the energy used for clothes dryer, 
clothes washer, dish washer and water heater. These are the end-uses 
that could most conveniently be shifted in response to off-peak reduced 
rates and for which the customer would experience little or no life-style 
alteration. Additional load shifting is conceivable - e.g., timers on 
freezer and refrigerator automatic defrost devices and thermal storage -- 
but considered less probable. 

Armed with the base and weather sensitive energy component, the summer 
and winter peaks are computed in Equation 7.15. The "coincident load fac- 
tors" are defined here, for a given component of demand, as the ratio of the 
contribution to the utility system peak and the energy. Since energies will 
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be expressed in lo6 kwh (gwh) and demand will be expressed in m, the "coincident 
load factors" are in units of (lo3 hour~)-~. They are derived in Equations 
7.13 and 7.14 frm base year experience. The base year energies are derived 
within themodelas discussed above, while base year sumner and winter peaks are 
those experienced in the base year (weather normalized if available.) The 
division into "base" and "weather sensitive“ peak is derived from analysis 
of the variation in monthly peaks as a function of temperature as will be 
explicated in the data discussion. 

TABLE 7.1 
PEAKPOwERmDEL 

Indices 

Variables 

BY 

BD 
AFEJEU 
BE 
WSE 
RESSA 
COMMSA 
INDSA 

ENmJ 
ENax 
PENSIC 

CLFWS 
FcrouY 
muY 
FOPRB 

FOPRBT 

OPBER 

FOPCWS 

FOPCWT 

WSFR 
COPCR 

CDPCC 

TRlXP 
TaHP 
PEAK 

Year (base year = 1) 
Season (1 = summar, 2 = winter) 
End-use 
Comercial category 
Building/housingtype 
Existing or new buildings 

Base year 
Total energy requirements 
Base demand in base vear 
Average seasonal fluctuations of residential "base 
Base energy end-uses 
Weather sensitive energy 
Residential sales 
Cmercial sales 
Industrial sales 
"Other" energy requirements 
Energy consumption residential end-uses 
Energy consumption mrmnercial end-uses 
Purchased energy industrial by SIC 
Coincident load factor--base 
Coincident load factor--weather sensitive 
TOU rate start-up year--residential sector 
XXI rate start-up year--D cial sector 
Fraction time-elastic energy consumption shifted 
off-peak 
Fraction time-elastic energy consumption shifted 
off-peak by 2000 
Base energy shifted to off-peak in residmtial 
sector 
Fraction conmercialweather sensitive den-and 
off-peak 
Fraction cmnercial weather sensitive demnd 
off-peak by year 2000 
Weather sensitive fraction residential end-uses 
Coefficient of performance correction factor - 
residential 
Coefficient of performance correction factor - 
ammercial 
Total energy consumed by residential heat pwrps 
Totalenergycmsmedby mtmercial heat pumps 
Peak (continued) 
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TABLE 7.1 (Continued) 

Variables (Continued) 

CNWH Fraction of residential waterheating load 
controlled in year t 

Equations 
Sectoral energies: 

14 
RESSAt = C ENREU 

i=l t,i 
5 4 2 

COMMSAt = C c 
k=l i=l 

C ENCEUt k n i 
n=l I I I 

19 
INDSAt = I 

j=l PEN% t j 
Total energy: 

TOTENt = RESSAt + COMMSAt + INDSAt + OTHENt (7.4) 
Define intermediate sums: 

13 
RWSSUM t,p = C WSFR. x ENREU 

i=lO =IP t,i 
9 

AFBFUt,p = i41 WSFRi,p X ENREUt,i 

I ENCEU CWSSUMtrp = k,n t,k,n,3-p (3-p is end-use label) 

then 2 
BE t = TOTENt - I: 

p=l 
(RWSSUM, p I + CWSUMt,p) 

- OPBERt 

OPBERt = Fop& -i 
t 

f CNWH, x ENREUt,S 

in,, 7,g ENREUt, i+ (‘-CNCJHt) x ENREUt, 8 ] 

+ CNWHt ' ENmUt,8 

and for 
5 RTOUY 

't > RTOUY 

FOPRBt = (t-RTouY)/Q001-BY-RTOUY) x FOPRBT 

(7.1) 

(7.2) 

(7.3) 

(7.5) 

(‘I. 6) 

(7.7) 

(7.8) 

(7.9) 

(continued) 
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TABLE 7.1 (continued) 

Weather sensitive aergy: 

where 

Define: 

then 

wsEt,l = mssuMt,l + msuMt,l 

wsEt,2 = Rwssmt I 2 + (l-FOPCWSJ x mSsuMt2 ‘ 
+ TEfPt X (CopcR-1) + TCOHPt X (~P~-l) 

0 
FOPcmt = 

((T-CI'OUY) / (2001 - BY - CTOUY) 

for 
I 

t~c!IwY 
t ' CrouY 

CLFB = BD/BEl 

)XFOPcm (7.12) 

P = (PEaKp 
- CLFB x (BE+AFBE~,~ H/WSEl p I 

pEAKt,P 
= CLFB x (BEt + AFBEt p) + CLFWSpxWSEt p , I 

(7.10) 

(7.11) 

(7.13) 
(7.14) 

(7.15) 

TABLE 7.2 
SEASONAL VARIATION OF RESIDENTIAL ENERGY USE 

End-Use S- winter 

Refrigerator 
Freezer 
Range 
Lighting 
TV 
Clothes Dryer 
Clothes Washer 
Dishwasher 
Water Heater 
AC-Mm 
AC-Central 
ESH 
Ht. Aux. 
Misc. 

Based on Reference 31. 

.05 

.03 
-.05 
-.08 
-.02 
-.04 
-.04 
-.04 
-.05 
1.0 
1.0 

0 
0 
0 

-.04 
-.04 

.03 

.05 

.02 

.Ol 

.Ol 

.02 

.05 
0 
0 

1.0 
1.0 

0 
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8. DISCUSSION OF INPUT DATA AND ASSUMPTIONS 

The model, as described in Sets. 3 through 7, simulates 
electricity demand at the point of consumption. It is a tool 
for mapping a set of input data (defining historic experience, 
equipment ownership growth, technology shifts, fuel switching, 
etc.) onto a set of output results (system and end-use energy 
requirements forecasts, peak levels, etc.). This section 
describes the data utilized and assumptions made in generating 
the High Case and Low Case forecasts for each of the New 
England states. The uncertainty bands in input parameters are 
intended to represent a reasonable range of assumptions about 
the future. 

The computer program that ESRG has developed to implement 
the model allows for flexibility in the choice of both inputs 
and outputs. The data explication below is intended to corres- 
pond closely to the model descriptions given earlier. With 
cross-referencing to the discussion of the mathematical structure 
of the appropriate submodel, this should allow the reader to 
fully understand the basis for the forecasts reported in Sec. 
1. The base year, which serves as the departure point for 
forecasting, is 1978 throughout the study since this was the 
most recent year of full data when the forecast was performed. 

8.1 Residential Sector 

Here we shall concentrate on the data inputs used to derive 
the residential forecast model described in Sec. 3: demographics, 
saturations, and factors affecting unit usage levels. 

8.1.1 Demographics 

Base year and projected population data were available from 
four basic sources: (1) U.S. Census Bureau, current Population 
Report Series P-25 (Ref. 15), (2) Bureau of Economic Analysis 
updated OBERS projections (Ref. 7), (3) the New England Power 
Pool documentation of the NEPOOL/Battelle Forecast Model (Ref. 
161, and (4) where available, the various state planning agencies'. 
projections (Refs. 17-21). Table 8.1 below gives the population 
projections used in the present forecast, along with their sources. 
For each state, the High and Low Cases utilize the high and low 
estimates from the Census series and the state agencies to best 
represent the range of available forecasted growth rates. In 
all cases, source (3) above lies in the range chosen (with the 
exception of Massachusetts where NEPOOL's projections lie below 
our Low Case.) These forecasts serve as the base for forecasting 
residential customers (households), as well as growth in com- 
mercial floorspace allotted to health and education. 
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I 
0-l 
N 

I 

TABLE 8.1 

COMPARISON OF POPULATION FORECASTS, NEW ENGLAND STATES 

STATE 
ESRG FORECAST 
CASE SOURCE 

Population Growth 
Ref* 1975 1985 1990 1995 2000 

1975 7975 1975 1975 

Connecticut 

Maine 

Massachusetts 

New Hampshire 

Rhode Island 

Vermont 

High 
Low 

High 
LOW 

High 
Low 

High 
Low 

High 
LOW 

High 
LOW 

U.S. Housing Census IIA 
U.S. Housing Census IIB 

U.S. Housing Census IIB 
U.S. Housing Census IIA 

U.S. Housing Census IIB 
U.S. Housing Census IIA 

N.H. Off. of Comp. Planning 
U.S. Housing Census IIB 

U.S. Housing Census IIA 
R.I. State Planning Program 

Vt. State Planning Office 
U.S. Housing Census IIB 

{ 15 1.0 1.0 

i 15 1.0 1.0 

{ 15 1.0 1.0 

21 1.0 
15 1.0 

15 1.0 
19 1.0 

20 1.0 
15 1.0 

1.079 1.125 1.166 1.198 
1.035 1.060 1.080 1.092 

1.130 1.203 1.270 1.328 
1.080 1.127 1.169 1.203 

1.068 1.109 1.146 1.177 
1.064 1.103 1.138 1.167 

1.226 1.310 1.382 1.450 
1.152 1.234 1.307 1.371 

1.077 
1.026 

1.164 1.199 
1.062 1.074 

1.139 
1.095 

1.033 
1.045 

1.219 
1.151 

1.290 1.370 
1.200 1.242 

* References are listed on pp. 107-111. 



In order to translate population forecasts into housing 
(customer) forecasts, two further characteristics of housing 
stock must be defined. Projections of persons per household 
and trends in the mix between single-family and multifamily 
housing must be developed. A 1976 Census document (Ref. 22) 
shows persons per household grouped between 2.89 and 2.97 for 
the New England states. The present forecast adopted a High 
Case assumption that this will decrease to 2.5 by 1990, after Ref. 
23, and a Low Case of 2.7 (Ref. 24). Base year housing mix 
was developed by modifying 1970 housing mix fractions (Ref. 25) 
to reflect 1970-1978 housing construction permits (Ref. 26). 
The projection of future housing mix takes into account recent 
trends toward smaller families, condominiums in the cities, 
and tighter money markets. The base year and projected 
housing mix are as follows: 

CONN . j MAINE i MASS. i N.H. R.I. 1 VT. 
SF MF \SF MF ]SF MF /SF MF SF MF 1 SF MF ' 

Base Year 159% 41%175% 25%]51% 49%j 69% 31% 57% 48%i 73% 27% 
New Housing-High 159% 41%\75% 25%\51% 49 % 69% 31% 52% 48% 73% 27% 
(to 1995) -Low 50% 50%;65% 35%i40% 60% 60% 70% 45% 55% 65% 35% 

I 

Base year customer counts were drawn from the 1978 EEI 
annual report (Ref. 27) with a slight downward modification to 
account for seasonal/second homes based upon NEPOOL estimates 
(Ref. 16). The energy use of these second homes was accounted 
for and grown with the residential "miscellaneous" submodel. 

The ESRG forecast of New England customers based upon the 
above assumptions are presented, by state, in Table 8.2. 

8.1.2 Appliance Saturations 

Appliance saturation assumptions are summarized in Tables 
8.3 through 8.8 for each New England state. The symbols in 
parentheses refer to the terms in Eq. 3.5 for the saturation 
logistics curve. Electric Space Heating (ESH) and Water Heat 
saturations are derived using penetration rates, as described 
below. The end-uses not included in the table have predetermined 
definitional saturation values: lighting and miscellaneous are 
each fixed at one, while heating auxiliary saturation is defined 
as one minus the electric space heat saturation. 

E 
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I 
cn 
IP 
I 

1978 

SF MF 

cl? .632 .436 

ME .275 .092 

MA .942 .923 

NH .208 .093 

RI ,163 ,148 

VT .119 .044 

TABLE 8.2 

NEW ENGLAND CUSTOMER FORECAST (X106) 

1980 1985 
HIGH low HIGH m 

SF MF SF MF SF MF SF. m 

.656 .453 .642 ,446 -727 .502 .674 .478 .806 .536 .709 .512 

.288 .097 .282 .095 .326 .llO .301 .105 .369 .124 .321 .116 

.974 .954 .958 ,948 

.223 .lOO .218 .095 

.169 .154 .165 .150 -187 .171 ,171 .157 .207 .189 .177 .165 

.125 .046 .122 .046 ,142 .052 .131 .051 .162 ,059 .141 -057 .171 .063 .146 .060 

1.069 1.047 1.009 1.025 1.174 1.149 1.064 1.108 

-258 .116 .239 .109 .293 .131 .261 .124 

1990 
HIGH 

SF MF SF MF 

1995 
HIGH raw 

SF MF SF MF 

.855 .576 .721 .523 

.389 .131 .331 .122 

1.213 1.187 1.092 1.149 

.309 .138 .275 .133 

.215 .196 .180 .167 



TABLE 8.3 

STATE OF CONNECTICUT 
APPLIANCE SATURATION ASSUMPTIONS 

Appliance 

HighCase Iawcase 
YSlr 1970 Terminal Growth Terminal Grawth 

Sat. ("SBY") Sat. ("SEY") Sat("STEF+l") Paramder("A") Sat ("STEFW) Parameter ("A") 

IRefrig. (SF) 

WI 

Freezer (SF) 

WI 

Range 

'JN WI 

Pm 

Cl. Dryer 

Cl. Washer 

Dishwasher 

t\laterHeat 

AC/rccun 

x!/ce-n. ISF) 

W) 

cm 

(Mm 

1.08 

1.02 

.38 

.15 

.68 

2.05 

1.00 

.55 

.79 

.33 

.28 

.756 

-066 

.102 

,066 

.135 

1.08 1.08 

1.00 1.02 

.31 .60 

.08 .30 

-56 .85 

1.78 

1.00 

.38 

.77 

.25 

.24 

.35 

.024 

.03 

.052 

.052 

2.5 

1.00 

.85 

.85 

.90 

1.00 0.219 .80 0.387 

.20 0.161 .15 0.177 

.30 0.203 .20 0.237 

0.0 

0.0 

0.060 

0.126 

0.091 

0.076 

0.0 

0.102 

0.039 

d.051 

1.08 

1.02 

.38 

.15 

.68 

2.05 

1.00 

.70 

-79 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.141 

0.0 

0.059 

sources: Refs. 16, 25, 28, 29 
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'SABLE 8.6 

STATE OF NEW m;;;;;;TIONS 
APPLIANCE SATURATION 

1.09 

1.00 

.47 

.12 

.70 

1.26 

1.00 

.49 

.72 

.28 

.318 

.256 

.02 

.02 

.3-‘5 

.07 

1.00 

1.00 

.33 

.08 

-63 

1.01 

1.00 

.37 

.71 

-13 

.31 

.124 

.005 

,005 

.044 

.044 

1.15 

1.00 

-65 

.15 

.90 

2.00 

1.00 

.80 

.80 

.90 

.60 

.06 

.06 

0.125 

0.0 

0.116 

0.157 

0.051 

0.064 

0.0 

0.076 

0.016 

0.123 

0.131 

0.213 

0.213 

1.09 

1.00 

.47 

.12 

.70 

1.26 

1.00 

.60 

-72 

-70 

.40 

.03 

.03 

0.0 

0.') 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.127 

0.0 

0.134 

0.172 

0.288 

0.288 

ms: =fs. 16, 25r 33t 34 



TABLE 8.7 

STATE OF RHODE ISLAND 
APPLIANCE SATURATION ASSUMPTIONS 

Refrig. (SF) 

bw 

Freezer (SF) 

(MO 

IBnge @@7 

TV (SF) 

(Mm 

Cl. Dryer 

Cl. Washer 

Dishwasher 

WderHeat 

=/r-n 

A2/ce.n. Km 

-@w 

ESH (SF) 

o@) 

1.10 

1.00 

.24 

.06 

-47 

2.00 

1.00 

.30 

.69 

.21 

.19 

.22 

.017 

.017 

.04 .027 

.08 .027 

1.04 

1.00 

.17 

.04 

.44 

1.99 

1.0 

.28 

.67 

.15 

.14 

.18 

. 010 

. 010 

1.15 0.106 

1.00 0.0 

.40 0.088 

.lO 0.101 

.65 0.028 

2.50 0.003 

1.00 0.0 

.55 0.018 

.75 0.040 

.80 0.054 

1.10 

1.00 

.24 

.06 

.47 

2.00 

1.00 

.40 

.69 

.60 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.031 

0.0 

0.060 

.50 0.042 .40 0.050 

.06 0.085 .03 0.120 

.06 0.085 .03 0.120 

sources : Refs. 16, 25, 28, 29 
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TABLE 8.8 

STATE OF VERMONT 
APPLIANCE SATURATION ASSUMPTIONS 

Base HighCase Icwcase 
YEW 1970 Terminal Grmth Terminal Grti 

Ap$lianOe Sat. ("SBY") Sat. ("SEX") Sat('%!rmM:) Paramter("A") Sat("STEZ+l") Paramter("A") 

FJefrig. (SF) 1.01 1.0 

(Mu 1.00 1.0 

Freezer (SF) -53 -39 

(EF) .14 .lO 

Range .74 .59 

TV (SF) 1.60 1.37 

om 1.00 1.0 

Cl. Dryer .51 .39 

Cl. Washer .80 .79 

Dishhwher .29 .17 

WaterHeat .50 .48 

AC/roan .18 .046 

AC/ken. ew .015 .007 

OW .015 .007 

ESH cm .12 .059 

Pw .12 .059 

1.10 1.014 1.01 0.0 

1.00 0.0 1.00 0.0 

.8b 0.091 .53 0.0 

.20 0.106 .14 0.0 

-95 0.096 .74 0.0 

2.25 0.057 1.60 0.0 

1.00 0.0 1.00 0.0 

.90 0.067 .70 0.095 

.90 0.013 .80 0.0 

.90 0.089 .70 0.099 

.40 0.230 .30 0.264 

.060 0.116 .030 0.149 

.060 0.116 .030 0.149 

Source: Refs. 16, 25, 33 
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Appliance data were drawn where possible from appliance 
surveys or forecast documents of the several utilities (Refs. 
28-34) as well as state agencies' data, with NEPOOL data (Ref. 
16) providing some state specific and regionwide assumptions. 
Saturations for 1970 were obtained from the Census of Housing 
(Ref. 25). For each appliance, the growth index "A" is computed 
by fitting the logistic curve (Sec. 3.2) to 1970 and 1978 satura- 
tion data. Guidance in estimating the terminal saturation levels 
was derived from econometric relationships between appliance 
saturation and price/income variables. Specifically, lower 
bounds on saturation growths to the year 2000 were calculated 
using the econometric relationships given in Refs. 68 and 6g 
driven by the following annual real growth rates. 

Electricity Oil Natural 1 
I 

Income Price Price Gas Price 
i 

i 

1 High Case 
i 

1.0% 4.0% 4.0% 

I Low Case .5% 2.5% 2;0% 2.5% 

Increases in the number of electric space heating customers were 
formulated in terms of penetration rates as described in Sec. 
3.3.9. The penetration rates are modeled to increase linearly 
from initial year to 1990 values, as shown in Table 8.9. These 
ranges generally reflect the range of values experienced during 
the 1970's. 

Historic penetration rates have been dependent on a complex 
mix of factors including construction financing practices which 
have tended to emphasize first cost natural gas availability, and 
utility promotion. Given the rebound in gas availability, the 
trend towards life-cycle costing, 
tion, 

and the termination of promo- 
the assumed continuation of recent historic levels may 

somewhat overestimate ESH growth. 

Electric water heater penetration is dependent on the 
electric space heating penetration as described in Sec. 3.3.7. 
All new electric space heating customers are assumed to have 
electric water heating, and all new non-electric space heating 
customers are assumed to have a penetration level for electric 
water heating equal to the base year saturation level of non- 
electric space heating customers. 

8.1.3 Unit Electricity Usage 

The demographic and saturation computations generate the 
number of units by end-use. There remains the description of 
input data to derive the electricity usage per unit submodels 
(the "C" in Eq. 3.1). Average unit usage for the base year is 
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TABLE 8.9 

ELECTRIC SPACE HEAT PENETRATION* 

Penetration Assumptions 
I 
State Housing Type 

/ High Case Low Case 
; 1979 , 1990 i 1979 1 1990 I I ‘ 

i Connecticut 

Massachusetts 

Single family 
Multifamily 

Single family 
Multifamily 

Maine Single family 
Multifamily 

New Hampshire Single family 
Multifamily 

Rhode Island Single family 
Multifamily 

Vermont I Single family 
Multifamily 

I 1 I 1 
.30 30 

:50 
! 

I .50 
1 

. 30 .30 

f i 8 

I .50 .50 i 

.30 .30 i 
i .50 .50 : 

1 .60 .60 
I .40 .40 1 I 

j .lO .lO : 
.30 .30 

I .60 .60 
\ .40 : 
i j 

.40 
I 

i .15 { .15 
.30 I .30 

.15 ; .15 

.30 ; -30 

.15 .15 

.30 : .30 

' -40 .40 
.20 .20 

.20 .20 

.40 .40 

.40 j .40 

. 20 ! .20 

*Average ratio of change in ESH customers to change in total 
customers 

Refs. 16, 25, 28-34 
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given in Table 8.10 along with the efficiency improvements assumed 
in the forecast runs. The latter require some clarifying comments: 

0 The efficiency improvements are at FEA target levels 
(Ref. 35). These targets could possibly be exceeded in 
the forecast period; the Secretary of Energy is mandated, 
under the National Energy Conservation Policy Act 
(Title IV, §422) to prescribe "standards for each type (or 
class) of covered products *** [which] shall be designed to 
achieve the maximum improvement in energy efficiency which 
the Secretary determines is technologically feasible and 
economically justified" (Ref. 36). 

0 The achievement date in the FEA program was 1980. The 
forecasts assume 1982 and 1985 for the Low and High Cases, 
respectively. 

0 Though not shown on the tables, decreases in hot 
water requirements have also been included at FEA- 
targeted levels (3.7 % for clothes washers, 17% for 
dishwashers, with 1981 and 1985 phase-in dates for 
the Low and High Cases, respectively). Though such 
increased thermal efficiencies do not directly 
affect electrical consumption, they will impact 
indirectly on electric hot water requirements (see 
Sec. 3.3.7). 
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TABLE 8.10 

BASE YEAR APPLIANCE USE DATA (KWH/YR) 

Forecast Unit 
Connecticut Massachusetts Maine Energy Reduction 

C b 
Appliance SF S:yk MF 

comb. comb. 
SF SF/MF MF SF SF/MF MF (percent) 

Refrigerator* 1810 
Freezer* 1530 
Range --- 
Television** --- 
Clothes Dryer --- 
Clothes Washer --- 
Dishwasher --a 
Water Heater 4000 
Room A/C -a- 
Central A/C 1660 
Space Heater 15640 
Heating Auxil. 500 
Lighting m-m 

--- 1360 
1150 

1810 
1530 

--- 

1360 
1150 

1810 
1530 

--a 

--- 1360 
1150 

2e 
22 

3 
23/14*** 

4 
0 

20 
15 
22 
17 

0 
0 

(see text) 

B-w 

700 
325 
993 
103 
363 
--- 
425 
-we 

--- 
700 
325 
993 
103 
363 
-mm 
400 
--- 

--- 
700 
325 
993 
103 
363 
--- 
175 
640 

--- 
--- 
--- 

--- --- 
B-e --- --- 

--- --- 
--- 

--- 
--- --- 

--- 
3000 

--- 
-a- 

7550 
250 
e-m 

B-w -a- --- --- 
4000 

--- 
-em 

15100 
500 
--- 

3000 4000 3000 
m-m --- --- 

1250 1595 
7820 16000 

250 500 

1196 
8000 

250 
--- 

B-m 

700 
--- 
700 --- --- --- 

Forecast Unit 
New Hampshire Rhode Island Vermont Energy Reduction 

Comb. comb. Comb. 
Appliance SF SF/MF MF SF SF/MF MF SF SF/KF MF (percent) 

Refrigerator* 1810 
Freezer* 1530 
Range --- 
Television** --- 
Clothes Dryer --- 
Clothes Washer --- 
Dishwasher --- 
Water Heater 4000 
Room A/C --- 
Central A/C 1040 
Space Heater 14200 
Heating Auxil. 500 
Lighting em- 

--- 1360 1810 
1150 1530 

-me --- 
--- -we 

a-- 1360 1810 
1150 1530 

--- -em 

1360 
1150 

e-m 

28 
22 

23&4*** 
4 
0 

20 
15 
22 
17 

0 
0 

(see text) 

--- 
700 
325 
993 
103 
363 
--- 
275 
--- 

B-m 

700 
325 
993 
103 
363 

--- 
700 
325 
993 
103 
363 
mm- 
250 
B-m 

--- --- --- 
--a --- --- -em 

-mm --- v-- --- --- 
B-m 

3000 
--- 
780 

7100 
250 

--- 
4000 

--- 
1400 

15580 
500 
-mm 

--- --- 
3000 4000 

--- -mm 
1050 875 
7790 15000 

250 500 
--- --- 

-mm 
3000 

-mm 
875 

7500 
250 
--- 

350 
B-m 
m-e --- --- 

-mm 
700 

mm- 
700 700 

* 
Weighted over frost-free and standard units 

** 
Weighted averages for B & W, Color, tube, and solid state 

*** 
B & W and color respectively 

Sources: Refs. on Usage: 16, 28, 31, 33, 37, 38 

Refs. on Reductions: 35, 58 
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Energy reductions for television sets are not 
assumed to be as large as the government targets; 
the forecasts assume 23% and 14% for black-and-white 
and color sets respectively, while the corresponding 
FEA levels are 52% and 28%. The improvements are 
due to a phase-out of tube-type models in favor of 
solid state models. Current usage levels are 
approximately (Ref. 37): 

Black-and-White Color 

Tube 220 kwh/unit 528 

Solid State 100 kwh/unit 320 

We have assumed the 1978 units at 75 percent of the 
1972 to 1980 improvements which works out to 372/kwh/ 
unit and 130/kwh/unit for the base year vintage of 
color and black-and-white types, respectively. The 
efficiency improvements are then computed to allow 
for ultimate switch-over to 100% solid state. 

For certain end-uses, consumption levels for single 
family and multifamily homes were adjusted to capture 
the effects of variations in the size of the living 
space and the number of inhabitants. The averages 
were disaggregated over housing types based on the 
following typical SF to MF unit use relationships: 
4 to 3 for refrigerators, freezers and water heaters, 
and 2 to 1 for central air conditioning and space 
heat. 

8.1.4 Thermal Integrity Impacts 

The building envelope characteristics of single family 
and multifamily dwelling units determine the final demand for 
three temperature sensitive end-uses: electric space heating, 
air conditioning, and electrically driven auxiliaries associated 
with non-electric heating. This final demand is to be dis- 
tinguished from the electricity demand which of course would 
embody other efficiency factors associated with the conversion 
devices themselves (e.g., air conditioner COP, heat pump COP, 
etc.) and which are treated separately and additively by the 
model. 

Prototypical heating savings levels for single and multi- 
family units were computed from the study of housing stock 
weatherization conducted for the New England Energy Congress 
(Ref. 39). The model used in that study was the New England 
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Energy Congress/New England Regional Commission/Massachusetts 
Audubon Society Housing Stock Profile (NEEC/MERCOM/MAS). ESRG 
researchers met with scientists who developed the NEEC/NERCOM/ 
MAS housing stock model and scrutinized the raw data inputs and 
outputs. From this review it was determined that the 1978 
housing stock characteristics (Ref. 39, page 238) were an 
acceptable basis for comparison with the characteristics of new 
units subject to the Massachusetts Energy Conservation Building 
Code. The NEEC/NERCOM/MAS raw data showed that the weatheriza- 
tion levels implied by the Massachusetts code were just above 
the "option 4" level of weatherization used in the NEEC Final 
Report. Using figures shown in the Report, we determined 
that the average percentage heating reduction produced by 
going from average 1978 weatherization to above "option 
4" weatherization was about 35 percent in both single and 
multifamily units, except units with electric space heat (ESH). 
Since this is an electricity forecasting model, the overall 
heating reduction percentage of 35 is applied to the electrically- 
driven auxiliaries associated with a fossil heating system 
(fans, ignitions, etc.). 

The reduction for homes with ESB was 15 percent, a smaller 
figure on account of their higher average 1978 weatherization 
level (approximately "option 2" in the NEEC Report.) 

These heating reductions from base year usage were applied 
to all new housing units constructed during the forecast period. 
Cooling load reductions due to code-induced weatherization 
improvements were also estimated, based on the relationship 
between heating and cooling load reductions found in previous 
studies (Refs. 40, 41). These cooling reductions amounted to 
20 percent for non-ESH units and 10 percent for units with ESH. 

Since the housing code affects all new units, forecasting 
unit heating and cooling reductions is relatively straightforward. 
To project the amount of weatherization that will occur in units 
remaining in the housing stock, however, is more judgemental and 
involves greater uncertainty. For the Low Case, we assume that 
by the end of the forecast period, 40 percent of the existing 
multifamily units and 75 percent of the single family units are 
retrofit to code levels. The disparity between the single and 
multifamily units is based on the historic weatherization lag 
of the latter, which are not primarily owner-occupied units. 
In the High Case, we assume that only ten percent of the remain- 
ing multifamily housing stock and 25 percent of the single family 
stock are retrofit to code weatherization levels during the fore- 
cast period. Applying these scenario retrofit assumptions to 
the heating and cooling load reductions for new units yields the 
following unit energy reductions: 
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Heating Cooling 

High Case g 

Low Case g . 25 .15 
.15 .lO 

Allreductions are rounded to avoid the implication that 
they are precise projections. The retrofit reductions are phased 
in linearly from zero in the base year to the full unit reduction 
at the end of the forecast period. 

8.1.5 Additional Data Requirements 

The basic model structure utilizes base year and forecast 
counts of residential customers' saturatkons of various end-uses, 
and usages per unit to derive sectoral energy demand. However, 
there are a number of additional factors peculiar to each 
appliance type which influence usage and thus overall demand. 
The following provides a brief discussion of each of these 
factors, by end-use. 

Refrigerators and Freezers 

The refrigerator/freezer submodel (Sec. 3.3.1) requires 
input data on average annual usage for new units in the base 
year and for old units (defined as units which come on-line 
one average appliance lifetime prior to the base year). This 
was necessary to account for the phenomenon of increasing unit 
usage over time which implies that retired units will, in the 
first part of the forecast period, require less energy than 
their replacement. Also, efficiency improvements need to be 
incorporated from new unit -- not average -- stock levels to 
avoid under-estimating energy demand growth. 

For refrigerators, we need an estimate of unit usage for 
the 1962 vintage. According to Ref. 42, the average size for 
1962 was .38M3 which, at 40x106joules/dayM3 for average frost- 
free refrigerator usage for that year, implies 1540 kwh/year 
for frost-free units. Frost-free sales in 1962 were 27% of 
the total. Removing the frost-free feature decreases energy 
consumption by about 29% (Ref. 43, p. 15). Combining we have 
for the 1962 vintage units: 

Refrigerator UNOLD = 1540 ZQ -27 + 1540 x .73 x (l-29) = 

1215 kwh/unit/year 
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Similarly, for the 1961 freezer vintage, based on data in 
Ref. 43, average size was about 14ft3, usage was at .33 kwh/ft3/ 
day and .20 kwh/ft3/day for frost-free and non-frost-free units, 
respectively, and about 30% of freezer sales were frost-free. 
Combining, we have: 

Freezer UNOLD = 1220 kwh/unit/year 

Average unit usage for new units is based on shipment 
Mean capacities and annual energy requirements across size 
models are (Ref. 44): 

data. 
and 

Refrigerators 
Freezers 

Mean Capacity (ft3) Energy Use (kwh/year) 

16.67 1510 
16.48 1300 

Electric Range 

The electric range submodel (Sec. 3.3.2) required input 
data to simulate the effects of microwave oven penetration. 
There are two issues: what fraction have microwaves and what is 
the effect of those that do on energy use? The latter is 
straightforward: field studies (Ref. 44) indicate that electric 
ranges with microwave ovens require 84% of the electric energy 
which would otherwise be consumed. The energy demand factor 
("EDF") in Table 3.3 is thus set at 0.84 in the forecasts. 

The NEPOOL/Battelle model description (Ref. 16) provides 
historic and projected saturations of microwave ovens on a 
national level. These were compared with New England electric 
range saturations and projections of saturations to produce a 
base year fraction of . 073 growing linearly to .215 by 1995. 

Lighting 

There are a number of reasons to suspect that lighting 
energy demand may moderate: smaller family size, trend in housing 
mix toward smaller units, conservation induced by increasing pr$ces, 
more efficient fluorescent bulbs and new lighting technology. 
Furthermore, recent energy legislation allows the Secretary of 
Energy to develop efficiency standards for end-uses consuming 
more than 150 kwh per year per household, a criterion which 
includes lighting. 

Energy savings are targeted to be at levels consistent 
with the more efficient bulb being developed by the Duro-Test 
Corporation under contract with the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology (Ref. 46). This bulb is being developed now for 
marketing within a year (Ref. 47). It will replace a conventional 
100 watt bulb and consume approximately 50 percent of the energy 
(i.e., it will be rated at 40 to 60 watts). The net incremental 
cost of the bulb (over the three shorter-lifetime conventional 
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bulbs it would replace) is anticipated to be $2.25. The cost of 
saving the electrical energy comes out to about 2Q per kwh over 
bulb lifetime. It should be stressed that the target is reason- 
able since a promotion policy would also tend to stimulate interest 
in higher-priced but longer-lifed and even more highly energy 
conserving lamps, such as the General Electric "Electronic Halarc" 
or "Circlite" lamps (Ref. 48). 

For the present forecast, we have included the possibility. 
of market penetration of improved light bulbs. Such bulbs can 
be about 50% more efficient than current incandescent bulbs. 
Cost-benefit analysis indicates that 22% of the residential 
market is currently capturable by a bulb such as a new screw-in 
fluorescent (Ref. 49). In the Low Case, it is thus assumed 
that penetration levels reach 20% by the end of the forecast 
period. That is, "MF" in Table 3.4 is phased linearly from 
zero in the base year to .20 in 1998 while "RELEFF" is phased 
linearly from 0 to .50, a ten percent average effect after 20 
years. No improvements are assumed in the High Case. 

Televisions 

The television submodel (Sec. 
items of data. 

3.3.4) requires two additional 
The first is a use factor for redundant sets 

(llDUF1l in Table 3.5). This refers to the ratio of energy 
consumption of second and third sets to the primary set. 
Estimates in the literature vary widely. The forecasts incorpor- 
ate a typical range of 80% in the High Case and 25% in the 
Low Case. The second item is the mix between black-and-white 
and color of future television sales. The market fraction of 
black-and-white television sales historically was (Ref 50): 

1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 -------p-p 
.51 .49 .47 .48 .44 .49 .43 -43 .43 -403 

The model runs use 39% for 1979. *Regression against time on 
the above data leads to a value of .33 in 1998. Consequently, 
the forecast spans this value by assuming that the fraction of 
black-and-white diminishes to 20% in the High Case and holds 
at 39% in the Low Case, for each New England state. 

Water Heaters 

In addition to the inputs already discussed, the electric 
water heater submodel (Sec. 3.3.7) requires some additional 
data inputs. The first characterizes the change in home hot 
water requirements for end-uses other than dishwashers and 
clothes washers. (These are discussed above.) This factor 
("HWREOT" in Table 3.8) is capable of reflecting the effects 
of slow-flow shower devices and energy-conserving faucets. 
Such plumbing fixtures can save on the order of 36% of energy 
for hot water (Ref. 59). In the High Case, we as=ume no move 
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to such fixtures. In the Low Case, we project an ultimate market 
factor of 25% for hot water savings (-25 x .36) of nine percent. 
The present DOE campaign to encourage the use of these devices 
supports this modest assumption. The model phases up to these 
full savings over a twenty-year period beginning in 1979. 

The other inputs concern the range of likely impact of solar 
hot water devices. To gain an heuristic understanding of the 
possibilities, consider the following penetration analysis. 
First define payback (in years) by: 

PBt - C x (l-TI) x (l-D)t/E~F~P~(l+l)t 

where 

PB = 
c = 

TI = 
D = 
E = 
F = 
P = 
I = 
t = 

payback 
first cost 
tax incentive 
cost deflation 
kilowatthour demand 
fraction served by solar 
electric price 
electric price increase 
year 

Substituting a realistic range of values: 

C TI D E - - - - 

High $2500 .2 01 4000 
Low $1500 .3 :02 4000 

we have 

PB-1978 

F P I - - - 

.5 .05 .Ol 

.5 -05 .02 

PB-1998 

High 19 years 12.8 
Low 10 4.5 

Based on 30% penetration at payback of seven years (Ref. 45) and 
zero penetraton at twenty-year payback, the above assumptions 
lead to: 

Penetration 

1978 1998 

High 0 .17 
Low .18 .53 
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or average penetrations over the forecast period of about 9% 
and 35% for the two cases. To be cautious, the forecasts have 
been based on zero penetration of solar hot water in the High 
Case and penetration phased linearly from zero in the base 
year to 20% in 1998 in the Low Case. 

Electric Space Heat 

There are three elements in the submodel (Sec. 3.3.9) that 
need to be specified relating to solar heating, heat pump pene- 
tration, and heat pump coefficients of performance. These will 
be discussed in turn. 

l In estimating the penetration of solar assist 
technology, we first calculate a range of possible 
paybacks. The methodology is analogous to the 
computation of solar hot water paybacks described 
earlier. Here, we substitute first costs ranging 
from $6,000 to $8,000, real cost deflation at 3% 

.in the Low Case after Ref. 52. These lead to 
penetration estimates defined here as the fraction 
of the additional electric space heat units that 
come on-line in 1998 with the solar assist feature 
at approximately 25% in the Low demand case and 5% 
in the High demand case. In the forecasts, we have 
used more pessimistic assumptions to allow for 
possible institutional impediments and errors 
in the range of input parameters. These are: 

High Case Zero solar space heating in 
the forecast period. 

Low Case Zero solar space heating to 
1985. Penetrations increase 
linearly from zero to 25% and 
5% in 1998 for single family 
and multifamily units, re- 
spectively. 

l Heat pumps have been capturing an increasing fraction 
of the electric space heat market. The fundamental 
reason is that heat pump-assisted electric space heat 
appears to have superior economics to resistance 
heating. Estimates of relative costs for New 
England are contained in Table 8.11. 
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TABLE 8.11 

RELATIVE ECONOMICS OF ALTERNATIVE HEATING SYSTEMS 

Heatin 
First Cost* Capital+ Fuel +Y Total 

Electric Resistance $1300 $170 $600 $770 

Natural Gas 2200 290 200 490 

Electric Heat Pump 2950 390 300 690 

* Estimates for single family units in 1979 dollars 
Refs. 8, 53, and 54. 

. 
+ Assumed financed at 12% over twenty years. 

++ Fuel costs based on 5C/kwh electricity, 12,000 kwh per 
household, gas boiler efficiency at 0.8, gas cost at 
40C/therm, heat pump COP = 2.0, and comparable insula- 
tion levels in new homes. 

The figures indicate that gas heating is the 
most cost-effective option considering heating costs 
alone, though heat pump costs are also lower than 
resistance electric costs. However, remembering that 
heat pumps are year-round devices, it appears that they 
may be more nearly competitive with gas heating. They 
are superior to resistance heating. Consequently, it 
is assumed that the increase in saturation of electric 
heating is assoiated with increasing fractions of new 
electrically heated homes which use heat pumps. 
However, the cautious assumption used in this sub- 
model was that the present heat pump fraction of electric 
space heat is zero (after Ref. 55) initially having a 
zero penetration rate, growing to .25 in the High Case 
and .75 in the Low Case, using trend values from Ref. 
55. 

l Heat pump coefficient of performance (COP) is defined 
as the ratio of kwh heating output to kwh electric input 
(for operating the compressor and fans). Data on unitary 
air-to-air heat pumps is taken from a recent evaluation 
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performed at Argonne National Laboratory (Ref. 55) for 
typical models. COP varies both with size and outdoor 
temperature. The model requires average and low tempera- 
ture values in order to estimate average COP over the 
heating season in forecasting energy, and the lower COP 
operating at the lower temperatures of the winter peak. 
We have assumed capacities of approximately three tons 
and fifteen tons for the residential and commercial 
sectors, respectively. 

Performance data is summarized in terms of a "nominal" 
COP given at Air Conditioning and Refrigeration 
Institute's test standards* and an adjustment factor 
for outdoor temperature. The adjustment factor is 
parameterized as follows: 

Y = A+B*T+C*T2 

where 

A,B, and C are coefficients 
T is outdoor temperature in OF 
Y is percentage of nominal COP at 

temperature T. 

Table 8.12 summarizes the data. 

TABLE 8.12 
HEAT PUMP PERFORMANCE DATA 

1 

Nominal COP Temperature Range (OF) A B C 

Residential 2.4 -10LT120 61.6 1.26 -0.030 
+20<TL70 44.66 1.855 -0.014 

Commercial 2.7 -1O<T(20 56.75 0.875 0.007 
+2OLTs70 65.32 0.531 0.004 

c 

For the forecast states, an average and low 
temperature must be defined in order to estimate 
average COP and COP at peak. The method devised 
for computing regional temperature characteristics 
is summarized in Table 8.13. 

* 
47*F. outdoor dry-bulb, 43*F. outdoor wet-bulb and 70*F. indoor 
dry-bulb temperature. 
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TABLE 8.13 

HEAT PUMP COP TEMPERATURE VARIATION CALCULATION 

Indices 

m 

1 
S 

Variables 

A,,B,,C, 
STNDRD, 
TEMPLm,l 
TEMP, 
LOTEMll 
LOTEMP 
POP1 
DAY, 
HDD, 
PCCOPM 
PCCOPASFm 
PCCOPLi 
COPA, 
COPL, 

Equations 

Month (m=l to 12) 
Locality 
Sector (lzresidential; 2Gcommercial) 

Coefficients (See Table 8.12) 
Nominal COP (See Table 8.12) 
Mean monthly temperature, month "m", locality "1" 
Mean monthly temperature, month "m" in forecast area 
Low temperature in locality "1" 
Low temperature in forecast$rea 
Population in locality W1" 
Number of days in month "m" 
Heating degree days in month "m" 
Percent of nominal COP in sector "s", month "m" 
Percent of nominal COP - average 
Percent of nominal COP - low 
Average COP in sector "s" 
Low COP in sector 11s" 

TEMPm = (CTEMPLm 1 
I x POP1) / (fPOP1) 

HDD, = - TEMPm) x DAY m 

PCCOPMs m = As + B x TEMP + cs x TEMP2 
I S m m 

PCCOPAs = (~HDD, x PCCOPM s m) ' iHDDs m I , 

LOTEMP =(;LOTEMLl x POPl) / fPOP1 

PCCOPLs =As+B s x LOTEMP + Cs x LOTEMP2 

COPAs = PCCOPAs x STNDRDs / 100 

COPLs = PCCOPLs x STNDRDs / 180 

(8.1) 

(8.2) 

(8.3) 

(8.4) 

(8.4) 

(8.5) 

(8.71 
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For each New England state, locations throughout the 
state, weighted by population density were used to compute 
the statewide mean monthly temperatures. These temperatures 
were used in Eq. 8.3 (which is a rewrite of the equation above 
in model code) to define percentage of nominal COP on a monthly 
sectoral and service area basis. Mean monthly temperature data 
is taken from Ref. 56. The coefficients are from Table 8.12. 
These monthly values are in turn weighted by monthly heating 
degree days (a measure of monthly usage) to arrive at the 
annual percentage of nominal COP'(Eq. 8.4). The heating 
degree days are computed by subtracting the average monthly 
temperatures (when they are less than 65°F) from 65'F and 
multiplying by the number of days in the month (Eq. 8.2). The 
low temperature is construed as the average temperature on the 
day of the winter peak. Finally, average and low COP are 
computed in Eqs. 8.6 and 8.7. The resultant COP's are given in 
Table 8.14. 

TABLE 8.14 

HEAT PUMP COP's 

Heat Pump COP's 
Residential Commercial 

STATE Average Low Average Low 

Connecticut 2.189 1.664 2.443 1.712 
Massachusetts 2.181 1.608 2.437 1.647 
Maine 2.060 1.343 2.324 1.436 
New Hampshire 2.080 1,440 2.348 1.502 
Rhode Island 2.204 1.695 2.459 1.754 
Vermont 2.034 1.160 2.285 1.334 

As with other appliances, efficiency improvements are 
anticipated for heat pumps. The forecasts assume improvements 
of 4% and 13% by 1988 for the High and Low Cases, respectively. 

Miscelianeous Usase 

There are a number of structural factors contributing to the 
moderation of the historic growth in miscellaneous appliance usage: 

8 slightly decreasing population per household 
0 approach to market saturation 
8 increased efficiencies 
l price-induced conservation 
9 substitutional effects (e.g., small kitchen appliances 

precluding use of others) 
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Consequently, the use per customer has been essentially 
constant-- or slightly decreasing over the past five years in many 
utility service territories. The present forecast is nonetheless 
conservative, assuming for the high case a 50% increase in miscel- 
laneous use per customer during the forecast period while assuming 
no increase in the low case. 

8.1.6 Appliance Lifetimes 

Actual appliance lifetimes have been used rather than the 
commonly-employed United States Department of Agriculture figures 
for average year of appliance possession by the first owner. 

TABLE 8.15 
APPLIANCE LIFETIMES IN YEARS 

Appliance Lifetime 

Refrigerator 20 
Freezer 24.9 
Range 16.9 
Lighting NA 
Television 14.7 
Clothes Dryer 15.3 

. Clothes Washer 12.3 
Dishwasher 13.5 
Water Heater 10 
Room A/C 11 
Central A/C 11 
Space Heat NA 
Heating Auxiliary NA 
Miscellaneous NA 

NA = not applicable 
Source: Ref. 57 

8.2 Commercial Sector 

The discussion below of commercial forecast input 
assumptions parallels the model description in Sec. 4. 
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8.2.1 1975 Floorspace 

Initial estimates of the 1975 New England states commercial 
floorspace are needed as input to the floorspace submodel which 
is summarized in Table 4.2. The computational methodology is 
explained in Sec. 4.2.1. The results are given in Table 8.16. 

TABLE 8.16 

NEW ENGLAND COMMERCIAL FLOORSPACE ESTIMATES 

Commercial Category 
1975 Floorspace (106ft21 

Conn. Mass. Maine N.H. R.I. vt. 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 

2 
9. 

10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 

F.I.R.E. 13.67 
Federal Government 3.637 
State, Local Government 15.408 
Professional Services 4.345 
Wholesale & Retail 100.425 
Trucking, Warehousing 24.438 
Other Transportation 4.575 
Communications 2.620 
Lodging, Personal Services 7.973 
Business & Repair Services 14.678 
Amusement, Recreation 19.171 
Railroad .511 
Health Services 22.813 
Schools, Education 79.599 

20.645 2.079 
11.213 2.114 
38.883 5.416 
13.174 1.563 

211.609 28.945 
50.823 6.679 
11.432 1.541 

5.623 709 
19.472 3:867 
32.996 2.637 
30.338 3.764 

.785 .416 
56.520 8.58 

155.618 27.293 

2.124 2.846 .975 
1.493 1.752 .690 
6.761 5.175 2.297 

.951 1.551 .627 
24.674 28.769 15.329 

4.641 5.609 4.029 
.517 1.008 380 
.645 .602 : 369 

3.710 1.947 3.744 
2.834 3.840 .991 
3.421 5.489 3.513 

079 
6:320 

20.890 

8.2.2 Floorspace Growth Indices 

As indicated in Sec. 4.2.2, employment growth is used as the proxy 
for floorspace growth for the first twelve commercial categories. The 
growth factors used in the forecast are summarized below in Tables 8.17 
and 8.18. For each state, the High Case is based on national employment 
forecasts of the Bureau of Labor Statistics (Ref. 59) in conjunction with 
the ratio of state to national earnings projected by the Bureau of 
Economic Analysis (Ref. 7). Each Low Case forecast was drawn from 
employment forecasts done by the respective state planning agencies 
(Refs. 60-65). 
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TABLE 8.17 

HIGH CASE EMPLOYMENT GROWTH INDICES 

-1CUU MASSACHU~ NEWHAMPSHIRE RHODE ISLAND 
EMP 1985 EMP 2000 E%lP 1985 EMP 2000 EMP 1985 EMP 2000 w 1985 EMP 2000 EMP 1985 EMP 2000 EMP 1985 EMP 2000 
Em 1975 Em 1975 Em? 1975 EMP 1975 J!Me 1975 Em 1975 Jam? 1975 EMe 1975 Em 1975 EMP 1975 Em 1975 E!YP 1975 

1. F.I.R.E. 1.33 
2. Fed. Gov. 1.33 
3. st.&llLlc.Gov. 1.31 
4. Prof. Serv. 1.36 
5. Ret. & tile. 1.39 
6.Trucking 1.33 
7. Other,Trans. 1.40 
8. (Zamnmic. 1.28 
9. kdg/Pers.Ser. 1.14 

10. Bus/Rep.Serv. 1.52 
11. Amlse/Rec.Ser. 1.54 
12. R.R.Trans. .91 

I 
03 
00 
I 

1.62 1.28 1.63 1.27 1.63 1.59 2.35 1.25 1.50 1.52 2.07 
1.66 1.14 1.23 1.00 .96 1.40 1.94 1.19 1.23 1.36 1.73 
1.48 1.16 1.24 1.37 1.44 1.36 1.66 1.05 1.10 1.25 1.35 
1.61 1.30 1.59 1.50 1.75 1.45 2.03 1.19 1.35 1.36 1.64 
1.64 1.27 1.43 1.21 1.34 1.43 1.86 1.28 1.42 1.39 1.63 
1.38 1.30 1.24 1.14 1.17 1.48 1.80 1.27 1.29 1.19 1.29 
1.80 1.19 1.42 1.16 1.42 1.83 2.99 1.07 1.16 1.39 1.81 
1.50 1.16 1.31 1.11 1.23 1.25 1.62 1.21 1.39 1.23 1.41 
1.24 1.10 1.17 1.18 1.36 1.36 1.74 1.06 1.11 1.55 2.16 
2.22 1.43 1.93 1.54 2.46 1.87 3.53 1.62 2.41 1.60 2.56 
1.88 1.49 1.92 1.32 1.52 1.55 2.40 1.42 1.64 1.53 2.25 

.52 .85 .47 .82 .46 1.07 .81 .79 .45 -99 .66 

TABLE 8.18 

LOW CASE EMPLOYMENT GROWTH INDICES 

CONNECl?ICUT M74SSACHUS~ NEW HAMPSHIRE RHODE ISLAND VERMONT 
EMP 1985 EMP 2000 EME' 1985 EMP 2000 EMP 1985 EMP 2000 EMP 1985 EMP 2000 mP 1985 EME' 2000 EMF 1985 EMJ? 2000 
Em? 1975 JWP 1975 EM? 1975 EMP 1975 rn) 1975 EMP 1975 EMP 1975 EMP 1975 ml? 1975 Jm? 1975 Em? 1975 EMe 1975 

1. F.I.R.E. 1.24 1.67 1.10 1.26 1.25 1.69 1.37 1.92 t? 1.10 1.26 1.23 1.35 
2.Fed. Gav. 1.11 1.32 1.07 1.19 .82 .59 1.04 1.09 1.10 1.26 1.11 1.17 
3. st.&Loc.Gov. 1.11 1.32 1.08 1.20 1.35 1.99 1.35 1.87 1.10 1.26 1.26 1.42 
4. Prof.Serv. 1.14 1.31 1.08 1.21 1.19 1.52 1.36 1.90 1.10 1.26 1.33 1.50 
5. Ret.& Wlmle. 1.17 1.35 1.10 1.26 1.12 1.31 1.20 1.50 1.10 1.26 1.26 1.39 
6.Trucking 1.08 1.21 1.10 1.27 1.01 1.04 1.26 1.64 1.97 1.18 1.21 1.33 
7. Other, Trans. 1.08 1.21 1.03 1.08 1.19 1.51 1.26 1.64 1.07 1.18 1.29 1.45 
8. Ccntmunic. 1.08 1.21 1.0 1.0 .98 .94 1.26 1.64 1.07 1.18 .98 .96 
9. Lodg/J?ers.Ser. 1.14 1.31 .96 .91 1.10 1.26 1.29 1.73 1.07 1.18 1.13 1.19 

10. Bus/Rep.Sem. 1.14 1.31 1.08 1.22 1.17 1.46 1.36 1.90 1.07 1.18 1.22 1.33 
11. Amuse/Ret. S-x.1.14 1.31 1.08 1.22 1.22 1.59 1.36 1.90 1.07 1.18 1.70 2.23 
12. R.R.Ttxms. 1.08 1.21 .81 .59 .66 .28 1.26 1.64 1.07 1.18 .87 .82 



The partition of projected commercial floorspace into "new" 
and "existing" requires appropriate building retirement rates 
(refer to Sec. 4.2.2, Eqs. 4.8 and 4.9). Regional data for these 
rates were taken from Ref. 6. For the forecast period, the following 
rates were used: 

1) Office .00647 
2) Retail 00757 
3) Hospital :00757 
4) School .00647 
5) Other . 00611 

8.2.3 1975 Electric Intensities 

Electric intensity estimates are required to initialize 
the commercial sector energy growth iteration as described in 
Sec. 4.3.1 and Table 4.4. Given our 1975 commercial estimates, 
we developed overall energy intensities (kwh/Year/ft2). The 
intensities appropriate to building type and end-use were 
developed by pro-rating Northeast electric use coefficients 
from Ref. 8 (as quoted in Ref. 6), with weather sensitive 
usage scaled, as appropriate, by heating and cooling degree 
days ,,(Ref..,56). Weighted values for these are as follows: 

State 

Connecticut 

Degree Days 
Heating Cooling 

6012 573 

Massachusetts 6147 583 

Maine 7867 253 

New Hampshire 7391 573 

Rhode Island 5984 512 

Vermont 7845 340 

Table 8.19 below provides the electricity use intensities 
used for the New England states, not adjusted for degree day 
differences, but based upon the Ref. 6 regional standard of 
Norwalk, Connecticut, which has averaged 5470 heating and 
573 cooling degree days annually. 
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TABLE 8.19 

COMMER~I~~L ELECTRIC USE COEFFICIENTS (KWH/YEAR/FT~) 

Building Existing New 
Type ESH Cooling Lt&Power Aux. ESH Cooling Lt&Power Aux. 

Office 9.1 4.6 7.0 5.3 12.9 3.2 7.0 4.4 
Retail 4.1 5.2 18.2 6.4 6.4 3.5 18.2 5.9 
Hospital 9.7 5.9 17.6 9.4 15.8 2.7 17.6 8.8 
Schools 8.2 3,9 7.6 4.4 11.7 2.7 7.6 3.5 
Other 4.7 5.2 10.0 6.4 7.0 2.0 10.0 5.9 

Very little published source data from utilities 
agencies exists on commercial saturations. 1975 
are based on estimates in Ref. 16 (p. l-lo), the 

or state 
saturations 
NEPOOL/Battelle 

. Model,and are the source for the following assumptions used by 
ESRG in the present study, 

State ESH Sat. A/C Sat. 

Connecticut 
Massachusetts 
Maine 
New Hampshire 
Rhode Island 
Vermont 

047 
:023 

60 
:60 

031 -45 
:062 .45 
-021 -60 
. 049 .45 
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8.2.4 Future Intensities 

The methodology for incorporating future adjustments to 
electric intensities is described in Sec. 4.3.2. Penetration 
of the conservation levels has been computed in Ref. 6 for the 
North Eastern region based on cost optimization analysis of 
commercial investments in equipment and building modification; 
fuel cost annual average escalations of 1.3%, 2.1%, and 3.8% for 
electricity, oil and natural gas, respectively, to 2000, and 
National Energy Act incentives. The penetration levels derived 
from this analysis are relatively optimistic, and so were used 
only for the Low Case in estimating penetrations. For the 
High Case, the very cautious assumption that no conservation 
would occur in the commercial sector was made. (See Table 8.20.) 
Consult Table 4.4 for definitions. Note that separate penetra- 
tion matrices are developed for the Electric space heat end-use. 
These represent fractions off floorspace at these conservation 
levels: the remainder, when the sum is less than one, have no 
conservation above base year levels. 

TABLE 8.20 

CONSERVATION LEVEL PENETRATION FRACTIONS (LOW CASE) 

Year Building Type 

1985 

Office 
Retail 
Hospitals 
Schools 
Other 

Office 
Retail 
Hospitals 
Schools 
Other 

Electric Space Heat Other End-Uses 
Existing New Existing New 

Level 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 31 2 3 I 

1 -- em o- 
-- se -- -- 

.32 SW 1 me -- -- 
.08 -- .99 -- .40 

20 -- 
-- 

-- mm -- .90 .lO -- -- -- -- .41 .59 -- 
-- -- -- 1 -- -w .gg -- -- 1 -- -- 
SW mm -- 1 - -- -- w- -- -- 1 -4 -- 

-- 1 mm se 1 -- -- -- 1 -- .89 .ll 
Me 1 SW -- -- 1 -- 1 -- -- -- 1 
-- 1 -- -- 1 SW -- 1 -- -- 1 -- 
1 -- -- .57 .43 -- .22 -- .78 .44 .56 -- 
-- em -- 1 -- -- .78 -- -- .90 .lO -- 
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Growth in electric space heat saturation is based on a 
range of market penetrations for both the new building and 
retrofit markets. Specifically, electric space heat is 
assumed, depending on the state, to capture lo-15% of the 
space heat markets in the Low Case and 20-25% for the High 
Case. Similar penetrations are used for the existing stock 
where the size of the ESH retrofit market is based on a thirty- 
five year lifetime for existing equipment. Projected resi- 
dential saturations and the growth parameters given in the 
NEPOOL/Battelle Model (Ref. 16) were the primary sources 
used to estimate commercial saturations. The saturation 
assumptionsare summarized in Table 8.21. 

TABLE 8.21 

COMMERCIAL ELECTRIC SPACE HEAT SATURATIONS 

State Year 
High Case Low Case 

Existing New Existing New 

Connecticut Base ,047 .20 .047 .lO 
2000 .15 .20 .lO .lO 

Massachusetts Base .023 .20 .023 .lO 
2000 .12 .20 .07 .lO 

Maine Base 031 
:13 

.20 .031 .15 
2000 .20 .lO .15 

New Hampshire Base 062 
:20 

.25 .062 .15 
2000 .25 .15 .15 

Rhode Island Base .021 .20 .021 .lO 
2000 . 12 .20 . 07 .lO 

Vermont Base 049 
:20 

.25 049 
:08 

.lO 
2000 .25 .lO 

The use of heat pumps is expected to increase over the 
forecast period although the Southern New England states are 
anticipated to experience the largest share of the growth. 
discussion for residential sector.) 

(See 
For the three Southern New 

England states, it was assumed that heat pumps will constitute 50% 
of electric space heat penetration in the High Case and 75% in 
the Low by the year 2000, phased in linearly from 0% in the base 
year. For the Northern New England states, where the COP can be 
expected to be less advantageous, it was assumed that there will 
be no heat pumps in the High Case and only 25% in the Low Case 
by 2000. Refer to Sec. 
assumptions. 

8.1 for a discussion of heat pump COP 
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Air conditioning penetrations for new commercial buildings 
were taken as 90% in the High Case and 70% in the Low Case for 
the Southern New England states, and 70% in the High Case and 
55% in the Low Case for the north. These are given in Table 
8.22 below. Again, future saturations are estimated using 
residential saturations and NEPOOL (Ref. 16) estimates as 
inputs. 

TABLE 8.22 

COMMERCIAL AIR CONDITIONING SATURATION 

State 
High Case Low Case 

Year Existing New Existing New 

Southern New 
England Base 60 

:80 
.90 .60 70 

2000 .90 .60 :70 

Northern New 
England Base .45 .70 .45 .55 

2000 .60 .70 .45 .55 
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8.3 Industrial Sector 

The industrial sector model is described in Sec. 5. Data 
requirements are of three kinds: base year experience, production 
growth, and electric intensity. These are discussed below 
sequentially. 

8.3.1 Base Year Experience 

Figures for base year energy sales by sector (residential, 
commercial, industrial, and other sales) were developed from data 
given by the Electric Council of New England (ECNE) in Ref. 66 

Sales data on residential and "other" sales were 
accepted as given; sales for the commercial and industrial 
sectors were first cross-referenced with NEPOOL statistics for 
those sectors, given in Ref. 16. The categorization of 
commercial/industrial by a number of utilities is based upon 
level of energy use rather than stricter definitions of industrial 
as manufacturing and commercial as nonmanufacturing. The ESRG 
demand model requires energy sales by this stricter delineation, 
as does the NEPOOL/Battelle model. Therefore, NEPOOL and ECNE 
industrial sales data for each state for the years 1970-1976. 
were compared. For the southern New England states, the 
sources were roughly comparable over time, while in the northern 
states, the NEPOOL sales in industry averaged a fraction of ECNE 
sales data. These fractions (-866 for Maine, .655 for New Hampshire, 

.676 for Vermont) were used to revise the 1978 industrial sales 
figures given by ECNE for these three states, the remainder being 
assigned to the commercial category. The resultant industrial 
sales figures are included in Table 8.23 below. 

Data for sales by Industrial SIC were also available from 
NEPOOL (Ref. 16 ). These data were the sources of the 
industrial mix figures given in Table 8.23. 
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TABLE 8.23 

INDUSTRIAL SALES MIX, NEW ENGLAND STATES 

SIC Conn. Maine Mass. N.H. R.I. vt. 

20 .026 
22 027 
23 :007 
24 .002 
25 .003 
26 .053 
27 .027 
28 .070 
29 003 
30 :046 
31 .OOl 
32 .041 
33 .146 
34 .126 
35 098 
36 :078 
37 .170 
38 .038 

Brining & Misc..038 

.099 

.053 
.OlO 
.055 
.004 
.462 
.002 
.118 
,003 
.018 
.040 
.030 

009 
:028 
.005 
.029 
.023 

0 
.012 

.076 

.045 

.008 

.003 

.004 

.105 

.028 

.083 

.006 
.098 
012 

:023 
.051 
.063 
.071 
.169 
.045 
.073 
.037 

,068 
.062 
.OOl 
.037 

018 
:252 
,030 
.086 

0 
.045 
.043 

032 
:035 
.026 
070 

:148 
030 

:011 
.006 

.032 

.153 

.031 

.OOl 
001 

:030 
.023 
041 

:003 
.117 
.002 
.057 
.183 
.059 
.038 
.075 
.043 
.019 
.092 

Total 1978 
Sales(GWH) 5975 2460 8464 1522 1379 

052 
:008 
.OOl 
.058 
.018 
.140 
043 

:011 
.OOl 
064 

:007 
035 

:009 
.021 
.094 

310 
:049 
.009 
. 070 

760 
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8.3.2 Production Growth 

The model requires growth estimates of "State Production 
Indices" as indicated in Table 5.3, Eq. 5.4. The mechanism 
for weighting National Production Indices to the state level 
is described in Table 5.2. That methodology, with National 
Production Index forecasts from Ref. 14 and earnings projections 
from Ref. 7, is used to establish production growth. Alterna- 
tively, productivity trends were developed by SIC (defined as 
the ratio of state production index to employees) for the 
1967-77 period. Regression fits were used to project productiv- 
ity. These were multiplied by state planning agency provided 
employment forecasts.* The two methodologies were used to 
define the high/low band for industrial production levels. 
These assumptions are summarized in Tables 8.24 and 8.25. 

8.3.3 Electric Energy Intensity 

Industrial electric intensity is defined as the average 
consumption of electricity per unit of physical output by two- 
digit manufacturing SIC. Changes in electrical intensity are 
incorporated in the energy forecast. (See Table 5.3, Eq. 5.4). 

We begin by investigating the historic trend in the elec- 
trical intensities for each New England state. Linear 
regression is used to develop time trends for the 1963-1976 
period. The computation is summarized in Table 8.26. The 
historic production index is derived from national production 
index data (Ref. 13) and state-to-national earnings ratios 
(Ref. 7) as discussed in Sec. 5.3 (Eq. 8.8). The intensities 
are then formed as the ratio of total electrical energy 
consumption (purchased and self-generated) from Ref. 12, and 
state production indices for each historic year and SIC 
(Eq. 8.9). 

The time axis is then shifted so that the resultant intercept 
is automatically based on the base year = 1 (Eq. 8.10). This 
assures consistency with the convention adopted in the model, 
thus allowing for direct input of the regression analysis results 
into the main program. The number of historic years is allowed 
to vary (Eq. 8.11). Finally, after defining some intermediate 
summations, the slopes and intercepts are computed. 

* 
This procedure was not possible for Rhode Island where 
employment forecasts broken down by industrial category 
were not available. 
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TABLE 8.24 

PRODUCTION GROWTH (HIGH CASE) 

Conn. Maine Mass. N.H. R.I. vt. 
SIC SP185 SPI90 SP185 SPI90 SP185 SPI90 SP185 SPI90 SP185 SPI90 SP185 SPI90 --- ----- ---- 

SPI78 SP178 SP178 SP178 SP178 SP178 SP178 SP178 SP178 SP178 SP178 SP178 

20 1.20 1.37 1.23 1.41 1.15 1.26 1.39 1.69 1.15 
22 99 .99 99 .94 .95 -88 1.25 1.44 .95 
23 193 .91 1143 1.77 1.07 '1.10 1.30 1.54 1.22 
24 1.14 1.21 1.14' 1.19 1.09 1.22 1.06 1.10 1.24 
25 1.15 1.27 1.15 1.26 1.10 1.18 1.38 1.68 1.25 
26 1.25 1.47 1.18 1.31 1.08 1.14 1.33 1.60 1.25 
27 1.27 1.47 1.29 1.56 1.26 1.51 1.37 1.69 1.20 
28 1.51 1.97 1.75 2.55 1.38 1.70 1.55 2.00 1.72 
29 1.47 2.08 1.66 2.23 1.22 1.34 1.25 1.39 1.51 
30 1.39 1.72 1.18 1.34 1.24 1.45 1.60 2.12 1.46 
31 1.02 1.02 1.06 1.10 .92 .86 .84 .72 1.08 
32 1.13 1.20 97 1.12 1.02 1.01 1.28 1.50 1.19 
33 1.08 1.10 1:74 2.40 1.11 1.12 1.39 1.69 1.21 
34 1.28 1.47 1.25 1.39 1.22 1.36 1.40 1.73 1.19 
35 1.15 1.29 1.54 2.00 1.28 1.47 1.44 1.80 1.25 
36 1.30 1.54 1.81 2.68 1.28 1.50 1.39 1.71 1.38 
37 1.18 1.37 1.32 1.63 1.12 1.23 1.44 1.80 1.50 
38 1.31 1.52 93 1.18 1.18 1.28 1.28 1.50 1.38 
39*1.39 1.59 1:18 1.24 1.25 1.34 1.50 1.91 1.46 

1.21 1.15 1.25 
-89 1.31 1.55 

1.38 1.26 1.46 
1.37 1.03 1.05 
1.45 1.38 1.72 
1.45 1.26 1.47 
1.35 1.29 1.54 
2.46 1.53 2.03 
1.94 1.13 1.20 
1.89 1.63 2.28 
1.12 .92 .86 
1.32 1.05 1.07 
1.29 1.40 1.78 
1.30 1.22 1.42 
1.43 1.28 1.51 
1.69 1.79 2.62 
1.99 1.56 2.13 
1.68 1.07 1.12 
1.75 1.34 1.62 

* Includes Miscellaneous Manufacturing and Mining 
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TABLE 8.25 

PRODUCTION GROWTH (LOW CASE) 

Conn. Maine Mass. N. H. R. I. Vt. 

SIC SP185 SPI90 SP185 SPI90 SP185 !%I90 SP185 SPI90 SP185 SPI90 SPI85 SPI90 ------------ 
SP178 SP178 SP178 SP178 SP178 SP178 SF'178 SP178 SP178 SP178 SP178 SP178 

20 
22 
23 

Zf 

;; 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39" 

1.20 
.99 

93 
1:14 
1.15 
1.25 
1.27 
1.51 
1.47 
1.39 
1.02 
1.13 
1.08 
1.28 
1.15 
1.30 
1.18 
1.31 
1.39 

1.37 1.21 1.36 1.00 .98 1.34 1.62 1.15 1.27 1.06 1.10 
.99 1.22 1.37 1.10 1.16 1.04 1.02 .95 .89 1.14 1.21 
.91 1.48 1.89 1.03 1.04 1.30 1.52 1.22 1.38 1.14 1.25 

1.21 78 1.12 1.17 1.23 1.37 1.13 1.18 
1.27 1::: 1% 1% 1:21 1.13 1.24 1.24 1.45 1 14 1.25 
1.47 1.17 1.29 1.06 1.10 1.25 1.46 1.25 1.45 1:22 1.40 
1.47 1.17 1.31 1.15 1.27 1.35 1.65 1.20 1.35 1.30 1.57 
1.97 1.44 1.82 1.25 1.43 1.80 2.66 1.72 2.46 1.65 2.30 
2.08 1.66 2.23 1.14 1.25 1.25 1.39 1.51 1.94 1.13 1.20 
1.72 1.50 1.93 1.24 1.40 1.27 1.48 1.46 1.89 1.35 1.69 
1.02 1.06 1.10 .80 .68 .94 .88 1.08 1.12 1.00 1.00 
1.20 1.33 1.61 1.20 1.36 1.03 1.03 1.19 1.32 1.11 1.18 
1.10 1.10 1.17 .99 -98 1.56 1.94 1.21 1.29 1.17 1.22 
1.47 1.30 1.56 1.08 1.13 1.60 2.06 1.19 1.30 1.50 1.86 
1.29 1.26 1.47 1.18 1.31 1.40 2.74 1.25 1.42 1.24 1.41 
1.54 1.68 2.34 1.25 1.43 1.56 1.93 1.38 1.68 1.47 1.90 
1.37 1.13 1.23 1.29 1.53 1.60 2.20 1.50 1.99 1.58 2.06 
1.52 .93 1.18 1.16 1.28 1.20 1.31 1.38 1.68 1.28 1.50 
1.59 1.19 1.32 1.19 1.32 1.27 1.37 1.46 1.75 l-36 1.56 

*Includes Miscellaneous Manufacturing and Mining 
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TABLE 8.26 

ELECTRICAL INTENSITY REGRESSION ANALYSIS 

Indices 

BY 
j 
r 

Variables 

YRl 
YR,' 
START 
END 
N 
SPIH- 

32 
NPIH. hj 
SNER r,j 
SE1 BI .r,j 

a SL PEIj 
SPROSH 

z-A 
Equations 

SPIH 
rJ 

SE1 r,j 

YRr 
N 

SLOPEI. 
7 

BI. 3 

SEI. 
3 

Base year 
Industrial grouping by two-digit SIC (j=l to 19) 
Labels historic year (r=l to N) 

Historic year (calendar) 
Historic year (scale shifted to BY=l) 
First historic year used in regression 
Last historic year used in regression 
Number of historic years in regression 
State Production Index for historic year 

"r" , SIC " j " 
National Production Index for historic year 

"9 , SIC "j" 
State-to-national earnings ratio for year 

"r" r SIC "j", in % 
Electric intensity in year "r", SIC "j" 
Intercept, SIC "j" 
Slope, SIC "j" 
State process energy in year "r", SIC "j" 

NPIH 
rJ 

x SNER r j / loo (8.8) 
I  

SPROSH r j / SPIHr j (8.9) I I 
YRl, -BY+1 (8.10) 

END - START + 1 (8.11) 
N N 

(N x CYR 
r=l 

~ x SEIH rJ - $YRr] x CSEI 
r=l r=l r,j) / 

N N 
(N X CYR 2 - II,YRr12 ) r 

r=l r=l 

( &EI . 
N 

- SLOPEI. x 
r=l rrl 7 CYR ) / N 

r=lr 

BI. 7 
+ SLOPEI. x (t-l) 

I 

(8.12) 

(8.13) 

(8.14) 
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In addition to the state-specific trends in electric energy 
intensity, we have also investigated the trend on a national basis. 
These two trends formed the basis for estimating the time behavior 
of electric energy intensity. Specifically, the forecasts reflect 
the choice which maximizes or minimizes growth for the High and 
Low forecasts, respectively. The specific choice, given in the 
terminology of Table 8.26, is given below in Table 8.27. 

TABLE 8.27 

STATE ENERGY INTENSITY INDEX 

STATE Corm. Maine Mass. N. H. R. I. Vt. 
SIC High m High lim High Low High Lcw High Low High Im 

Case Case Case Case Case Case Case Case Case Case Case Case 

20 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 

;"9 
30 
31 

3: 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39* 

1.0 1.0 1.3 1.0 1.4 1.0 1.5 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
1.0 1.0 1.0 9 

1:o 
1.0 .8 1.0 9 

1:o 
1.0 1.0 1.5 1.0 

1.4 1.0 1.4 1.3 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0. 1.0 1.0 
1.0 1.0 1.5 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.4 1.0 1.6 1.0 1.6 1.0 
1. .9 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.3 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.3 1.0 
1.1 .9 1.2 .9 1.1 
1.2 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.3 

1.1) 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
1.8 1.4 1.5 1.4 1.5 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.5 1.4 1.4 1.4 
1.1 1.1 1.1 1.0 1.1 1.1 1.1 .9 1.1 1.0 1.1 1.0 
1.2 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.2 1.1 1.2 1.1 1.1 1.0 
1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.5 1.0 1.3 1.0 
1.0 1.0 1.2 1.0 1.4 1.0 1.0 .9 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
1.1 .9 1.1 .9 1.0 .9 1.1 .9 .9 .9 1.3 .9 
1.2 1.0 1.3 1.2 1.2 1.2 2.0 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 
1.0 .9 1.0 1.0 1.0 .9 1.0 8 1.6 1.0 1.0 1.0 
1.3 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.2 1.0 1.3 1:o 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 

* Includes Miscellaneous Manufacturing and Mining. 
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8.3.4 Fraction Self-Generated 

Recent studies have indicated that a significant increase 
in industrial cogeneration is likely with or without government 
action. The primary reason is the increasing cost of electricity. 
To estimate the range of likely effects we assume, in the High 
Case, that by the year 2000 the fraction of industrial energy 
which is self-generated will equal its highest historic state 
level (Ref. 12). For the Low Case, we assume historic state 
levels re-achieved by 1985, or the lowest level 1985 potential 
for the New England region as given in Ref. 67 for SICs 26 and 
28 (steam turbines, no government action) achieved by the year 
2000. The input data assumptions for fraction self-generated 
(SGEN in Table 5.3) are shown in Table 8.28. 
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I 
P 
0 
EJ 

I 

TABLE 8.28 

FRACTION SELF GENERATED BY TWO-DIGIT SIC, NEW ENGLAND 

Conn . Maine Mass. N. H. R. I. vt. 
85 85 85 85 85 85 

SIC 76 High Low 76 High Low 76 High Low 76 High Low 76 High Low 76 High Low 

20 0 
22 023 
23 '0 
24 0 
25 0 
26 334 
27 '0 
28 .069 
29 0 
30 029 
31 '0 
32 0 
33 ,071 
34 .013 
35 0 
36 0 
37 0 
38 0 
39* .048 

.!35 
0 
0 
0 

.365 

.?6 
0 

.071 
0 

.:73 
102 

'0 
0 
0 
0 

.062 

0 
-042 

0 
0 
0 

.62 
0 

.16 
0 

.045 
0 
0 

.109 
,046 

0 
0 
0 
0 

. 062 

.12 

.23 
0 
01 

'0 
.64 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

12 
:25 

0 
03 

'0 
.64 

0 
0 
0 
0 

.Ol 
005 

'0 
0 

i 
0 
0 
0 

.12 
.28 

0 
06 

'0 
.64 

0 
.16 

0 
0 

.023 
011 

'0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

.14 .14 .14 .027 .027 

.02 -i" .05 046 .126 
0 0 '0 0 
0 0 0 ,015 ,015 
0 06 .15 0 0 

.24 .27 63 .481 .481 
0 0 -0 0 0 
0 01 .16 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 

.20 .20 .20 0 0 
.ll .12 .15 0 0 

0 0 
.!l 

0 0 
.08 .09 013 .015 
.lO 13 
.Ol :01 

.18 '0 0 
01 

'0 
0 0 

0 0 0 0 
.ll .14 .19 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

.027 

.259 
0 

.015 
0 

.62 
,O 

.16 

.21 
0 
0 . 
0 
0 

.018 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 
.02 .05 .07 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 06 

.25 36 
'0 

63 
'0 

:25 
08 

:27 
.ll 

30 
0 0 0 '0 
0 0 16 

'0 
0 0 .16 
0 0 0 

ii 
0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 
.006 .006 006 

:06 
.46 .50 .55 

0 .02 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 

.:06 ii 
0 0 

.006 .006 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 

.006 .008 .Ol 0 0 0 

* Includes Miscellaneous Manufacturing and Mining 



61. 

62. 

63. 

64. 

65. 

66. 

67. 

68. 

69. 

Massachusetts Division of Employment Security Employment 
Requirements for Massachusetts by Occupation, by Industry 
1970-1985, July 1976. 

Maine Department of Manpower Affairs, Maine Occupational 
Outlook to 1985, Employment Security Commission, February, 1977. 

New Hampshire Department of Employment Security. New Hampshire 
Employment by Occupations to 1985, Economic Analysis and 
Reports, April, ~~~~~'~~ -i978 (with nonagricultural and salary 
employment forecast dated February 9, 1979). 

Rhode Island Department of Employment Security. Rhode Island 
Occupational Projections to 1985, Research and Statistics 
Unit,no date. 

Vermont Department of Employment Security. Vermont Employment 
Projections to 1985, Research and Statistics Section, April, 1979. 

Electric Council of New England, Electric Utility Industry in 
New England, Statistical Bulletin 1978, August, 1979. 

Therm0 Electron Corporation, A Study of Inplant Electric Power 
Generation in the Chemical Petroleum Refining, and Paper and 
Pulp Industries, prepared for FEA, June 1976. 

Hirst, E., et al., Fuel Choices in the Household Sector, Oak 
Ridge National Laboratory, ORNL/CON-3, October 1973. 

Data Resources, Inc., The Residential Demand for Energy Electric 
Power Research Institute, EPRI, EA-235, Vol. I, January, 1977. 
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8.5 Peak Power 

The peak power computations are summarized in Sec. 7. 
Careful scrutiny of Table 7.1 will reveal that this part of the 
model is driven by outputs from the other submodels with the 
exception of two kinds of data: (1) characterization of base year 
peak and (2) forecasts of load management impact. These will be 
discussed in turn. 

For each New England state, three items of load data are re- 
quired by the model; winter peak, summer peak, and base peak. 
Such data aren't typically characterized at the state level, 
but rather at the level of utility or power pool. Thus, standard- 
ized load factors given by NEPOOL (Ref. 16 ) for each state were 
used to gain an estimate of winter and summer peaks, using the 
load factor equation 

LF = Sales x (1.09) 
Peak x (8,760) where, 

Sales = MWH sales to ultimate customers by state given 
by ECNE (Ref. 66 ) 

Peak = MW Peak demand for each state 
1.09 = accounts for company use and losses 
8760 = hours in 1 year 

The following peaks are derived via this equation (Table 8.30), 
for each state. 

TABLE 8.30 

1978 PEAKS AND LOAD FACTORS, NEW ENGLAND 

State 

Winter Summer 
1978-79 1978 

Load Factor Peak Load Factor Peak 

Connecticut 64.2% 4052 64.7% 4021 

Massachusetts 62.6% 6431 64.1% 6280 

Maine 62.2% 1540 77.8% 1231 

New Hampshire 60.3% 1203 73.2% 991 

Rhode Island 63.6% 973 63.7% 972 

Vermont 57.3% 765 76.6% 572 
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The base peak is defined in Sec. 7 as the non-weather- 
sensitive portion of the peak. Analysis of monthly load data 
for utilities in New England led to estimates of the ratio of 
base to winter peak of 80% in the three Southern New England 
states and Maine, and 70% in the other states. These were 
used to calculate base peak in the load factor analysis of 
Table 7.1. 

The final data requirements concern the possible impact 
of load management in the forecast period. In particular, 
the possibility of some load shifting is included as indicated 
in Table 7.1. Sec. 7 provides a discussion of the underlying 
load management mechanisms modeled to shift peak demand. In 
the Low Case, residential sector time-of-use rates are expected 
to influence the patterns of time-flexible appliances 
(dishwashers, clothes washers, clothes dryers, and uncontrolled 
water heaters). In addition, some commercial sector usage shifting 
is anticipated to influence time-of-use in the Low Case. 
Residential storage, commercial use shift and industrial load 
management have not been assumed to have any impact during the 
forecast period, possibly a conservative input in terms of 
peak shaving. Forecast assumptions are summarized in Table 
8.31. 

TABLE 8.31 

LOAD MANAGEMENT 

Impact Year 1990 
Year Res, Res. comm. comm. 
Impact Use Thermal Use Thermal 

Case Begins Ind. Shift* Storage Shift** Storage 

High 2000+ 0 0% 0 0 0 
Low 1983 0 10% 0 0 2 % 

* FOPRB in Table 7.1 
** FOPCWS in Table 7.1 

Finally, in driving peak demand and establishing base and 
weather-sensitive load factors, the effects of controlled water 
heaters must be removed as indicated in Sec. 7. The fraction 
of electric water heaters which are controlled in the base year 
is given in Ref. 16 for each New England state. These fractions 
are assumed to remain constant in the forecast period, with 
the exception of Low Case assumptions for Maine and New 
Hampshire, where increases to current New England levels (60%) 
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have been assumed. Unit usage of controlled heaters is taken 
at two-thirds theunit usage from uncontrolled heaters, a 
typically observed ratio. 

TABLE 8.32 

CONTROLLED WATER HEATERS 

Residential 
State % Water Heaters Controlled 

Connecticut .69 
Massachusetts .62 
Maine 0 
N.H. .18 
R.I. .63 
vt. .60 

1 
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APPENDIX A 

High and Low Case Forecasts 

of Demand and Peak, 

by New England State 





ENERGY IN GUH PEAK POWER LOAD IN MO 
TOTAL SUtiHER UINTER 

1978 8154, 6495s 
1979 8470, 6676, 
1980 8770, 6840, 
1981 9090, 7020. 
lW2 9390. 7140, 
1983 9670. 7360. 
I984 99301 7530, 
1485 10184. 77001 

. 1986 ml50. 781@, 
1987 10720 * 79301 
1988 1lOOOI 8040, 
1989 11270, 8150, 
1990 11540, 8260, 
1991 11650, 8370, 
1992 11760. 8490. 
1993 1187b 8600, 
1994 11470. 8710, 
1995 12080, 8820, 
1996 12180. 8930. 
1997 12280. 9040, 
1998 12390, 9160, 
1999 12490, 9270. 
2000 12600, 9380, 

RESIDENT, COhER e INIrIJSTR~ OTHER 

59750 
6180, 
6390, 
65901 
6790, 
6990. 
32003 
GE: 
7910, 
8170, 
8430, 
86801 
8950. 
9210, 
9470‘ 
9730, 

10000. 
10260, 
10530, 
10790, 
11060, 
113301 

1710, 22334, 
1760 + 2JQr;O ‘ 
1820, 23810, 
1870, 24560s 
1920, 25290, 
1980, 26000, 
2030‘ 26680, 
2070* 27350, 
21201 28040, 
2180, 28730, 
2230, 29430, 
2280, 301201 
2330, 30820, 
23701 31340, 
2410, 31870, 
2450, 32390, 
2490. 32910. 
2540, 33430, 
25801 33950, 
2620, 34470. 
2660, 34990, 
2700, 35520, 
2740. 36050. 

EiN CASE ENERGY IN GWH 
RESIDENT + COMER, ItJDUSTR+ OTHER 

6495, 5975 # 1710, 
647Oe 6070, 1730, 
6440, 6160. 1740, 
6410, 62501 1760, 
6380. 6340, 1770. 
6340. 6420, 1780, 
6310. 6490, 1800, 
6280. 6570, 1810, 
6290, 6720. 1830, 
6290. 6870. 1850. 
6300, 7020. 1870, 
6310, 7160, 1890. 
6320, 7310, 1910, 
6330, 74501 1930. 
6340. 7590. 1933‘ 
6350, 7720, P960. 
6350, 7abo* 1980, 
6360. 7940. 2000. 
6370, 3120, 2010. 
6380, 8250, 2030, 
6390. 8380, 2040, 
6390. 8500, 2060, 
6400, 8620. 2070, 

TOTAL SUHRER WINTER 

22334, 4021. 4452, 
22520. 405b, 4090, 
22ml a 4080+ 4120, 
22320, 41GO. 4150, 
22930, 4120, 4180, 
23040, 4i30+ 4200, 
23140, 4140, 4220, 
23240, 4140, 4230, 
234701 4170, 4280, 
23690, 4210, 43!C+ 
23920. 4240, 4350. 
24140, 4260, 4390, 
24360, 4290. 4430, 
24500, 4310, 4450, 
24650. 4330, 4470. 
24790, 4350, 4490. 
24930, 4360, 4510, 
25070, 4380. 4530 + 
25200, 4390, 4550, 
25330. 4410, 4570, 
25450, 4420, 4590, 
25580, 4430, 4610, 
25710, 4450, 4630, 

4021s 
4160, 
4290, 
4430, 
4540 t 
4680. 
4&N+ 
4920, 
5036, 
5150, 
5270, 
5380‘ 
55001 
5590 e 
5680, 
5770, 
5860. 
5960, 
6050, 
6140, 
6230, 
6320, 
6410. 

4052, 
4200, 
4340, 
4490, 
4630. 
4780, 
4920, 
5050, 
5196, 
5340, 
5480, 
5630. 
5770, 
5870. 
5970, 
6066, 
6160. 
6260. 
6360, 
6460, 
6550, 
66501 
6750, 

PEAA POWER LOAD I# ilW 
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IZHNEC”SE ENERGY IN GWH 
RESIDENT, C!lfitKR+ MDUSTR , 

1199778 
1960 
1981 
1982 
lY83 
1984 
1985 
1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 
1992 
1993 
1994 
1995 
1996 
1997 
1998 
1999 
2DOo 

3014, 2014, 24tOt 
3150, 2050. 2590, 
3290 * 2090, 2720, 
3430, 21291 2860, 
3576. 21&O* 3!m, 
37001 22O#* 3140, 
3830% 2230, 3280, 
3950, 2270. 3420, 
4090 * 2300. 3590, 
4240, 2330, 3760, 
4380 t 2360s 3930, 
453th 2390, 4110, 
4670. 2420. 42910. 
47504 MO* 4460, 
4830, 2480 t 4b50. 
4920, 2510, 4830, 
SOOh 2540 + 5010, 
5080 + 2570, 5200, 
5160. 2600 + 5390, 
5240 e 2630. 5580, 
5320. 2460. 5780 + 
54101 2630, 5980, 
54901 2720, 6170, 

k~!NECASE ENERGY IN GldH 
RESIDENT , COMER, INDUSTR, 

1978 
1979 
1980 
1981 
1982 
1983 
1984 
1985 
198!3 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
19?1 
1992 
1993 

iii4 
199~ 
1997 
1998 
1999 
2000 

3014, 2014, 2460, 735, 
3060, 2060, 2520, 740, 
3100, 1980‘ 2590, 750, 
3140, 1970, 2650, 750, 
3170‘ 1950, 2710, 760, 
3200 a 19301 2770, 760, 
3230 I 1910. 2830, 
3260, 

770, 
1900. 2880 t 770, 

3300, 1910. 2960, 780, 
3330 + 1920. 3030 * 730, 
3370, 1930, 3100, 
3400 * 

800, 
1950. 3170, 800, 

3440, 1?60* 3240, 
3450 * 

810, 
1970, 3310, 820, 

3460, 1980, 338OP 
3468, 

836, 
1990 * 

3470 1 
3450, 830, 

2080, 35u1, 840, 
34&O* 2020, 3590, 840, 
3490, 2030, 3650, 850, 
3490 + 2040. 3720, 850, 
3500, 20501 3790, 860, 
3510. 2070. 3850, 870, 
3520, 2080, 3920, 870, 

ITHER T5TAL SUtiiiER MINTER 

735, 
760, 
780, 
800, 
820. 
8% 

ii!!: 
900, 
930, 
950, 
970, 
1OOOt 
1020, 
1040, 
1060, 
1080, 
1100, 
1120, 
11401 
1166, 
11801 
1200, 

8223, 1231, 
8550, 1280, 
8870 t 1320, 
9210, 1370, 
9540 t 14!ci, 
9870,. l&d. 
102OOI 1StrP * 
1052oa 1556, 
108901 1590, 
11250, 1640, 
116201 1696, 
1202000~ 1746, 
12380, 1800, 
126904 1840, 
13000, 1890, 
13320, 1930, 
13630. 1980 + 
13950, 2020, 
14280. 2070 + 
14600 t 2120, 
14930, 2160, 
15260, 2210, 
65600, 2260, 

1540, 
1620, 
1690, 
1770, 
1850, 
1930, 
2010, 
2090 + 
2170, 
2250 * 
2350 t 
2440, 
2530, 
gif’ 

2726: 
2790 * 
2860, 
2920, 
2990, 
3060, 
3130, 
3190, 

OTHER TOTAL 
PEAK POWER LOtt"r1;t4" 

SUKIER 

8223 s 
8330, 
0420, 
8510, 
8590, 
8660, 
8740, 
8820, 
8940, 
9070 + 
9200, 
9320% 
9450, 

ig;: 

9830: 
9930, 

10020, 
10110, 
10200, 
10290, 
10380 a 

1231, 
1250, 
1260, 
1270, 
1280, 
1290, 
1290, 
13001 
1320, 
1330, 
1350, 
1360, 
1380, 
1390, 
1400, 
1420, 
1430, 
1440, 
1450, 
1460, 
14701 
1480, 
1490, 

1540, 
1560, 

E 
lb3OY 
lb50 + 
1660. 
1485, 
1710, 
1?30, 
1760, 
1790, 
1810, 
1830, 
1850, 
lEb0, 
1880, 
lYO0, 
1910, 
1930, 
1950, 
1960 ‘ 
1980, 

PEAK POWER LOCID IN HIJ 
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ill!! CAsE ENERGY IN GUH 
RESIDENT, CtMER, NDUSTR, 

1978 
1979 
lP80 
15181 
1982 
1983 
1984 
1985 
1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1391 
1992 
1993 

iii4 
19965 
1997 
1998 
1999 
2000 

11756, 11202 b 
l2140, 11430‘ 
12514* 116601 
12910. 11890, 
13300, 12llOc 
13660 e B234QiBI 
14000* 12560* 
14330 t 12780. 
14690 + 129401 
1505#. 131001 
15410, 13260. 
15770. 13420, 
1614th 13578. 
16280, 13730 * 
16420. 13890, 
16560, 1405#* 
16700, 14200, 
16840, 14360, 
16980, 14510, 
17130, 14670, 
17270, 14830 a 
17420. 14980, 
17590. 151401 

8464. 
8760 * 
9070, 
9370 t 
w30. 

1LR 
10610, 
10930 + 
11250, 
11570, 
11990. 
12220 * 
12550. 
12890, 
13220 + 
13550. 
1389th 
14230, 
14570, 
14910, 
15260, 
15600 e 

OTHER TOTAL 

3100, 
3200, 
3290, 
33901 
34mi 

E’ 
3760: 
3850 e 
3940 I 
4030. 
4130, 
4240, 
43301 
4410, 
4500 + 
4590 * 
4680 e 
4770. 
4860, 
4950. 
5040 I 
5130‘ 

34522 + 
35530 t 
36520, 
37560 + 
38576 t 
3%6#* 
40530 ‘ 
41480, 
424101 
43340 + 
44270 8 
45228 e 
46170, 
46890 + 
47610, 
48330, 
49050. 
43770 I 
50500 * 
51220 * 
51950 + 
52700 + 
53450 * 

6286, 6431, 
6460 + 6640, 
6630, 6850, 
6800, 7670, 
6970, 7290, 
7130, 7500, 
7300, 7710, 
7450, 7920, 
76#0)0, 8130, 
7750 + 8340, 
7900, 8550, 
8050, 8760, 
8200, 8970, 
8330 t 91101 
8450, 9250 + 
8580 + 9390 + 
8710 9 ?530 * 
8840, 9670, 
8970 t ?820 a 
9090 e 9960, 
9220, l#lOO. 
9350 * 1#250+ 
94% 10400 a 

#is cASE ENERGY IN GWH 
RESIDENT, COtiHER, INDUSTR, aTHER TDTAL 

PEMP&&R LOfU&H" 

1978 
1979 
1980 
1981 
1982 
1983 
;;\t 
198; 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 
1992 
1993 
1994 
1995 
1936 
1997 
1998 
1999 
i!Giw 

11756. 112021 8464. 3100, 34522, 6286, 6431, 
11900 * 110701 8540 + 3130, 34640, 6270, 6470, 
120101 10930 + 8620, 3150, 34310, 62?0+ 6500, 
121201 10800, 8690 + 318#, 34790 + 6290, 6530 t 
122101 10,560, 8760, 3200, 34830 t 6280, 6550 a 
12290. 10530, 8820 a 3220 + 34860, 6270 + b530, 
12370 + 1omh BESO 6 3250, 34890 + 6250, 6590, 
12450, 10260 + 8940, 3279. 34920, 6240, 6600, 
1254h 10290 a 9000, 3300. 35140, 6260. 6650, 
12630 + 10320. 9060, 3340 I 35350, 6280 + 6700 e 
12720. 10350, 9120, 3370, 35560, 6310, 6740, 
12800. 10380, 9180. 3410 a 35770 t 6330 + 6780, 
12890 + 10400 t 9240, 3440, 35980, 6350 t 6830, 
12890, 104301 ?2?0 a 3480, 3610% 6370, 6850 + 
129001 10460. 9350, 3510. 382’Lo. 6380 e 6870, 
12900 e 104% 9400* 354OI 36330. 6390, 6890, 
12900s 10520, 9450, 3570. 36440. 6400. 6310, 
12900, 10550+ 9490, 3610, 36540. 6410, 6930, 
12890, 10580. ?54# e 3640, 36650 + 6410, 6950 + 
12890. 106lOI 9580. 3670 e 36740. 6420. 6960. 
12880 s 10640. 9620, 3700. 36040. &430+ 6980, 
12880 t 10670, 9660, 3730. 36940. 6440, 7000 * 
12900. 10700 * 9690 4 3760. 37060~ 6450 + 7020, 
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t3f” CASE ENERGY IN GWH 
RESIDENT, COMER. INDUSTR, 

1978 
1979 
1980 
1981 
1982 
1383 
;;p 
198: 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 
1992 
1993 

F4 
199: 
1997 
1998 
1999 
2000 

2456, 
2620, 
2790. 
2930. 
3080, 
3220. 
33506 

3iJf: 

3870; 
4000. 
4130. 

disk 
4330. 
4390, 
4460. 
4520, 
4580, 
4640. 
4700. 
4770. 

1771. 
1840, 
1920, 
1990, 
2070, 

&it: 

2:;: 

2490,' 
2550, 
2620. 
2680, 
2750, 
2810, 
2880, 
2950, 
3010, 
3080, 
3150, 
3210, 
3280 + 

1523, 
162O+ 
1720, 
1810, 
1910. 
20101 
2120. 
2220, 
2340. 
2460, 
2580, 
2700, 
2820s 

iE+ 
3200, 
3330, 
3460, 
3590, 
3730. 
3860. 
4000* 
4140, 

LOU CASE 
NH 

1978 
1979 
1980 
1981 
1982 
1983 
1984 
1985 
1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 
1992 
1993 
1994 
1995 
1996 
1997 
1998 
1999 
2ow) 

RESIIIENT, COW)IER, 

2456, 
2530, 
2590, 
2650, 
2690, 
2740, 
2790, 
2850, 
2900, 

3;;; 

3110,' 
3140, 
3160, 
3190, 
3210, 
3240, 
3260, 
3280. 
3345, 
3330, 
3350, 

1771, 
1770, 
S760, 
1750, 
17501 
1740, 
1740, 
1730, 
1760, 
1790, 
1820, 
18501 
1880, 
1910, 
1940, 
1970, 
2000, 

2?k 
2090, 
212OI 
21% 
2180. 

IMUSTR, 

1523, 
1570. 
1620, 
1670, 
1710, 
1760. 
1800, 
1840, 
1900, 
1970, 
2030, 
2100, 
2160, 
2220, 
2280, 
2340, 
2400, 
2460, 
2520, 
2570, 
2&30. 
2680, 
2730, - _ 

OTHR TOTAL 

625. 
bb0, 
700, 
730, 
7&O+ 
7901 
830, 
840. 
890, 
930, 
960, 
990, 

1030, 
1060, 
1090, 
112th 
1150, 
1170, 
lZOO+ 
1230, 
1260, 
1290, 
1320, 

6376. 
6750, 
7110. 
7470, 
7820, 
81701 
8510, 

97% 
95401 
4870. 

10240* 
10600, 
108901 
11170. 
114bO+ 
11750, 
12040, 
12330, 
12620, 
12910, 
13210, 
13510+ 

ClJHEK 

b?’ LJS 
b40, 
b:O 4 

CiJ: 

700; 
710, 
730, 
750, 
7701 
780, 
800, 
820. 
840, 
85Oe 
870, 

$a+ 

930: 
940, 
960, 

6376, 991, 1203, 
6510. 1010, 1230, 
6630, 1020, 12b0, 
6740, 1040, 1290, 
6840, 1050, 1310, 
6930, lObO+ 13401 
7030, 1070, 1360, 
7120, 1070, 1390‘ 
7290, 1100, 1420, 
7460, 1120, 1460, 
7630, 1140, 1490, 
7790, 1160, 1530 t 
7960, 1180, 1550, 
8070 + 1190, 1590, 
8220, 1210, 1610, 
8360, 1230, lb40, 
8480, 1240, 1660, 
8610, 1260, 1690, 
8740, 1270, 1710, 
8860, 1290, 1740, 
8980, 1300, 1760, 
9100, 1320, 1780, 
9220, 1330, 1810, 

PEAK POWER LWfI;Rilbl 
SUMIER 

981. 1203, 
1040, 1290, 
1100, 13701 
1156, 1450, 
1200 I 1520, 
1250, 1630, 
1300. lb80, 
1350, 1750, 
14UO‘ 1830, 
1440, 19101 
1490. 1980, 
1540, 20601 
1590, 2140, 
1640, 2200 t 
1680, 2250, 
1720. 2310, 
1770, 2370. 
1810, 2420, 
18bO+ 2480. 
1900 * 2540, 
1940, 2600. 
19901 266th 
2030. 2710. 
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li;GH CASE 
ENERGY IN GWH 

RESIDENT, COMER, INDUSTR, OTHER 

1978 
1979 

1820 + 
18801 

2980 1940, 
1981 2000 * 
1982 2060, 
lP83 2120, 
1984 2170, 
1985 22201 
1986 2270 h 
1987 2330 + 
1988 2380, 
1989 24304 
1990 2490, 
1991 2510, 
1442 
1993 

2530, 
2550. 

1994 2570, 
1995 2590, 
199b 2620 * 
1997 2640. 
1998 2660, 
1999 2680, 
2000 2700, 

:ASE 

1978 
1979 
1980 
1981 
1982 
1383 
g&g 
198; 
1987 
1988 
t989 
lOBI 
1991 
1992 
1993 
1394 
1995 
1996 
1997 
1978 
1999 
2000 

1820. 16031 1379, 
1830 a 1580 * 1430, 
1840 e 15&O* 1470, 
1850. 1540, 1520, 
1850, 152oa 1570. 
1850 * 1510, 1610, 
18601 1490, 1660, 
18601 1470. 1700, 
1860, 1470, 1750, 
1870. 1470. 1800, 
1870. 1470, 1850, 
1880, 1470 + 1900. 
1880. 1470, 1950, 
1870, 147th 1990, 
1870. 1470, 2040. 
1860 * 1470, 2090 + 
1860, 14701 2140, 
1850s 1470, 2190, 
1840. 1470, 2240, 
1830 l 1470 * 2290 e 
1830. 1470, 2340, 
1820. 1470 * 2390 t 
1820. 1480, 2440, 

1603 I 
1640. 

1379. 
1440, 

16701 lS#G* 
1700. 1560, 
1730, 1620. 
1760‘ 1690, 
1800, 1750, 
18301 1810, 
185G4 1080‘ 
1870. 1950 + 
1900, 2010. 
1920 t 2080 t 
1940. 2150* 
1960, 2220 5 
1?80* 2280. 
2010, 2350 t 
2030 + 2426, 
2050. 2490 + 
2070. 2560, 
2090, 2630, 
2110, 2700. 
2140, 2770 t 
216G+ 2840, 

ENERGY IN GWH I 
INDUSTR, OTHER TOTAL 

513, 
520, 
520 e 
520 I 
520‘ 
520, 
530, 
530, 
530, 
540, 
540, 
540, 
550, 

:::: 
560. 
560. 
540, 
560, 
570, 
570, 
570, 
580, 

5315. 972, 973. 
53to. 9&G+ 980. 
540G. 980, 9901 
5430 * 99G * lGGG* 
5470, 990, lGiO* 
55G#, 990, lGlO+ 
5530 + 990, 1020. 
5xbo + 1000 t 102G k 
5620, 1000, 1030. 
5b70+ iOlO* 1040, 
5730, 10201 1050, 
5780 t 1030, 1060, 
5840 a 10301 1070, 
5890, 10401 1000‘ 
5930, 1050+ 1090, 
5980 a 1050, 1096, 
60301 IO&G, 1100, 
6070, 1070. 1110, 
6120. 1070, 11201 
6170. 1080, 1120, 
62101 100h 1130, 
6260. 1090, 1140, 
6310. 1100, 1150* 

513. 
52 , 
5300, 
540, 
560, 
570, 
580, 
590, 
600, 
610, 
6201 
630, 
640, 
640, 
650. 
660, 
670, 
6701 
680, 
690, 
700, 
710, 
710, 

PEAK PGWER LOAD IN tiW 
TOTAL SUMER WINTER 

5315, 
5480 I 
5640, 
58101 
5970, 
6130, 
6290, 
5440, 
6600 * 
6750, 
6900, 
7060. 
7210. 
7330 * 
7450, 
7570. 
7690, 
7810, 
7930, 
8050, 
8170, 
8290, 
8420. 

is 
1030: 
1060, 
1080, 
1110, 
1140, 
1160, 
1190, 
1210, 
1240 + 
1260. 
1290, 
1310, 
1330, 
1350, 
1370, 
1400, 
1420, 
1440, 
1460, 
i480, 
1500, 

973, 
1010, 
1040, 
1080. 
1llOt 
1150, 
1180, 
1220, 
1250, 
3280, 
1320, 
1350, 
1390, 
1410* 
1430, 
1460. 
1480, 
1500. 
1530, 
1550, 
1570, 
1600, 
162OI 
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ENERGY IN WH PEAK POWER LOAD IN HU 

19 
197 7 
1980 
1981 
1982 
1983 

El4 
198: 
1987 
f988 
1989 
1990 
1Wl 
1992 
1993 
1994 
1995 
1996 
1997 
1998 
1999 
2000 

RESIlrENT, COMER, IN5USTRe OTHER TOTAL SUiftlEk UINTER 

1597, 
1670 # 
1750, 
1830, 
1910. 
1980 t 
2060, 
2120, 
2210. 
2290, 
2370. 

$fzJ; 

2630: 
2680. 
2720. 
2770. 
2820. 
2860, 
2910. 
2950, 
3000. 

1002, 
1030. 
10&O+ 
1100, 
113Q8, 
1160. 
11901 
1220 # 
1240. 
1260. 
1290, 
1314. 
13346 
13&O* 
1380. 
1400, 
1420, 
1450. 
1470. 
1490. 
1520, 
1540. 
1560, 

760, 

#+@ 

?90: 
I450” 
1110, 
1170, 
1258, 
1340. 
1420, 
1500, 
1594, 
1680, 
1760. 
1850, 
1940, 
2030, 
21201 
2220. 
2310, 
2400. 
2500, 

LUXOFE ENERGY IN SWH 
RESIDENT, COMER, INBUSTR, 

1978 
1979 
1980 
1981 
1982 

Ei 
1986 
1987 
1988 
1989 
1990 
1991 
1992 
1993 
1994 
1995 
1996 
1997 
lW8 
1999 
2000 

1597. 
1630, 
1650, 
16801 
1690, 
1710. 
1730, 
1750, 
1780, 
1800, 
1830, 
18% 
1880, 
1800, 
18?0. 
1900, 
1910, 
1910, 
1920, 
1930, 
1930. 
1940, 
1950, 

1002, 
1000, 
1010, 
1010, 
1010, 
1010, 
lOlO+ 
1010. 
1020. 
102OI 
1030. 
1030. 
1030. 
10401 
10409 

;EJ 

1obJo: 
1060, 
1070. 
1070, 
lO?O* 

760, 
790, 
820, 
850, 
880, 
920, 
950, 

1E: 
1050, 
1080, 
1120, 
1160, 
1190, 
1230, 
1260, 
1300, 
1330, 
1360, 
1400, 
1430, 
1460, 
1500* 

401, 
410, 
430, 
440, 
460, 
470. 
480, 
500, 
510, 
530, 
548, 

g 

600: 
620. 
630, 
640, 
660, 
670, 
680, 
700, 
730, 

37&Q + 572, 
3940, 600, 
4120, 620, 
4300 I 650. 
4480, 670, 
46&Q+ 700, 
4840. 720, 
5010, 7401 
5210, 770, 
5420, 800, 
s620+ 830, 
5830+ 85Q, 
6040, 880, 
6210. 910, 
6380, 930‘ 
6550 + 960, 
6720, 5’80, 
6890. lOlO* 
7070. 1030, 
7240, lQb0, 
7420. 1080, 
7590 * 1110, 
7770 t 1140, 

go 

a5011 
900, 
940, 
990, 

1030, 
lOtsO+ 
1134, 
1180. 
1230, 
1280. 
1330. 
1370. 
1400, 
14401 
1480, 
1510, 
1550, 
1590, 
1620, 
1660, 
1700, 

PEAK POWER LOAD IN HU 
OTHER TOTAL SUWriER MItlTER 

401 t 
410, 
419, 
410, 
420. 
420, 
420, 
430, 
430, 
440. 
4401 
4401 
4$Q + 

isi: 

460; 
460 * 
470, 
470, 
470, 
480, 
4801 

3760, 
3830, 
3890, 
3950 * 
4010, 
4060, 
4120, 
4170, 
4240, 
4310, 
4380, 
4450 * 
4510, 
45601 
4610, 
4660. 
4710. 
4760 * 
4810, 
4860. 
4900, 
4950. 
5000 t 

572, 
580, 
590, 
6OQ+ 
610, 
610, 
620, 

;;++ 
, 

650, 
660, 
670, 
670, 
680, 
680, 
690, 
700, 
700. 
710, 
7104 
720, 
720, 

765 
780, 
800, 
810, 
820, 
840, 
850, 
860 + 
8%‘1 
890, 
910, 
930. 
9401 
950. 
960. 
970, 
980, 
990, 

1000, 
1010, 
1010. 
1020, 
1030, 
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APPENDIX B 

Disaggregated End-Use Energy 

Forecasts by Sector, 

by New England State 





CONN HIGH CASE - RESIDENTIAL SECTOR - ENERGY IN 6UH 
1??8 1983 1986 1993 199G 

1: REFRIGERATORS 
2: FREEZERS 
3: RANGES 
4: LIGHTING 
5: TELEUISIONS 
6: CLOTHES DRYERS 
7: CLOTHES MASHERS 
8: BlSH MASHERS 
9: YtiiER HEATERS 

10: ROOM h/C 
11: CENTRAL A/C. 
12: SPACE HEATERS 
13: i&%TINf%UXILIARY 
14: ?tlSCELLMEOUS 

‘84440; 
502: 

20174 535, 
591. 

748, 827, 
183, 196, 

2087, 2064. 1970. 
607, 653. 673, 
679, 739, 775, 
916, 974, 1008. 
217, 247, 286, 
904. 109, y;+ 

186, 214: 

y;+ 

240: 

‘;428’ 
292: 

1342, 45q+ 13911 462, 
34b+ 375 + 

1953, 2219, 2375. 
408. 412. 411, 
908, 1062. 1194, 

CONN HIGH WiE - COHHERCIAL SECTOR - ENERGY IN GM 
1978 1983 1988 1993 1998 

1: OFFICES 
1: HEATING 
32,; COOLING 

LT % POWER 
: MXILIARIES 

$ RETAIL 
, HEATING 

1; COOLING 
LT 8 POWER 

: AUXILIARIES 
$ HOSPITALS 

21 FiltKNGc 
3: LT 8 POlJER 
4: MXfLIARIES 
4: SCHOOLS 
g \\$yg 
3: LT & FOWER 

: AUXILMRIES 
;i OTHER 

, HEATING 
;; COOLING 

LT 8 POWER 
4: AUXILIARIES 

254: 1;; 
50, 78. 

i9”:: 317: ii; E 359, 2: 

189. 211, 227, 239, 251, 

3% 71, 92,. 
214::: 2::~’ 

109, 508, 125, 54’9, 
1828, 

80% 
2506, 2652‘ 

637s 739, 853+ 898, 

lb. 24, 31, 38, 45, 

3% 3:;: 3;;: 
95, 101) 

413, 429, 
196, 203+ 210, 217. 22L 

35, 42* 55. 72. 89, 

5% 4;;: 4k 
293. 259, 252: 

4::+ 
262: 

4% 
273: 

2% 3% 3% 92. 106. 

742, 875, 968, 1~~~; li!;: 
470, 548, 602, 640, 6781. 

CONN Hfstl c&x 

20: FOOD 
22: TEXTILES 
23: APPAREL 
24: LUHBER 
25: FURNITURE 
2h6: FWER YRODIJCTS 
27: PRINTING 8 PUBL, 
28: CHEHICALS 
29: PETROLEUH 8 COAL 
33: PRIWhRY HETALS 
34: FABRICAT, tiETILS 
35: HACHINERY 
36: ELECTRIC EQUIP, 
37: TRANSPORTATION 
30: RUBBER i PLASTIC 
31: LEATHER 
32: STONE~LAYIGLASS 
38: INSTRUHENTS 
39: flISC, HANUFACT, 

- INDUSTRIAL 
1978 1983 
155, 178t 

itJ* lE’ 
1x 13: 

3% 3% 
161, 208. 

4:ti* 
472. 

872t 9% 
753, 857, 
586, 648, 
466, 589, 

1;;;; 1;;;. 
+ 

6, 
245, 2738: 
227, 277, 
227, 324, 
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CONN LOW CASE - RESIDENTIAI 
1978 1983 

1: REFRIGERATORS 
2:, FREEZERS 'E 1900* 
3: RANGES 
4: LIGHTING 

502: E 
748, 

5: 
784, 

TELEVISIONS 222, 211‘ 
6: CLOTHES DRYERS 
7: CLOTHES WASHERS 58831 F' 
8: DISH WASHERS 12; ls’B* 
9: MTER HEATERS 

10: ROOH A/C %443' 1°14* 
11: CENTR4L A/C 128,’ ;;;* 
12: SPACE HEATERS 11131 1214: 
13: H~T~~X~L~~Y 389s 
14: #wxLLANEOUs 

377, 
5544 584, 

SECTOR - ENERGY IN GWH 
- 1988 1993 1998 
f$+ 18s4d; 1735, 

5451 5x!: ;:i+ 
814, 816, 792: 
205, 202, 201, 
761, 808, 833, 

1:: 
100, 102, 

964,’ ;;i+ 
1971 
907, 

327, 315: 304, 
210, 224, 227, 

m;* 1;;;* 1_363, 
335, 

619+* 640: 652, 

CONn LOY CASE -'CFM'iERCICIL SECTOR - ENERGY IN GNH 
1978 1983 1988 1993 1998 

1: OFFICES 
1: HEATING 

COOLING 
=:: LT 8 POWER 

: AUXILICIRIES 
;: RETAIL 

: HEATING 
2: COOLING 

31 LT i poWER , AUXfLMRIES 
ji HOSF'fF';~; 

$ [f"klf,,"ER 

j+i sc~~AU~~IIKIES 

li HEATING 
32; COOLING 

LT t POUER 
: MXILIARIES 

+ OTHER 
: HEATING 

2: COOLING 
3: LT 8PtMR 
4: AUXILIARIES 

CONN LOW C&SE 

20: FOOD 
22: TEXTILES 
23: ApPkREL 
24: LUHDER 
25: FURMNRE 
26: PAPER PmDUCTS 
27: PRINTING 8 PUBL, 
28: CHMICALS 
29: PETROLEUH 8 COAL 
33: PRItMRY HETClLS 
34: FbDRICAT, EIETALS 
35: HACHINERY 
36: ELECTRIC EQUIP, 
37: TRANSPORTATION 
30: RUBBER & PLASTIC 
31: LEATHER 
32: STONErCLhYpGLhSS 
38: INSTRUHENTS 
39: HISC, MNUFACT, 

- INDUSTRIAL 
1978 1983 
155, 174, 

%’ l:i* 
12: 13; 

155, 
1% 
51, 

fs5: 
254, 
208. 

3% A!+# 
161, 188, 
418, 484. 

8% u%: 
5:66+ 4 
905, 

753, 792. 853, 
586, 652, 735, 
466, 546, 

1;;;) 

6: 

1;07; * 
6o_e. 

7: 
%,“* 

9: 
245, 284, 344, 
227, 258, 280, 
227, 259, 306, 

SECTOR - ENERGY IN GbJH 
1988 19?3 1998 

B-2 



CONN BASE CASE - RESIDENTIAL GWH 

REFRIGERATORS 
FREEZERS 
RANGES 
LIGHTING 
TELEVISIONS 
CLOTHES DRYERS 
CLOTHES WASHERS 
DISH WASHERS 
/;;;R;;ATERS 

fixaAL AA 
SPACE HEATERS 
HEATIWILXM1 
NIsmLANEa% 

1978 
1840, 

443. 
502, 
745, 
2021 

?7+ 
128: 

1074, 
343, 

1983 
1958, 

SECTOR - ENERGY IN 
‘1988 1993 1998 
1;;;; 1%;. 1852, 

, 554, 
612. 549, 669, 
865, 895, 9#G, 

2a:‘* 2, 225, 914, 244, 966, 
103, 109, 112, 
175, 1981 219, 

l@ 

251: 

1uq 

285; 

1;489, 

30:: 
162& 

7631 

I?$, 

ssi', 

¶;;!I 

926: 

CONN BASE C&SE - GOtlMERCfAL SECTOR - ENERGY IN GWH 
1478 1983 1988 1993 1990 

1: OFFICES 
1: HEATING 
2: CDOLING 
3: LT 8 POWER 

253: 1% 
39, 49, 57. 

;;: % 287, 132, 2% 1:; 

191‘ , 208. 214, 219, 

3%: 358, 55, 385, 671 4% 4;:: 

1;;;; 19& 2M;. a 2167. 714, 2268. 748s 

15, 21, 26, 30. 33, 

408:: 4::: 4i7: 4:;: 
4, 212, 212, 208, 205, 

34, 37, 45, 57+ 69, 

52839: 44773: 4% 43iv 4:;. 
2% 243, 223, 225: 22b: 

28, 65, 
247, 299:: 3%: 37348: 
753, 845, 903, 932392: 975. 
478, 532, 5b3, 580, 597, 

;i yE;;$j; 
', C#LlNG 

32:' LT 8 POWER 
: AUXILIARIES 

i: SCHOOLS 
: HEATING 

32: COOLING 
LT 8 POWER 
AUXILIARIES 

:' OTHER 
ri HEATING 

: COOLING 
ij LT 8 POWER 

: AUXILIARIES 

CONN BASE CASE - INDUSTRIAL 

20: FOOD 
22: TEXTILES 
;g f&f!gL 
25:" FlK!NITURE 2 
26: 

3: 
PAPER PRODUCTS 

- 27: PRINTING 8 PUBL, 
28: 

:i:' 
CHEMICALS 29: PETROLEM 8 COAL 418: 

%: 

33: PRMARY iiETALS 

8% 4;;. 

34: FABRICAT. tiETALS 
35: 

753: 
: 

#ACHIHERY 586, 
36: 

;i$, 

ELECTRIC EQUIP, 
37: 

468, 
TRANSPORTATION 

568: 
1016, 

30: 
1158, 

RUBBER 8 PLASTIC 
31: 

275, 323, 
LEATHER 

32: STONEdLAYvGLASS 
38: 

2456' 
INSTRUHENTS 227: 

28:' 

39: 
26i3 

MISC., tiANUFACTa 227, 2911 

GbiH 
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HAINE HIGH CASE 

6: 

REFRIGERATORS 
FREEZERS 
RANGES 
LIGHTING 
TELEVISIONS 
CLOTHES DRYERS 
CLOTHES WASHERS 
DISH UASHERS 
t&RJ;ATERS 

CENTRAL A/C 
SPACE HEATERS 
HEATINGAUXMARY 
MSCELLANEW 

- RESIDENTIAL 

z! 1983 701 I 
197: 240, 
1521 179, 
257 I 291, 

E 2::: 

209, 
329, 

' - ENERGY IN GWH 

232, 249, 

35b+ G+ 
289:: 325: 

HAINE HIGH CASE - COMERCIAL SECTOR - ENERGY IH GWH 
1978 1983 1988 1993 1933 

1: OFFICES 
1: HEAT1 HG 
2: COOLING 
3: LT 8 POWER 
,4: RETAIL AUXILIARIES 

ll* 211 
ii: lb2 
66, 73. 

31, 38, 45, 

6% 704:: 7:;: 
233, 240 + 248. 

1: HEATING 

:: HoSPITALS : HEATING 
# COOLING 

LT I POWER 

5: OTHER 

8, 
2 

86+ 

20, 

lit 
9b, 

?b+ 32, 

14, 19, 44, 58, 
10. 

207, 1;;’ 

24r, 

113: 
1% 2::’ 

15, 
230. 

120, 11s: 1201, 127, 

1: HEATING 9. 181 25, 31, 38, 

2% 2% 2$: 2% *93!: 
138, 151, 162, 172, 181, 

MINE HIGH CASE 

FOOD 
TEXTILES 

!KE 
FUR% TURE 
PAPER PRSDUCTS 
PRINTING 8 PUBL, 
CHEHICALS 
PETROLElM P COAL 
PRIHARY OIETALS 
FABRICAT, KETALS 
HACHIHERY 
ELECTRIC EQUIP, 
TRANSPORTATION 
;;D&&fi PLASTIC 

STONE v CLAY r GLASS 
INSTRUHENTS 
MSC , HANUFACT , 

- ENERGY IN GWH 

zi E 
114: 106: 

2% 3;;: 

102. 111, 
35. 45, 

257 8 339, 

141* ‘? 
l%: 206: 
100, 116, 

3:: 3:: 
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MINE LOU CASE 

1: REFRIGERATORS 
2: FREEZERS 
3: RANGES 
4: LIGHTING 
5: TELEVISIONS 
6: CLOTHES DRYERS 
7: CLOTHES UAStlERS 
8: DISH WASHERS 
9: MATER HEATERS 

10: ROOti A/C 
fi! CENTRAL A/C 
i2: S?ACE HEATERS 
i3: HEATlWXILIARY 
14: liIXELL##EOUS 

HAINE LOW CA!% - CGMERCIAL SECTOR - ENERGY IN GUH 
1978 1983 1988 I?93 199G 

* 9, 14, 18, 22, 27, 
;;; ;i; ;I: u; u; 

66, 66, 66, 62, 71, 

1: OFFICES 
1: HEATING 

32:: LT COOLING 8 POUER 
$i RE;;;;LIARIES 

21 %l:NNGF 
3:, LT 8 POWER 

AUXILIARIES 
$ HOSPITALS 

: HEATING 

32:: LT COOLING 8 POWER 
p sCh#;[;IARIES 

: HEATING 

32: #G?&ER 
;j OT;;;ILIARIES 

: HEATING 
2: COOLItiG 
3: LT 8 POWER 
4: AUXILIARIES 

IO, 15, 18, 21, 24, 

5k 
192: 

52 5E 
176, 187: 

13, 15, 20, 267, 32, 
IO, 8, 

214, 185, 17:* 167: Id+ 
118, 94, 83: 79, 76: 

7, 11, 
241, ;4* 51 

17, 21, 
2::: 234, 25, 247, 25, 253, 26, 

144. 149, 151, 152, 154, 

- RESIDENTIAL 
1978 1983 
628, 656. 
1971 203, 

SECTOR - ENERGY IN GUH 
1;;; 1993 1998 

2Ob: 
g: ;;3' 

2, 
1711 178, 183, 

53, 
480‘ 4;;: 4::: 

13‘ 14, 14, 

3434: 3749: 4043: 
146, 142, 136, 
679, 714, 739, 

IiAINE LOW CASE 

20: FOOD 
22: TEXTILES 

APPAREL 
; LUiiBER 
FURNITURE 
PAPER PRWCTS 
PRimNG 8 PUBLI 
CHEHICALS 
PETROLEM 8 COAL 
PRItiARY HETALS 
FABRICAT, HETALS 
HACHINERY 
ELECTRIC EQUIP, 
TRANSPORTATION 
$$fi PLASTIC 

STONErCLAYtGLASS 
INSTRUHENTS 
NISL IANUFACT, 

SECTOR - ENERGY IN GWH 
1988 1993 199a 
317, 353, 390, 
149. 158, 166, 

lit* 
53, 
1% l%+ 

12192: 13:: 191034: 
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ti4INE BASE CASE - RESIDENTIAL SECTOR - ENERGY IN GWH 
1978 1983 1988 1993 19913 

i: REFRIGERATORS 628, 679, 700, 696, 671, 
2: FREEZERS 197, 221, 239, 249, 252, 
3: RANGES 152, 190. 190, 205, 216, 
4: LIGHTING 257, 283, 309, 

5: TELEVISIONS 6: CLOTHES DRYERS lF4 2%: 2::: 
9: CLOTHES WASHERS 25, 28, 31, 
8: DISH WASHERS 32. 45, 
9: WTER HEATERS 49581 532, 
10: RODi? ME + 

:3* * 

5$ 5;:: 6% 

11: CE#TfM. MC 2422: 3: 18, 4. '4p' 
12: SF'ACE HEATERS 573, 634: 

13: HEATINGfVJXILIARY 152. l:i+ 14: #ISCELLANEOUS 595, 700: iti’ 823: 19531: 1E: 

MINE BASE CASE - COHHERCIAL SECTOR - ENERGY IN GWH 
1978 1983 1988 1993 199s 

1: OFFICES 
1: HEATING 
;; COOLING 

LT 8 POWER 
AUXILIARIES 

i:: RETAIL 
11, 19, 25, 30, 34, 

5;;: 5g326: 6;:: 6% 654:+ 
197, 194, 198, 205: 2181 

1: HEATING 
32; COOLING 

LT 8 POWER 
: WXILIARIES 

;: HOSF'ITALS 
: HEATING 

2; COOLING 
3; LT 8 POblER 

AUXILIARIES 
i: SCHOOLS 

: HEATING 
32; COOLING 

LT 8 POWER 
: AUXILIARIES 

5:: OTHER 
: HEATING 

"' COOLING 
LT 8 F'GWER 

: AUX?LI&lES 

MINE BASE EASE 

20: F#D 
22: 7ExmEs 

13, 17, 24. 35. 45, 

2:oo: lk+ 185. 10, 19’1”: 1!: 
119+ 103, 98, 100, 102, 

8, 64, 20, 24, 29, 
2% 2:;: 250. 28, 2% 292, 321 

141, 150, 157, 162, 169, 

23: APPAREL 
24: LUHBER 
25: FURNITURE 
26: PAPER PROMJCTS 
27: PRINTING g PUBL, 
28: CHEHICBLS 
29: PETROLEUH 8 COAL 
33: PRI#ARY METALS 
34: FAbRICAT, HETALS 
35: tlACHINERY 
36: ELECTRIC EQUIP, 
37: TRANSPORTATION 
30: RUBBER 8 PLASUKC 
31: LEATHER 
32: STONEdLAYrGLASS 
38: INSTRUHENTS 
39: KSC, HANUFACT, 

- INMISTRIAL 
1978 1983 
244, 300. 
130, 133, 

SECTOR 
1988 
362, 
135, 

l% 

14k 
7, 

- ENERGY IN GGlH 
1993 1998 
431, 505, 
136, 136, 

li0, 124, 

2:47+ 
116: 

2% 
143: 

1% lk 
115, 133, 

390: 4;: 



H&S HIGH CASE - COHKRCIAL SECTOR - ENERGY IN GWH 
1978 1983 1988 1393 1998 

1: OFFICES 
1: HEATING 
j/ COOLING 

LT 0 POUER 
: AUXILIARIES 

2: RETAIL 
: HEATING 

2: COOLING 
3: LT 8 POWER 

: AUXILIARIES 
3: HOSPITALS 

2: Y!2;:\: 
3: LT $ POWER 

: AUXILIARIES 
ii SCHOOLS 

t HEATING 
;; COOLING 

LT I POUER 
: AUXILIARIES 

;: OTHER 
: HECLTING 

2: COOLING 
3: LT 8 PfMR 
4: &JXILIARIEG 

H&S HIGH CASE 

FOOD 
TEXTILES 

tp&iEL 
FURNITURE 
PAPER PRODUCTS 
PmTIhG 8 PUBi.* 
CHEWICALS 
PETROLEM t COAL 
PRIHARY HETALS 
FABRICAT, HETALS 
ItACHINERY 
ELECTRIC EOUIP, 
TRANSPORTATION 
KI;KR& PLASTIC 

STONE&LAY ,GLASS 
INSTRUHENTS 
ttISC* MNUFACT* 

SECTOR - ENERGY IN GWH 
1988 1993 19% 

1;;: 
92: 

lZ9; 
104: 

154th 285, 
117, 

686, 755, G22+ 
1075. 1348, lb+i+ 

737, 781, 823, 
476. 546, 620, 
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, 

n ASS BASE CASE - RESIDENTIAI 
1?78 1983 

1: REFRIGERATORS 
2: FREEZERS 
3: RANGES 
4: LIGHTING 
5: TELEVISIONS 
6: CLOTHES DRYERS 
7: CLOTHES WASHERS 
8: DISH MASHERS 
9: WATER HEATERS 
10: ROOM A/C 
il: tiTRAL A/C 
$2: SPKE HEATERS 
13: HEATliWGAUXILIAR 
14: WsCELLANEOUS 

3y& 

568: 

3$4‘ 

15162’ 
1305, 1404: 
3901 389, 
537, 594, 
142, 154, 
156, 178, 

%? 1191* + 218, 

17% 22% 
Y 646, 642, 

1299, 1493, 

SECTOR - ENERGY IN GbJH 
-1939 1953 1998 
3$? 3;;; 3185, 

471: 711: 
523, 
739, 

so;, m;+ 1;;;’ 

647: 72i. 7bY: 
168, 278, 184, 
199, 222, 245s 

l;&, 1$$9+ 1281, 

’ % 
?b% 29907; 30601 
642, 634, 621, 

1719, 1915, 2036. 

BASE CASE - GOHHERCIAL SECTOR - ENERGY IN GWH 
1978 1983 1988 1993 195s 

1: OFFICES 
1: HEATING 
2: fl$lfWER 
3: 
4: A!JXILIAKI&S 

ii RETA1L , HEATING 

:i H0sp1TALs , HEATING 
32; COOLING 

LT 8 POWER 
: AUXILIARIES 

4: SCHOOLS 
: HEATING 

32; COOLING 
LT 8 POWER 

: AUXILIARIES 
3: OTHER 

: HEATlNG 
: c0oL1c 

++ LT e PGMER 
, AUXILIARIES 

50, 65, 80, 73, 
212, 220, 227, 233 fi 
465, 468. 473, 479, 
355, 357, 359, 342, 

10461 1074,- 1124, 1174, 

lcl+4 13:: I%+ 51, 1% 
797, 820, 836, 8:82: 860, 
424, 435, 437, 433, 430, 

l%: l%: 80, 
iii: 

102, 126, 
730, 702, 771, 
397, 371, 332, 394, 

nAss nAss BASE CASEl~~NDU%$4L BASE CASEi;71gNDU%$4L 
-.. _ ___- 

20: 20: FOOD FOOD b43* b43* 769, 769, 
22: 22: TEXTILES TEXTILES 
$7 AmRE&L $7 AmRE&L 2’ 3!2 2’ 3!2 * * 
25:: 25:: 25, 25, 251, 251, FURMTURE FURMTURE 

2& PAPER PRODUCTS 2& PAPER PRODUCTS 83846, 83846, 7% 7% 
27: 27: PRINTING PRINTING S PUflLt S PUflLt 237, 237, 297, 297, 

28: 
CHEHICALS 
CHEHICALS 

703, 
703* 

29: 
PETROLEUii 8 COAL 
PETROLEUii 8 COAL 4% 4% 

8it’ 
8it’ ’ 

+ 
33: PRIHARY HETALS PRIHARY HETALS 456, 456, 
34: FABRICAT, t!ETALS 533, FABRICAT, t!ETALS 533, 613, 613, 
35: ilACHINERY ilACHINERY 601. 601. 743, 743, 
36: ELECTRIC EQUIP, 1430, ELECTRIC EQUIP, 17051 17051 
37: TRANSPORTATION TRANSPORTATION 

1;38$1 
381. . 460, 460, 

30: RUDDER 8 PLiiSTIC 829, 912, 
31: LEATHER 10.2, 108, 
32: STONEdLAY~GLASS 195, 205, 
38: INSTRUHENTS 618. 643, 
39: tiISC, NANUFACT. 313, 364, 

101, 
549. 

1529, 
9401 

SECT% - ENERGY IN 
1988 1993 1998 

j$a 
87: 

1;;; 
95: 

1187. 243, 
103, 

25, 25, 26, 
39, 

755, 7% 8% 
364, 
932, 

4% 
678. 
893, 

1937, 
539, 
994, 
111, 
2101 
656, 
399, 

440, 

‘Ok * 
453, 
733, 
1055. 
2140, 

I#;: 
109, 
211, 
463, 
423, 

523, 
1186, 

4%: 
787, 
1228, 
2334 e 

7OS+ 
1143. 

103, 
212. 
468, 
449, 

GWH 
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NH HIGH CASE 

1: REFRIGERATORS 
2: FREEZERS 
3: RANGES 
4: LIGHTING 
5: TELEVISIONS 
6: CLOTHES DRYERS 
7: CLOTHES WASHERS 
8: DISH WASHERS 
9: UATER KATE% 

10: Rm! w/c 
11: CENTRAL k,X 
12: SPACE #EATER% 
13: !tEATmiGRUXILIARY 
14: MSGELLANEUUS 

NH HIGH CASE - COWIIERCIAL SECTOR - ENERGY IN GWH 
1978 1953 1958 1993 1998 

1: OFFICES 
1: HEATING 

32:: LT COOLING 8 POWER 
$ , : RETAIL HEATING AUXILIARIES 

32:: LT COMING 8 POWER 

32:: LT COOLING 1 PGUER 
8 SCHOOLS AUXILIARIES 

‘1955 SECTOR - 1993 ENERGY 1995 IN GWH 

66% 670, 650, 
232, 247, 252, 
208, 231, 247, 
2;;‘ 

242: 

306. bt+ 3;;’ 

311: 
30, 238:’ + 

St? 628sB6 
1% 

so’, 47: 679, 51, 

HIGH CASE 

FOOD 
TEXIILES 

E:’ 
FURNITURE 
PAPER PRODUCTS 
PRINTING & PUBL, 
CHEKICALS 
PETROLEUH 8 COAL 
PRIHARY tlETALS 
FABRICAT, HETAtS 
MCHItiERY 
ELECTRIC EQUIP, 
TRANSPORTATION 
~W&fi PLASTIC 

STONErCLAYyGLASS 
INSTRUKNTS 
HISC, HANUFACT, 
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LOU CASE 

REFRIGERATORS 
FREEZERS 
RANGES 
LIGHTING 
TELEVISIONS 
CLOTHES DRYERS 
CLOTHES WASHERS 
IJISH WASHERS 
UR..i&Rl;ATERS 

CENTRAL A/C 
SPACE HEATERS 
~~A~~~I~~Y 

'3 

KH LOM CASE1;7M;R;\& 
* 

1: OFFICES 
1: HEATING 14, 19, 

g COOLING 
LT 8 POUER ii+ i86: 

miUXiLIkRIES 
44: mio0LS 
li HEATING 
&?; COOLI!iG 

LT 8 FOMER 
: AUXILIARIES 

5: OTHER 
1: HEATING 
2: CfmING 
3: LT S PQWER 
4: AUXILIARIES 

69, 69, 

13* 49357: 463, :** 5, 

168, 147, 

SECTOR 
1988 
593. 
178, 
174, 
253, 

6: 
a 

58, 
393, 

29, 
-8, 

?61+ 
107. 
165, 

SECTOR - ENERGY IN 
198B 1993 1998 

24, 

ii: 
71, 

29, 351 

21, 25, 27, 

4%: 5% 5;:+ 
149, 167, 1851 

- ENERGY IN 

l~~~‘ 1998 575, 
lfll* 181, 
185. 

223: 2ii+ 

194, 

239: 26616D 

30, 31, 

104, 104, 
178+ 188, 

17, 1.2, 

34, 42, 

1608: 1698: 
75, 78, 

SECTOR 
19% 
156, 

73, 
2, 

66, 

3% 

2% 

GWH 

GWH 

- ENERGY Iti GWH 
1993 195% 
185, 214, 
68, 63t 
bk 72, 3. 

4%: 

3;;: 



NH BASE CASE - RESIDENTIAL SECTOR - ENERGY IN GUH 
1963 1988 199d 

1: REFRIGERATORS 1;;; 6oo+ 1;): 612, 
2: FREEZERS 162+, 188, 

F+ 

3: RANGES 146, 169, 19;: 
214: 216. 
208, 221. 

4: LIGHTING 2!%3* .285, 
5: TElEUISIONS 57. 62, 2:k + 
6: CLOTHES DRYERS 222 I 257 t 
7: CLOTHES NASHERS 22, 29, 3i+ 2335: 
8: DISH WASHERS 
9: UATER HEATERS 4;:: 5:89: 5;;: 

10: Root4 A/C 
11: mm& B/C 
12: SPACE HEATER% 
13: #EATwa&xILEARY 109, 110, ill, 111. 
14: HISCELLC\NECrUS 140, 173, 206, 236, 263: 

NH BASE CASE - COtMERCIAL SECTOR - ENERGY IN GUH 
1978 1963 19S8 1993 1998 

1: OFFICES 
1: HEATING 
32; f”f,f&ER 

: AUXILIARIES 
;; RETAIL 

t HEATING 
32:: COOLING 

LT & POWER 
: AUXILIARIES 

3: HOSPITALS 
: HEATING 

32:: COOLING 
LT 8 PObtER 

: AUXILIARIES 
; SCHOOLS 

, HEATING 
32; COOLING 

LT 8 PO#ER 
4: AUXILIARIES 

:i OTHER , HEATING 
+i COOLING 

LT I POWER 
: AUXILIARIES 

16, 28. 38, 470 57. 
k 1;:: 1:;: 119, 23, 130, 25, 

b8, 74, 80, 87+ 94, 

lb, 28, 38, 47, 5:;: 52: 68 670, 54, 735: g 

173, 182, 199, 221, 243, 

9, 14, 18, 22, 26. 

1::: 1:;: $1 g; 
67, 72, 76, 731 

18, 22, 31, 43+ 55+ 

1g: L+ 152. 83, 10, 1::: 82, 1::: 86, 1E112: 91, 

13, 23. 32, 42, 51, 
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1. INTRODUCTION AND SELECTED RESULTS 

1.1 Purpose of the Conservation Scenario 

The general objective of the conservation scenario developed 
here is to illustrate the order of magnitude of potential oil 
consumption savings that can be realized through policies that 
promote or mandate conservation practices. Specifically, the 
scenario is a selection of conservatibn measures and levels that 
could be implemented for homes and buildings in order to reduce 
oil consumption for electricity generation and for heating homes 
and buildings. In order to compute oil savings for electricity 
using the ESRG electric load forecasting model, estimates of 
industrial energy conservation potential are also included in 
the scenario. The scenario analysis does not, however, include 
conservation of oil consumed in industrial processes or conserva- 
tion of gasoline. 

All of the conservation measures and levels selected in this 
scenario are feasible and cost-effective. A "feasible" measure 
is one which is on the market now or whose technical viability 
has been demonstrated in U.S. Department of Energy tests or by 
commercial developers planning to market the measure. A "cost- 
effective" measure is one whose life-cycle costs are less than 
the marginal costs of the energy it displaces. 

The conservation measures and levels included in this scenario 
go beyond those presently being implemented through market forces 
and. public policy. The scenario is entitled the "Conservation 
Strategy Scenario" precisely in order to emphasize its dependence 
upon additional or new policy measures. Hypothetical new policies 
are linked to the conservation measures selected herein. In some 
cases a specific policy is posited -- e.g., a specific appliance 
efficiency regulation -- and in others a range of conceivable 
policies is set forth. The purpose of the technical analysis 
described here is not to develop a precise set of policy proposals. 
It is, rather, to provide policymaking guidance by quantifying 
the conservation potential from feasible and socially cost-effective 
measures not likely to be implemented without additional public 
action. 

Since both energy markets and the energy policies with which 
markets are inextricably intertwined are in a state of flux at 
the present time, it is impossible to precisely forecast the degree 
of conservation that will be occurring if present trends continue; 
present trends are themselves difficult to discern. The conservation 
strategy scenario necessarily computes savings relative to con- 
servation that is occurring under present trends: a "Base Case" 
forecast of energy consumption, including some conservation, is 
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required. For the case of electric energy, Report I presented 
a long range Base Case forecast of consumption for New Engiand. 
For heating oil, the Base Case forecast is incorporated in 
Report III. 

This appendix contains all of the conservation assumptions used 
to derive heating oil savings in Report III. However, while 
several of the conservation elements apply to both heating oil and 
electricity consumption, many apply only to electricity. Thus, 
the comparative comments in the text of this appendix relate 
elements of the conservation strategy scenario to the electric energy 
forecast presented in Report I. Indeed, section 1.2 below selects 
the electricity consumption results for comparison with the Base 
Case electricity forecast. The electric energy forecast based on 
the conservation strategy scenario is denoted the Conservation 
Case. 

A final introductory note:, While the Conservation Strategy 
Scenario illustrates the substantial conservation potential that 
could be realized through a deliberate policy commitment to 
increasing the productivity of energy use, it by no means necessarily 
exhausts the potential for conservation. Certain sectors, like 
transportation and industrial oil burning, are beyond the scope 
of the scenario. Even within the focus on oil for electricity and 
heating oil, the analysts have not been able to be precise in every 
detail: policy options and conservation measures worthy of considera- 
tion have been excluded because more information is needed about 
them or because their effects are less certain at this point than 
those of the included elements, Finally, conservation technologies 
that are unlikely to attain technical viability or economic 
attractiveness during the scenario period have been excluded from 
consideration; the conservation strategy scenario is intended to 
constitute a "here and now" set of options. 

1.2 Selected Results: Electric Energy 

Results of the Conservation Case are presented in aggregate 
and disaggregate form, respectively, in Tables 1.1 and 1.2. For 
contrast, Conservation and Base Case results are shown together 
in Table 1.3 and in Figure 1.1. 

It should be stressed that the conservation measures focus 
on cost-effective energy conservation. Load management programs -- 
load limiting devices, time-of-use rates, interruptible rates, 
and the like -- have not been included beyond the Base Case levels 
in this analysis. Consequently, Conservation Case peak load 
decrements reflect only the flow-through of the overall increases 
in end-use efficiency assumed in the Base/Conservation transition. 
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Nevertheless, the forecasted effects of conservation are 
strong. BY 1988, after most conservation measures 
are introduced into the model, the forecasted peak is 17 
percent under the base forecast. 'By 1998 the reduction is 24 
percent. This is indicative of the magnitude of capacity for 
which a conservation strategy might substitute, and as such 
underlines the opportunity for both utilities and policymakers 
to actively investigate the possibility of pursuing conserva- 
tion measures as a supply option. The energy reduction of over 21 per- 
cent by 1998, relative to the Base Case, implies the possibility of 
very substantial oil savings, as documented in Appendix III 
and discussed in the Report. 

a0 

Figure 1.1 
COMPARISON OF CONSERVATION AND BASE CASE 

FORECASTS OF ENERGY, NEW ENGLAND 

BASE 
CASE 

CONSERVATION 

CASE 



TABLE 1.1 

COMPARISON OF ESRG BASE CASE AND CONSERVATION FORECASTS, 
NEW ENGLAND AGGREGATE ENERGY AND PEAK 

r Enerc 
Base 
Case 

80530 

88730 

97080 

104750 

111480 

(Gh’H) Sumner 1 
Con- Base 

,ervation Case 

80530 14073 

86160 15330 

81090 16600 

83680 17740 

86700 18740 

ak (My) 
Con- 

ervation 

14073 

15240 

14240 

14640 

15130 

T Winter PI 
Base 
Case 

14964 

16780 

18650 

20210 

21460 

TABLE 1.2 

COMPARISON OF GROWTH RATES IN ENERGY 
AND PEAK, ESRG BASE CASE AND CONSERVATION 

FORECASTS FOR NEW ENGLAND 

% Year % Year 
Case 1978 1978-88 1988 1988-93 1998 

Annual Energy 
(GWH) Base 80,530 1.89 97,080 1.39 111,480 

Conser- 
vation 80,530 .07 81,090 .67 86,700 

Summer Peak 
U'W Base 14,073 1.67 16,600 1.22 18,740 

Conser- 
vation 14,073 .12 14,240 .73 15,130 

Winter Peak 
(MW) I;:;Baer- ] 14,964 2.23 18,650 1.41 21,460 
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2. The Conservation Scenario 

2.1 Overview of the Scenario 

Scenario analysis is widely used in energy studies. In 
general, scenarios are quantitative projections of alternative 
futures. They are derived from assumptions about such physical, 
economic, political, or other trends as are relevant to the 
problem under study and are capable of being treated as 
interrelated variables in a mathematical model. Scenarios are 
analytical tools. They assist policymakers in planning for 
contingencies and in anticipating some of the future consequences 
of alternative public choices. 

In most long-range electric load forecasting to date, the 
effort of the analysts has been to incorporate, explicitly or 
implicitly, a "business-as-usual" scenario, i.e., to posit a 
future which does not differ sharply from the present. The 
"Base Case" scenario referred to on page 2 is such a scenario: 
it attempts to incorporate the effects of trends and policies now 
in place. However, instead of being designed for utility planning 
purposes, our Base Case load forecast is designed to provide a 
state-specific benchmark for assessing the potential for additional 
conservation in New England. 

The "Conservation Case" forecast, on the other hand, is 
based on a different scenario. s presents a possible energy 
conservation future for consideration. The difference between the 
two scenarios lies in the key conservation scenario assumption 
that new initiatives can result in the development and implementa- 
tion of additional conservation. The criteria used to select 
additional measures for inclusion in the scenario were: 

0 The conservation measures are technically feasible. 

0 The measures do not increase overall social costs 
for energy services. 

0 The measures require the stimulus of additional 
institutional action for implementation. 

Technical feasibility refers to the present or imminent 
availability of the hardware and know-how to effect the 
conservation measures, and is discussed further at the beginning 
of Section 3.1 below. The social cost criterion is that the 
benefits of implementing a measure for consumers as a group are 
not exceeded by the costs, and is discussed in Section 2.2 
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following. The institutional action criterion means that new 
federal, state or other initiatives appear necessary to implement 
the measure even though it is socially cost-effective on a life- 
cycle basis. Included within the scope of "state initiatives" are 
policies or actions deliberately undertaken to induce conservation 
by a regulated public utility, the utility commission, the 
legislature, or any other state agency. Because the purpose of 
this scenario analysis is to inform the assessment of the oil 
conservation potential developed by the Energy and Minerals 
Division, GAO, new policy initiatives sketched or suggested here 
are included only as aids in the analysis of conservation potential. 
While some policy discussion is interspersed throughout this 
report, the summary analysis of policy options is reserved for 
and developed by the EMD in its report. 

2.2 The Direct Social Cost Criterion 

The direct expenditures by New England consumers for energy 
conservation measures can be compared with expenditures that would 
be required for the additional electricity that would be used in 
the absence of the implementation of the given conservation measures. 
This is a social cost-benefit criterion, for it addresses the 
direct trade-offs for regional electricity customers on an aggregate 
rather than an individual basis. 

This criterion is an ideal beginningpoint for an analysis 
of conservation potential designed to inform the regional policy- 
making process. But in practice, it has been necessary to construct 
a conservation scenario without directly applying this conceptually 
appropriate criterion. The reason is that a number of sophisticated 
financial analyses are needed to measure the trade-offs in an 
accurate way, the chief of which is an analysis of the long-run 
marginal costs of production of electricity. Development of 
accurate long-run marginal costs requires the application of a 
generation planning model. The utilities are only beginning to 
develop such analyses themselves, and in fact independent analyses 
would be a useful check on such utility analyses as emerge. 

Two things are clear. First, long-run marginal or incremental 
costs are the appropriate yardstick for measuring the value of 
investments in conservation measures that will last five, ten, 
twenty or more years. Second, marginal costs have been and will 
be rising for the forseeable future. Beyond using a working 
estimate that the cost of productiono,fbaseload electricity 
from oil will be in the range of six to eight cents per kwh 
(1980 $) for fuel alone by 1990, we have developed no data on 
long-run marginal costs. (See Report IV, page 4.) 
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For this reason, we have developed a conservation scenario 
that incorporates measures of relatively low cost, so low that 
the precise financial treatment of the cost-benefit tradeoffs 
cannot significantly affect their attractiveness. The consider- 
able potential that we have identified is certainly less than 
the full potential that is now cost-effective based upon the 
social cost criterion that is appropriate to assessing direct 
economic trade-offs. 

Even when one develops the data required to fully apply the 
social cost criterion, which is discussed in more detail bezow, 
there are three relevant dimensions that reqliire further explora- 
tion. First, regional direct cost/benefit tradeoffs may impact 
differentially upon consumer and investor subgroups or upon 
geographic locations within New England. Second, there are 
important indirect economic effects of pursuing one strategy -- 

t e.g. conservation investment -- instead of another -- e.g., 
importing and burning oil. These dimensions are not captured in the 
direct cost-benefit analysis. One of them -- the employment impacts 
of alternative energy strategies -- is treated in Report V where, 
in order to determine some of the likely effects, we assess the 
indirect impacts of implementation of the residential portion of 
our conservation scenario. Last but decidedly not least, there are 
effects that are often regarded as non-economic because they are 
so hard to incorporate accurately within the framework of 
conventional economic analysis. Here we refer to several effects of 
energy strategy choices. These effects must be taken into account 
in policy-making whether or not they are (or even can be) accurately 
quantified within an economic analytical framework. They include: 

0 Direct and indirect health effects on workers and 
residents. 

0 Effects on the viability of natural ecosystems. 

e Effects on the aesthetic environment. 

0 Equity considerations. 

a National security considerations. 

The conservation measures generally appear to have more 
benign "external" impacts than the energy supply alternative 
used in this study, so that the narrow direct social cost/ 
benefit assessments should be seen as merely suggestive of lower 
bounds on conservation measure attractiveness. 

In assessing the relative social costs of the two scenarios 
under consideration (Base and Conservation Case), the direct 
economic tradeoffs are conceptually straightforward. The cost 
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associated with saving energy relative to Base Case levels is 
charged to the Conservation Case, while the cost of producing 
the equivalent amount of energy is charged to the Base Case. 
In the parlance of cost/benefit analysis, one evaluates the 
net benefits of the Conservation Case by computing the difference 
between the streams of costs and savings, brought back to 
common dollars (present value) by a social discount rate. 
Specifically, we have the expression: 

c c Ii - ci I 
PVIC = t 

it 
t 1 

(1 + dJt 

where: 

PVIC-+ present value of incremental benefits minus 
costs of achieving conservation scenario; 

It = incremental cost of "saved" energy and capacity; 

Ct = incremental costs of implementing conservation 
resources; 

i = conservation measure; 

t = year; 

d = social discount rate reflecting time value of 
money. 

This gives the relative savings of the conservation scenario over 
the non-conservation scenario. The word "incremental" signifies 
the extra costs and savings in making the transition to the 
conservation case. Costs incurred in both cases "wash," cancelling 
out in taking the differences in the stream of costs. 

While conceptually straightforward, full and detailed computa- 
tion of the stream of direct cost differences is quite complex. 
The costs would include the incremental capital investment to 
achieve the conservation measure, any conservation program 
administration costs, maintenance costs, possible property tax 
increases and income tax credits, and so on. The savings would 
include the energy savings in the adjustment of utility power 
plant dispatch to meet the reduced load, possible deferral of 
capacity additions and related costs, fuel saved from on-site 
boilers, avoided utility operation and maintenance costs, etc. 
These computations further depend on assumed escalation rates 
for fuel prices, costs, load growth, and so on. 
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Nevertheless, it is possible to use the benefit/cost criterion 
for purposes of illustration. The set of conservation measures 
comprising the conservation scenario are meant to represent 
plausible targets for a real world conservation effort. Thus, 
while they should be cost justified to society and technologically 
available, they are not selected to exhaust the cost effective 
potential for conservation.* Therefore, a rigorous cost analysis 
establishing the outer limits of cost effective conservation is 
not appropriate here. Rather, we wish to establish a useful 
"rule-of-thumb" test to measure economic acceptability. 

For example, in comparing the cost of delivering an extra 
kilowatt-hour of electricity with the cost of saving a kilowatt- 
hour of electricity, let 

Pt = incremental cost of producing electricity 

Akwh = kwhs saved annually by a given conservation measure. 

Then, assuming an investment CO is made in year "0" in a 
conservation measure, we have 

TL Pt PVIC = c 
XAkwh -C 

t=l (1 - d)t 
0 

where the limits on the first sum run over the lifetime of the 
measure T 

4 
. For illustration, we may simplify these relationships 

by assumi g that escalation in the marginal electricity rate is 
roughly at the level of the discount rate, d.** Proceeding, we 
arrive at: 

PVIC/(AkwhxTL) = PO - Co/(AkwhXTL) 

where it is seen that the relevant measure of the benefits of 
investing C 

P 
dollars in conservation equipment (or policy 

initiatives lasting TL years and saving Akwh kilowatt-hours 
of electricity annually is the difference between the cost per kwh 
or adding an additional kwh, PO, versus the costs per kwh of saving 
a kwh. 

* The appliance efficiency levels used here are, for example, 
lower than the cost-effective levels identified by the Pacific - 
Gas and Electric Company in PG and E Assessment of Achieving 
Energy Conservation Potential 1980-2000, September 1980. 

** Real discount and fuel escalation rates are typically assumed 
to be in the 3 to 4% range in current long-range planning. In 
addition, one would need to consider avoided capital costs 
for construction in accurately estimating marginal electric 
cost escalation. 
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A numerical example may be useful. Suppose we are looking at 
the costs and benefits of adopting appliance efficiency standards 
(beyond those assumed in the Base Case) for the year 1983. 
Typically, the incremental costs of producing a refrigerator 25 
percent more efficient will be about $50. Assuming further a 
lifetime of 20 years and Base Case annual refrigerator consumption 
of electricity at 1500 kwh/unit, we have for the cost of saving 
electricity with the approximations above: 

Co/(TLxAkwh) = 0.7c/kwh 

or less than a penny per kwh. On the other hand, the cost of 
delivering the extra energy depends on the specifics of the utility 
generation mix. If capacity is below reliability levels, the cost 
of construction of new generation and transmission facilities as 
well as added fuel costs must be charged to the incremental demand. 
If overcapacity exists in the system, the extra fuel costs of 
otherwise idle capacity constitute the incremental cost. 
Assuming the latter, a realistic assumption for the region in the 
year of our example, and ignoring additional customer and demand 
charges for the moment, the incremental cost for generating a kwh 
of electricity from, say, an oil-fired unit with a heat rate of 
13,00O/kwh and fuel costs of $6.00 per million BTU would be: 

pO = 8$/kwh 

For this example, the cost of saving the kwh, 0.7c, is far less 
than the cost of delivering it, 8c. Extra investment in even 
more efficient units would be justified in this case -- and in fact 
are SO justified for the bulk of the actual measures in the 
conservation scenario. 

A comprehensive analysis of the comparative total social 
costs of the Base Case versus the Conservation Case is beyond the 
scope of this forecasting effort. However, it is important to 
emphasize that the specific measures incorporated in the conserva- 
tion scenario are all cost beneficial in the above sense, often 
decreasing social costs dramatically. To reiterate, however, these 
direct economic estimates are but one dimension to consider in 
weighing the alternatives. In addition to reducing costs, the 
Conservation Case scenario tends to have other important benefits: 
fuel savings, pollution reduction, and employment increases. 
Some of the positive regional employment impacts that could be 
expected are modelled and reported in Technical Report 5 of this 
series. 
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2.3 Policv Framework 

The measures constituting the conservation policy package 
will be described qualitatively in this section. Quantifi- 
cation of conservation measure impacts is the subject matter 
of Sets. 3 through 5 of this report. 

The selections are not intended to exhaust the universe 
of technologically available and social cost reducing energy 
policy interventions. They are intended to represent a set 
of strong yet implementable measures for managing energy 
demand growth over the next two decades. In formulating the 
scenario, policy options have been discarded which involve 
technologies of problematic economies in the forecast time- 
frame (e.g., industrial solar applications and photovoltaics), 
which are not clearly social cost beneficial (e.g., various 
load management approaches, extreme equipment efficiency 
standards, and heavy investment in active solar systems), 
or are of minor overall importance (railroad conservation 
potential, street lighting improvements, etc.). Exclusion 
of items from the conservation policy package is not intended 
to imply, necessarily, a negative assessment of their 
potential. Rather, the policies selected for this initial 
investigation of conservation policy potential in the region 
have been limited to those which are currently most demonstrably 
promising. 

Furthermore, it should be understood that the policy 
choices under consideration are modelled as changes above and 
beyond present state and federal policies. Existing federal 
and state policy initiatives are to be considered as the 
background for both the Base Case (Report I) and Conservation 
Case forecast scenarios.* Thus, the only difference between 
the two scenarios is the insertion, in the latter, of new 
policy measures. In other words, the question we are asking 
is: what would be the direct impact on electric energy 
requirements of development and implementation of the 

* 
Thus as the federal government takes new conservation policy 
steps, the assumptions *underlying the Base Case forecast are 
altered. The Base Case forecast is based on federal conserva- 
tion regulations actually in place at the time of forecasting 
(April 1980). 
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Conservation Case measures? Once this question is 
answered, the desirability of such an increase in policy 
efforts can be assessed in terms of its relative effects 
on energy demands, environmental quality, the state economy, 
employment, and so on. 

The conservation policy actions included in this scenario 
are listed in Table 2.1. All listed actions go beyond Base 
Case conservation levels. Thus, where "building envelope 
standards" are listed, we refer to building shell standards 
more stringent than those embodied in existing state or 
federal laws and regulations. Existing regulations and 
programs are already included in the scenario definition for 
the Base Case. The "policy package" embodied in Table 2.1 
would affect almost all uses of electricity in New England. 

To model the Conservation Case, a "shadow" model was 
added to the end-use simulation and forecast model described 
in Report I. When the Conservation Case is operative, the 
Base Case computations are interrupted and the incremental 
effects of each of the conservation measures are computed. 
The disaggregated ESRG end-use model thus proves an ideal 
vehicle for assessing the effect of specific conservation 
policies. For each measure, the year of initiation and the 
quantitative impact on building characteristics, energy-use 
practices, and equipment characteristics must be specified. 
The following sections of this volume describe and quantify 
the effects of scenario conservation policy elements in the 
residential, commercial, and industrial sectors respectively. 
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TABLE 2.1 
CONSERVATION POLICY AREAS 

Sector Measure 

Residential Appliance Efficiency Standards 
Lighting Efficiency Improvement 
Building Envelope Standards 
plumbing Fixture Efficiency Standards 
Electric Space Heat Regulation 
Voltage Regulation 

Commercial Building Envelope Standards 
Passive Solar Energy Requirement in New 

Construction 
HVA/C System Equipment Efficiency Regulations 
HVA/COperations Requirements 
Internal Load Requirements (lighting levels 

and ventilation rates) 
Electric Space Heat Regulation 
Voltage Regulation 

II ndustrial Cogeneration Regulation and Incentives 
(utility ownership option, utility 
surveys, back-up rate review, etc.) 

Industrial Conservation Program (Services, 
audits, outreach) 

Building Envelope Standards 
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3. CONSERVATION POLICY ELEKENTS: RESIDENTIAL SECTOR 

3.1, Eauipment Efficiency 

An important component of the residential part of the 
conservation scenario is a set of measures to improve the 
efficiency of operation of home appliances. In most cases, 
a set of app liance efficiency standards are specified and 
the savings that would result from the legislation of such 
standards is quantified. In other cases, specific standards 
are not proposed, but policy options for achieving technically 
feasible efficiency improvement targets are indicated and the 
level of energy savings computed. 

For each anpliance efficiency improvement incorporated, 
conservative criteria of technical feasibility have been used. 
The improvement must meet one or more of these criteria: 

l The improvement is already embodied in appliances on 
the market. 

(I The Fnprovement has been demonstrated in tests for the 
U.S. Department of Energy (DOE)= 

0 The improvement is under active commercial development 
for near-term marketing. 

Consequently, additional savings beyond those quantified 
in the conservation scenario may well be attainable through 
additional residential sector appliance efficiency improve- 
ment. Furthermore, adoption of policies to implement inprove- 
ments now technically and economically feasible should encourage 
additional technical progress in residential appliances. 

The concept of mandatory minimum efficiencies for appliances 
sold in a given jurisdiction has a precedent in both federal 
and state legislation. The first federal program was a 
voluntary one. This was the "energy conservation program for 
appliances," or "targets program,ll developed by the old 
Federal Energy Administration (FEA) pursuant to the Energy 
Policy and Conservation Act of 1976 (Ref. 1). The FEA analysis 
of "energy efficiency improvement targets" and associated 
energy savings is utilized in the base case residential fore- 
cast (Report I). 

The FEA "targets program" demonstrated the technical and 
economic feasibility of improvements in appliance energy 
efficiency. This program is now essentially defunct, having 
been superceded by the National Energy Conservation Policy 
Act of 1978 (NECPA). Under NECPA the DOE is developing 
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mandatory standards for a number of appliances (Ref. 2). 
NECPA permits states to retain appliance efficiency standards 
if they have them or to implement them subject to DOE approval 
if they do not. At this time, only California has a compre- 
hensive state program of energy efficiency standards for 
appliances (Ref. 3). 

The standards we propose here are technically more 
stringent than California's, which were developed a few years 
ago. However, they all satisfy the social cost-benefit 
criterion discussed in Sec. 2, i.e., the additional costs 
per kwh of electrical energy saved must be lower than the 
cost per kwh that would otherwise be provided by the utility. 
Most of the California standards are implemented in two 
steps, an intermediate and a final standard. We utilize this 
format for New England, with implementation of intermediate 
standards in 1983 and final standards in 1988. Policies 
are proposed for the following appliances: 

Refrigerators and refigerator-freezers 

Freezers 

Electric ranges 

Electric water heaters 

Room air-conditioners 

Central air-conditioners 

Heat Pumps 

Lighting 

Plumbing fixtures 

This section discusses each appliance in turn. Applicable 
policies or policy options are discussed. The energy savings 
realizable through policy implementation are quantified. 
Technical justification is presented. The average costs per 
unit for adoption of technical changes to attain the indicated 
efficiency levels are estimated. The cost tradeoffs of 
"purchasing" energy savings through more efficient appliances 
are analyzed. All dollar figures are constant (1980) unless 
otherwise indicated. 
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Refrigerators-Freezers 

We employ a minimum efficiency standard for new 
refrigerator-freezers of all types. The standard is designed 
for automatic-defrost refrigerators, but would also apply to 
the minority of refrigerators sold that do not fall into that 
category. The standard, energy savings, and costs are as 
follows: 

TABLE 3.1 
REFRIGERATOR STANDARD 

Year of Initiation 
1983 1988 

Standard (kwh/year) 400+(36xvolume)* 400+(24xvolurne) 

Energy Savings Increment (%! 12 19 
unit Cost Increment ($1 22 26 

* 
In ft3 

For a 16 cubic foot refrigerator-freezer, the 1983 
standard translates to a maximum energy consumption of 976 kwh 
per year or (assuming constant, 365 day operation) 2.7 kwh 
per day. The energy savings of 12 percent for the 1983 
standards are calculated with respect to the FEA targets. 
The 19 percent savings is then relative to the reduced energy 
consumption level attained through the 1983 standards. 
Percentage savings is defined in the same way for the other 
standards discussed below. The conservation forecast computer 
runs use the minimum standards developed in this section as 
average standards. Should some new appliances exceed the 
minimal levels, the conservation impacts would be correspond- 
ingly more stringent. In this report, we have, in the interest 
of forecast caution, assumed this not to be the case. 

The 1980 FEA target efficiency is already attained by 
specific appliances on the market, such as the Amana ESFR-16 
ft3 refrigerator-freezer which consumes 3 kwh/day (Ref. 4). 
DOE's Division of Buildings and Community Systems has a 
program to develop and commercialize new energy-saving 
technologies (Ref. 5). The program, in conjunction with 
Amana and Arthur D. Little, has developed a prototype 16 ft3 
refrigerator-freezer that consumes 1.8 kwh/day and is cost- 
effective (Ref. 6). The prototype thus consumes somewhat 
less than our 1988 standard requires (2.15 kwh/day for a 
16 ft3 model). 
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The costs of the energy savings that can be achieved 
through refrigerator improvement are relatively low. FEA's 
estimated unit cost in 1977 for improvements producing the 
change from the 1972 (FEA base year) to 1980 energy efficiency 
(entailing a shift in the energy factor from 3.8 to 5.28 
cubic feet per kwh per day) was about $40. In 1980 durable 
goods prices, this is $50. In Table 3.1 and in the text in 
this section, all costs hereinafter will be given in current 
1980 dollars. 

Hoskins and Hirst, in developing a model for energy and 
cost analysis of a refrigerator (Ref. 7), had estimated 
about $100 per unit to take a 16 ft3 unit from 4.6 kwh/day 
(somewhat "worse" than the FEA 1972 base) to 2.2 kwh/day. 
Examination of Hoskins and Hirst's detailed component costing 
suggests taking the difference of $44 as the cost of the 
FEA 1980-ESRG 1988 improvement, broken down as indicated 
in Table 3.1. The new Amana refrigerator is estimated to 
cost the consumer $61 relative to the Amana ESFR-16 (Ref. 6, 
Vol. 2, p. 56). This estimate is quite consistent with our 
estimated incremental unit costs of meeting the 1988 standard 
proposed. 

Refrigeration is the single most energy-consuming 
household electricity application (Report 11. Implementation 
of this standard will thus be an important conservation step. 
For refrigerators, standards presume the retention of the 
popular and energy-expensive automatic defrosting feature. 
Energy savings from the 1980 FEA target to 1988 ESRG are 29 
percent. For a 16 ft3 unit with a lifetime of 20 years, 
the cost per kwh (according to the social cost-benefit 
estimating procedure of Sec. 2) of energy saved through the 
purchase of equipment embodying the 1983 standard is about 
eight mills, or considerably less than the 1980 residential 
cost of electricity. The cost per kwh of achieving the 
1988 standard (relative to 1983) is about seven mills for a 
16 ft3 unit. The economic attractivesness of the improvements 
may vary with unit size, but their overall economic advantage 
is clear. 

Freezers 

Efficiency standards are proposed for freezers of all 
types. The standard is designed for chest freezers. The 
minority of freezers sold that do not fall into that category 
would in effect need to be improved more than chest freezers. 
The standard, energy savings, and cost are as follows: 
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TABLE 3.2 
FREEZER STANDARD 

3 3 Year of Initiation Year of Initiation 
1983 1983 1988 1988 

Standard (kwh/year) Standard (kwh/year) 425+(36xvolume)* 425+(36xvolume)* 425+(24xvolume) 425+(24xvolume) 
Energy Savings Increment Energy Savings Increment (%) (%) 3 3 19 19 
Unit Cost Increment ($) Unit Cost Increment ($) 6 6 38 38 

* * 
In ft3 In ft3 

From a technical standpoint, the FEA 1980 per-unit 
energy consumption implied by the 1972-1980 EEI (energy 
efficiency improvement) is already attained by certain models 
on the market. ESRG's 1988 standard is attained by certain 
models, such as Franklin's Signature models FFT-8948 and 8949, 
manually defrosted 20.8 ft3 chest freezers (Ref. 10). 

Freezers have not been studied in as much detail as 
refrigerator-freezers, although many of the technical and 
economic factors for freezers are treated in the relevant 
portions of refrigerator studies. FEA estimated $43 per 
unit for a smaller EEI than for refrigerators. 

Overall energy savings from 1980 FEA to 1988 ESRG are 
21 percent for freezers compared to 29 percent for refrigera- 
tors. Estimated dollar costs for further improvements are 
based on FEA figures and technical similarities between 
freezers and refrigerators. The cost per saved kwh in 
achieving the 1983 standards for a 15 ft3 unit with a 24.9 
year lifetime was less than nine mills, well under the 
present average per kwh price of electricity. The incremental 
unit cost of achieving the 1988 standards is also under one 
cent per kwh. 

Electric Ranges 

The FEA adopted only 40 percent of the potential per- 
unit energy savings found cost-effective by Science Applica- 
tions, Inc. (SAI). SAI developed an analystical model and 
tested several units (Ref. 11). Of six feasible and cost- 
effective measures identified by SAI, FEA adopted two. 
Electric range standards are employed which would, in effect, 
compel incorporation of the other four measures. 

The standard could be an overall performance standard, 
as with the previous two appliances, or it could consist of 
component requirements. "Range" is a mix of standard, 
self-cleaning oven, and microwave oven categories. Estimated 
energy savings from achieving some of the FEA-omitted steps 
by 1983 and the balance by 1988 are as follows: 
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TABLE 3.3 
ELECTRIC RANGE STANDARD 

Year of Initiation 
1983 1988 

Energy Savings Increment (%) 2 2 
Unit Cost Increment ($) negligible negligible 

In its studies for the FEA, SAI found that feasible 
changes for ranges without self- cleaning ovens would result 
in negligible unit cost increases and that the improvements in 
ranges with self-cleaning ovens would reduce unit costs. 
overall cost is "negligible" 

Thus the 
and may even be negative. Improv- 

ing the efficiency of ranges in the feasible ways produces 
only economic benefits. 

Electric Water Heaters 

The electricity consumed by electric water heaters 
is a function both of the efficiency of the system and 
of the amount of hot water it must heat. Ig the con- 
servation scenario two changes influence electricity 
consumption: 

l Increased efficiency of conventional hot water heaters 
a Decreased hot water usage. 

The first of these changes is describedshere. Mandatory 
standards are proposed for electric hot water heaters. Such 
standards could be formulated in terms of standby loss, as 
they are in Cal ifornia and New York. However, for purposes 
of this analysis, the standards indicate specific steps, as 
follows: 

TABLE 3.4 
ELECTRIC WATER REATER STANDARD 

Standard 

Energy Savings 
Increment (%) 
Unit Cost 
Increment ($) 

1983 
Year of Initiaf_ion 

1988 
Reduce factory setting insulate jacket with 4 
on thermostat to 130°F inches of foam and 

distribution pipe with 
1 inch of fiberglass 

5 

0 

2 

37 
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New York and California have legislated hot water 
efficiency standards entailing a maximum electric heater 
jacket loss of 4 watt-hours per square foot of tank surface 
area per hour. California's staff analysis estimates an 
energy savings of 16 percent under the standard (Ref. 16), 
which is virtually the same as the FEA's 15 percent. 

The FEA target for water heaters, however, does not 
include a reduced thermostat setting. In their energy and 
cost analysis of hot water heaters, Hoskins and Hirst 
found that a 10 degree reduction in temperature yielded 
a 5 percent energy savings (Ref. 12). Since the FEA test 
temperature for hot water heaters is 145' while Hoskins 
and Hirst's is 140' it is reasonable to simply apply the 
whole energy savings estimate here. There is no cost for 
this measure. 

FEA did include increased insulation in its efficiency 
improvement target. For the 1988 level, a change in jacket 
insulation from 4 inches of fiberglass to 4 inches of 
polyurethene foam and an increase in pipe insulation to 
one inch of fiberglass are included. From the social cost 
point of view, the price of saving a kwh through these 
measures is about 4c, less than 
and much less than the marginal 
electrical energy. 

the average cost of electricity 
cost of delivering new 

The heat pump water heater is an example of a promising 
development beyond changes used in the conservation scenario. 
It has been developed with DOE support. Due to high first 
cost and the need for an interior winter heat source it 
has not been introduced here as part of the conservation 
scenario, but could be considered at some point in the future. 

Room Air-Conditioners 

Mandatory minimum efficiency standards are proposed for 
both room and central air-conditioners. The former follow: 

TABLE 3.5 
ROOM AIR-CONDITIONER STANDARDS 

Year of Initiation 
Southern New England: 1983 1988 
Standard (E.E.R.) 9 9.2 
Energy Savings Increment (%I 12 2 
Unit Cost Increment ($1 36 7 
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The standards are expressed in terms of the overall 
energy efficiency ratio (E.E.R.), which is defined as the 
unit's cooling capacity (Btu/hour) divided by its power 
requirements (watts). The standards are for 115 volt room 
air-conditioners, the kind typical of regional residences. 
Units with an E.E.R. of 11.6 are on the market now (Ref. 22). 
The current state-of-the-art limit has been estimated at 
an E.E.R. of 13.5 (Ref. 23). Production-weighted FEA per- 
unit costs associated with target EEI were $60, or $35 per 
unit E.E.R. This embodied a change from the 1975 average 
E.E.R. of 6.2 to the 1980 FEA target E.E.R. of 7.94. 
Inspection of recent advertisements for units available at 
retail suggests as little as $20 per incremental E.E.R., 
with wide E.E.R. variations for units with the same cooling 
capacity. The use of $35 per unit E.E.R. appears to be a 
choice that does not understate conservation costs. 

For southern New England average annual unit usage in 
the base year 1978 was some 400 kwh per year. The Base Case 
forecast (Report I) assumes that none of the FEA-targeted 
improvements actually occurred until after 1978. Thus, the 
full FEA-targeted improvement (involving an energy savings 
of 22 percent) must be deducted before we evaluate the 
attractiveness of additional conservation through appliance 
efficiency standards. The resulting adjusted usage is 
some 310-315 kwh per year. Implementation of the 1983 
conservation standard for the three southern states would 
reduce annual unit consumption further (by about 12 percent). 
With a consumption reduction of about 37 kwh per unit per 
year and an appliance lifetime of 11 years, the social cost 
of the standard would be about 8.5 cents per kwh of energy 
saved. Implementation of the 1988 standard would further 
reduce consumption by 2 percent per year at a cost of 10.5 
cents per kwh. 

The lifetime cost of energy saved through these air 
conditioner standards may exceed the average cost per kwh 
of electricity. Remember, however, that average cost is not 
the criterion used in the social cost-benefit analysis 
in Sec. 2.2. The relevant yardstick is the cost of producing 
the energy that would be required in the absence of the con- 
servation measure, a cost that diverges considerably from 
average cost when air-conditioning is considered. We estimate 
that at the present time the New England cost of production 
of electricity for air-conditipning is at least 10 cents per 
kwh. Our estimate is based on the assumption that oil cyclers 
and peakers are the generating plants called into play to 
supply this weather-sensitive end-use. It is based on fuel 
costs operations and maintenace costs only. If oil costs over 
$G/MTU and the heat rate of a typical cycler/peaker is 15,000 
Btu/kwh, the fuel cost is 9 cents per kwh; operations and main- 
tenance costs for such plants, in addition, are~~typically over 
one cent/kwh. 
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The average annual energy consumption of room air- 
conditioner units in Northern New England was only some 235 
kwh per year. With this low usage, any increase beyond the 
F.E.A.-targeted E.E.R. might not be in conformity with our 
social cost criterion. To be cautious, therefore, we propose 
no standard for the northern three states. On a region- 
wide basis, only the 1983 standard is clearly cost-justified. 

(Thermal integrity improvements in homes affect the 
cooling load for average single- and multifamily dwellings. 
In the Conservation Case forecasts, these improvements in 
building envelope quality are greater than in the Base Case 
(see Sec. 3.2 below). The improvement in the quality of 
the housing stock occurs gradually throughout the forecast 
period. At the present time, we do not take account of the 
resulting decreasing annual kwh use in computing the costs 
of air-conditioner efficiency improvements). 

Central Air-Conditioners 

The standards proposed are as follows: 

TABLE 3.6 
CENTRAL AIR-CONDITIONING STANDARDS 

Year of Initiation 
1983 1988 

:outhern New England: 

Standard (E.E.R.) 9.0 
Energy Savings (%) 11 
Unit Cost Increment ($1 110 

lorthern New England: 

Standard (E.E.R.) 8.5 
Energy Savings (%) 6 
Unit Cost Increment ($1 55 

An E.E.R. of 8.0 was targeted by the FEA for 1980 and was 
incorporated inthe California standards effective November, 
1979. Unitary air-conditioner efficiencies currently range 
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up to an E.E.R. of 11 (Ref. 23). The FEA calculation of the 
production-weighted improvement cost for moving from the 1975 
base E.E.R. to the 1980 target E.E.R. of 8.0 implies a cost of 
$58 per E.E.R. Discussions with the manufacturers suggest that 
the incremental cost of going from the FEA target to an E.E.R. 
of 9.0 is about $110 per unit E.E.R. Further increases are 
likely to be more costly. SAI found that *'the evidence seems 
to indicate that it is more difficult and more expensive to 
increase the E.E.R. of high capacity products" (Ref. 32). Thus, 
increases in central air-conditioner E.E.R.s much above 9 would 
be increasingly costly. 

Because usage levels vary considerably in New England, 
we have divided the southern and northern states again. 
Beginning from an attained FEA target unit usage of 1285 kwh 
per year for the southern three states, the cost of saving 
electricity through the 1983 standards is 7 cents per kwh. The 
cost per saved kwh for the 1988 standard for the northern 
states is 10 cents per kwh. 

Heat Pumps 

In the past, competitive pressures in heat pump marketing 
have led to decreases in initial costs, but at the expense 
of lower efficiencies. The current energy price-induced 
interest incon-servatiunhas led to a reversal of this 
trend with manufacturers now introducing units at significantly 
higher efficiencies (Ref. 24). 

Over the past several years, high efficiency heat pumps 
with improved compressor efficiencies, larger heat exchanges, 
lower balance point, and new defrost control, have become 
available which increase coefficients of performance (COPS) 
by 15 to 25 percent over conventional systems (Ref. 25). 
Related COPS are available at over 3.0, compared to 
the nominal value of 2.4 used in the non-conservation case of 
Report I. The Conservation Case incorporates an efficiency 
improvement of 25 percent, while the Base Case incorporates 
an improvement of some 8-9 percent (Report I, page 85). The 
incremental Conservation Case energy savings is 13 percent per 
unit. 

TABLE 3.7 
ELLCTRIC HEAT PUMP STANDARD 

Year of 
Initiation 

1988 
Standard (C.O.P.) 3.0 
Energy Savings (%) 13 
Cost Increment ($) 300 
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The unit cost increment is the cost beyond a conventional heat 
pump with a COP of 2.6 to 2.7 at the standard testing conditions. 
The measure results in an incremental electric space heat 
energy savings of approximately 690 kwh per unit. Assuming 
a ten year lifetime, the social cost is estimated at about 
4 1/2c per saved kwh. This adequately satisfies the criterion 
of being cost-competitive with the no policy alternative of 
producing the extra electricity where average costs are over 
5$/kwh and long-run marginal costs are higher. 

Lighting 

Lighting is treated somewhat differently from the other 
appliances in the Conservation Scenario. Due to the rapid 
turnover in electric lamps, especially in the incandescent 
market, energy efficiency improvements can rapidly begin to 
substantially reduce electricity demanded for lighting. 

More energy-efficient lamps, especially incandescents 
or those intended to replace incandescents, tend to cost 
from three to ten times as much as conventional bulbs. They 
are, and/or are expected to be, cost-effective over their 
lifetimes with respect to replaced bulbs. Thus an efficiency 
standard for electric lamps -- in the form of minimum lumens 
per watt at different size levels -- are'likely to be cost- 
justifiable. However, mandatory efficient bulb purchase 
may be burdensome on low-income groups unless connected with 
measures to subsidize first cost. We shall assume rather 
that other measures are developed to promote efficiency in 
lighting. A vigorous promotion of low-energy electric lamps, 
by state programs and/or through mandated utility information 
dissemination, can produce rapid penetration of new low-energy 
lamps. 

Energy savings are targeted to be at levels consistent 
with the more efficient bulb being developed by the Duro-Test 
Corporation under contract with the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology (Ref. 13). This bulb is being developed now for 
marketing within a year (Ref. 14). It will replace a conventional 
100 watt bulb and consume approximately 50 percent of the 
energy (i.e., it will be rated at 40 to 60 watts). The net 
incremental cost of the bulb (over the three shorter-lifetime 
conventional bulbs it would replace) is anticipated to be about $5. 
The cost of saving the electrical energy comes out to about 2$ 
per kwh over bulb lifetime. The Conservation Scenario assumes 
a vigorous promotion campaign beginning in 1983 and building 
toward a target of a fifty percent reduction with respect to 
base year levels due to efficient bulb penetration. It should 
be stressed that the target is reasonable since a promotion 
policy would also tend to stimulate interest in higher-priced 
but longer-life energy conserving lamps, such as the General 
Electric "Electronic Halarc" or "Circlite" lamps (Ref. 15). 
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Plumbing Fixtures 

Plumbing fixture standards for new fixtures are assumed 
implemented in the Conservation Scenario. They apply to 
faucets and showerheads. The standards implemented are those 
now in effect in California. 

According to the California Energy Commission (CEC) 
substantial hot water demand reductions will be achieved 
(Ref. 16). Forty-four percent of hot water for showers will 
be saved and twenty-nine percent of faucet hot water. Daily 
use will be reduced from 26.8 to 17.1 gallons per day, or 
thirty-six percent overall. 

Cost increments are minimal, at about $3.00 more per 
fixture. CEC estimated the present worth of life,energy 
savings (in 1976 dollars with electricity costs well under 
current New England levels) at $120 for showerheads and $42 
for faucets with electric water heaters. They were also found 
to be cost beneficial for gas hot water heaters. From the 
perspective of social cost tradeoffs, the energy is saved at 
under l$/kwh, far less than the cost of producing the equi- 
valent amount of energy. With such an advantage in California, 
it is unlikely that fixture improvements could fail to be cost 
beneficial for New England. 

The model uses resultant hot water savings to reduce 
electricity.for heating hot water. Approximately ten percent 
of plumbing fixtures are replaced each year. Standards are 
assumed to be effective in 1981 with new fixtures phased in 
over the subsequent ten years toward a net energy savings of 32%. 

Other Appliances 

Due to insufficient analysis being available to date, 
implementation of mandatory minimum standards for the remaining 
appliances (clothes washer, clothes dryer, dishwasher, TV) 
is not included in this study. Socially cost-effective options 
may exist, but it is premature to identify them. The status 
of these additional appliance operational efficiency potentials 
should be reviewed periodically, especially as the DOE appliance 
efficiency program unfolds. 

3.2 Building Envelope Quality 

A second important component of the residential conserva- 
tion scenario is improvement in the thermal integrity of 
dwelling units. Both the federal government and the states have 
already begun the process of promoting improved thermal 
integrity through building legislation. The effects on 
electricity consumption arising from such existing codes and from 

. 
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current and forseeable "business-as-usual" building practices 
are utilized in the Base Case forecast of Vol. I. Here, we 
explore the effects of further efforts to improve the thermal 
integrity of residential buildings. (However, the computations 
of "business-as-usual" savings are also discussed here.) 

There are two principal targets for possible further 
efforts to improve the thermal integrity of residences: new 
structures, which could be subject to additional code regulation; 
and existing structures, which could be "retrofitted." Retro- 
fitting can be accomplished through a variety of approaches. 
Regulation can be relied on, as in the case of the new municipal 
ordinance in Portland, Oregon, requiring upgrading of homes 
to minimum standards as a condition of sale (Ref. 17). Or, 
the state might provide encouragement, support, or regulations 
to ensure that utilities go beyond minimum NECPA standards in 
developing the Residential Conservation Service home energy 
audit program. Low-interest or no-interest utility loan programs 
can effectively reduce the "first-cost" barriers to conservation 
investment. Financial assistance in the form of tax credits and 
loan funds is another possibility. 

Our conservation scenario is based on two assumptions 
regarding governmental action. One is that such policies as more 
stringent state-wide building codes can produce improved thermal 
integrity for all new residential units up to new, high- 
conservation levels. These levels are specified for four 
composite New England building types. Building codes in the 
several states are at varying stages of development, with none 
at all existing in Vermont. "Code " levels represent weatheriza- 
tion levels for new buildings as implied by the codes on the 
average. As the codes in general do not vary substantially 
from ASHRAE 90-75, the "code" level of weatherization characteris- 
tics is a reasonable representation for all the states save 
perhaps Vermont. The "conservation" level is assumed to apply 
to all states beginning in 1983. All new units are assumed to 
be at the new conservation code level each year of the forecast 
from 1984 on. 

The Department of Energy is in the process of developing 
energy performance standards for new buildings. The "Notice of 
Proposed Rulemaking" was issued late in 1979 (Ref. 26). Additional 
supporting documents have been issued. The rule is in the process 
of evolution and a complete technical analysis of its energy 
implications was not available when this conservation strategy 
scenario was devised. Such limited comparisons of the impact 
of the proposed standards as are available suggest that, if not 
significantly diluted, they would be capable of producing the 
energy savings we have attributed to new conservation codes. 
(See, for example, Ref. 26, pages 3-6.) 
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A second assumption in the conservation scenario is that 
policy measures are taken to produce retrofitting of existing 
non-e.s.h. homes remaining in the housing stock up to conserva- 
tion code levels. This entails a linear phase-in from zero to 
50 percent of the remaining stock by 1998 for SF units and to 
25 percent for MF units, as in Report I, Sec. 8.1.4. Table 3.8 
summarizes the code level, the conservation level, and the re- 
duction in fractional heat and cooling energy requirements re- 
sulting from the latter. Data sources are discussed in Report I, 
Sec. 8.1.4. 

TABLE 3.8 
INSULATION DIFFERENCES BETWEEN 

HOUSING UNITS AT ASHRAE 90 
AND NEW CONSERVATION CODE LEVELS, 
AND RESULTING FRACTIONAL ENERGY 

DEMAND REDUCTIONS 

SF F 11 20 12.5 

SF E 11 20 12.5 

MFF 5.5 14 12.5 

M??E 5.5 14 12.5 

llatior 
Con! 

Walls 

14 

14 

14 

14 

zvation Code 
Ceil- 

ings I ploors 

38 18.5 

! 

38 20 

38 13.5 

38 13.5 

Fractional 
Energy 

Savii 
Heating 

.l 

.15 

.15 

.15 

f.S 
Cooling 

.05 

.1 

.l 

.1 

SFF = Single family non electrically heated unit 

SFE = Single family electrically heated unit 

MFF = Multifamily non-electrically heated unit 

MF E = Multifamily electrically heated unit 

The fractional energy savings in Table 3.8 are rounded to the 
nearest . 05 to avoid the implication that the data available 
permit precise quantification of energy savings. All the insula- 
tion improvements are cost-effective over equipment lifetimes, 
based on weatherization costs gathered for the NEEC/NERCOM/MAS 
study described in Sec. 8.1.4 of Report I. However, we do not 
conceptualize the fractional conservation energy Savings as 
necessarily due only to the insulation changes summarized above. 
Some combination of passive solar building practices and improved 
insulation can be combined in new "performance" type building 
code, for example. 
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Current building codes imply virtually 100 percent double- 
glazing and weatherstripping, but additional cost-effective 
conservation is possible. Heat exchangers, high-R sheathing, 
and triple glazing are examples of possible measures which 
promise positive net benefits, especially in northern New 
England. Our thermal integrity improvements thus would pro- 
duce substantial benefits without exhausting the potential for 
improvement. 

3.3 Electric Space Heat Regulation 

In New England, the percentage of residential units heated 
by electric resistance ranges from four percent (Rhode Island) 
to 16 percent (Ne&Wampshire). Electric space heating (e.s.h.) 
is likely to represent a significant amount to growth in 
residential energy consumption and thus a larger fraction of 
residential class contribution to winter peak demand growth. 
This can be seen by reviewing the tables in Report 1, Anbendix B, 
in which Base Case forecast figures show e.s.h. increasing its 
fractional contribution to sectoral energy use during the 
forecast period even with the penetrations of heat pumps and 
solar energy assumed in the Base Case. This implies that direct 
resistance heating alone will be contributing even more to 
demand growth unless steps are taken to limit its use. Here, 
we propose a ban on additional direct resistance heating. 

There are two major alternatives for the customer who 
otherwise would have selected electric resistance heating: 
heat pump or conventional fossil-fuel heating systems. Indeed, 
the conservation model is designed to allocate the new 
resistance e.s.h. customers proportionately to these alterna- 
tives starting in 1983. The two-year delay serves a dual 
purpose: (1) it allows for completion of new housing units 
already structurally committed to resistance heating and (2) 
it allows for deliberative development of the appropriate 
regulatory and enforcement mechanisms. 

The justification for the resistance heat ban, as with 
all conservation policies, rests with the likelihood of sub- 
stantially decreasing state energy consumption costs. Let 
us consider these in turn. 

The energy consumption tradeoffs in substituting a heat 
pump or fossil fuel system for direct electric resistance 
heat are quite favorable. For the case of the heat pump 
substitution, energy consumption is more than halved. This 
is traced to the "pumping" property of heat pumps in which 
delivered in-door heat is composed of both thermal energy 
transferred from outdoor air (or water) and the electricity 
delivered to run the pump. The ratio of heat delivered 
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to electrical energy consumed is called the coefficient of 
performance (COP), a measure of the efficiency. In New 
England, the seasonally averaged COPS have a value ranging from 
2 to 2.2 (Report I, Table 8.14) implying an electrical energy 
saving of over 50 percent. 

The energy savings in substituting fossil fuel for 
resistance heating are comparable. This is illustrated 
schematically in Table 3.9. Primary energy requirements for 
delivering a unit of end-use heating energy more than double 
if a resistance rather than fossil fuel system is employed. 
This is due to the large conversion losses inherent in the 
thermodynamics of electricity production. The conversion 
losses in the table are based on a 33 percent plant efficiency 
(electrical energy out to primary energy in) and another 
6-10 percent electric energy loss in delivering the electricity 
through the transmission and distribution grid.* On the 
other hand, for the fossil fuel system (oil or natural gas), 
boiler efficiencies are on the order of 60 to 70 percent 
(the latter is assumed in Table 3.9) and could be up to 
80 percent in newer units with improved maintenance practices. 

TABLE 3.9 
RESISTANCE/FOSSIL FUEL PRIMARY ENERGY COMPARISON 

(Arbitrary Units) 

Primary Conversion Delivered 
Energy Loss Heating Energy 

Resistance Heating 3.3 2.3 1 

Fossil Fuel Heating 1.5 0.5 1 

In other words, compared to both the heat pump and fossil 
fuel alternatives, pure resistance heating represents a substantial 
energy penalty for the states. The decision to install a direct 
resistance heating system is a decision to increase necessary 
energy consumption for the end-use by a factor greater than two. 
The policy of banning resistance heating satisfies the criterion 
of substantial energy savings. Let us briefly look at the social 
cost rule-of-thumb, using the following data to estimate costs 
and savings in new single family homes. 

*The assumption of 33 percent efficiency (heat rate of 10,200 
Btu per kwh) may substantially underestimate primary fuel 
consumption for resistance heating. The incremental production 
of electricity to supply the extra resistance heating in the 
region, especially near winter peak demand conditions, may 
involve the dispatching of plants of considerably lower 
efficiencies. 
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3. EFFECTS OF CONSERVATION AND ALTERNATIVE SUPPLY OPTIONS 
ON THE NEW ENGLAND GENERATING MIX 

Figure 2 illustrates the current electricity generation fuel 
mix in New England, and the future mixes that might be expected, 
assuming implementation of a projected NEPOOL construction pro- 
gram (See Sec. 2.2 of Summary Brief for list of plants). In 1978, 
about 58% of the region's electrical energy was generated 
with oil. Under the ESRG Base Case demand forecast, this 
would decline to about 30% in 1990, primarily because of in- 
creased nuclear capacity and conversion of the Brayton Point plant 
from oil to coal. (Mt. Tom and Brayton Point are the only conver- 
sions assumed here.) This percentage would stay roughly constant 
between 1990 and 2000, though the absolute quantity of oil burned 3 would increase, until by 2000 the region would be burning almost 
80% as much oil for generation as it did in 1978, despite the addi- 
tion of almost 7000 MW of additional non-oil capacity. 

The analysis below assumes that oil is the marginal fuel for 
the generation system at all times. That is, all non-oil facilities 
are assumed to operate to the maximum of their capacity, with oil 
plants operated only as much as needed to meet the remaining de- 
mand. Nevertheless, some oil is burned every hour of the year. 
This assumption is consistent with the focus of this report -- 
minimizing oil consumption -- and is also consistent with the eco- 
nomic dispatch practices of the utilities, since the cost of oil 
makes-oil-fired plants the most expensive to operate. There is, 
however, some minimum amount of oil that would be needed to operate 
peaking and cycling plants necessary to follow daily and seasonal 
load variations in the absence of storage facilities. This minimum 
amount could be up to about 5% of total delivered energy. Neither 
conservation nor alternative sources can be used to reduce oil con- 
sumption below some such minimum. 

Because of the position of oil as the marginal fuel, the effect 
of electricity conservation is to reduce oil-based generation by the 
full amount of the energy saved. Each GWH of electricity saved re- 
duces the region's oil consumption by about 1700 barrels of oil. 
Under the conservation strategy case, oil would be needed for only 
15% of electrical generation in 1990 without any alternative supply 
options. This would be further reduced to about 11% in 2000, at 
which time the region would be burning about 25% as much oil as it 
did in 1978, if the 81~~~~~~ construction program" is carried out. 

Figure 2 also illustrates the potential for reduction of oil 
consumption by use of alternative supply sources. As long as oil is 
the marginal generating fuel, alternative sources also displace oil: 
each GWH hour generated saves the same 1700 barrels. Under the 1990 
oil-based generation to 23.7 thousand GWH, or about 24% of all gene- 
ration. By the year 2000, alternative sources could reduce oil- 
based generation to 17.8 thousand GWH, or about 16% of all genera- 
tion. 
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fashion. It may appear, on the other hand, that for the case 
of substituting fossil fuels for electricity that another 
energy planning goal -- minimizing scarce fuel consumption -- 
may be violated. There is, however, no a priori reason to 
believe that this would be the case. We-have already shown 
that substantially more primary fuel must be fired at generating 
stations to produce electric resistance heating than would be 
required in directly using the fuel in conventional decentral- 
ized boilers. Given that primary energy demand would be 
reduced through substituting fossil fuel heating for resistance 
e.s.h., the remaining question is what fuel types would be 
saved. Though detailed generation plant dispatch simulation 
runs with and without additional resistance e.s.h. would be 
required to precisely confirm it, the probability is that the 
primary fuel saved would be oil. The reason is that economic 
dispatch of the utility generating system mandates minimizing 
overall operating costs. Plant-types with the lowest operating 
costs (nuclear, coal) are generally run to the limit consistent 
with planned and forced outage characteristics. Demand not 
met by these are then supplied by higher cost oil-generated 
electricity. For the forseeable future, a reduction in demand 
due to direct resistance heating flows through as saved oil 
at the point of electricity generation. In other words, 
substituting even oil-fired home boilers (natural gas appears 
to be the probable alternative to e-s-h.) for electric resistance 
heating in new units promises to cut oil consumption for heating 
by roughly one-half. 

The e.s.h. regulation thus appears justified on several 
grounds -- energy conservation, social cost reduction, and 
scarce fuel management. 

3.4 Voltage Regulation 

Electrical utilities in the United States widely observe 
the national voltage standards of the American National Standard 
Institute (A.N.S.I.). The A.N.S.I. standards prescribe a 
service voltage range to be provided around a nominal voltage. 
For example, the minimum service voltage on a 120 volt line is 
114 volts and the maximum is 126 volts for the type of service 
provided most residences. 

Since 1974 there have been several studies and experiments 
designed to explore the potential for saving energy through 
voltage reduction. A number of these analyses are summarized 
in a report on voltage regulation issued by the Energy Conserva- 
tion Branch of the California Public Utility Commission (Ref. 8). 
The energy conservation potential suggested by pertinent. 
studies and experiments led the California P.U.C. to begin 
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implementing voltage regulations keeping allowable service 
voltage on the lower half of conventional voltage ranges. 
Thus, on 120 volt circuits, allowable customer service voltage 
would be between 120 and 114 volts rather than between 126 and 
114 volts. This program is referred to as the conservation 
voltage regulation (c.v.r.1 program. We shall use the 
abbreviation c.v.r. here to refer to regulations keeping service 
voltage on the lower half of the acceptable (usually A.N.S.I.) 
range and the nominal voltage, as in California. 

Studies carried out at the behest of that P.U.C. showed that 
energy would be saved and that appliance performance would be 
enhanced through decreased maintenance, longer lifetime, and, 
in the case of l/4 to l/2 horsepower electric motors, greater 
efficiency and a higher power factor (Refs. 8, 9, and 45). 

The first phase of the California program is limited to 
distribution feeder circuits serving primarily residential 
and commercial customers and requiring no significant capital 
expenditures. The regulation is being implemented on a 
utility-by-utility basis. The P.U.C. staff estimated that full 
implementation of all regulations promulgated in 1978 would 
have produced over 1.7 percent electrical energy savings 
statewide, and extension of the regulations to all utilities 
would result in an energy savings of up to 3 percent. The 
savings are not distributed evenly along the system load curve. 
Off-peak, they may be 5 percent or more; at daily peak, more 
like 1 to 2 percent. At annual system peak, where many circuits 
may be loaded at or near capacity, the P.U.C. engineers expect 
very small savings. 

Ideally, the specific responses of major commercial and 
residential end-uses to a voltage reduction would be separately 
quantified. For most appliances, including thermostatically 
controlled ones, energy is reduced; for some, it is not. 
Examples of the latter include air-conditioners operating in 
the hottest weather and certain small resistance loads like 
toasters (Ref. 45 ). Logically, thermostatically controlled 
electric water heaters and resistance space heaters would not 
experience energy reductions, either. 

The second phase of the California program involves the 
implementation of the c.v.r. on circuits where significant 
capital expenditures may be necessary for reconductoring, 
installation of shunt capacitors, or installation of sub- 
stations to form shorter circuits. Where it is cost-effective 
the regulation is to be implemented. The P.U.C. criterion of 
cost-effectiveness is the same as that used in this scenario 
generally, namely, '"the value of the energy saved on a life 
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cycle basis must equal or exceed the life cycle costofthe 
measures necessary to achieve the savings." (Ref. 9, 
p. 15). Marginal costs are the measure for the value of energy 
saved. The precise energy savings portion of full 
implementation of cost-effective voltage regulation in 
California will not be known until all circuits have been 
assessed, but P.U.C. staff anticipate possible total program 
additional savings of two percent or more. 

In neither Phase I nor Phase II does the California CVR 
program presently contemplate significant voltage changes on 
distribution feeder circuits serving primarily agricultural 
or industrial loads. Industrial reduction potential exists, 
but some customers require no change in voltages, others 
regulate their high voltages internally, and in any case, more 
testing of the effects of industrial voltage reduction need 
to be undertaken. 

Among the New England states, only Connecticut has 
adopted a new voltage regulation in order to conserve energy 
(Ref. 49 1. The state's utilities had operated -with a voltage 
range of +5 to -3 percent of nominal voltage; the regulation 
changed this to +3 to -5 percent of service voltage. Thus, 
for a 120 volt circuit, the range is being changed from 126 
to 116.4 volts to one of 123.6 to 114 volts. This two percent 
voltage reduction regulation, while it will not realize quite 
as great an ultimate savings as will the c.v.r. in California, 
was directly influenced by the California P.U.C.'s data and 
regulations (Ref. 50). By April of 1980, virtually all of the 
circuits of Connecticut's largest utility had been converted, 
as had most of those of the other major utility. Thus the 
bulk of the conversions have been effected. No definitive 
report of energy savings from this new program is available 
but the experience of the California tests and c.v.r. suggest 
that the energy savings will be at least as great as the two 
percent voltage reduction being implemented in Connecticut. 
The Connecticut order permits temporary waivers from conversion 
of circuits based on technical need (e.g., a very specific 
voltage need) or economic hardship. At this writing, some 
technical waivers had been granted, but no economic ones had 
been requested. Apparently, the voltage regulation in Connecti- 
cut is not requiring major utility expenditures. 

If a true conservation voltage regulation is implemented 
for all residential and commercial distribution feeder circuits 
in New England, energy savings will result in each state. 
Additional savings would be realized in Connecticut, for c.v.r. 
is defined here as limiting service voltage to the lower portion 
of the normal range, from the minimum to the nominal voltages. 
In Connecticut this would change the acceptable range on a 
nominal 120 volt circuit from the recently developed 114-123.6 
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range to one of 114-120 volts. While energy savings are well 
documented, the reduction at the time of annual system peak 
is much more problematic. Consequently, our conservation 
scenario model only estimates a nominal peak shaving of one 
tenth of one percent due to residential and commercial sectoral 
c.v.r. energy savings. 

C.v.r. savings vary by state as a function of voltage 
range at present. The Massachusetts, Maine, and Vermont ranges 
are the same as California's pre-c.v.r. range. The Connecticut, 
New Hampshire, and Rhode Island ranges are lower.* The state 
specific energy savings, annual and for system peak, are 
listed in Table 3.11. Table 3.11 is based on the assumption 
that the reduction in energy savings will be the same as the 
reduction in the mid-point of the acceptable range, even though 
the California P.U.C. estimates greater savings in that state. 
This margin of caution thus allows for some erosion in energy 
savings due to appliance mix changes during the forecast time 
period. The forecasting model of course projects end-use 
saturations, but appliance test data do not yet permit in- 
corporating voltage reduction effects in end-use detail. Our 
scenario assumes that conservation voltaqe regulations are 
promulgated in 1981 and their energy savings are realized in 
1982 and each successive year of the forecast. The model 
reduces sectoral consumption accordingly. 

Unlike most measures discussed in Sec. 3, the c.v.r. does 
not simply direct increases in consumer expenditures for 
appliances or housing. 

3.5 Solar Energy 

Residential solar applications may be subdivided into two 
categories -- passive and active. Passive solar strategies are 
based on architectural techniques for advantageously coupling 
building interfaces and insolation environment. These consider- 
ations include building orientation, materials choices, fenestra- 
tion, and shading design. Active solar, on the other hand, gen- 
erally includes the solar collector, working fluid for heat 
transport, heat storage device, and supporting pumps and fans. 
By incorporating passive solar measures in new building design, 
significant fractions of heating and cooling loads may be saved. 
See, for example, Ref. 18. Some passive solar measures are 
assumed incorporable in a conservation residential building code 
like that proposed in Sec. 3.2, resulting in energy conservation. 
In not explicitly quantifying further energy reductions due to 
passive solar design features in the residential and commercial 
sectors, our conservation scenario may be too cautious. 

*For A.N.S.I. 120 volt service (of class A, the most common type), 
for example, the N.H. range is 110-125 volts and the R.I. range 
is 113-123 volts. 
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TABLE 3.11 
FRACTIONAL REDUCTION IN 

COMMERCIAL AND RESIDENTIAL ENERGY CONSUMPTION 
FROM CONSERVATION VOLTAGE REGULATION 

State 

Connecticut 

Maine 

Massachusetts 

New Hampshire 

Rhode Island 

Vermont 

Annual Energy I Energy for Peak 

.015 .OOl 

. 025 .OOl 

,025 .OOl 

.021 . 001 

. 013 . 001 

.025 . 001 
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The role for policy in increasing the market penetration 
of active solar systems is unclear. There are a number of 
areas for initiatives: tax inducements, encouragement of 
solar-related business, low-cost financing schemes, development 
of marginally costed rates for back-up electricity (see 
Ref. 191, etc. At current costs for solar systems the capital 
investment does not lead to compelling social benefits. 
Assuming that 30 to 50 percent of annual hot water and/or 
heating loads would be met by a typical system with costs in 
the neighborhood of $2000 and $7000, respectively, the solar 
investment costs from 8c-12c per saved kwh. These borderline 
economies imply that policy priority must be given to develop- 
ing a market demand sufficient to lower real first costs. 
At this point no new policy initiatives to increase the 
penetration of active solar energy systems in New England are 
assumed in the Conservation Strategy Scenario. 

3.6 Load Management. 

The economics of load management options -- either through time 
differentiated rate design or direct load control -- depends on the 
trade-offs between the costs of implementation (either special meters 
or direct control hardware) and the savings to the electric system. 
These latter include possible avoided costs for new construction and 
increased economic dispatch flexibility (e.g., using Flants at higher 
capacity factors with lower operating costs). Where there is a very 
large reserve of capacity, potential reductions in capital investment 
are problematic. 

Load management is not primarily aimed at conserving energy. It 
is aimed at improving load factors by shaving peaks and filling valleys 
in a utility system load duration curve. Some forms of 
load management may decrease energy consumption (e.g., interlocks which 
prevent the functioning of major appliances simultaneously). Others 
may increase it (e.g., storage heating, which stores energy drawn off- 
peak for on-peak use). The non-inclusion of load management reflects 
the fact that the primary focus of the conservation scenario is on 
energy and oil savings. In a more comprehensive analysis, including 
supply-side generation planning modelling, load management measures 
might well be found to be attractive options. 

3.7 Wood Stoves. 

Wood stove usage has increased rapidly over the past several years 
and has significantly affected fossil fuel and electric space heating 
requirements, reducing overall heating requirements (Ref. 51). There 
are two major uncertainties concerning additional growth of this fuel 
source: resource availability and environmental impacts. Insufficient 
information currently exists to adequately assess either the likely 
costs as easily available woodlots are exhausted or the air quality 
deterioration due to increased uncontrolled usage. At any rate, there 
seems to be very little policy leverage available to 
encourage wood heating beyong that triggered by the market itself. 
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4. CONSERVATION POLICY ELEMENTS: COMMERCIAL SECTOR 

Three areas of policy action are included in the conservation 
strategy scenario: equipment efficiency and operational improve- 
ments, building property standards, and electric space heat 
regulation. As with the residential sector, additional policies 
to induce the purchase of solar equipment are not included at this 
point. 

The commercial sector consists of a considerably more 
heterogeneous set of consumers than does the residential sector. 
It is thus necessary to treat the commercial sector on a more 
aggregated basis. We shall follow the procedures of the Base Case 
forecasting model, where the analysis focuses on five building 
types (office, retail, school, hospital and miscellaneous) and 
two vintages (1975 stock and new construction). 

For each of the building types, we wish to identify a package 
of cost-effective, technologically available conservation measures 
to indicate the possible impacts of commercial sector conservation 
policies. These may affect the physical properties of buildings, 
internal loads/comfort conditions, and heating, ventilating, and 
air-conditioning (HVAC) components and operations. Three levels 
of conservation have been identified in Report I, Sec. 4.3 (see 
especially Table 4.5) based on the work in Refs. 27 and 28. The 
first level is based on readily available "quick fix" items. The 
second level adds a set of established, basic techniques. The 
third level includes some capital-intensive modifications requiring 
considerable engineering support. The measures affect the 
physical building properties (e.g., sealing, caulking, insulation), 
HVAC systems and controls (forty separate items), internal loads/ 
comfort conditions (lighting intensity levels, ventilation 
characteristics), and operation and maintenance practices. 

Commercial sector modelling approach and data assumptions 
are discussed in Sets. 4 and 8 of Report I. In the Conservation 
Case, it is assumed that mandated commercial building standards 
will be designed at the equivalent of Level 3 discussed in Report I. 
The percent reductions in electricity requirements and associated 
costs are presented in Table 4.1. These energy savings and 
initial costs estimates are with respect to 1975 consumption levels 
(see Report I, Sec. 8.2.4). New building is designed to be above 
and beyond current energy conservation standards such as ASHRAE 
Standard 90-75. 

The nonconservation scenario (the Base Case) already includes 
considerable post-1975 conservation in the commercial sector with 
the penetrationlevelsvarying with building-type and end-use. This 
is related to market responsiveness to price-induced quick payback 
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conservation practices already at play under business-as-usual 
assumptions. Again, the Conservation Case savings and costs are 
relative to Base Case assumptions which already include some post- 
1975 conservation penetration. 

The improvement levels summarized in Table 4.1 appear to be 
reasonable targets for policy analysts. Other investigations 
of conservation potential, based on conventional technologies, give 
analogous results. For example, using an analogous end-use/ 
engineering approach, recent studies suggest achievable conservation 
levels of over 40 percent relative to 1975 usage (Refs. 29, 30). 

Based on the cost data in Table 4.1 and a nominal equipment 
lifetime of 10 years, the cost of achieving conservation technology 
level appears quite acceptable, often less than 1C per saved kwh. 
However, it should be emphasized that data limitations require that 
the commercial sector analysis be dealt with on a generic basis 
of the present time. The quantification of savings and costs are 
meant to be suggestive of the cost-effective potential for policy 
intervention. 

Recent work dwelling on the engineering details of the transition 
to more efficiency in commercial consumption should contribute to a 
more precise specification of the possibilities. The potential for 
feasible conservation in appliances, for example, is detailed in 
a recent Thermo-Electron report (Ref. 31). The potential for 
conservation through building design is a major analytical thrust 
of the work being performed in conjunction with the Department of 
Energy's proposed energy performance standards for new buildings 
(Ref. 26). When the DOE's work has progressed further it should 
be possible to use its technical analysis to quantify feasible 
energy savings through the upgrading of commercial structures. 
Such information as is available on the new standards suggests that 
they may save as much energy as is summarized in Table 4.1. At 
this point, however, the analytical basis for the conservation 
strategy scenario's fractional electrical energy reduction is 
the work described in Report I, Sec. 8.2.4. 

In the Conservation Case forecasts, it is assumed that new 
commercial sector standards do not begin impacting until 1985. 
In the retrofit market, the conservation policy level is phased 
in over a five year period from 1985. States or their regulated 
utilities can develop building envelope and equipment efficiency 
regulations. State energy agencies could also play a useful role 
in the dissemination of design and technical information to the 
professionals in the building industry. The long lead time to 
standard initiation could be used to generate sufficient institu- 
tional readiness for their implementation. 
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Electric space heat regulation. A commercial sector space heat 
regulation identical to that proposed for the residential sector 
in-Sec. 3 is incorporated in the conservation strategy scenario. 
The basis for the banning of additional direct electric resistance 
heating is the positive comparative social costs of the energy 
conservation the regulation will produce. The regulation is assumed 
to be legislated in 1981 and affects the Conservation Case forecast 
from 1982 on. 

There is precedent for a ban on electric heating in the case 
of California. For both residential and commercial buildings, 
California prohibits the use of direct resistance heating for more 
than 10 percent of total requirements unless such resistance 
heating can be shown to be cost-effective on a life-cycle cost basis 
in comparison with specified alternatives (Ref. 21). Since the 
number of cost-effective applications for unassisted resistance 
e.s.h. is likely to be very small, the inclusion of the California 
criteria in a space heating regulation is not likely to materially 
reduce the energy conservation resulting from the straight ban 
that is programmed into the conservation strategy scenario here in 
both residential and commercial sectors. 

Another measure that is included in the commercial sector 
conservation scenario is the heat pump efficiency standard described 
in Sec. 3. It involves the same incremental energy savings and 
is effective from 1988 on. 
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in overall industrial electric energy intensity* relative 
to that in the Base Case. Like other economic variables, industrial 
output is the same in both scenarios. 

The ten percent statewide industrial electrical energy 
efficiency improvement appears to be a comfortably realistic 
target for the substantially increased governmental effort 
characterizing the conservation scenario. First of all, the 
effects of more stringent standards on the building consumption 
component, using the office category of the commercial sector as 
a guide, will yield this level. Second, investigation elsewhere 
has found electricity conservation potential applicable to 
industry of up to 20 percent (Refs, 34, 35). 

The Low Case in Report I incorporates the proqress made by 
major industries toward meeting energy conservationgoals and 
established under the DOE's voluntary industrial energy efficiency 
program. Conceptually these ten percent savings are additional 
conservation produced due to state efforts, especially efforts 
to reach out to small businesses that might not otherwise have 
the awareness or expertise to undertake cost-effective conservation 
measures. Such programs could be conducted by full-fledged energy 
extension services. These would build on the concept of the state 
energy extension service (E.E.S.) as currently being promoted by 
the federal DOE. The only New England jurisdiction in the pilot 
E.E.S. program was Connecticut which aided a very small number 
of small businesses during the initial phase of the program 
(Ref. 33). 

DOE's evaluation of the pilot lo-state E.E.S. program surveyed 
2,375 clients (and 2,500 non-clients in a "comparison survey"), 
who were interviewed during the year in which they received assistance. 
It was found that the average cost for the small business client 
served was $158 per contact in current (largely 1978) dollars 
(Ref. 33). 

Assume a doubling of the contact cost to (in 1980 dollars) 
$365 per client contact. A five-year program reaching 4,000 
establishments per year would then cost some 7.3 million dollars, 
reaching over four-fifths of regional manufacturing firms in the 
process. Obviously if real energy savings result from client 
contacts a much more expensive program can be mounted. To attain 
an energy savings measured, for electricity, in thousands of gwh, 
a state cost investment at the multi-million dollar level combined 
with an equivalent or even greater private investment resulting 
fromthestate programs would be consistent with the conservation 
strategy scenario cost criterion. 

Unlike the buildings and appliance savings forecasted for 
the residential and commercial sectors, E.E.S.-induced conservation 
practices and investments would result from voluntary action, 

*Intensity is electricity consumed per unit of output. See Report I, 
Sec. 5.4. 
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based on their being cost-effective from the industry point of 
view. The DOE's E.E.S. evaluation suggests that an E.E.S. would 
produce significant additional conservation investment. The E.E.S. 
client group in the survey invested 55 percent more in conservation 
efforts than did the comparison sample. (While this was not broken 
down by client type, the small business clientele had the highest 
"take action" differential, with 18 percent more clients taking 
action than non-clients.) The scope and variety.of attractive 
potential conservation in industry are great. Industries have cut 
electricity use 10, 20, and 30 percent and major conservation 
technologies -- more efficient electric motors, to name one -- are 
actively being developed and marketed. 

The assumed ten percent potential electric energy savings 
appears at this time a reasonable goal around which to develop 
an industrial conservation program as described above. Basic 
policy criteria -- social cost and benefits, energy conservation, 
and so on -- seem adequately satisfied. The currently missing 
ingredient -- sufficient resources and institutional commitment 
to mount such a campaign -- is precisely the premise of the 
Conservation Strategy Case. 

5.2 Cogeneration Policy 

Industrial cogeneration, defined here as the simultaneous 
in-plant production of electricity and process thermal energy, 
is widely recognized as a promising energy conservation technique 
(Refs. 36-41). The essence of the cogeneration concept is the 
integration of two otherwise separate steam systems: utility 
produced high temperature steam to drive electric generating 
equipment, and industrial lower temperature steam for manufacturing 
process. In the absence of cogeneration, the utility's unutilized 
"waste" steam (amounting to roughly two-thirds of the primary 
energy input) is discharged to the environment, while additional 
fuel is consumed separately in industrial steam producing boilers 
(or for direct-heat). 

Cogeneration systems combine these complementary systems. 
In an industrial setting, electricity is generated on-site 
with the resulting low temperature steam captured for process 
requirements. Energy conservation results from the efficiency of 
utilizing the steam output of the electric production system 
as an input to manufacturing process. Illustrative comparative 
energetics are shown below in Table 5.1 for a generic case 
(Ref. 41, p. 3). 
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TABLE 5.1 

Cogentration Versus Separate Generation Of Electricity and 
Steam For A Large Industrial Plant 

Separate Generation Mode 

Energy Reseurca Uduf Energy Eneqy Effidmq 6) 

SO Btu -t 2 19 mu 37 

2 a4 Btu a4 

Total 1% Mu 103 Btu 69 

&generation Mode 

Toni 125 BW 103 mu ?2 

In America, industry currently generates some 10 percent of 
its own electricity requirements. By comparison, West Germany 
currently produces 13 percent of its total electrical energy 
requirements through cogeneration,and more through direct generation 
(Ref. 48). The potential for cost-effective cogeneration appears 
to be very great. One recent study (limited to only very large 
industrial steam users) found the national potential at two to 
six times current levels depending on whether or not electricity 
not consumed at the plant was exported to the utility distribution 
grid (Ref. 36). Another study, which considered greater size 
variation but only three industrial sectors (chemicals, petroleum 
refining, and paper and pulp), found even greater economic 
potential: up to 68 percent of 1974 total electricity consumption 
depending on the technology used (Ref. 37). Potential in New 
Jersey has been estimated at comparable levels (Ref. 39). 
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The technical potential is vast; these studies suggest the 
economic potential is also great.* Thecentralissue for conserva- 
tion policy is the state government's role in overcoming the 
barriers to the social cost-effective development of this major 
indigenous energy resource. 

The institutional impediments to the full take-off of 
cogeneration in the state are multiple. ESRG, in a report 
tothestate Energy Office of New York State (Ref. 411, set out to 
identify the institutional and regulatory barriers to cogeneration 
investment by state industry. A number of large manufacturers 
were interviewed on their perceptions and intentions with regard 
to cogeneration as were all relevant state agencies. It was found 
that while some firms are actively reviewing their positions 
on cogenerationinthe light of increasing electricity costs, 
there remain substantial barriers. The main institutional barriers 
include: 

l Requirements for much higher return on cogeneration 
than other investments. 

0 Fear of regulatory scrutiny. 

0 Unfavorable rate structures for backup electricity 
(which discourage sporadic use of electricity). 

l Concern about environmental regulation. 

A state’s role, should it adopt conservation policy orienta- 
tion, lies in the development of an integrated framework for 
removing regulatory confusion, reviewing and establishing adequate 

* 
A sample economic estimate may be instructive. The incremental 
costs above steam equipment alone of installing a coal-fired 
boiler/cogeneration system to produce, say, 200,000 lbs/hr 
of steam is about $600 kw (Ref. 37). Assuming operation and 
maintenance at 3 mills/kwh, an 80 percent capacity factor 
(fraction of time on-line) and a 20 percent annual fixed charge 
rate, the non-fuel costs are about 1.5$/kwh. Only the incremental 
fuel (above the fuel that would have been consumed to produce the 
process steam alone) is properly charged to the electricity 
production. The incremental heat rate is about 5000 Btu/kwh, 
so that the fuel charges at $2.00/106 Btu are approximately l$/kwh. 
The total production costs, 2,5c/kwh, could be quite competitive 
for many N.E. area firms. 
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utility/industry interface policy (particularly concerning 
backup charges), and creating adequate institutional mechanisms 
for initiating projects, raising capital, and implementing 
projects. 

State government has a great deal of leverage here. It can 
aggressively work to develop a coherent regulatory framework for 
cogeneration addressing electric rates, fuels policy, and the 
application of environmental standards. It can develop a technical 
services capability to promote cogeneration by providing information 
and advice to would-be cogenerators. 

Yet a more direct initiative could come from using the 
state regulated public utility system to own, construct, and 
maintain in-plant cogeneration systems. This approach has been 
discussed widely in the literature and is universally felt to 
dramatically increasethelikely level of cogeneration potential 
inthefuture (Refs. 18, 37-39, 43). Private utility ownership 
is currently prohibited under the terms of the Public Utility 
Regulatory Policies Act of 1978. However, many investor-owned 
utilities are ambivalent at best on cogeneration development, 
apparently fearing an erosion of their economic base. Thus, a 
utility ownership program addresses many of the current obstacles 
to cogeneration. Specifically: 

0 The requiredrateof return is lowered (perhaps 
12 percent vs. 20 to 40 percent for industrial 
ownership). 

0 Utility expertise and skills are already in-house. 

a Regulationisalready part of the utility business. 

0 Optimal plant sizes could be built because industrial 
electric supply and demand balancing would be less 
important. 

Appropriate regulatory mechanisms for assuring that utilities 
exhaust cogeneration potential in their service area should be 
the subject of careful deliberation by state agencies. In a 
report on cogeneration in New England, for example, it has 
been suggested that utility rate increase requests be coupled to 
a review of utility performance in exploring the development of 
cogeneration (Ref. 40). 

There are thus major areas for state policy action in removing 
impediments to optimal levels of cogeneration development in the 
region. The Conservation Case levels for increased cogeneration 
have been targeted at a doubling of cogenerated electricity from 
Base Case levels. Much of this could be satisfied through the use 
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of the utilities to develop this resource. The economic potential 
for inplant generation increases substantially in the utility 
ownership mode. This increase has been estimated, for 1985, as 
75 percent in Ref. 37 (p. I-9) and over 100 percent in Ref. 38 
(p. 3.1 ff). Furthermore, if policy-makers address such issues 
as reasonable stand-by rates, environmental regulation impacts, 
and utility/industry interface problems while at the same time 
promoting cogeneration through technical services, a larger 
fraction of the economic potential will be realized. The precise 
quantitative potential depends on more detailed analysis of the 
specific industry characteristics in New England and on the degree 
of institutional commitment to enhancing the cogeneration resource. 
The Conservation Case begins to implement incremental self-genera- 
tion over Base Case levels attributable to state policy initia- 
tives in 1983 and gradually increases incremental cogeneration 
until, in 2000, it is double the Base Case level.* All indications 
are that such a target is attainable. 

Additional cogeneration may, in certain instances, entail 
increased oil use. This is a function of the fuel used in the 
boilers of the particular industry. It may be coal, gas, oil, or 
industrial byproducts. The assessment of particular cogeneration 
projects will need to take anticipated tradeoffs into account. 

In Report III we incorporate the utility oil savings from 
reduced demand from industrial cogeneration (as well as other 
conservation). In practice there may be some partially offsetting 
increase in oil use by industry (though it is likely to be but 
a fraction of the savings) depending upon how encouraging of 
cogeneration public policy is. The Federal Energy qegulatory 
Commission's regulations pursuant to the Public Utility Regulatory 
Policies Act (PURPA) will, in the short term at least, constitute 
the major framework for such evaluations. PURPA's intention "to 
encourage cogeneration" is predicated upon total benefits, not 
just deferred fuel. 

Report III does not attempt to quantify changes in oil use 
by industry, so neither the oil savings that can be expected 
from promotion of conservation nor the possible incremental 
increases in oil use from more cogeneration are considered in 
our summary of findings. 

* 
In Maine, it is increased to 135 percent of Base Case levels rather 
than 200 percent thereof. In this state the paper industry, the 
dominant industry and the dominant industrial electricity producer, 
already provided about 63 percent of its total electricity 
requirements in the base year. The urgency of new institutional 
initiatives to promote increased self-generation in that particular 
industry is thus less likely to be felt as greatly as in other 
industries and states. 
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1. INTRODUCTION AND SELECTED RESULTS 

1.1 Scope of the Report 

This is the third in a series of submissions to the General 
Accounting Office reporting on the New England potential for 
conserving oil through (a) implementation of a conservation strategy 
to reduce demand and (b) implementation of an alternative energy 
strategy to increase non-conventional supply. 

In the second report a conservation scenario was developed. 
That scenario was a selection of conservation measures and levels 
that could be implemented for homes and buildings in order to reduce 
oil consumption for electricity generation and for heating homes 
and buildings. In order to compute oil savings from reduced usage 
of electricity, using the ESRG electric load forecasting model, 
estimates of industrial energy conservation potential were included 
in the scenario. The scenario analysis is not, however, intended 
to include conservation of oil consumed in industrial processes 
or conservation of gasoline. 

A-11 of the conservation measures and levels selected in the 
scenario were feasible and cost-effective. A "feasible" measure is 
one which is on the market now or whose technical viability has 
been demonstrated in U.S. Department of Energy tests or one which 
deveiopers plan to market. A "cost-effective" measure is one 
whose life-cycle costs are less than the marginal costs of the 
energy it displaces. 

. 
The conservation measures and levels included in the scenario 

went beyond those presently being implemented through market forces 
and public policy. The scenario was entitled the "Conservation 
Strategy Scenario" precisely in order to emphasize its dependence 
upon additional or new policy measures. Hypothetical new policies 
were linked to the conservation measures selected therein. In some 
cases a specific policy was posited -- 
efficiency regulation -- 

e.g., a specific appliance 
and in others a range of conceivable policies 

is set forth. -The purpose of the technical analysis engaged in was 
not to develop a precise set of policy proposals. It was, rather, 
to provide policymaking guidance by quantifying the conservation 
potential from feasible and socially cost-effective measures not 
likely to be implemented without additional institutional action. 

The conservation strategy scenario of Technical Report II 
was designed to permit quantification of energy savings relative 
to that conservation which is occurring under present economic 
and political trends. Thus a "business-as-usual" scenario and a 
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resulting "Base Case" forecast of energy consumption, including 
such ongoing conservation, was required. The business- 
as-usual scenario was presented in the context of the Report I 
long-range forecast of electric energy and demand for New England. 

The high degree of detail in the Base Case and Conservation 
forecasts in Reports I and II was necessary in order to compute 
electricity savings from additional conservation, for electricity 
serves a wide variety of end-uses. The oil-reduction implications 
of reduced generation can then be calculated in a relatively 
straightforward fashion. 

The direct consumption of oil in the buildings sector 
(residential and commercial/institutional uses) involves a much 
smaller set of end-uses. In fact, the vast bulk of such consumption 
is for space heating and hot water heating. The detailed 
projections of the forecasting model used in Reports I and II 
could thus be adapted for the simpler task of estimating the 
direct buildings oil savings from conservation measure implementa- 
tions. These adaptations and computations are described in this 
Report. 

Before summarizing the results let us restate the limitations 
of the context within which the findings should be understood. 
While the Conservation Strategy Scenario illustrates the sub- 
stantial conservation potential that could be realized through 
a deliberate policy commitment to increasing the productivity 
of energy use, it by no means necessarily exhausts the potential 
for oil conservation. Certain sectors, like transportation and 
industrial oil burning, are beyond the scope of the scenario. 
Even within the focus on oil for electricity and heating, the 
analysts have not been able to be precise in every detail. Policy 
options and conservation measures worthy of consideration have 
been excluded because more information is needed about them or 
because their effects are uncertain at this point. Finally, 
conservation technologies that are not near "off-the-shelf" 
status, yet may attain technical viabilitv or economical attractive- 
ness during the scenario period, have been excluded from consideration. 

1.2 Summary of Results: Utility Sector 

Implementation of the Conservation Strategy Scenario has pro? 
found implications for the oil requirements of the utility sector 
in New England. The cost of oil makes oil-fired plants the most 
expensive to operate. Because it is the marginal fuel, reductions 
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in electricity consumption initially reduce oil-based generation. 
This is reflected in the economic dispatch practices of the regional 
utility systems and is the assumption used in computing oil savings 
from conservation. By the year 2000, oil generation is reduced 
to 9 percent of total generation by fuel type. The impact of the 
Conservation Case.on oil used by the utility sector is shown 
in Table 1. 

TABLE 1 

OIL CONSUMPTION BY THE UTILITY SECTOR IN NEW 
ENGLAND IN 1978, 1990, AND 2000, BASE CASE 

AND CONSERVATION CASE (101* BTU) 

Case 1978 1990 2000 

Base 472 309 363 

Conservation 127 101 

The conservation scenario's impact is very substantial. 
Almost sixty percent of 1990 oil use and over seventy percent 
of 2000 oil use is eliminated. 

A number of assumptions in addition to the oil-displacement 
premise described above were used in making the estimates listed 
above. First, we extrapolated implementation of the current New 
England Power Pool (NEPOOL) construction program. This includes 
completion of planned nuclear units and conversion of only two 
plants to coal. The plants included in this "NEPOOL construction 
program," are listed in Report IV. Second, we have used the 
ESRG Base Case forecast rather than NEPOOL or utility forecasts 
as our benchmark for comparison with conservation. Finally, we 
have used an estimated average heat rate of 10,400 Btu/kwh to 
compute the oil consumption implications of the reduction in 
generation from oil-fired plants. 

The ESRG Base Case forecast is lower than NEPOOL's forecast 
for New England. For the period 1980-1990, the annual rate of 
growth of system peak is 2.17 percentinthe ESRG forecast and 
2.51 percent in the NEPOOL forecast(Ref. 4). The real divergence ccmes 
after 1990, when the growth rate increases to 3.2 percent per year 
in the NEPOOL forecast. For 1990, the NEPOOL-forecasted peak is 
20,650 ms. The ESRG-forecasted peak is 6 percent less. By 1995, 
the NEPOOL forecast is for a peak of 24,170 mw. The ESRG-forecasted 
1995 peak is 14 percent less, The NEPOOL forecast implies a higher 
"Bqse Cijse" level Qf oil consumptiQn than prOjected in this study. 
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The NEPOOL and ESRG forecasting models are similar in incorporating a 
considerable degree of end-use detail. While the ESRG model employs a range 
of demographic assumptions from available economic and demographic forecasts, 
the NEPOOL model uses its own demographic/economic module to derive demographic 
assumptions concerning customer and employment growth. In terms of the fore- 
casting models per se, there are certain significant differences between the 
ESRG and the NEPOOLapproach. In general, the NEPOOL model relies more on 
price elasticities and historic trend relationships to derive energy intensity 
assumptions than does the ESRG model. The ESRG model explicitly models the 
penetration of commercial sector conservation measures while the NEPOOL model 
uses long-term price elasticities to capture the effects of conservation here. 
The models are sufficiently detailed, and sufficiently different, that there 
are numerous possible sources of forecast divergence between the two. 

With respect to our assumption concerning the "NEPOOL 
construction program," it should be pointed-out that there is 
some uncertainty as to whether the new nuclear or coal capacity 

assumed therein will be completed, If it is not, oil use will be 
greater in both Base and -Conservation Cases. 
Report IV shows, 

On the other hand, as 
there is a substantial alternative supply 

potential in New England. Pursuit of this potential in conjunction 
with the conservation potential could meet a significant portion 
of required generation. For convenience, two figures showing the 
comparative impacts of either (a) conservation potential implemen- 
tation or (b) alternative supply potential realization is included 
below. Each potential is indicated separately in relation to the 
Base Case demand level and supply mix. 
both potentials could, 

A strategy of pursuit of 

each, 
if it realized a significant portion of 

cope with a portion of lost generation from coal or nuclear 
sources. For-a fuller discussion of the methodology for computing 
utility oil savings, see Report IV. 
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FIGURE 1 
NEW ENGLAND OIL CONSUMPTION FOR ELECTRICAL 

GENERATION, 1978, 1990, AND 2000, UNDER BUSINESS AS USUAL, 
CONSERVATION, AND ALTERNATIVE SUPPLY SCENARIOS* 
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ELECTRICAL GENERATION BY FUEL TYPE 
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FIGURE 3 
NEW ENGLAND OIL CONSUMPTION FOR HEATING, 1978, 1990, AND 

2000, BASE CASE AND CONSERVATION CASE 
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1.3 Summary of Buildings Sector Savings 

In addition to its dramatic impact on oil use for electrical 
generation, the conservation scenario has a relatively smaller but 
still significant impact on oil use as heating fuel for buildings. 
The buildings sector consists of residential units and "commercial" 
buildings (hospitals, stores, offices, schools, warehouses, etc.) 
The two oil uses affected by conservation are space and water 
heating. Conservation Case consumption for these end-uses is 
shown in Table 2. 

TABLE 2 

NEW ENGLAND OIL CONSUMPTION FOR SPACE AND WATER HEATING 
IN RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL BUILDINGS, 1978 HISTORIC 
AND 1990 AND 2000 CONSERVATION SCENARIO TOTALS (lOl*Btu) 

End-Use 1978 1990 2000 

Residential space heating 282.7 213.9* 156.5 

Residential water heating 

Commercial space heating 

19.9 21.6* 23.1 

359.0 270.7 270.7 

Commercial water heating 14.4 14.8 16.8 

Total 676.0 521.3 467.1 

* 
1990 values estimated by linear interpolation for illustrative 
purposes. 

One of the measures in the conservation scenario is the 
restriction of new unassisted electric resistance heating. This 
measure causes the number of oil-heated buildings to increase in 
the Conservation Case forecast. Additional oil is burned as heating 
fuel, and less is burned as utility fuel, with overall savings due 
to the restriction. Other measures in the conservation scenario -- 
increases in building thermal integrity and commercial heating 
system efficiencies -- produce a direct fuel savings. Overall, 
the conservation scenario produces savings of sixteen percent 
(relative to the Base Case forecast) by the year 2000. Figure 3 

below presents a visual comparison of the Conservation and Base 
Case forecasts. 
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2. METHODOLOGY FOR BUILDINGS SECTOR SAVINGS COMPUTATIONS 

2.1 Residential Sector Methodology 

The oil savings estimates presented above were developed 
by utiliiing and adapting the analytic detail incorporated in 
the long-range forecasting model described in Reports I and II. 
Two end-uses in the residential sector consume oil directly. 
These are space heating and, to a much lesser extent, water 
heating. Let us consider each in turn. 

To compute year 2000 oil heat consumption under Base Case 
and Conservation Case conditions, the forecast of fossil-fuel 
heating homes embedded in the forecasting model's customer 
growth and electric space heat assumptions was made explicit. 
through a series of calculations. These calculations culled 
out the net fossil fuel residential units being added during 
the forecast period. The fraction of all fossil fuel heated 
homes that were supplied by oil fuel was held constant. This 
was an analytical assumption based on the not unrealistic premise 
that the current price advantage of gas will erode during the 
1980s. 

One impact of the electric space heat ban incorporated in 
the Conservation Strategy Scenario is to increase the number 
of homes using oil heat. The additional 130,000 oil-heated 
units represent an addition of less than four percent to the 
number of oil-heated units projected for New England in 2000 
in the Base Case. Given the very strong oil savings implications 
of heating with a fossil fuel rather than resistance heating 
discussed in Report II, the overall effects of the conservation 
scenario's space heating regulation are quite positive. 

To compute the average heating demand of oil-heated homes 
in the year 2000, 1978 unit demands were adjusted to 2000 levels. 
Statewide average unit demands, weighted across housing types, 
were developed from Ref. 1. They were then adjusted by the ratio 
of average 1978 heating system efficiency (.55) to projected 2000 
average heating system efficiency (.80). This adjustment was 
the same for both the Base Case scenario and the Conservation 
scenario, for although work on high-efficiency oil burners is 
being underwritten by the U.S. D.O.E., the economic and technical 
viability of high-efficiency oil space heaters is less certain 
than in the case of gas heaters. Thus a furnace efficiency 
measure significantly above the minimum standards expected to 
be promulgated during 1980 by the D.O.E. was not included in the 
Conservation Scenario. This may have been a somewhat cautious 
choice. 
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On the other hand, weatherization levels did differ from 
one another in the Conservation and Base Case scenarios. These 
changes were captured by multiplying 1978 unit demands (after 
the computation and adjustment described in the above paragraph) 
by the ratio of heating auxiliary unit usage in 2000 to heating 
auxiliary unit usage in 1978. The difference between Base and 
Conservation Case year 2000 heating auxiliary unit usages is 
attributable to the higher level of thermal integrity incorporated 
in the conservation scenario, which reduces the heating load in 
fossil fuel homes. Since the change in heating auxiliary usage 
is definitionally identical to the change in heating demand 
itself, *the ratio of the two 2000 usage levels captures the 
effects of improved weatherization. The only assumption involved 
that is not already specified in Reports I and II is that 
conservation scenario weatherization improvements impact oil 
heated homes as much as they do other fossil heated (i.e., gas) 
homes. Table 3 presents the summary findings for home heating 
oil. 

TABLE 3 

State 

Connecticut 
Maine 
Massachusetts 
N.H. 
R.I. 
Vermont 

Total N.E. 3,556,400 52.5 186.5 3,685,600 42.4 156.5 

COMPARISON OF OIL USE FOR RESIDENTIAL 
SPACE HEAT IN NEW ENGLAND IN 2000, 

BASE CASE AND CONSERVATION CASE 
Base Case Conservation Case 

Total Total 
Oil Average Annual Average Annual 

Heated Unit Con- Unit Con- 
Homes Demand sumption Oil Demand sumption 

(To nearest (lo6 (10 l 2 Heated (lo6 (1012 
500) Btu/Year) Btu) Homes Btu/Year) Btu) 

930,600 46.6 43.4 957,300 37.9 36.23 
437,200 64.2 28.1 458,100 50.1 23.3 

1,451,100 50.3 72.9 1,486,500 41.2 61.3 
311,500 59.1 18.4 339,100 46.3 15.7 
251,300 51.0 12.8 255,600 41.9 10.7 
174,700 62.6 10.9 189,000 49.4 9.3 -- 

As Table 3 indicates, implementation of the conservation scenario 
relative-to the business-as-usual baseline produces a direct heating Oil 
use saving of 8.8 million Btu/year for the average New England home, a 
reduction of some 19 percent. The total regional residential heating 
use reduction is 24.9 trillion Btu, or some 16 percent relative to 
the Base Case. 

x 
See Report II, Sec. 3.3.10 
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To these savings must be added the relatively minor water 
heating savings from implementation of the conservation scenario; 
The forecasting model projects a range of saturations for electric 
water heaters (e.w.h.1. The. saturation for non-electric water heaters 
is then simply: 1 - e.w.h. The task was then to decide what fraction 
of non-e.w.h. homes had oil-heated hot water. To make this computation, 
the ratio of oil-fired hot water to oil-heated homes was developed for 
each state from 1970 Census data. The resulting ratios were then 
multiplied against the saturations of oil-heated homes in 2000, 
which had been developed for the oil heating analysis described above, 
to provide fractions of non-e.w.h. units which could be held to 
represent state-specific oil water heating saturations. The state- 
specific saturations were then multiplied against the total year 
2000 households in the state (from the customer forecast in section 8 
of Report I) to yield year 2000 households with oil-heated hot water 
(o.w.h.1. 

The estimate of unit usage for these households heated with 
hot water was then developed in two steps for each forecast case. 
First, e.w.h. unit usages in 1978 (derived from Base Case data 
inputs) at essentially 100 percent conversion efficiency, were 
adjusted to reflect fuel usage for oil-fired tanks at a nominal 50-55 
percent efficiency. On the assumption that e.w.h. and oil hot water 
appliance efficiencies change in essentially the same ways in both 
forecast cases, the resulting o.w.h. unit usages were decreased by the 
ratio of year 2000 e.w.h. unit usage to year 1978 e.w.h. unit usage. 
The effects of differing housing mixes (between single-family and 
multifamily) and different efficiency changes (between e.w.h. and 
o.w.h. appliances) were judged too small to require specific compu- 
tational treatment. (However, a minor adjustment was made to approximate 
the somewhat slower expected rate of improvement of o.w.h. units.) The 
estimates for each state and the region are presented in the below table. 

TABLE 4 

COMPARISON OF OIL USE FOR RESIDENTIAL WATER 
HEAT IN NEW ENGLAND IN 2000, BASE CASE AND 

CONSERVATION CASE 

Total Annual Consumption (1012 Btu] 
State 

Base Case Conservation Case 

Connecticut 
Maine 
Massachusetts 
N.H. 
R.I. 
Vermont 

Total 

6.5 5.8 
2.4 2.1 

11,7 10.0 
2.5 2.3 
2.4 2.0 
0.9 0.8 

26.4 23.1 
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2.2 Commercial Sector Methodology 

The method for estimating commercial sector conservation 
savings of oil for direct heat and hot water was developed to 
take advantage of the Arthur D. Little, Inc., data base employed 
in Sec. 4 of Report I and Sec. 4 of Report II for purposes of 
commercial end-use forecasting. Essentially, the forecasting 
inputs for the commercial sector were revised and the model run 
for both forecast cases. The results were as follows. 

COMMERCIAL 
AND WATER 

State 1978 

Connecticut 48.8 
Maine 13.3 
Massachusetts 278.0 
N.H. 9.4 
R.I. 22.5 
Vermont 1.4 

Total 373.3 

TABLE 5 

SECTOR OIL USE CONSUMPTION FOR SPACE: 
HEATING, 1978, 1990, AND 2OQ0, BASE 
AND CONSERVATION CASES 

Consumption in 1Ol2 Btu 

1990 2000 
Base Conservation Base Conservation 

46.0 38.0 46.0 38.4 
12.3 10.2 12.3 10.4 

255.9 209.0 255.2 210.1 
9.5 

20.6 1::: 
10.2 
20.3 1X 

1.4 1.2 1.4 1.2 

345.7 285.5 345.3 287.6 

The results illustrate the order of magnitude of the direct 
oil conservation potential that exists in the commercial-institutional 
sector. Total regional direct oil consumption is 288 x 1Ol2 Btu in 
the Conservation Case as opposed to 345 x 1O1' Btu in the Base Case, 
a reduction of 17 percent. The o.w.h./space heating breakdown 
was presented visually in Figure 3. 

Specifically, the model was adapted in the following manner. 
Of the four end-uses in the commercial model, three were eliminated, 
leaving space heating; and a thermal (hot water) end-use was added. 
Intensities of oil use for these two end-uses (in Btutft2kyear) 
were obtained, as in the case of the electricity forecast, from 
the A.D.L. buildings data base utilized in the Building Energy 
Conservation Optimization Model (Ref. 2), and were entered as 
data items. Fractions of loads saved at each of the three con- 
servation levels, analaqous to those in Table 4.5 of Report I, 
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were then entered from Ref. 2 for the two oil end-uses. Conservation 
level penetration fractions for the heating and hot water end-uses 
were entered, as in Table 8.21 of Report I. One hundred percent 
of level 3 was chosen for the Conservation Case, as in the Report II 
forecast. 

Saturations for oil heat and hot water were needed for 1975 
and 2000 in order to complete input data requirements. Fossil heat 
saturations were taken as: 1 -.e.s.h. These overall fossil saturations 
were then multiplied by the oil fraction of statewide fossil fuel 
consumption computed from the National Emissions Data System (NEDS). 
NEDS contains total consumption by type of fuel for the commercial- 
institutional sector for each New England state, nominally for 
1976 (Ref. 3). The resulting oil heat saturations were then 
entered. Model entries affecting only electric heating energy 
use -- such as voltage regulation or heat pump penetrations -- 
were disabled and the commercial model was run for oil use 
in both the Base and the Conservation Case. 

Because the model was adapted from its original function as 
a load forecast machine, a special adjustment was needed for the 
Conservation Case. The Conservation Case for commercial oil use 
was first run without considering the impact of the conservation 
scenario's electric resistance heating regulation on oil satura- 
tions, a course necessitated by the structure of the commercial 
model. Then, the electric energy decrement for heating determined 
by comparing the original conservation run including the e.s.h. 
ban (Report II, Sec. 4) with a sensitivity run without the ban, 
was allocated to oil heat using the oil fraction of all non- 
electric heating fuel discussed above and an adjustment for the 
assumed average efficiency of commercial oil heating systems in 
2000 (80 percent) as opposed to electric resistance efficiency 
(100 percent). 

In both the commercial and residential subsectors, adaptation 
of the end-use forecasting model and its output to compute changes 
in oil consumption entailed the use of some simplifying assumptions, 
such as the assumption that the oil fraction of fossil-fueled 
space and water heating does not change during the forecast period. 
On the other hand, the adaptation of the long-run electric 
forecast model to the analysis of oil consumption in residential 
and commercial buildings enabled the incorporation of significant 
detail on the complex factors driving demand. 
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2.3 Base Year Oil Usage 

Precise 1978 base year figures on heating oil consumption in 
New England are not available, for the use of oil is not centrally 
metered as is electricity. Instead, there are a number of estimates 
developed by different researchers. The lack of a precise base year 
figure on historic usage is not of crucuial importance in this 
study. Here, our quest for precision is focussed more on the 
relative reduction in oil consumption that can be achieved through 
implementation of the conservation scenario than upon the precise 
historical data with which the conservation case forecast begins. 
Nevertheless, it is important to have a resonable working estimate 
of historic consumption. The estimate should err on the low side 
so that absolute oil savings projections are not overstated. 

Our residential oil use estimate was independently developed 
in the following way. We began with our 1978 housing data (developed 
from the sources cited in Report I, Sec. 8.1.1). We then determined 
the number of all housing units that were oil heated on the bases 
of the data in the New England Energy Congress report (Ref. 5). 
For the resulting numbers of oil heated units, we estimated oil 
consumption by using oil heating demand figures developed by 
Brookhaven National Laboratory (Ref. 6). B.N.L.'s were regional 
figures for the Northeast, but we derived figures for each state by 
adjusting for state-specific heating degree days. The resulting 
figures were entered in the first row of Table 5 under the 1978 
column. The oil water heating figures are estimates based on 
E.S.R.G. knowledg 
total of 303 X 10f2 

of average water heating loads. Our 1978 oil 
Btu for residential heating is probably a low 

estimate. Two different Energy Information Administration (E.I.A.) 
data soufses have higher estimates. One gives a 1975 figure of 
377 x 10 Btu, but it also shows a decline for the years preceding 
1975, a decline that may well have continued through 1978 due to 
price effects (Ref. 7). 
425 X 1012 Btu (Ref. 8), 

The other source gives a 1978 figure of 

Our commercial/institutional oil use estimate was derived from 
Environmental Protection Agency data on oil consumption for 1976 
(Ref. 3). We used this result -- 374 X 1012 Btu -- for our base 
year 1978 estimate. For comparison, 
377 X 1012 Btu for 1975, 

the first E~.I.A. source gives 
with a declining trend before that year 

(Ref. 7); the second gives a figure of 425 X 1012 Btu (identical to 
the residential figure) for 1978 (Ref. 8). Our commercial figure for 
1978 is thus likely to be on the low side, but somewhat less on the 
low side than our residential figure. 
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1. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 

1.1 Purpose of the Alternative Supply Scenario 

In Technical Report II, a conservation strategy scenario 
designed to reduce New England's dependence on oil consumption 
for electricity generation, was developed. There the approach 
focused on the demand side of the supply/demand relationship. 
A set of conservation policies and measures were established 
subject to the constraint that no change in the final services 
or end-use demands themselves occur. Rather, this set of 
policies and measures would achieve oil conservation through 
improvement in the efficiency with which these various final 
demands, ordinarily met by electricity purchased from a utility, 
are satisfied. 

It is also possible to reduce the consumption of oil for 
electricity generation, without affecting the final demand serviced, 
by focusing on the supply side itself, the locus of the oil 
consumption. In Technical Report IV, therefore, attention shifts 
to the identification of a set of alternative electricity supply 
options.+ While it is both possible and desirable to achieve 
oil conservation in this domain by improving the efficiency with 
which oil is consumed in the generation of electricity*, the focus 
here is on supply options using renewable sources of primary 
energy. These options constitute a major approach to reducing 
the use of oil for electricity generation in New England. 

In Technical Report II, the conservation strategy scenario 
was constructed out of measures affecting electricity demand 
over and above those assumed to occur in the Base Case. For 
Technical Report IV it is similarly necessary to specify the 
supply measures that are assumed to exist in the Base Case. 
The current NEPOOL capacity expansion plan is used for this 
purpose. The potential for oil reduction from alternative 
supply measures is measured relative to what would occur 
assuming extrapolation of the current NEPOOL construction 
plan and limited coal conversions. 

-I- On-site cogeneration, although technically on the electricity 
generation or supply side, has already been discussed as a demand 
side conservation measure. While the demarcation could be construed 
to be on the basis of reducing purchased electricity, utility 
ownership of on-site facilities is not precluded. 

* 
E.g., combined cycle turbines. Fuel cells are a borderline or 
hybrid case since they can use both petroleum derived and other, 
renewable, resources. 
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As with the elements of the conservation strategy, 
alternative supply options are selected that are both technically 
feasible and cost-effective. It is recognized that implementation 
of alternative supply options will take time, These measures are 
not expected to make a significant contribution before about 1990. 
The tests of feasibility and cost-effectiveness will be applied, 
therefore, to the technological and economic conditions expected 
to prevail by 1995, Since such predictions are inherently hiqhly 
uncertain, care is taken to ensure that the inclusion of 
alternative supply measures in the estimated alternative generation 
potential embodies reasonably conservative assumptions. 

1.2 Summary of Results 

Figure 1 compares the estimated annual oil use for electrical 
generation in New England between now and the year 2000 under three 
scenarios. In the Base Case (including theWEPOOL construction 
program@),oil use will fall from the 1978 level of some 76 million 
barrels per year to about 59 million barrels in 2000. Two 
approaches to reducing year 2000 consumption are presented. 
Vigorous development of alternative energy supply sources 
(without additional conservation) could reduce year 2000 oil use 
for generation to 30 million barrels per year. A vigorous 
conservation program (without alternative supply sources) could 
reduce oil consumption to about 16 million barrels per year, 
assuming the"NEPOOL construction programflis implemented. A 
combination of conservation and alternative sources could reduce 
oil-based generation to the minimum use necessary for the 
utility system to follow daily and seasonal load variations, 
which is probably less than 5 million barrels annually. In 
fact, if the alternative potential identified here were fully 
implemented in addition to conservation scenario implementation, 
some 25 to 50 percent of the generationEromalternative sources 
would be substituting for other fuels, most likely coal. Since 
an oil-fired cost estimate was the criterion for assessing the 
attractiveness of measures and options on both the demand and the 
supply side, the analysis here cannot be held to positively 
confirm the direct economic attractiveness of full implementation 
of both the conservation and the alternative supply potential. 
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Figure 1 

NEW ENGLAND OIL CONSUMPTION 
FOR ELECTRICAL GENERATION 
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A: Base Case Forecast, NEPOOL Construction Program 

B: Base Case Forecast, NEPOOL Construction Program plus 
alternative supply options. 

c: Conservation Forecast, NEPOOL Construction Program 

All Casesassumeconversion of the Brayton Point and Mt. Tom 
Generating Stations from oil to coal. To the extent that there 
is additional coal-burning oil use will be less in each of 
Cases A, B, and C. 
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2. ASSESSING THE POTENTIAL FOR ALTERNATIVE SUPPLY 

2.1 Criteria for Assessment of Electricity Supply Options 

In order to realistically assess the potential for oil 
savings from electricity generation from alternative sources, 
it is necessary to identify technologies that appear likely'to 
be both technically feasible and reasonably cost-effective in 
New England during the 1978-2000 period. Such "alternative 
sources" could include a large variety of technologies, other 
than conventional fossil fuel combustion and nuclear fission, 
that are capable of providing electrical energy to the grid. 
The present assessment focuses on electricity generation 
technologies that utilize renewable resources, rather than 
technologies that utilize fossil fuels. 

For purposes of analytical caution, it was decided to 
focus on technologies likely to be technically feasible by 
1990. This limits the study scope to alternative sources for 
which the underlying technology is proven and commercial-scale 
demonstration projects have been undertaken. For the purpose 
of judging cost-effectiveness, the cost per kwh of each 
alternative supply option was compared to the cost of fuel 
for oil-fired generation. This was estimated to be about 
6-8c/kwh (1980 $1 in 1990". The sum of fixed and variable 
costs of alternative supply options were compared with only 
the variable fuel cost of conventional generation because the 
need for additional capacity in New England is uncertain at 
this time. Furthermore, in the present analysis the alterna- 
tive supply options are seen as displacing oil-fired generation 
rather than displacing elements of any capacity construction 
program. Of course, to the extent that alternative sources 
do provide additional capacity, they will be even more 
attractive if, within a context of new capacity needs, they 
compare favorably with other capacity expansion options. 
Technologies were considered likely to be cost-effective if the 
best current estimates of their 1990 levelized busbar costs 
per kwh were in or near the range given above. 

For the purpose of this study, technologies are considered 
"demand-reduction" measures, rather than supply options, if they 
operate primarily to reduce a customer's demand for purchased 
electricity. Thus, dispersed windmills and cogeneration are 
not considered "supply" measures even though they could feed 
power to the grid part of the time. 

* 
The average price paid by New England utilites for oil was 
$4.13/MMBtu in January 1980 (Ref. 1). Assuming an average heat 
rate of 10,400 Btu/kwh (Refs. 18, 191, this translates to 
4.3$/kwh. Assuming that the price of oil will increase between 
4% and 6% annually in real terms (Refs. 20, 211, this yields 
a 1990 cost of about 6-8c/kwh in real 1980 dollars for the 
fuel component of oil-fired electricity generation. 
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The alternative technologies identified as the most promising 
for New England, on the basis of the technical and cost criteria 
given above, are wind power, conventional and small scale hydro- 
electric power, tidal power and municipal solid waste facilities 
for thermal and/or electrical energy production. In the following 
section, these technologies are described along with estimates 
of their costs and their potential for the New England region. 

Over the long term, other technologies, such as solar electric 
production, may become viable. The identification of alternative 
potentials that are relatively near-term priority options is not 
intended to imply that policies to promote research, development and 
application of more long-term options should be pursued. 

The potentials discussed below represent reasoned judgments 
based largely on the criteria of 1990 technical feasibility and 
cost-effectiveness. No systematic consideration has been given to 
institutkonal or environmental constraints that might limit the 
degree of realization ofthepotentials. However, we have attempted, 
in a preliminary and qualitative way, to take some account of 
which technologies are most likely to be substantially limited by 
such constraints in quantifying alternative potentials below. 

2.2 Description of Technologies 

Priority Options 

Windpower. 
long history. 

The extraction of energy from wind has a 

before 1900, 
Windmills were first used to generate electricity 

and a 1.25 megawatt (mw) wind turbine w-as operated 
on Grandpa's Knob in Vermont in the 1940's. 
availability of cheap oil and gas, however 

The widespread 
, prevented substantial 

interest in wind generation until the mid-1970's. 

The U.S. ,Department of Energy (P.O.E.l in conjunction with 
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (N.A.S.A.1, has 
a wind energy program which has the goal of commercial operation 
of wind energy conversion systems (WECS) in the megawatt size 
range by the mid-1980's. Several smaller units are already in use 
by electric utilities under D.O.E. sponsorship (Ref. 2). The 
MOD-2 2.5 mw turbine is being built by Boeing with delivery to 
D.O.E. of the first unit planned for June 1980 and the second and 
third by April 1981. It is expected that initial commercial 
introduction could begin as early as 1982 or 1983, with large- 
scale production under way by 1984 (Ref. 31. 
therefore, 

Wind generation is, 

study. The 
considered technically feasible for the purpose of this 

"wind farm" concept, a group of about fifty 2 mw units 
occupying about fifty acres is currently being discussed as a 
promising approach for ultimate commercialization (Ref. 42, Such 
concentration would be aimed at efficient management of operations 
and maintenance requirements of the machines 
in significant scale economies in these cost;. 

which could result 
The Bonneville 

Power Administration will begin testing the wind farm concept 
with three MOD-2 WECS in 1980 and 1981.- 
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The cost-effectiveness of WEC systems is somewhat uncertain. 
The cost of commercial machines can only be estimated from 
experience with the construction of prototypes. These costs must 
be projected from the costs of current prototypes using an assumed 
"learning curve *II as well as factor input escalation assumptions. 
Moreover, the cost per kwh generated by a WECS depends on both the 
cost of the machine and the wind speed at the particular site. 
The latter will, of course, be site-specific, and furthermore it 
will affect the choice of machine design. 

Lower costs per kwh will, in general, be achieved at WECS 
sites having higher average wind speeds. This requires that the 
WECS be designed appropriately for the specific wind conditions. 
The rated wind speed of the machine indicates the conditions 
for which it is designed and therefore used most efficiently. 
Since most of the wind energy occurring at a site will be carried 
by winds higher than the site average, optimally designed machines 
will generally have wind speed ratings considerably higher than 
the average wind speed at the site. Since the cost of the WECS 
(per kw) depends on the rated wind speed, comparisons of different 
machines can be misleading if their rated wind speeds differ. For 
example, a more costly machine with a high rated wind speed can 
produce cheaper power at a given windy site than a cheaper 
machine rated for lower speeds. Also, a machine that will produce 
low-cost power at the site for which it was designed would not 
do so at a site with a substantially different wind pattern. On 
the other hand, it appears that the sensitivity of optimum design 
to site characteristics is not so great that a design specific to 
each site will be necessary. It should be possible to select from 
a set of mass produced models (e.g., high, moderate, and low wind) 
for most sites (Ref. 5). 

Due to these uncertainties, it is inappropriate to develop 
a single generic figure for the cost of WECS power. Estimates 
made by the Bonnerville Power Administration indicate that its 
prototype wind farm would produce power for lOC/kwh. The 
California Energy Commission (C.E.C.) has made capital cost 
estimates which (converted to 1980 dollars) fall in the range 
$800-$1300/kw for the 100th commercial unit (Ref. 4). For a 
machine with design wind speed rating of 27.5 mph, the C.E.C. 
calculates a levelized busbar cost of power of 7.9c/kwh, based 
on $1307/kw (1980 $1 capital cost (Ref. 6). MITRE Corporation 
estimates that a machine operating in 1990 will produce electricity 
at a levelized busbar cost of 5.7C/kwh (Ref. 7). Boeing is 
constructing a 2.5 mw unit rated at 27.5 mph, designed for 
optimum operation at a site with 14 mph average wind speed. The 

* 
Standard practice is to assume a 5% reduction in cost for 
every doubling of cumulative output (95% learning curve). 
Under this assumption, the 100th unit produced would cost 
about 70% as much as the prototype, ignoring inflation. 
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100th production unit of this prototype is expected to produce 
at a busbar cost of 2.5~ to 5C/kwh (Ref. 3).* Despite the 
breadth of this range of estimates it appears reasonable to conclude 
that electricity generation utilizing wind energy will be cost- 
effective by 1990 according to the criterion of this report. 

It is difficult to estimate the magnitude of wind potential 
in the New England region. The economics of wind power depends 
strongly on the site conditions. Therefore, the regional 
potential in turn depends strongly on the presence and identifi- 
cation of suitable sites. Twelve mph is thought to be the 
minimum viable average wind speed (Ref. 8). The MOD-2 machine 
being built by Boeing is designed for a 14 mph average wind speed. 
Even average wind speeds are not, however, adequate to characterize 
potential sites. The distribution of wind speeds is crucial, 
because WECS produce most efficiently at their rated .wind speeds 
(Ref. 9). The fraction of wind energy that is captured declines 
at speeds above or below this optimum, and the machine cuts out 
completely above a certain maximum and below a certain minimum 
speed. 

There are estimates of the regionwide potential which indicate 
that wind potential may be significant. MITRE has estimated that 
35 loo-mw wind farms could be developed in New England by the 

. year 2000 (Ref. 7). The New England Energy Congress, scaling 
national estimates by the President's Council on Environmental 
Quality to this region, estimated a regional potential of 5,400 
to 10,800 mw by the year 2000 (Ref. 10). If this maximum estimate 
were realized, and the capacity factor is .3 (i.e., operation at 
rated capacity for an average of 30 percent of the time), windmills 
could generate about 28 million megawatt-hours (mwh] of electricity 
annually, saving the equivalent of 50 million barrels of oil. 
Similarly, a recent generation planning study performed by General 
Electric for the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI), the 
utilities' main research agency, concluded that for oil-dependent 
utilities wind power might economically exceed 10 percent of a 
utility system's total installed capacity. This would be about 
2200 mw based on current regional capacity, and about 2950 mw based 
on NEPOOL's planned year 2000 capacity. The California Energy Commis- 
sion has also set a year 2000 goal of wind-powered generation 
serving 10 percent of that state's electricity needs (Ref. 22). 

The economic attractiveness of wind power machines is signifi- 
cantly enhanced if the recent rapidly increasing Cost of oil for 
utility electricity generation continues. Moreover, study by 
General Electric (Ref. 12) has concluded that, despite the intermit- 
tance of wind power electricity, storage devices are not required to 
increase the economic attractiveness of wind power systems. The 
GE report has shown that the cost-effectiveness of storage depends 
on the overall characteristics of the utility system and its load. 
At the levels of WECS penetration considered in this report, the 
attractiveness of storage.is relatively insensitive to this penetra- 
tion. The economics of the WECS themselves are, in turn, rather 

* Again this is converted from 1977 dollars (in Ref. 31, to 1980 
dollars, assuming 30 percent total inflation. 
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insensitive to the level pf storage. On the other hand, if one 
is interested in the capacity advantages of wind, it is important 
to note that study has indicated that from the standpoint of 
overall system reliability, the equivalent capacity addition 
would generally be in a range below 50% of rated capacity at the 
10 percent penetration level considered here. In the final 
analysis this equivalence factor is utility system specific. 

The above substantial estimates of the wind power potential 
in New England contrast with the figures mentioned by NEPOOL 
in a recent planning document for New England (Ref. 11). NEPOOL 
states that "under existing technological, economic and political 
conditions" the "maximum potential" for wind power by 20Q0 is 
71.2 mw. This assertion is based on a survey of its member 
companies. However, even NEPOOL's capital cost figures for wind 
machines of $856/kw to $1177/kw indicate that wind energy at a 
site with an average wind speed of 15 mph or greater would fall 
below 9,3c/kwh, and thus would probably come close to or meet 
our cost criterion. It is therefore not clear what basis NEPOOL 
has used which limits the "maximum potential" penetration of 
this technology so severely. 

It is unclear at this time to what extent wind power will be 
significantly constrained by environmental objections. The megawatt- 
size machines discussed here are very large, and it is likely that the 
ideal wind locations would be in areas (along the coast, on top of 
mountain ridges) where aesthetic objections to their presence might 
be severe. Some of the prototype machines have also created problems 
with television interference and low frequence vibrations. The 
possibility that environmental objections may loom large could make 
our wind estimate the least cautious of the quantitative "priority 
options" listed in this section. 

Conventional Hydropower. Technically feasible sites for 
new conventional hydro-electric generation capacity also exist 
in New England. The U.S. Corps of Engineers has identified 17 
major sites with a total potential for 975 mw and 2020 gwhbyear. 
These totals do not include the controversial Dickey-Lincoln 
School project in Maine, that could add 760 mw and 1540 gwh/year 
(Ref. 10). According to Ref. 10, the Corps has established 
favorable benefitbcost (B/C) ratios for less than half this 
capacity, with the remainder having B/C ratios in the range of 
.8 to 1.0. It is quite likely, however, that the 1979/1980 oil 
price increases have pushed all this capacity over the economic 
justification threshold. Nonetheless, it is reasonable to expect 
that projects planned for these sites would encounter substantial 
environmental, land and water use conflicts. 

Small Scale Hydropower. Much attention has been focused on 
the potential for hydro-electric power at small dam sites in*New 
England. In January, the New England River Basin Commission 
published a final Report based on its three-year investigation 
of this potential (Ref. 151. Carried out in conjunction with the 
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, the study involved detailed 
engineering and economic analysis of the approximately 1,750 
New England dams that do not now produce power but possibly could. 
This report showed that, while the maximum economic potential 
is well below the technically feasible limit, there exists 
significant potential that is already economical. 
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The economic potential is shown in Table 1. Depending on 
the required rate of return on the investment, approximately 
500 mw of capacity in New England is cost-effective by our 
criterion, at a rate of return expected by a private enterprise. 
Public ownership, by lowering the required rate of return, could 
increase this to about 700 mw. 

TABLE1 

HYDROELECTRIC POTENTIAL AT 
EXISTING DAMS IN NEW ENGLAND 

(Based on August 1978 Construction Costs) 

Required 
Rate of output Number GWHtYR 
Return cost of (.4 Capacity 
(Percent) (mills/kwh) Sites Mw Factor) 

6.9 90 448 740 2600 
67 317 640 2200 
45 209 470 1600 

10.5 

14.0 

90 290 600 2000 
67 195 450 1500 
45 120 270 930 

90 211 460 1700 
67 148 330 1200 
45 82 160 580 

Source: Ref. 15 

The 40% capacity factor is used by the NERBC/COE study because 
they consider it typical of existing hydroelectric power plants in 
the region (Ref. 15, Vol. I, p. 73). NEPOOL assumes a 50% capacity 
factor for small hydro (Ref. 11)'. In reality, capacity factors 
will vary widely for different sites. It is important to note, 
however, that the energy (GWH/YR) available at a particular site 
is fixed by the annual flow past the site and the hydraulic head 
of the dam. The capacity of the turbine to be installed (MW) and 
hence the capacity factor that will result are chosen on the basis 
of economics. If the turbine is sized to utilizethepeak flow 
past the site, the maximum energy will be produced, but the plant 
will operate at a low. capacity factor because the average flow 
will be much less than the peak flow for which the turbine is 
sized. At the other extreme, the turbine could be sized for the 
minimum flow, in which case it would operate at a 100% capacity 
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ractor but would lose much of the energy available at the site. 
The optimal turbine size (and hence capacity factor) is some- 
where between these extremes. If the average optimum for New 
England turns out to be greater than 40% (i.e., turbines should 
be smaller relative to peak flows than was assumed by the NERBC/ 
COE) , then the capacity and energy totals in Table 1 are 
too large. If the optimum capacity factor is lower than 40%, 
then the true potentials are actually greater than those pre- 
sented in Table 1. 

Municipal Solid Waste. New England has already begun to 
utilize its municipal solid waste (MSW) as a resource. This is 
probably a result of high oil prices and waste disposal costs. 
Municipal waste can be used in facilities to generate thermal 
energy in the form of steam or hot water, electrical energy using 
steam, or both if operated in a cogeneration mode. Whether a 
market exists for these products from a given facility may depend 
on a number of considerations, including the levels, time variation, 
and dependability of these energy outputs, their proximity to 
the load center or customer, and their price. The RESCO plant, 
in Saugus, Massachusetts, was one of the first successful large 
resource recovery plants in the nation. This plant burns 1200 tons 
per day (tpd) of solid waste, and generates steam that is sold to 
a nearby General Electric plant. An 1800 tpd facility in Bridgeport, 
Connecticut, that processes MSW to produce recycled materials and 
a powdered fuel called "'Ecofuel II" began operation in 1979. Ecofuel 
II is being burned with oil by United Illuminating Company at their 
Bridgeport Harbor station. Other facilities are under consideration 
for Hartford, New Haven, and elsewhere. 

MSW can provide fuel for electric generation in one of 
three ways. A refuse-derived fuel (RDF) such as that produced 
in Bridgeport can be burned by the utility, usually along with 
existing fuels;* a utility can contract to purchase steam for use 
in an existing station from a facility that burns raw or 
processed MSW; or, a facility specifically designed to generate 
electricity from waste combustion can be constructed. These options 
will be among the considerations in siting a facility. In any 
case, the maximum potential of the resource can be estimated on 
the basis of the available waste stream. 

The economics of a MSW facility can be characterized by an 
output price(in q/kwh or $/MMBtu of steam) and a "tipping 
fee" (in $/ton refuse paid by the waste supplier or agency 
responsible for waste disposal). For a given technical configura- 
tion, the output price can be lowered by raising the tipping fee, 
and vice-versa. To be cost effective, a facility must produce 
energy at a cost competitive with oil, while charging a tipping 
fee that is competitive with competing disposal costs. Within 
these constraints flexibility may be important for establishing 
or extending markets. As noted above, only counting the fuel 
cost, electricity from oil is expected to cost 6 to 8C/kwh (1980 $) 
in 1990. 

*In Bridgeport, each pound of garbage produces about one-half pound 
of Ecofuel. Since the MSW has a heat content of about 4500 Btu/lb 
and the Ecofuel is about 8000 Btu/lb, about 85-90% of the energy 
in the MSW remains in t.e fuel. 
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Since this estimate is based on an oil cost of $5 to $6.75/MMBtu, 
refuse derived fuels would have to be priced in that range to be 
competitive. An equivalent price for steam, assuming 85 percent 
combustion efficiency, is $7 to $9 per MMBtu. The tipping fee that 
would be low enough to attract a steady MSW stream will be highly 
dependent on local disposal practices and costs. 

Recent experience in the operation and planning/design of MSW 
facilities suggests that these facilities could be cost-effective 
under conditions that can be expected to prevail in New England 
during the next 20 years. In Saugus, Massachusetts, the RESCO 
plant sells steam to a nearby General Electric Company plant for 
a very attractive $2.50/MMBtu. At the same time it charges 
$13/tori (1977) as a tipping fee (-Ref. 10). NEPOOL has estimated 
the capital cost of an MSW-fueled power plant at $2200-2750 per 
kw (Ref. ll).* If both operating costs and tipping fee benefits 
are ignored, this results in electricity costs of 7.3 to 9.2C/kwh.** 
A planned 35 mw facility in San Francisco is expected to 
produce electricity at 3.3c/kwh with a tipping fee of $15/tori 
(1980 $) (Ref. 6). While the overall attractiveness of an MSW 
facility producing electricity, RDF, or thermal energy will be 
site specific, it appears that, based on the estimates and 
experience, recovery of energy from MSW would be cost-effective 
according to the criterion used here, even with relatively low 
tipping fees. 

While interest in the U.S. is presently in large (>lOOO 
tons/day) plants, such plants are only feasible in metropolitan 
areas, since they require waste from about 500,000 people and 
transportation of MSW any great distance is not economical. In 
Europe, smaller plants (loo-450 tons/day) are common. These 
could presumably be built here if they wereeconomically justified. 
Here again, siting is important from both the input MSW side and 
the product market side. Last fall, construction began on a 
150 tpd plant in Auburn, Maine. . This plant is designed to 
produce steam for local industry to be sold at a price indexed 
to the price of oil. The plant is expected to cost $3.2 million, 
with an initial tipping fee of $8.50/tori (Ref. 13). It is unclear, 
however, whetherthe,output from such a small plant (enough for 
about 5 mw of electric demand) would be sufficient to be of 
interest to an electric utility. Thepotential and problems associ- 
ated with a large number of such facilities may be similar to 
those of other small dispersed sources such as on-site cogeneration 
and small scale hydro power. 

* 
Converted from 1979 dollars to 1980 dollars assuming 10 percent 
inflation. 

** 
Assuming a fixed charge rate (i.e. annual capital charges) of 17.5% 
of total capital cost and an annual capacity factor of 60% (i.e. 
operation 60% of the hours in the year). 
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Brookhaven National Laboratory has made estimates (Ref. 14) 
of the energy available in MSW in 1970 for some New England towns. 
These are given in Table 2, along with the electrical output this 
couldproduce and the capacity this represents. It is likely of 
course, that some of the energy potential from MSW will be used 
directly by industry rather than for electrical generation. MSW 
could be burned with about 85% efficiency to produce steam, so 
about 85% of the heat content totals in column one of the table 
could be available as steam. It is also possible that MSW or RDF 
combustion could be used to cogenerate electricity and steam, or 
hot water, in which case the electrical output in Table 2 plus 
some process or space heat could be obtained. It should be noted 
that the totals in Table 2 includethe'waste already being used 
in the Saugus and Bridgeport facilities. 

These values can be expected to increase gradually over 
time, as both the MSW output per capita and its average heat 
content rise due to increased affluence and greater use of 
plastics and paper. (Ref. 14). The values in Table 2 are, 
therefore, minimum estimates of future potential. The increased 
heat content also increases the economic attractiveness of 
using MSW as a fuel. Since disposal costs are also likely to 
rise in the future, the cost-effectiveness of recovering energy 
from MSW should continue to improve. So too should the economical 
distances for MSW facilities and thereby the fraction of available 
waste derived energy that can be economically produced. Because 
of the relatively high population density in most partsof New 
England, a large fraction of the theoretical municipal solid 
waste potential could be used economically, particularlyif smaller 
(loo-450 tpd) units become widely available. 

Tidal Power. The technology for the generation of electricity 
from tidal action is similar to that used for hydroelectric genera- 
tion, except that the direction of flow reverses with the tidal 
cycle, and the equipment must be designed to withstand the 
corrosive effects of saline water. Tidal variations on the order 
of 15 ft. are generally considered necessary for tidal power 
generation. Such a tidal range does occur along portions of the 
upper Maine coast. 

Cost estimates for power produced from tidal projects in 
Maine range from about 7 to 8.5C/kwh in 1980 $ (Ref. 10, converted 
from 1976 dollars assuming 35% total inflation.) If realized, 
these costs would be cost-effective by our criteria, though they 
are too high to allow economic justification of the projects 
according to federal (B/C ratio)~ standards. 

The maximum potential for tidal power in New England has 
been estimated at 1200 mw or 3000 gwh (Ref. 10). This potential 
consists of the Cobscook Bay 'area and other sites along Maine's 
upper coast. Development of these projects would require resolu- 
tion of potential environmental conflicts. 
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TABLE 2 

1970 SURVEY OF ENERGY POTENTIAL FROM SOLID WASTE IN NEW ENGLAND 

CITY TRILLION BTU/YR GWH/YR* 

Connecticut 

Hartford 3.65 291 55.3 
New Haven 1.93 154 29.2 
Bridgeport 1.69 135 25.6 
New London-Groton 1.13 4 90 17.1 
Waterbury 1.13 90 17.2 
Stamford 1.12 89 17.0 
New Britain .98 78 14.9 
Middletown .93 75 14.2 
Norwalk .70 56 10.6 
Danbury .43 34 6.5 
Meriden .30 24 4.6 

Total Larger Towns 1112 

Entire State** 

13.94 

20 1580 

212. 

300 

Massachusetts 

Boston 14.92 1189 226.2 
Springfield-Holyoke 2.87 229 43.5 
Worcester 1.87 149 28.3 
Lawrence-Haverhill 1.26 100 19.1 
Lowell 1.15 92 17.5 
Brockton 1.03 82 15.6 
New Bedford .83 66 12.5 
Pittsfield .43 34 6.5 
Fall River .42 34 6.4 

Total Larger Towns 

Entire Skate** 

24.78 1974 376 

38 3050 580 

New Hampshire 

Manchester 
Concord 
Nashua 

.63 50 9.5 

.45 36 6.8 

.36 29 5.5 

Total Larger Towns 1.45 115 21.8 

Entire State** 4.8 380 73 

Mw* - 
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TABLE 2 
(Continued) 

Maine 

Rhode Island 

CITY 

Bangor 
Portland 
Lewiston-Auburn 

Total Larger Towns 

Entire State** 

Providence 
Newport 

Total Larger Towns 

Entire State** 

Vermont 

Burlington 

Entire State** 

TRILLION BTU,'YR GWB/YR* MW* - 

1.04 83 15.7 
.77 61, 11.6 
. 39 32 6.0 

2.20 176 33.3 

6.5 520 99 

5.07 404 76.8 
.42 33 6.3 

5.49 437 83.1 

6.2 490 94 

.43 34 6.5 

2.9 230 44 

New England 

Total Larger Towns 48.33 3850 732 

Entire Region** 78 6250 1190 

* 
Assumes a heat rate of about 12,500 Btuikwh and a capacity 
factor of .6. These figures are based on hypothetical co- 
combustion of refuse and coal. Other schemes, such as pro- 
duction of RBF, would have slightly different efficiencies, 
but the potential would be approximately the same. 

** 
Estimated based on 1970 Census population, assumed generation 
rate of 4 lb/capita/day, and assumed average heat content 
of 4500 Btu/llb. 
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wood. The wood resources in New England could provide the 
basis for the development of the wood-electricity option in the 
region. Existing technology derives steam suitable for electrical 
generation from the combustion of green wood chips in a spreader- 
stoker boiler. A17 mw wood-fired power plant is currently 
operated by the Burlington (Vermont) Electric Department, and 
planning is underway for a 50 mw facility expected to come into 
service November 1983 (Ref. 11). NEPOOL has estimated that the 
planned facility will produce electricity at 9 to llc/;kwh.* A 
facility of this size, however, requires a very large and steady 
supply of wood -- about 60 to 70 truckloads per day for the 50 mw 
plant. Since there are several competing uses for the region's 
forest and wood resources, it is not certain at this time that 
the development of a number of such facilities would entail an 
efficient use of these resources. Thus, the cost-benefit 
criterion for the development of this resource would ultimately 
require a more extended set of comparisons and analyses than a 
direct comparison with oil costs. 

Other Supply Options 

There are other technologies and primary energy sources that 
could be used to provide electricity in the New England region as 
part of an oil conserving strategy. Their exclusion from the 
foregoing discussion should not imply that they will not be viable 
energy supply options in the coming decades. Rather, it 
represents a judgement that the technologies discussed earlier have 
a sufficiently higher chance to achieve commercial status to 
merit priority attention. The second group of supply options 
are discussed briefly below. 

Solar Generation. Electricity can be generated in two ways 
using solar radiation as the primary energy source. The direct 
heat of the sun can be used, with appropriate collecting and 
concentrating equipment, to produce steam to drive a conventional 
turbine generator. This is generally referred to as a solar 
thermal electric system. Solar radiation can also produce 
electricity by striking arrays of photovoltaic cells fabricated 
from certain semiconductor materials. Both of these technologies 
are being studied by the U.S. Department of Energy (D.O.E.). The 
D.O.E. has recently budgeted nine photovoltaic demonstration projects 
ranging from 17.5 to 150 kw, and a pilot solar thermal plant 
with 10 mw capacity is scheduled to begin operation in California- 
next year (Ref. 6). Solar thermal electric systems have not yet 
been demonstrated commercially. Consequently, it cannot be 
considered likely that they will be feasible until after 1990. 
The technical feasibility of photovoltaic electric generation 
has been established: however, the cost remains prohibatively high. 
The California Energy Commission has estimated a busbar cost 
of 18c/kwh (1980 $1 based on D-0-E. cost reduction targets for 
photovoltaic power production (Ref. 6). Thus, without substantial 
cost reducing developments this technology cannot be expected to 
meet the cost-effectiveness criterion used in this report. 
* 

The NEPOOL figure has been converted from 1979 to 1980 dollars 
assuming 10 percent inflation. -15- 



Ocean Power (other than tidal). The possibility of generating 
electricity from wave action and ocean thermal gradients has been 
discussed over the past few years. Ocean thermal and wave energy 
are still at the early stage of development. It is unlikely 
that the waters near New England would have sufficient 
temperature gradient* or adequate wave energy characteristics 
for these sources to be suitable even if they do become 
technically feasible. 

District Heating. District heating is a form of central- 
station cogeneration that reduces oil use per kwh of electricity 
generated due to the correlated production of thermal energy 
for heating (or cooling) building complexes or neighborhoods. 
It does not fall within our criterion of an alternative 
technology, since it does not ordinarily utilize renewable 
resources. Nevertheless it is a promising method of increasing 
the efficiency of energy production. Moreover, a central-station 
cogeneration district heating system could derive both technical 
and economic advantages from local MSW thermal plants providing 
supplementary heat. On the other hand, an established district 
heating network could provide economic advantages to contemplated 
MSW facilities. In March, 1980, the United Illuminating Company 
completed a study to determine the district heating potential 
for New Haven and Bridgeport. The economics of district heating 
appear favorable due to the high cost of space heating in 
Connecticut, a condition that exists throughout New England. 
Any city in New England, including Boston, that has conventional 
power plants situated in or around the city could probably be 
economically served by a district heating system at least for 
part of its heating requirement (Refs, 16, 17). However, 
when existing power plants are connected to a district heating 
system, the electrical capability of the plants has to be derated 
somewhat. Electric supply technologies based on renewable resources 
could help make up for this loss. 

ESRG has studied district heating extensively and is 
convinced that it is a promising mid-term option. In fact, to 
the extent that government aid is available to make it more 
currently cost-effective, 
plans to move ahead with, 

as on the Bridgeport project that U-1. 
it is a near term option. Its exclusion 

from this study, with its focus on renewable resource options, 
was only part of an attempt to delineate a concrete research design. 

2.3 Summary of Alternative Electric Generation Potential 

Table 3 presents estimates of the feasible and cost-effective 
alternative electrical generation potential in New England. These 
totals are in addition to use of these resources already planned 
by NEPOOL a= hence included in the Base Case. For comparison, NEPOOL 
(Ref. 11) estimates of the potential, similarly adjusted for plants 
already included in the Base Case, are presented in Table 4. 

* 
Rapidity of temperature drop between the surface and depths below. 
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TABLE 3 

ALTERNATIVE ELECTRIC GENERATION POTENTIAL IN NEW ENGLAND 

(BEYOND BASE CASE1 QUANTITIES) 

CAPA- 
CITY 
ma 

Wind 500 .3 1300 2900 .3 7600 

MSW 480 .55 2310 850 .55 4100 

Small Hydro 510 

Conventional Hydro 195 .25 420 580 .26 1300 

Tidal 12.5 .37 40 710 .29 1800 

wood 30 

Total 1730 .40 6040 5630 .35 17,080 

ANNUAL ANNUAL 
1990 ELECTRIC 2000 ELECTRIC 

GENERA- CAPA- GENERA- 
CAPACITY TION CITY CAPACITY TION 

FACTOR2 (GWH) (Mm FACTOR2 (GWH) 

.4 1790 510 .4 1790 

7 L 180 80 7 L 490 

1. The Base Case includes existing capacity: 1290 mw of 
large-scale hydro, 60 mw of refuse energy (in the form 
of fuel pellets made at Bridgeport), 17 mw of wood 
capacity in Vermont, and negligible amounts of other 
alternative capacity. It also includes the already 
planned refuse plants of Massachusetts Municipal Wholesale 
Electric Cooperative (MMWEC 1 and 2, totalling 150 mw), 91 
mW of planned small hydro, and the planned J. C. MacNeil 
wood station in Vermont (50 mw). Thus all of this capacity 
is deducted from the capacity shown here. 

2. Capacity factors are from Ref. 10 except in the case of 
small hydro (Ref. 15) and wood (Ref. 11). Capacity 
factors for individual conventional hydro projects range 
from .24 to .46, and for individual small hydro projects 
from .27 to .35. 
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TABLE 4 

NEPOOL 
ESTIMATES' 

OF ALTERNATIVE SUPPLY POTENTIAL2 
FOR NEW ENGLAND 

CAPACITY 
NW 

Wood 32-243 

MSW o-175 

Small 
Hydro 60-334 

Wind 9- 38 

Total 101-790 

1990 ANNUAL 
ELECTRIC 

CAPACITY GENERATION 
FACTOR (GWH) 

.70 196-1490 

.60 o- 920 

. 5 262-1462 

.3 24- 99 

-.55 482-3971 

2000 ANNUAL 
ELECTRIC 

CAPACITY CAPACITY GENERATION 
(WI FACTOR (GWH) 

82-502 .7 503-3078 

25-410 .7 153-2514 

101-482 .5 442-2111 

13- 71 .3 35- 187 

221-1465 -..6 1133-7890 

1. Estimates are from Ref. 11 dated December 1979. NEPOOL 
numbers are rounded to the nearest whole integer. 

2. NEPOOL planned facilities listed in note 1 to Table 3 
are deducted from the NEPOOL estimates in Ref. 11 on 
the assumption that they had been included therein due 
to their status as planned capacity additions. Table 4 
lists only estimates of potential exclusive of that 
existing or planned, for comparison with Table 3. 
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advanced state of development of WECS and their relatively 
competitive economics. Of course, the NEPOOL estimates assume 
existing economic conditions,butthese can hardly be expected 
to prevail in 2000, and the cost of oil and other utility 
fuels will likely rise substantially in real dollars by then. 
The estimated potential of 2900 mw assumes that environmental 
objections will not significantly hinder the development of 
favorable WECS sites. To the extent that such objections are, 
in fact, likely to occur, this estimate should be considered 
very uncertain. 

The capacity factor for WECS dependsonthe site. An 
average capacity factor of 30% has been assumed, giving a 
regionwide annual energy production estimate of 7600 gwh for 
the year 2000. For 1990, it is assumed, somewhat arbitrarily, 
that 500 mw of the ultimate total (year 2000) capacity, 
corresponding to five large wind farms regionwide, could be 
achieved. 

For municipal solid waste, it is assumed that the full 
potential from the larger towns in Table 2 could be recovered 
by 1990. When the existing capacity is subtracted, this is 
about 480 mw corresponding to 2310 gwh per year. For the 
year 2000, recovery of an amount of energy equivalent to the 
total heat content of MSW in New England in 1970, 850 mw or 
4100 gwh, is assumed. In fact, there are some parts of New 
England where MSW energy will probably never be recovered, 
because of low disposal costs and very low population density. 
Such areas, however, generate a very small fraction of the region's 
waste. It is likely that the increase in waste generation and 
heat content over 1970 levels will more than compensate for the 
small amount of waste that may not be recovered. 

The year 2000 estimate for MSW potential in New England 
given above is about 65% greater than NEPOOL's "maximum" 
estimate of 510 mw. This is probably due at least in part 
to NEPOOL's assumption of existing economic conditions (Ref. 11). 
It is also true that some of the MSW potential will be used 
by industry, in which case it would be unavailable to the 
utilities. Oil savings, however, would be similar whether the 
resource is used by industry or NEPOOL. 

For small hydro, all the sites identified by the New England 
River Basin Commission Corps of Engineers as cost-effective 
by the criterion of this report* have been included. After 
subtracting the small hydro capacity included in the NEPOOL 
plan I this is 510 mw. All this potential is assumed to be 
developed by 1990. This estimate is somewhat higher than NEPOOL's 
maximum of 480 mw. The NERBC study is, however, the most careful 
and thorough one available. 

* 
At private rates of return of 10.5 percent. 
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For new conventional hydroelectric power and tidal power 
illustrative fractions of the technically feasible potential 
discussed earlier have been included. Since the primary con- 
straints to development of this potential are environmental, 
institutional, and social rather than economic, any estimate 
must be fairly arbitrary. The amounts included in Table 3 
are those given by the New England Energy Congress in their 
supply mix scenarios.* The Energy Congress report was a 
consensus document reflecting the views of representatives 
of many interest groups. Thus, there is some reason to hope 
that these goals can be realized. 

For tidal power, these estimates are based on a small 
demonstration project by 1990, plus development of Cobscook 
Bay (500 mw) and other upper Maine coast (200 mw) sites by 
the year 2000. For new hydro, the estimates assume four 
sites identified by the Corps of Engineers will be developed 
by 1990 (195 mw), plus seven additional sites (385 mw) by 2000. 

Finally, for wood, NEPOOL's minimum estimate of the 
potential has been adopted, since it appears that the most 
economical use for wood and wood waste is for home heating 
and cogeneration in wood-based industry, not for utility 
electrical generation. 

* 

The Energy Congress target dates were 1985 and 2000. Here we 
made the conservative assumption that their 1985 targets would 
be achieved by 1990. 
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3. EFFECTS OF CONSERVATION AND ALTERNATIVE SUPPLY OPTIONS 
ON THE NEW ENGLAND GENERATING MIX 

Figure 2 illustrates the current electricity generation fuel 
mix in New England, and the future mixes that might be expected, 
assuming implementation of a projected NEPOOL construction pro- 
gram (See Sec. 2.2 of Summary Brief for list of plants). In 1978, 
about 58% of the region's electrical energy was generated 
with oil. Under the ESRG Base Case demand forecast, this 
would decline to about 30% in 1990, primarily because of in- 
creased nuclear capacity and conversion of the Brayton Point plant 
from oil to coal. (Mt. Tom and Brayton Point are the only conver- 
sions assumed here.) This percentage would stay roughly constant 
between 1990 and 2000, though the absolute quantity of oil burned 3 would increase, until by 2000 the region would be burning almost 
80% as much oil for generation as it did in 1978, despite the addi- 
tion of almost 7000 MW of additional non-oil capacity. 

The analysis below assumes that oil is the marginal fuel for 
the generation system at all times. That is, all non-oil facilities 
are assumed to operate to the maximum of their capacity, with oil 
plants operated only as much as needed to meet the remaining de- 
mand. Nevertheless, some oil is burned every hour of the year. 
This assumption is consistent with the focus of this report -- 
minimizing oil consumption -- and is also consistent with the eco- 
nomic dispatch practices of the utilities, since the cost of oil 
makes-oil-fired plants the most expensive to operate. There is, 
however, some minimum amount of oil that would be needed to operate 
peaking and cycling plants necessary to follow daily and seasonal 
load variations in the absence of storage facilities. This minimum 
amount could be up to about 5% of total delivered energy. Neither 
conservation nor alternative sources can be used to reduce oil con- 
sumption below some such minimum. 

Because of the position of oil as the marginal fuel, the effect 
of electricity conservation is to reduce oil-based generation by the 
full amount of the energy saved. Each GWH of electricity saved re- 
duces the region's oil consumption by about 1700 barrels of oil. 
Under the conservation strategy case, oil would be needed for only 
15% of electrical generation in 1990 without any alternative supply 
options. This would be further reduced to about 11% in 2000, at 
which time the region would be burning about 25% as much oil as it 
did in 1978, if the 81~~~~~~ construction program" is carried out. 

Figure 2 also illustrates the potential for reduction of oil 
consumption by use of alternative supply sources. As long as oil is 
the marginal generating fuel, alternative sources also displace oil: 
each GWH hour generated saves the same 1700 barrels. Under the 1990 
oil-based generation to 23.7 thousand GWH, or about 24% of all gene- 
ration. By the year 2000, alternative sources could reduce oil- 
based generation to 17.8 thousand GWH, or about 16% of all genera- 
tion. 
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FIGURE 2 
ELECTRICAL GENERATION BY FUEL TYPE1 
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We have not constructed a scenario combining the potentials 
for conservation and alternative generation technologies to exhibit 
the degree of oil savings possible. This is because oil use in the 
Conservation Case is already low enough that oil can probably not be 
considered the marginal fuel at all times. Once the Conservation 
Case is assumed implemented, it cannot be assumed that alternative 
sources could substitute on a one-for-one basis for oil-fired genera- 
tion. During off-peak hours demand would probably be satisfied en- 
tirely by non-oil generation. Most alternative-source generation 
cannot be dispatched at will and must be used when it is available. 
For example, some of the listed wind potential would be realized 
at night. Under the Conservation Case, night-time demand would 
probably be low enough to be satisfied entirely by non-oil genera- 
tion. Thus, wind generation at such times would not reduce oil con- 
sumption. Most of the 17,100 GWH of such generation identified for 
the year 2000 would displace non-oil generation (probably coal) dur- 
ing off-peak hours. 

An alternative-source generation would reduce oil consumption by 
some amount even in the Conservation Case, for some of its output 
would in fact be available at times when oil is still being burned. 
It would be necessary to employ a detailed generation dispatch model 
in order to ascertain precisely what fraction of alternative-source 
generation would displace oil in the Conservation Case. If enough 
alternative-source generation were available on a timely basis, 5300 
GWH of oil-fired generation could be displaced. This is based on 
5 percent of year 2000 generation (4400 GWH) remaining oil-.fired for 
peaking and cycling functions. 
fired generation is required, 

In the limiting case, in which no oil- 
the full 9700 GWH of remaining year 

2000 oil-fired generation might be displaced by alternative sources. 
Thus, between 25 and some 50 percent of alternative-source generation 
might substitute for oil even in the Conservation Case. 

In addition to those oil savings it will produce, implementing 
the alternative supply scenario in addition to conservation has other 
benefits. Reduction of coal use has environmental benefits and prob- 
ably has economic benefits too. 

From a long-run point of view of the energy system as a whole, 
we may have to consider a transition away from coal, just as we have 
from oil. It, too, is a finite resource, and its use may be severely 
limited in the next century by the buildup of atmospheric CO*. Devel- 
opment of alternatives now could make the transition from coal less 
traumatic than might otherwise be the case. 

In addition, it is possible that some of the nuclear or coal 
plants in the NEPOOL plan may not be built. In that case, oil use 
could still be kept to a minimum by aggressive development of the 
alternative supply technologies. For example, the 17,000 gwh of 
alternative supply potential that we identified is equivalent to 
94% of the combined output of the Seabrook 1, Seabrook 2, and 
Pilgrim 2 plants (assuming 60% capacity factor for the nuclear 
plants). 
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These results also are useful for considering the issue of 
coal conversion in New England. We have assumed conversion of only 
the Mt. Tom and Brayton Point facilities, since these were the only 
conversions indicated as likely at the time of this analysis. In 
fact, the above discussion of alternative sources under the Conserva- 
tion Case applies as well to coal conversion: if conservation is 
implemented, there will be very little required oil-based generation 
left to convert, assuming that the NEPOOL construction program is 
carried out. Except during peak hours, the converted plants would 
lie idle as demand was met entirely from planned non-oil generation 
capacity. Of course, coal conversion could reduce oil consumption 
considerably during the 1980's, in the period before NEPOOL's major 
capacity additions are on-line. But coal conversion would be 
needed to achieve minimum oil use after 1990 only if the NEPOOL con- 
struction program, the conservation scenario and the alternative 
generation potential are all seriously limited in their implementa- 
tion. 
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1. INTRODUCTION AND SELECTED RESULTS 

1.1 Scope of the Report 

This is the fifth in a series of reports to the United States 
General Accounting Office dealing with the potential for oil dis- 
placement through conservation and renewable resources in New Eng- 
land. Technical Report I presented a long-run forecast of future 
electric demand and energy requirements in each state in New Eng- 
land. This forecast, developed on an integrated end-use forecast- 
ing model of electric demand in each state, is designed to repre- 
sent estimates of future electricity needs should the present iden- 
tifiable trends in energy prices, supply availability, energy con- 
servation, and government policies continue for the next twenty 
years. In Technical Report II, an alternative to this "Base 
Case" forecast is developed by reforecasting assuming the phase-in 
of an energy conservation strategy for New England. The potential 
electricity savings which could be achieved during the forecast 
period (1980-2000) by implementing feasible, cost-effective energy 
conservation opportunities beyond those included in the Base Case 
are quantified in the "Conservation Strategy Scenario." 

Technical Report III quantified the additional regional sav- 
ings in direct on-site oil use for building space and hot water 
heating which would result from the conservation strategy. Addi- 
tionally, New England oil savings resulting from reduced electri- 
city consumption in the Conservation Strategy Scenario are combined 
with the direct savings to compute estimates of the net oil savings 
which would result should the region manage demand growth through 
conservation policy innovations. Technical Report IV outlines the 
feasibility and potential of cost-competitive alternative electric 
energy supply options in"New England, including wood, solar, 
wind, hydropower, and solid waste. The.oil savings potential re- 
sulting from vigorous pursuit of these options over the next twenty 
years was quantified. 

In this report the indirect economic ramifications of the con- 
servation measures embodied in the conservation scenario of Reports II 
and III are assessed. Specifically, an input-output analysis of the 
New England regional economy is used to quantify the impacts of full 
implementation in New England. The results of the analysis indicate 
that large employment increases would result if the conservation 
scenario were implemented. Changes due to residential sector con- 
servation alone would produce approximately 16,700 additional jobs 
per year between 1980 and 2000. These,positionarepresent a net increase, 
allowing for some decreased employment in energy supply-related fields. 
The bulk of the employment gains are not directly caused by conservation 
activities. Instead, they arise from the indirect effects of conserva- 
tion investments and consequent energy savings upon the economy. 

The task is to identify the relative employment impacts in the 
earlier reports and estimate the changes in employment in shifting 
from the "business-as-usual" policy framework (the basis of the Base 
Case forecasts) to an aggressive conservation policy approach (spe- 
cifically those which formed the basis of the Conservation Strategy 
forecasts). Such employment impact estimates provide an additional 
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dimension for assessing the merits of alternative long-term energy po- 
licy strategies beyond such questions as relative social costs, en- 
vironmental tradeoffs, and scarce fuel conservation. 

In analyzing employment impacts, the end-use methods adopted 
in the earlier reports for forecasting electric energy and demand 
have been continued. The Conservation Strategy forecast differs 
from the Base Case forecast due to the implementation of technolo- 
gies and activities designed to improve the efficiency of energy use 
in New.England. In this Technical Report, the employment impacts 
associated with such a shift in the residential sector are developed 
by collecting the effects of each of these conservation measures. 
The analysis links the differences between the two forecasts to the 
implementation of specific measures, which in turn leads to difference 
in aggregate employment and in the mix of employment by job type. 

1.2 Background on Energy and Employment 

The relationship between energy policy and regional employment/ 
economic activity is of particular importance in New England 
where a number of economic difficulties are currently confronted. 
Many of these difficulties, such as aging physical plant, are related 
to the area's status as a mature economic region (Ref. 1). 
Employment repercussions are important considerations in 
evaluating alternative New England regional planning or policy 

choices. In particular, with energy issues now on the agenda in 
policy deliberations, an important factor has emerged for 
addressing, at least in part, some of the area's economic 
development requirements. 

As this report has quantified, there are two important ways 
in which the region's dependence upon foreign oil can be eased: 
curtailment of demand or substitution of other sources of energy. 
The first involves the promotion of conservation together with 
the use of alternative sources of energy at the point of con- 
sumption. The second involves displacing the oil used for 
electric generation by the construction of typically nuclear 
or coal fired electric generating plants, together with the 
conversion of existing oil fired-facilities to coal where 
feasible and environmentally appropriate. 
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Advocates of the second approach often stress the favorable im- 
pacts such projects might have upon the local economy. In addition 
to decreasing dependence upon foreign oil, such projects are seen as 
a source of employment, both directly through the employment of other- 
wise idle construction workers and indirectly through the manufacture 
and sale of materials to the construction project, spending by the 
newly employed construction workers, and all the other activity stim- 
ulated by those expenditures. Power plants are large projects hav- 
ing effects on the local economy which are extremely visible. 

Conservation, as defined and discussed in Technical Report II 
of this series, results from a large number of small decisions. The 
inherently diffuse nature of the conservation strategy option makes 
its economic consequences more difficult to gauge than large-scale 
central station projects. 

However, for New England to make informed choices concerning its 
energy and economic future, all the major consequences of both alter- 
natives must be consistent. At this time, a major missing element of 
information is the probable effect of conservation on the regional 
economy. The goal of the present Technical Report is tOhelp fill this 

crap. However, before presenting the approach and results used for 
estimating employment impacts in New England of the Conservation Stra- 
tegy f a brief sketch of the results obtained elsewhere will be pre- 
sented to provide a background against which to view and evaluate the 
findings. 

Studies concerned with the energy/economy interface originally 
focused on economy activity at a general level. The impetus for 
such studies was a desire to anticipate the impacts of changes in 
energy price and availability on economic activity in order to facili- 
tate interventions to mitigate the repercussions of rapid price in- 
creases or fuel shortages. This type of analysis has led, for ex- 
ample, to proposals at the national and local level for the substi- 
tution of coal for petroleum products where possible. 
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Recently, it has been recognized that analysis of the energy/ 
economy interaction could shed light on the specific economic prob- 
lem of unemployment. Most analyses of the connection between energy 
and unemployment have followed the pattern developed by Bruce Hannon 
and his colleagues at the Center for Advanced Computation at the 
University of Illinois in their studies of the employment conse- 
quences of changes in capital expenditure patterns (such as the 
diversion of highway trust funds to mass transit facilities).* In 
such studies, a set of expenditures resulting from a given policy 
option are identified, their cost is determined, and their total 
economic and employment impact is assessed. In general, this body 
of work shows that a shift in expenditures away from capital in- 
tensive investments leads to an increase in employment. 

Over the last few years, there have been a large number of 
studies focused on the connection between energy and employment, 
particularly employment in solar energy conservation development. 
The United States Department of Energy has recently performed a 
survey of the data bases, models, and studies in this area, con- 
cluding that while information is increasing, existing studies do 
not yet provide a sufficiently complete picture of the energy/economy 
interaction (Refs. 3 and 4). It further suggests the importance 
of considering not only indirect effects in addition to direct job 
creation but also the timing, duration, mix, and geographic distri- 
bution of jobs created. The DOE survey suggests that policies which 
promote conservation and the development of solar energy can at the 
same time stimulate the economy and create a net increase in employ- 
ment. 

Studies involving the regional employment impact of energy 
policy decision require the development and use of regional economic 
models. These models are tools which permit the analyst to draw 
together the various impacts of a policy as well as tracing its ef- 
fects throughout the economy. There are numerous approaches to the 
development of such models. These are reviewed briefly in Appendix A 
of this Technical Report. In order to perform its analysis, the 
ESRG Staff has developed an extensive computerized model which makes 
use of the Regional Industrial Multipliers, developed by the Bureau 
of Economic Analysis of the Department of Commerce, to provide a com- 
plete and detailed analysis of the effects of specific conservation 
measures on the economy of a state or region. This model, developed 
under contract with Brookhaven National Laboratory, has been extended 
and applied in four regional studies, two of which have been in the 
New England area. The approach is discussed in Section 2 of this 
Technical Report: the mathematical structure of the model is spe- 
cified in Appendix B. Here, a brief overview of the methods of analy- 
sis is presented as an aid to understanding the summary findings 
given in Section 1.3 below. 

* See Ref. 2 for a summary. 
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To review, in earlier volumes of this report, base and conserv- 
ation case forecasts were developed for each of the New England states. 
Because the forecasts are end-use based, the conservation producing 
measures which impact residential consumption can be quantified in 
an appropriately detailed manner. 
of a conservation plan, 

For example, one might, as a part 
wish to increase the installation rate of 

storm windows. In the forecast model, this would appear as one of 
the factors involved in reducing the energy demand for space heating. 
Comparing the base and conservation forecasts allows the identifica- 
tion of the exact number of added storm windows each year. This 
provides the implementation data for our economic analysis. Anala- 
gous procedures for the full array of conservation measures given a 
running stream of disaggregated conservation implementation which 
is used to drive the employment impact model. 

To analyze the economic consequences of an individual conserv- 
ation measure, such as the addition of a storm window, it is neces- 
sary to specify the labor and material requirements involved. In the 
course of previous studies ESRG has developed a data base containing 
such information. This data base, 
England conditions, 

expanded and adjusted for New 
provides a key input to the computations. Sepa- 

rate data exist on measures for new and existing, and single and 
multifamily dwellings. .i'he employment model maps the input data on 
the labor and materials required for each measure, as well as the 
number of applications of each measure, into estimates of the various 
effects upon the local economy. 

These include the effects of: 

On-site employment required to install the measures. 

Demand for materials on local sales activity. 

Spending of wages of on-site workers on local sales. 

Decreased energy consumption on local energy sales. 

Increased household disposable income on local sales. 

Indirect effects of all of the above throughout the regional 
economy. 

Based upon such output, one may both derive the general impact 
of conservation on the regional economy and specify the particular 
impact of conservation by state and by source of the employment 
effect. 
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SECTION 1.3 SUMMARY OF EMPLOYMENT RESULTS 

In the preceding sections of this report, the general approaches 
to the analysis of energy employment interactions as well as the 
general characteristics of the ESRG Employment Model have been dis- 
cussed. In this section the quantitative results of the analysis 
of the employment impacts in the New England region associated with 
the the transition from the Base Case to the Conservation Case fore- 
cast are reported. 

The results presented in this section were developed through 
numerous runs of the ESRG Employment Model. Details concerning this 
model, and the structure of its output are contained in Section 2 
of this report. Here, central results have been organized into 
summary Tables to facilitate exposition. The discussion will be 
organized around six major findings. Each finding will be discussed 
in detail and documented through the use of appropriate data ob- 
tained from the Employment Model. In addition to discussing the 
findings themselves, comparisons with the results of other major 
studies of energy and employment will be presented. 

Findings 

First, a change from Base Case to Conservation Case assump- 
tions produces a large increase in regional employment over the 
course of the next twenty years. In Table 1 below, summary results 
are presented of the employment impacts of a transition from the 
Base Case to Conservation scenario assumptions. Increase in employ- 
ment attributable to the extra conservation actions are shown for 
each state. Annual effects shown at five year intervals allow one 
to see the pattern of increased employment taking place as conserv- 
ation activity grows and more of the benefits of this activity, 
in the form of energy conservation and shifts of disposable income 
are plowed back into the regional economy. The Column labelled 
Wtotal" in Table 1 gives the cumulative total employment induced 
by all incremental conservation over the twenty-two year period of 
the study. Average employment per year can be obtained by dividing 
these totals by the twenty-two year length of the study period. 

Table 1 presents net changes in regional employment. That is, 
all losses of employment due to such factors as reduced activity 
in the energy sector resulting from reduced demand have been ac- 
counted for. Thus, the figures in Table 1 can be thought of as 
additional positions within the region which would be created as a 
consequence of the shift from "business-as-usal" conditions to those 
included in our Conservation Case forecast. 

In order to gain some perspective on the import of these results 
for the region, it is useful to compare them with current levels of 
unemployment. According to the most recent issue of the Statistical 
Abstract of the United States, unemployment for 1978, the last year 
reported, was 340,000 in the New England region. The average yearly 
employment created in the transition from Base to Conservation Case 
conditions (approximately 15,240), totals about six percent of the 
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1978 unemployment level in the New England region. Of course, 
employment impacts shown in Table 1 cannot simply be subtracted 
from future unemployment levels. The changes from Base to Conserv- 
ation Case conditions assume in themselves thesomewhat extensive re- 
organization of the energy sector of the New England economy, 
implying accompanying changes in other sectors and possible impli- 
cations for migration patterns. However, the results clearly sug- 
gest that the transition would significantly reduce unemployment in 
the New England region. 

TABLE 1. 

TOTAL ANNUAL EMPLOYMENT IMPACT 
BY STATE AND YEAR IN THE NEW ENGLAND REGION 

Maine 

New Hampshire 

Vermont 

Massachusetts 

Rhode Island 

Connecticut 

1983 1988 1993 1998 TOTAL* 
485 1,562 1,962 2,858 34,249 

630 1,567 1,922 2,914 34,276 

245 713 887 1,262 15,176 

2,330 7,414 9,076 12,704 156,111 

311 1,031 1,234 l,S-64 21,085 

1,250 3,528 4,321 5,850 74,336 . 

New England 5,251 l&815 19,402 27,252 335,233 

* Total for all years, not just those shown. 

Given the magnitude of the impact, it is worth stressing that. 
the current study may underestimate the employment in- 
creases which would take place. 
sible underestimation. 

There are two reasons for this pos- 
The first is the time frame of the study itself. 

Many of the employment impacts will occur after the end of the study 
time frame in 2000. Table 1, for example, 
pacts through the year 2000. 

shows only employment im- 
Even if no conservation activity were 

continued after the end of the study, measures would continue to pay 
for themselves and yield additional savings, which, in turn, would 
further stimulate the economy. These effects will pfoduce net employ- 
ment increases after the end of the study, which have not been in- 
cluded. 
facturing 

Second, cautious assumptions have been made concerning manu- 
activity in the New England region. In particular, we have 

not assumed that the industrial mix will be altered to meet the demands 
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of large conservation-oriented local activity. Were this to take 
place, many additional jobs would be created in the manufacturing 
sector. On the other hand, it should be pointed out that there is 
also a possible depressing effect on the estimates. As has been sug- 
gested in response to previous studies of this type, utilities find- 
ing themselves with excess capacity caused, in part, by increased 
conservation activity, may tend to pass costs on in the form of 
higher rates. 

The three factors described above have been examined through 
sensitivity runs of the model. Apparently, the net effect is 
to produce a slight underestimate of the total employment associ- 
ated with the transition. 

The second finding is that much of the employment associated 
with the change to the Conservation Case conditions is not directly 
visible as conservation-related activity. The direct on-site con- 
servation activity is only "the tip of the iceberg" of the economic 
consequences of these actions. 

In making the analysis, one can distinguish three levels of 
economic activity associated with the implementation of a particular 
conservation-related activity. First, there is the activity at the 
conservation site itself. This involves labor, sometimes that of a 
homeowner, sometimes that of someone employed by the homeowner, to 
install a particular device. Occasionally, as in the purchase of 
more efficient appliances, no on-site labor is involved. Second, 
there is a change in the demand for goods'and services obtained 
locally which can be linked directly to on-site activity. Materials 
are purchased locally, labor is recruited from the local labor force 
to install conservation-related devices, energy demands on local 
energy dealers decrease as a consequence of additional conservation, 
etc. 

All of these effects can be viewed as inputs to local industry 
from the on-site activity. These local industries, be they retail 
concerns or manufacturing concerns, respond through increased econo- 
mic activity, and, therefore, increased employment. This set of 
activity has been termed "input industry" in this study. Additionally,. 
these input industries themselves put further demand upon the regional 
economy as a whole. This set of activity is termed "total indirect 
demand." 

Employment impacts broken down by on-site and off-site components 
with the off-site component further subdivided by breaking out "input 
industry" (as defined above is presented in Table 2. Examination of 
Table 2 shows that the indirect effects are a very substantial portion 
of the total employment impacts. Interestingly, the on-site activi- 
ties are the smallest of the major component. 
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TABLE 2. 

BREAKDOWN OF TOTAL EMPLOYMENT IMPACT 
BY STATE AND BY LEVEL OF MULTIPLIER EFFECT 

ME NH VT MA RI CT N.E. 

On-Site 7,492 6,910 3,382 26521 4,332 15,903 64340 

Input Industry 14,851 I,998 7p59 56942 9,l60 33,292 123202 

Off-Site Total 26,757 27366 11,794 129390 16,753 58,433 270693 

Grand Total* 34249 34276 15176 156,lll 21,085 74,336 335233 

* Grand Total equals the sum of On-Site plus Off-Site Total 
Employment. 

The third finding is that savings due to additional conserva- 
tion beyond that in the Base Case are far larger than the invest- 
ment requirements needed to make the change. Table 3 displays the 
total investment and the total dollar value of energy savings for 

* each New England state. Also shown is the total shift in dispos- 
able income representing the energy savings debited after repayment 
of the-~conservation investment. 

Specifically, total investment is the additional outlay required 
. to apy for the additional conservation above Base Case levels. Total 

Savings refers to the value of the incremental fuel savings due to 
increased conservation. After the additional conservation has been 
paid for out of the saving due to increased conservation, household 
income originally used to pay fuel bills is "shifted" to other 
uses. This income is shown in the "Shifted Disposable Income" row. 

TABLE 3. 

TOTAL CONSERVATION INVESTMENT, 
ENERGY SAVINGS AND SHIFTED DISPOSABLE INCOME 

(lo6 1980 $) 

ME NH VT MA RI CT TOTAL 
Total Conservation 
Investment 680 659 335 2559 413 5630 6,276 

Energy Savings 2058 l#991 960 7,222 I,187 4257 17,675 

Shifted Disposable 
Income 1,518 1#557 743 5995 943 3251 13,807 
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As these figures indicate, energy savings are almost three 
times larger than the total capital requirements ne-cessary to obtain 
those savings. The result of this high savings-to-cost ratio is that 
income previously allocated to paying for fuel costs may now be shift- 
ed to the purchased of other goods and services. This shift has pro- 
found consequences for the regional economy, as we will explain in 
subsequent findings. 

The same information is presented in Table 4 on a yearly basis 
for New England as a whole. The data shows that while there is some 
up-front capital cost, savings accumulate sufficiently rapidly so 
that after a few years they are actually larger on a yearly basis 
than are the capital requirements for continued investment. This 
pattern is important when evaluating the impact of start-up costs for 
the Conservation Scenario upon other activities within the region. 
When conservation programs are analyzed, total investment costs are 
sometimes compared with total savings and the question is asked, 
Where will the investment funds come from? In the conservation pack- 
age suggested in this study (where most of the measures are small) 
funds are likely to come from savings, from reallocations of dis- 
posable income, or from some form of credit. 

TABLE 4. 

YEARLY CONSERVATION INVESTMENT, 
ENERGY SAVINGS AND SHIFTED DISPOSABLE INCOME IN NEW ENGLAND 

(lo6 1980$) 

1978 1983 1988 1993 1998 TOTAL 

Total 
Investment 0 161 379 366 368 6,276 

Energy 
Savings 

Shifted 
Disposable 
Income 

0 91 617 lJ29 5541 17,675 

0 48 410 869 1,411 13307 
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The data in Table 4 additionally suggest that the payback period 
viewed as a regional aggregate for the changes we have suggested is 
quite short and that the savings redistributed via disposable income 
will in fact overtake the capital requirements quite rapidly. The 
measures pay back so quickly that the net positive effects of their 
installation soon overtake any other depressing effects associated 
with the need to pay for their installation. 

It should be remembered that the analysis takes account of both 
the initial capital requirements and their repayment. The disposable 
income calculation assumes that savings associated with the installa- 
tion of a measure are diverted out of disposable income entirely 
until the measure is paid for. In effect, all measures are paid 
for out of individual savings. However, this computational procedure 
is also roughly consistent with the assumption that savings are paid 
for out of current disposable income, which is then recovered through 
the first few years' fuel savings. Whichever interpretation one 
places on the model output, it must be stressed that the shifted 
disposable income is net of the cost of the measures as well as their 
maintenance. Therefore, it does represent a real addition to dis- 
cretionary spending on the part of those who have installed the 
conservation measures. As will be seen, in this has profound employ- 
ment effects. 

The fourth finding is that of the four principal ways in which 
conservation creates jobs, disposable income shifts associated with 
lower energy costs is the most significant. Earlier, in discussing 
the second finding, employment-creation effects were discussed in 
terms of the economic activity level at different stages removed 
from on-site employment. Here the issue is addressed in a slightly 
different fashion. 

Reviewing, it is useful to distinguish three different ways 
in which the effects of on-site conservation-related activity are 
linked to the local economy. The three are: (1) through the demand 
for materials purchased locally, and through the spending of wages to 
on-site workers, (2) through decreased consumption of local energy 
services, and (3) through shifts in household income made possible 
by the re-allocation of energy savings. Table 4 presents the total 
employment impact by state disaggregated according to these different 
effects. Also presented for the perspective are the total direct 
employment on-site as well as the over-all total employment. 

An examination of Table 5 reveals that indirect employment, that 
is, employment off-site, gives the bulk of the impact in each of the 
states. Further, it is clear that this employment is a composite of 
competing effects. Purchase of materials, the spending of wages, 
and the effect of shifts in disposable income tend to increase local 
employment, while decreased spending for energy tends to decrease employ- 
ment. It is particularly interesting to compare the decrease in em- 
ployment due to fuel savings with the increase due to the shift in 
funds associated with these savings. Remembering that the spending of 
energy savings only commences after the original capital investment in 
conservation is paid for, the results show that the net effect of this 
shift is to strongly increase regional employment. 
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TABLE 5. 

TOTAL EMPLOYMENT IMPACT DISAGGREGATED 
BY ECONOMIC EFFECT OF CONSERVATION 

ME NH VT MA RI CT N.E. 

On-Site 7,492 6910 3282 26,521 4,332 15203 64,540 

Indirect Employment 
Due To: 

Labor and Materials 
Purchases 14,490 15#l71 6248 69356 9,266 33,718 148,249 

Reduced Energy 
Expenditures -39b68 -39,418 -16$13 -174,828 -24300 -80,875 -375,702 

Consumer Spending 
of Energy Savings 55736 51,614 22,l59 235,062 31,988 105,589 498,l48 

Sub-Total 
Indirect Employment 26,757 27,366 11794 129j90 16,753 58,433 27Oj93 

Total 
Employment 3q249 34,276 15,l76 156,lll 25085 74,336 335233 

This phenomenon has been noted in other studies. In particular, 
the California Energy Commission staff study (Ref. 51, observes that 
investment in energy is far less employment-intensive than general 
investments in the economy. Thus, the shift from spending on energy 
to general discretionary income spending has a large stimula- 
tive effect. Viewing this stimulation as, in part, cancellation 
of the effects associated with the decrease in energy consump- 
tion, highlights the fact that an analysis which focuses only 
upon on-site employment, together with labor spending and mater- 
ials purchases associated with such employment will vastly understate 
the employment impacts associated with the conservation program. 
Unfortunately, such a focus has been the scope of most studies to 
date. Finally, we should note that the results concerning the effect 
of shifting from energy expenditures to general economic expenditures 
show that a shift to least-cost energy strategies (Ref. 6) would lead 
to a dramatic increase in employment. This derives not only through 
the labor and materials demands for such devices, either directly or 
indriectly, but, in addition, through the effects of shifts in dis- 
posable income. The "least-cost" energy strategy is likely to in- 
crease economic and employment activity. 

The yearly impacts of each of the basic employment factors 
for New England as a whole is given in Table 6. Here again, 
labor and materials impacts together with on-site employment are 
dominant in the early years. However, by the mid-point in the study 
period, they are overtaken by the effects of re-spending. 
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TABLE 6. 

TOTAL ANNUAL EMPLOYMENT IN NEW ENGLAND 
DISAGGREGATED BY ECONOMIC EFFECTS OF CONSERVATION 

1983 1988 1993 1998 TOTAL 

On-Site 1334 4p40 3,703 3245 64540 

Indirect Employment 
Due To: 

Labor and Mater- 
ial Purchases 4pO2 9207 8283 8391 148249 

Reduced Energy 
Expenditures -2pO5 -12667 -24039 -35471 -375,702 

Consumer Spending 
of Energy Savings 1721 14836 31353 50,888 498,l48 

Sub-Total 
Indirect Employ- 
ment 3,718 11376 15697 24008 270693 

Total 
Employment 5251 15815 19po2 27252 335233 

The details of this pattern are related to the particular 
assumptions employed in the distribution of savings due to con- 
servation. Savings are credited toward the cost of a conservation 
measure until that measure is paid off. Only then does additional 
disposable income become available. Other financing possibilities 
exist, such as "split savings" financing, where only part of the 
yearly savings would go toward the cost of the measure, with part 
retained by the measure-owner to be allocated to increased 
discretionary income. 

Use of such split savings techniques has been advocated as a 
method for increasing the penetration of such high cost technologies 
as active solar systems. The analysis presented in Table 6 shows 
that the use of such a technique would spread the job benefits 
associated with the shifts of disposable income more evenly across 
the study period. Since steady employment is preferable to lumped 
employment, such financing schemes might benefit for the region 
economically. 

The fifth finding is that from the standpoint of local employ- 
ment-creation investment in conservation is very efficient. 
In Table 7, yearly employment per million dollars of total investment 
and per million dollars of local economic activity is given. The 
second category is a measure of the fraction of the expenditures on 
conservation which remain in the local economy. So, for example, if 
the measure under consideration were insulation, the local economy 
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would be credited with the local transportation, wholesale, and if 
appropriate, retail costs, associated with the insulation, together 
with any on-site labor involved in its installation. However, if 
the insulation were manufactured outside New England, no manufactur- 
ing costs would affect the local economy. The data in Table 7 shows 
that approximately two-thirds of the total investment in conservation 
leads to local economic activity and that about two-thirds of the em- 
ployment obtained nationally, is, in fact, found in the local region. 

TABLE 7. 

EMPLOYMENT PER MILLION DOLLARS 
OF CONSERVATION INVESTMENT BY STATE 

TOTAL 
ME NH VT MA RI CT N.E. 

Total 
Employment 

Total 
Investment 

34249 34,276 15,l76 156,lll 24085 74,336 335233 

680 659 335 2558 413 5630 6,275 

Em 
10 % 

loyment Per 
$ Invested 50.4 52.0 45.3 61.0 51.1 45.6 53.4 

Local 
Spending 404 414 180 1480 236 929 3643 

Employment Per lo6 
$ Spent Locally 84.8 82.8 84.3 105.5 89.3 80.0 92.0 

In the California Commission study cited earlier, a similar 
analysis was performed for power plant construction. Depending upon 
the preceise nature of the power plant, the California Commission 
found that fourteen to forty-nine percent of the employment associ- 
ated with power plant construction was local. A similar finding 
was made in the Long Island employment impact study (Ref. 6) where 
it was determined that investment in conservation produced compara- 
tive employment benefits that were even greater at the local level 
than they were at the national level. 

In general, these findings suggest that investment in conserva- 
tion is more efficient than power plan construction as a source of 
stimulation of local employment. Given such results it is natural 
to raise the possibility designing energy policy so as simultaneously 
to obtain an efficient use of natural resources and at optimal stimu- 
lation of employment. 
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Our sixth finding is that saving a kilowatt-hour of elec- 
tricity creates more employment than producing a kilowatt-hour 
of electricity. In order to obtain the information necessary 
for the analysis leading to this finding, it was necessary to 
slightly modify the procedures used in the rest of this study. 
Many of the measures considered in the overall analysis involved 
more than one fuel. In order to develop some comparative analysis, 
special runs were performed on the set of measures that affect only 
electrical consumption: more efficient refrigerators, freezers, 
electric ranges, and lighting. Table 8 summarizes the results on 
the number of jobs per billion kilowatt-hours saved. These figures 
represent only a subset of measures, but have the virtue that 
they can be compared to similar figures developed by the California 
Energy Commission for energy produced by power plants fueled.bv oil, 
coal, and nuclear energy. The latter figures are shown in Table 9 
below. As is suggested comparing Tables 8 and 9, saving a kilowatt- 
hour of electricity is much more productive of employment than 
creating the kilowatt-hour through the construFtion of power plants. 

TABLE 8. 

TOTAL EMPLOYMENT PER BILLION 
KILOWATT-HOURS SAVED* 

TOTAL 
ME NH VT MA RI CT N.E. 

Total 
Employment 

10' KWH 
Saved 

8J20 7,741 3504 54517 6,789 19,607 96278 

4.45 4.05 2.06 20.42 3.35 12.09 46.42 

Em loyment Per 
10 8 KWH Saved 1,825 l?911 5701 2p74 2,027 l,622 2074 

* This table reflects only the three appliance measures and 
improved lighting, asscussed above. 
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TABLE 9. 

EMPLOYMENT PER BILLION KILOWATT-HOURS PRODUCED OR SAVED 

California Total U.S. 

Power Plants 

Oil 184-620 1209-1289 
Coal 357-385 943-1781 
Nuclear 278 790- 859 

Reproduced from J. Lerner and F. Posey, The Comparative 
Effects of Energy Technologies on Employment, California 
Energy Commission, November 1979. 

Together the findings present a coherent picture of the employ- 
ment impacts resulting from the transition from Base to Conservation 
Case assumptions in the residential sector. Total regional employ- 
ment would be greatly enhanced by such a change. Such enhancement, 
however, would not in the main be directly identifiable with the 
particular conservation measures. Indeed, it is only by a rather 
detailed and technical analysis involving a set of indirect effects 
that the total impacts have been quantified. It appears that the 
conservation strategy offers both a cost-lowering and employment- 
increasing energy policy future. 
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2. METHODOLOGY 

2.1 Link Between Forecast Results and Employment Impacts 

The goal of the present study is to establish the incremental 
direct and indirect employment impacts involved in a transition 
from the Base Case growth scenario (Technical Report I) to the Con- 
servation Case scenario (Technical Reports II and III). The impact 
estimates throughout this study are restricted to the subset of con- 
servation measures affecting energy usage in the residential sector. 

For each of the conservation measures it is necessary to specify 
certain characteristics of each implementation such as direct labor 
and materials requirements and the total number or such implementa- 
tions year-by-year. The data needed to specify measure characteristics 
is discussed in Sec. 2.4. Here the procedures by which the implemen- 
tation rates for each measure are derived from the forecasts is de- 
scribed. 

It is useful to begin by reviewing requirements developed in 
earlier volumes for the residential sector. As a sample, the fore- 
cast results of the Base and Conservation Case forecasts of Connecti- 
cut are reproduced below as Table 10. As the results indicate, the 
forecast is developed for a series of end-uses (further disaggregation 
by housing type is not explicitly displayed in Table 1). That is, 
each of the major uses of electricity in the residential sector -- 
refrigeration, air conditioning, heating, cooking, water heating, etc. 
-- is analyzed separately, Examination of the results presented in 
Table 1 for refrigeration, for example, shows that in the Conserva- 
tion Case, consumption associated with refrigeration drops below that 
experienced in the Base Case. In Table 11,we show the difference be- 
tween the Base and the Conservation Cases for refrigeration on a 
year-by-year basis. Column 1 contains the consumption under Base Case 
conditions; Column 2, under Conservation Case conditions; and Column 3 
the yearly difference. The numbers in Column 3 represent the cumula- 
tive savings associated with improvements in refrigeration through 
each year. Thus, the difference shown in Column 3 for 1985 reflects 
improvements in refrigerator efficiency between the Base and 
Conservation Cases which have taken place between the starting year 
and 1985. As indicated in the description of the forecasting model, 
this effect reflects the phase-in of improved units through replace- 
ments and retirements of existing units and net additions to the 
appliance stock. In Column 4, the differences between the savings 
shown in Column 2 for successive years are presented. Thus, for 1985, 
the difference between the cumulative savings through 1985 and the 
cumulative savings through 1984 are shown. This difference represents 
the additional savings due to the conservation related improvements in 
1985 alone. 

In analyzing the employment impact of these savings, the first 
step is to identify the additional savings due to conservation in- 
vestment in a particular year with the purchase of specific items of 
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TABLE 10. 

SAMPLE RESIDENTIAL FORFXAST OUTPUT 

BASE CASE - CONNECTICUT 

CONSERVATION CASE - CONNECTICUT 
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TABLE 11. 

CALCULATION OF IMPLEMENTATIONS FOR REFRIGERATOR MEASURE 
(CONNECTICUT CONSUMPTION DATA) 

YEAR 

1978 1840 
1979 1874 
1980 1902 
1981 1927 
1982 1944 
1983 1958 

1984 1969 
I 1985 1975 

z 1986 1982 
1987 1988 

I 1988 1993 
1989 1997 
1990 1999 

BASE CASE CONSERVATION CUMULATIVE YEARLY NUMBER OF 
CONSUMPTION CONSUMPTION SAVINGS SAVINGS IMPLEMENTATIONS 

LB40 
1,872 
1,895 
1913 

1213 
1902 
5889 

$zi 
1,824 
l,798 

0 0 0 
2 2 6,369 
9 7 22293 

23 14 44,586 
46 23 73,248 
85 - 39 124,204 

141 56 . 178,344 
214 73 232,484 
297 83 264,331 
414 117 372,611 
559 145 461783 
732 173 550‘955 
933 201 640,127 



more efficient equipement in that year. Before explaining the de- 
tails of this identification procedure, some of the differences be- 
tween the forecasting model and the model used in the employment 
impact analysis should be classified. 

The forecasting model allows for the continual improvement 
in various end-uses. Thus, over time, the efficiency of-refri- 
gerators may increase in a continuous fashion in both the Base 
and Conservation Cases. It is the- difference between those~ in- 
creases that are captured in taking the difference between the 
forecast output for the two cases. The operations involved in 
the employment analysis, on the other hand, are essentially dis- 
crete in nature (e-q., each unit has a fixed efficiency improve- 
ment). For the implementation of equipment improvement, a de- 
tailed engineering description is required. In our example, 
in order to analyze an improved refrigerator, a list of materials 
and labor, including their cost, as well as fuel savings and 
other pertinent economic data is necessary. 

In order to combine the forecasting and employment portions of 
the model, a bridge must be made between the continuous improvements 
in the forecasting model and the discrete improvements permitted in the 
employment analysis. This bridge is accomplished through "the method 
of equivalent implementations." This method begins with the develop- 
ment of an engineering-based analysis of a particular conservation 
implementation -- in our example, an improved refrigerator. This im- 
provement is defined as above and beyond the engineering character- 
istics of a Base Case refrigerator, which itself changes over time 
according to efficiency improvements assumed operative in the Base 
Case itself. The specific incremental Conservation Case improvements 
are described in the earlier Technical Reports. bne of the items 
developed there is an estimate of the yearly decrease in consumption 
associated with the replacement of a Base Case refrigerator by the 
improved refrigerator. It is this quantity of energy in kilowatt 
hours that is associated with the use of one improved unit. The method 
of equivalent implementations reduced the yearly improvement shown in 
Column 4 of TablelOto yearly implementations -- that is, yearly num- 
ber of changes from Base Case to improved refrigerators -- by dividing 
the yearly savings by the improvement associated with one such replace- 
ment. So, for example, the savings shown for 1985 divided by the 
average saving when changing from a Base Case to a Conservation Case 
refrigerator, yields the unit implementations shown in Column 5 of 
Table 1. These implementations on a yearly basis provide one of the 
basic items of data input to the jobs model. 

The method of equivalent implementations is an approximation to 
the continous changes which occur in the forecasting model. However, 
from the standpoint of input-output analysis, it is a quite appropri- 
ate approximation. In some cases, the method may overstate the 
per unit savings in a given year due to the phase-in of the improve- 
ments in both the Base and Conservation Cases. Though this may result 
in a smaller than actual number of implementations, the cost of chang- 
ing from the Base to the Conservation Case assumptions is commensurately 
overstated. Engineering analysis shows that the cost and savings are 
roughly linearly related. Thus, the overstatement in cost, together 
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with an understatement in the actual number of implementations made, 
balance so that not only are the total energy savings accurately ap- 
proximated but the total bill for materials and labor required to 
make the total savings possible is also correct. These totals, not the 
unit data, are the key factors in driving the employment model. 

In Table 12,the measures used in our employment analysis are 
listed. They are grouped in categories which are intended to 
show general relationships among the measures. Thus, the appli- 
ance measures are grouped together, 
are grouped together, 

the thermal integrity measures 
and the fuel switching measure is segregated 

because of its unique character. The refrigeration measure, which 
has served up to now as an example of the procedures, is among the 
simplest of the measures in terms of the determination of implementa- 
tions. Other measures, particularly those involved with air condi- 
tioner or efficiency improvements and building thermal integrity 
measures, present additional difficulties. They exhibit what might 
be termed "the problem of dual effects." In the forecasting 
model there are two distinct reasons for decline in air condi- 
tioner unit usage. One is the improvement in the units themselves, 
in particular in the design and operation of the compressor of 
the dwellings in which the air conditioners are used. In making 
of the dwellings in which the air conditioners are used. In making 
assignments of energy savings together with costs, only the savings 
due to improved compressor operation should be credited to the 
investment in more efficient air conditioners. The additional savings 
associated with thermal integrity are appropriately credited to in- 
vestments in insulation, weather stripping, and other improvements 
in the thermal integrity of the dwelling. This requires a procedure 
somewhat more complicated than that for the refrigerator example. In 
order to deal with this problem, a special interface program was de- 
veloped for this investigation. It takes the output of the fore- 
casting program and allocates the energy savings on a yearly basis 
among the appropriate measures. 

The procedures employed, while essentially similar to those 
shown in Table 11,are sufficiently complicated so that computerization 
is necessary. Similar difficulties are encountered when both electri- 
cal and fossil fuel effects are entailed in a given measure. For 
example, consider the case of fossil fuel heated homes. Such heating 
systems normally employ electrical auxiliaries -- pumps, fans, etc. 
Improvements in dwelling thermal integrity decrease not only the 
fossil fuel consumed but also the electricity used in these auxili- 
aries. The usage of these auxiliaires is shown under the heating 
auxiliary category in the forecast output, as indicated in Table 10. 
In developing the implementations for thermal integrity measures for 
fossil heated dwellings, the effects on heating auxiliaries must be 
simultaneously accounted for. Also, the electrical savings associ- 
ated with those auxiliaries must be shown in the engineering data 
associated with the measure. This, too, is accomplished through the 
interface program. 

The entire project described in the five Technical Reports of 
this study can be summarized figuratively as a three-stage procedure, 
as sho+n in Figure 1. First, an analysis of electrical savings and 
other fuel savings is performed. The electrical savings, being more 
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TABLE 12. 

MEASURES USED IN THE CONSERVATION/EMPLOYMENT ANALYSIS 

I. More Efficient 
Electrical Equipment 

1. Refrigerator 
2. Freezer 
3. Electric Range 
4. Lighting 
5. Room Air Conditioner (1) 
6. Central Air Conditioner(') 

II. 

1. 

2. 
3. 

4. 

III. 

1. 

2. 
3. 
4. 

Thermal Integrity/ 
Heating Fuel Mix 
Related Measures 

Thermal Integrity 
Improvement 
Improved Heat Pump Electric Only 
More Efficient 
Plumbing Fixtures Yes 
More Efficient 
Water Heater Yes 

Switch From Electric 
Resistance Heating To 
Alternative Mode 

Electric Only 
Gas Heat Electric Only 
Oil Heat Electric Only 
Active Solar Assisted 
Resistance Heat Electric Only 

MEASURE SEPARATELY SPECIFIED FOR HOUSING TYPE 

Title 
Fossil/Electric New/Existing Single Family 

Heated Units Units Multifamily 

No 

No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 

Yes 

No No 

No No 
No No 
No No 
No No 
No No 
No Yes i 

No 
New Only 

No No 

No No 

Yes 
Yes 

New Only Yes 
New Only Yes 
New Only Yes 

New Only Yes 

(1) Part of forecast savings for air conditioning consumption 
is to thermal integrity improvement. 

(2) "Switched" heat pumps are improved by application of 
Measure 11-3. 
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complex in nature and development, are determined via runs of the 
ESRG forecasting model using Base Case and Conservation Case data. 
In addition to the determination of electrical and other fuel savings, 
engineering estimates of particular changes in residential end-uses 
which could account for such savings are developed. These changes go 
under the general term of "measure data." Given the measure data 
and the fuel savings, an interface program computer the number of 
implementations of the given measures which are necessary to account 
for the forecast fuel savings. Finally, with the measure data and 
the number of implementations developed, the ESRG jobs model is 
employed to develop estimates of direct -- that is, on-site -- and 
indirect employment which would occur if there were a change from 
Base to Conservation Case conditions. 

2.2 Steps in the Creation of Employment 

The analysis of the employment impacts of energy conservation 
provided by the ESRG Employment Model is rather complicated. This 
complexity mirrors the complexity of employment creation within the 
economy itself. In Figure 2 we show in schematic form the steps 
which are involved. 

Beginning on the left, the installation of a measure triggers 
a series of economic responses. In addition to the labor involved 
in installation, there is, maintenance for certain measures. In- 
stallation and maintenance activity together constitute the direct 
employment effect -- that is, the on-site employment due to the 
installation of the measure. The on-site employment leads to the 
first off-site effect: the spending of wages which are paid to 
workers engaged in the installation and maintenance of the measure. 
This is shown in the off-site changes column of the diagram. Directly 
below this is shown two other off-site effects. The first is the 
purchase of locally produced materials. Here are also included any 
regional wholesale, retail, or transportation activity associated 
with goods produced outside the region. 

Next is shown the increases due to non-energy spending. This 
is perhaps the least obvious but empirically the most important ef- 
fect of conservation. Many conservation measures pay for themselves 
quite rapidly and so have a useful life far beyond the period needed 
to repay the cost of the installation. During this period, disposable 
income increases, leading to increased purchases and employment, 
as shown in the summary of results in Section 1.3. The effect is 
traced beginning with the savings of energy in the first year and 
then in subsequent years. Energy savings eventually pay for the 
measure, as indicated in the diagram. Of course, deducted from sav- 
ings are any maintenance or upkeep expenses on the system. Beyond 
that, once the measure is paid for, the continued savings are shifted 
to general household expenditures, through which they increase non- 
energy spending within the economy. 
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FIGUB?S. ?A 
THE EMPLOYMENT EFFECTS OF 

ONE CONSERVATIU~~ MEASURE APPLICATION 

MEASURE 
IMPLEMENTED 

Conservation 
Measure in 
New SF House* 
in Place of 
Conventional 

ON-SITE ON-SITE DIRECT 
CHANGES CHANCES EMPLOYMENT 

(1st YEAR) (SUBSEQUENT YEARS) EFFECT 

OFF-SITE 
CHANGES 

TOTAL 
EMPLOYMENT 

IMPACT 

ON-SITE ON-SITE DIRECT TOTAL 

CHANGES CHANGES EMPLOYMENT EMPLOYMENT 
(1st YEAR) (SUBSEQUENT YEARS) EFFECT IMPACT 

. 
T T 

- Maint. - Maint. Additional Additional 
System System Direct Direct 

+ + I I 
)I )I Jobs Jobs 

by by 
Year Year 

On-Site On-Site 

+.Install +.Install 
\ \ 

b Employ- , b Employ- , 

System System ment ment - Spend - Spend 
Wages Wages 

I 
c c . . 

Purchase Purchase 

' 1 
Local 

1 Prod. 

Shift - Shift - 
H. Hold H. Hold 
Expend. Expend. 

. 

l 

Increase 7 7 
Non-Energy - Non-Energy - Net Net 

:~- Spend. :~- Spend. Indirect Indirect 
& & l l Job Job 

* Change * Change 
by by 

Year Year 

'*.Pay for 
-Measure 

Save 
I 

Save Decreased 
Energy '- Energy ' 

I 

Spending 

* Or any other appropriate unit as shown in Table 12. 



In addition to the three sources of increased employment, there 
is one source of decreased employment. The decreased demand for en- 
ergy caused by the conservation measures leads to decreased economic 
activity in the energy producing sectors and related decreased employ- 
ment. These energy industries include the electric and gas utilities, 
the petroleum industry, and the various aspects of retail, wholsale, 
and transportation which are dependent upon such activities. Here, 
in addition, it should be noted that particular measures may cause de- 
creased activity. For example, the ban on electric space heating 
accounts for decreased employment among electricians. This is shown 
in the direct jobs by year, as discussed in Section 1.3. 

2.3 Structure of the ESRG Employment Model 

In Section 2.1 the linkage between the ESRG forecasting model 
and the ESRG employment model was described. In this section, the 
internal structure of the employment model itself will be 
schematized. This is intended to orient the reader for the more 
detailed discussion in the following two sections. The ESRG model 
and its data structures are complicated. A model logic outline 
and interconnection is shown in Figure 3 below. In digesting this dia- 
gram, it is useful first to separate the portion of the model dealing 
with the input data from the portion of the model performing es- 
sential computations. This division is shown by the double line in 
the figure. 

The upper left hand portion of the diagram represents the por- 
tion of the model centered around the "Measure Sheet." This is the 
structure which contains the measure data -- that is, the engineering 
information concerning the cost, materials and labor, and the energy 
savings associated with a particular measure. This portion of the 
model allows one to use, update, and print the data on individual mea- 
sures. A sample output from this portion of the program is contained 
in Table 14, below. The implementation data, the other major data 
input to the employment model, is developed by the interface portion 
of the system (see Figure 1 anddiscussion). 

In addition to the measure sheet portion of the system, there 
are four major programs used in the ESRG model. These are labeled 
"Scenario," "Energy," "Cost," and "RIMS," the last standing for 
Regional Industrial Multiplier System. These components are located 
in the central portion of the chart. In general, once data on the 
measures and their implementation has been determined, the informa- 
tion flows through the model, as indicated by the arrows in Figure 3. 
Each program performs specific computations, printing its results as 
indicated or passing its results on for further processing. COST 
prints fuel savings, as well as additional disposable income due to 
such savings. RIMS accepts the data from COST and ENERGY and, depend- 
ing upon the options chosen by the user, computes the indirect effects 
due to different components of the on-site activities and fuel savings. 
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FIGURE 3. 

THE ESRG EMPLOYMENT MODEL FLOWCHART 
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TABLE 14. 

SAMPLE MEASURE SHEET 

200: More Efficient Refriz4erators 

HO LABOR USED (1) 

flATEK1AI.S COSTS 
f~J;HIA'" I/O CODE 

100+0X DO-IT-YOURSELF (3) 
CONTRACTOR CODE 65'02 (1) 

IkPLl3lENTATION 
lOO+Oi: A'JAILABLE #,0X OF 

1 IS YEAR IMFLEFKNTATION 

(4) 'TECH' 0,000 TAX CODE 

0,0X MARK-UP ON 

~W&LE IMPLEMENTELI 

2 END USE CODE 2 

SFti4F ALL 

% LO;ALLY AVAILABLE t2) 

LABOR 

FUlz~LMIX (5) A/C SATURATION (5) 
GAS ELECTRIC 

START YEAR O+OOO 0,000 1tOUO OIQOO 
FINAL YEAR 0,000 0,000 1,000 0,000 

('I ENFHGY SAUlNGS 
0,000 MCF GAS OvO GAL OIL 312 NON A/C KWH 0 A/C I(WH 

MAINTENANCE O,O% OF tiATERIALS 0,0X OF LAL!OR 

MEASURE LIFE IS 20 YEARS 

1) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

5) 

6) 

Labor and Materials codes classify the on-site activities. 
The labor classifications are shown in the output of COST, 
below. The materials classification is based upon the 
B.E.A. classification system. 

Local availability data allows the model to distinguish the 
material and labor components which come from the local area. 
The materials data is based upon manufacturing employment 
data. Labor data is estimated by ESRG staff. 

% do-it-yourself givesthe percentage of measure applications 
performed by residents themselves. 

This line gives technical parameters indicating technology 
assumptions, federal tax credit status, and end-use affected 
by the measure. 

Mix of fuels affected by the measure. Separate air condition- 
ing data is required to account for the secondary effects of 
certain measures. 

Total energy savings per measure are computed for each fuel 
separately. 
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2.4 Measure Data and Other Model Data Requirements 

Analysis of the series of employment repercussions of the con- 
servation measures requires an adequate description of the measures 
themselves. This data is organized in the form of a computer gene- 
rated "measure sheet." A sample sheet is given in Table 14. 
These sheets provide the basic data required for the analysis. 
Materials and labor costs are broken out by category. In addition 
to the absolute amount involved in each category, a "locally avail- 
able fraction" is noted. This allows one to reduce expenditures 
to reflect only those which are associated with local economic 
activity. The measure sheet also contains a variety of technical 
information necessary to completely describe the economic activity 
involved. This includes such items as contractor costs and the 
tax treatment of the expenditures involved. 

Finally, there is information concerning the energy savings 
in terms of both the absolute amount of savings possible using the 
measure and the mix of fuels from which the savings will be obtained. 
The information provided on the measure sheet is sufficient to char- 
acterize the economic activity associated with the installation of 
a given measure. 

All cost data shown on the measure sheets are at wholesale 
prices for 1980, adjusted for specific New England state conditions. 
For those measures involving household activity, the cost must be 
adjusted to reflect the retail mark-up. The "do-it-yourself" frac- 
tion shown on the measure sheet indicates the portion of materials 
which are expected to be purchased at retail prices. That fraction, 
together wtih appropriate material-specific mark-ups, is used to 
compute the retail portion of the material's cost. Similarly, the 
same fraction of labor cost is removed, since retail purchase are 
assumed to correspond to householder activity without additional 
labor. Since the costs are given in 1980 dollars, one must deal 
with the real changes in wages, materials, and fuel costs. Here 
our general assumptions are the same as those employed and discussed 
in the earlier Technical Report of this study. 

There is an issue of maintenance and replacement of measures 
once they are installed. Maintenance assumptions are shown expli- 
citly on the measure sheet, as is the life of the measure. The model 
itself takes account of maintenance and replacement as necessary. 
In general, measures are replaced once they wear out. 
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2.5 The Four Component Programs of the ESRG Employment Model 

The major elements involved in job creation, the data require- 
ments, and the overall structure of the employment model have now been 
summarized. Here the computing components of the ESRG jobs model 
are discussed. These are programs which actually produce the output 
results concerning employment effects which are shown in Section 1.3 
(and Appendix C). Each of the four component programs will be briefly 
reviewed in turn. 

SCENARIO This program is not an important analystic component 
in the current study. Its main function in the ESRG system is to per- 
form market penetration analyses when the implementation of measures 
is not determined from independent forecasts. Here its only func- 
tion is to provide information concerning the payback period for each 
of the measures under consideration. This information is passed 
to the program ENERGY. Its function will be described below. 

COST This program performs a number of computations. First, 
the effects of the various measures are aggregated so that all of the 
materials used in the total scenario are grouped by produced industry. 
In order to accomplish this, the materials cost, given at wholesale 
prices, must be reduced by wholesale and transportation mark-ups to 
obtain prices at the factory level. Second, wages for on-site labor 
are allocated to the appropriate wage category. Finally, adjustments, 
such as contractor mark-up and its allocation, are made. Once all 
of these computations are complete, data on all on-site expenses are 
available. This data is passed to the RIMS program, where the multi- 
plier effects of these expenditures resulting from indirect stimulation 
of the entire regional manufacturing network are estimated. 

The COST program prints the on-site employment associated with 
conservation activity. A sample output for Connecticut is shown in 
the Table 15 below. In reviewing this table, the reader should keep 
in mind that the total at the far right refers to the cumulative jobs 
for all years in the period, not just those shown. Note also that 
the loss in electricians' jobs is due to the elctric space heating 
ban element of the conservation scenario. 

TABLE 15. 

SAMPLE ON-SITE OUTPUT 

?OBT\PE: 
ELECTkIifkN 

INSTALLER I92 
198s 

IMSULATIO# . 
1-y 

S~IEET~ETAL 
:+ 34;; -22, 1050, 

0; g; v+ 

I95 3;; 
1995 
-34 * -394, 

?Z+ 
‘“0 iJ + 15515, 

HVACSOLAR IdSTALLER 5 0; 2: * g* 

0, 368, 1112, 908, ?&3, 159G31 
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The second output of COST is an estimate of the expenditures 
on-site. These are reported in two ways -- localized to reflect 
total economic activtty within the region and unlocalized to re- 
flect the total cost of the program. An example is-given in Table 16 
Here it should be noted that the total cost shown in the Table does 
not represent the price as viewed by the purchaser, since they do 
not reflect tax benefits, which the purchaser may apply against the 
price of a given measure. These costs represent the changes in local 
and national demand associated with the implementation of the con- 
servation case. 

TABLE 16. 

S.AMP!C,CST OUTPUT 

ENERGY This portion of the program treats the fuel savings as- 
sociated with the measures. It implements the measures yearly, as 
indicated on the implementation schedule, passed to it by the inter- 
face program. After measures are implemented, it keeps track of their 
pay-back periods, using the information on pay-back developed in the 
program SCENARIO. When a measure has paid for itself, ENERGY auto- 
matically credits the fuel savings, net of maintenance, if any, to 
disposable income, thereby setting in motion the "re-spending effect“ 
discussed earlier. 

The energy portion of the program prints the output on fuel sav- 
ings by fuel type, as well as the additional disposable income yearly 
generated by the re-spending effect. This is shown in Table 17 below. 
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TABLE 17. 

SAMPLE ENERGY PROGRAM OUTPUT 

ENERGY 

ENFRGY SAVINGS IN flILLIO& FllEl. 

GAS K.F OIi GAL 
FLEC KWH 

197i 
0: 
0, 

1953 
0, 
6, 

25 0 t 

i988 
2, 

41, 
1322, 

1998 
50, 199: 79: 10741 

1455, 
1942: 1178, 

25765, 
ENERGY SAVINGS IN MLLIONSr 9 

1975 1983 1988 n 
us 

3, t993 1998 
0, 1:: :i+ 
G+ 88: 

14:: 1%: 430, 
1770, 

131, 170‘ 2057, 
ADDITIONAL DISY(ISABLE IMCOtiE IN flILlIONS OF 1979 DOLLARS 

19?8 0, 

g I21 
97, 

1993 207, 
1998 326, 
TOTAL 3251, 

RIMS This portion of the program performs the multiplier ana- 
lysis needed to convert the demand created by conservation activity 
into a total level of economic activity. Before discussing the ope- 
ration of this program, it is perhaps appropriate to say a few words 
about the multiplier concept (a more detailed discussion is provided 
in Appendix A). 

In general, if a purchase of a dollar's worth of some material 
is made -- let us say, of steel -- this creates more than a dollar's 
worth of total economic activity. In order to produce the steel, 
coal must be mined, transportation provided, and so on. The relation- 
ship between final demand -- in our example, a dollar's worth of steel 
-- and total economic activity is one of proportionality. The con- 
stants of proportionality are the multipliers involved. 

In making our computation, we use a system of multipliers devel- 
oped by the Bureau of Economic Analysis of the United StBtes Depart- 
ment of Commerce. These multipliers are called the regional indus- 
trial multiplier system. The multipliers are disaggregated by input 
industry and express the ratio between final demand and total demand 
for a given industry in a given state. A different set of multipliers 
is used for each state under consideration in the study. Once the 
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total level of economic activity is developed, a second set of multi- 
pliers is employed to convert from gross economic activity to employ- 
ment. 

The RIMS portion of the model has as its output the total off- 
site employment and the associated level of economic activity. Sample 
output is shown below as Table 18. A distinctive feature of the out- 
put is the separation of the jobs produced from the initial expendi- 
ture from the total employment. These jobs are shown under "input 
industry job" corresponding to local materials purchased and the 
spending of wages for on-site work. Comparison of these figures 
with the total impacts illustrates the substantial portion of the 
off-site impacts which are hidden in the local economic activity. 

In addition to the employment impacts of the model, RIMS pro- 
vides a current dollar estimate of,the total indirect impact of ad- 
ditional conservation on the local economy. This is shown at the 
bottom of the RIMS output. , 

In addition, this portion of the model has the option of allow- 
ing one to distinguish the various off-site employment effects dis- 
cussed earlier. For example, one may retrieve separately the employ- 
ment associated with the spending of on-site wages, the..purchase of 
materials, and the shift of disposable income from fuel purchases to 
general household expenditures. In addition, one can obtain the loss 
in employment due to decreased energy consumption. Output for these 
taken separately corresponds to that of Table 20 for total effects. 
This flexibility in the method of implementation of the multiplier 
analysis permits the disaggregated output of off-site employment pre- 
sented in Section 1.3. 

In addition to the employment impacts of the model, RIMS pro- 
vides a current dollar estimate of the total indirect impact of 
additional conservation on the local economy. This is shown at the 
bottom of RIMS output. 

TABLE 18. 

SAMPLE RIMS OUTPUT 

;tU;R Hl;iIRIKi OF'TION NUMBER il-51 

TOTAL 
+ CNERVATION-PRODUCElr EtlPLOYHEtlT 

ENERGY AND ilAtiRIAL EXPENW;RES 
1983 1988 1993 1998 

IWUT ItWSTRY JOB 0, 514, 1435, 1943, 2761 l 33292 + 
TOTAL OFF SITE EWL(SYHE~(T 0, 882, 2416. 3413, 5067, 58433. 
TOTAL DEWND (E3.19801) 01 287.35, 77573, 111280, 172282, 1930425, 
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APPENDIX A: BRIEF SURVEY OF REGIONAL ECONOMIC MODELLING 

In the body of this report, employment impacts in the New Eng- 
land states of the conservation scenario have been discussed. Such 
an investigation falls within the general area of regional economic 
analysis. In particular, it involves that portion of regional eco- 
nomic analysis which attempts to quantify the effect of a particular 
activity or program, in this case the conservation policy measures 
on a given state's economy. A shift in regional final demand will 
produce a series of changes throughout the region resulting in a com- 
plex adjustment in the level of regional economic activity. To quan- 
tify this, the "multiplier" concept is introduced. For example, 
if the purchase of $1 worth of insulation resulted in an additional 
demand for regional goods and services worth $3.00, a crude multi- 
plier would be 4, To refine the multiplier cooncept, suppose only 
$0.50 of the value of the $1 worth of insulation was added in the 
state and $0.50 of materials imported into the state. Then a better 
multiplier would be 2.5. In the original example, $1 of demand re- 
sulted in $3 worth of additional related activity. Likewise, 
$0.50, under the same general conditions, yields $1.50. The multi- 
plier in this case is 2.5 @ $1.50 + $1.00 divided by the original 
expenditure. As suggested by this example, multipliers form the 
link between direct cost of the conservation measures and the result- 
ing regional economic activity. 

There are three basic approaches to the development of multi- 
pliers of the type required for this anlaysis: Economic Base Analy- 
sis, Regional Econometric Modelling, and Regional Input/Output Analy- 
sis. In this section each approach will be discussed briefly and 
the basis for the use of a regional input-output (I/O) approach in 
this study will be explained. (For a general introduction to regional 
analysis see Ref. 1.) 

Economic Base Analysis (Ref. 2) 

In this approach, one attempts to isolate those portions of the 
regional economy which "drive" the total economy. The driving portion 
is called the base. As an example, consider the classic company town, 
geographically isolated and containing a single large manufacturing 
plant serving a national market. In the long run all economic activity 
depends upon the plant, or transfer payments such as government aid 
(e.g., Social Security). In the short run, some sectors, such as 
residential construction, have a limited autonomy (e.g., construction 
may continue unabated despite a brief plant closing). Thus, depending 
on the time frame, the plant, plus perhaps certain other activities 
such as government and construction, form the local economic base. 
These activities do not depend essentially on the level of other cur- 
rent local economic activity, rather their demand for local goods and 
services stimulates the remaining local economic acitivity. Theore- 
tically, one could define a multiplier using base and total economic 
activity, but it is more usual to move directly to employment levels 
relating base to total employment. 
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In order to use an Economic Base approach to compute total im- 
pact of conservation policies upon a state, one would have to divide 
the direct employment produced by the policies into base and non-base 
components. The total employment would then be the direct, non-base 
employment plus the direct base employment times a multiplier, repre- 
senting the ratio of total to base employment in the entire regional 
economy. If appropriate data is available one can improve this pro- 
cedure, dividing each industry into base and non-base components, and 
incorporate historic data into the determination of the ratio of total 
to base employment (Ref. 35). 

Econometric Modelling (Refs. 3, 4, 36) 

Here one attempts to formulate a complete model of the regional 
economy based upon the general relationships postulated by moder macro- 
economics (Refs. 5, 6). The precise equations relating the various 
dependent variables (e.g., income) to "explanatory" variables (e.g., 
investment) of the local economy are determined statistically using 
the general relations suggested by economic theory and historic data 
on the regional economy (Ref. 3). 

Once such a model has been constructed, one can change one of the 
independent variables in the equations developed, then, by solving 
the equations, obtain the remaining changes in the regional economy. 

However, depending upon the specific form of the model equations, 
multipliers can be determined from the coefficients of the model equa- 
tions directly. The following simple example will give some idea of 
the procedure. Let Y denote total regional income, which is divided 
into savings S, and consumption, C. A very simple model might as- 
sume that C is a linear function of Y. This means that C can be 
obtained from Y by an equation of the form C = a + bY when a and b are 
numerical constants. Given this structural assumption, one could 
proceed using the techniques of econometrics together with historic 
data on C and Y to estimate the values of a and b which be express 
the historic relationship. Let us assume that it is found that 
a = 100 and b = 8 are the "best fit" values. Then the equation 
C = 100 + 8Y would become part of the model. In a simple model, such 
an equation would allow the determination of the effect of an addi- 
tional investment of I, on the regional economy. Economic theory 
shows that AC = AI/(l-b) (where "A" signifies "change in"), so that 
in this particular case, an investment of I dollars would create Y = 51 
in additional income (Ref. 5, p. 26). 

As this example suggests, the econometric approach to estimating 
total employment associated with conservation policies requires the 
use of multipliers culled from the model equations. In general, one 
would begin with the direct employment andtotal direct investment due 
to the policies. From investment, increased income would be computed 
as in the example. This would then be converted to indirect employ- 
ment via a second multiplier. The total employment impact would then 
be the sum of the direct and indirect effects (Refs. 4, 36). 
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Regional Input/Output Analysis (I/O) (Refs. 8, 9) 

Input/Output analysis is a general methodology for keeping 
track of the flow of goods and services in an economy. The analy- 
sis is based upon a standard type of tabular array, called an input/ 
output flow table. Such a table is reproduced in Figure A.1 below. 
In order to understand I/O, it is necessary to understand how this 
table is constructed. 

The I/O flow table presents a summary of all the transactions in 
the economy for a given period, usually one year. Beginning on the 
right, in the section marked final markets, we have four columns de- 
noting the utltimate consumers of goods and services in the economy. 
Each row gives a different category. For example, the first entry 
under Persons contains the value of the agricultural products con- 
sumed by the household sector. Final consumption is net of consump- 
tion during the manaufacturing process. Each row of the darkened por- 
tion gives the part of an industry's gross output consumed in the 
production of goods and services,. For example, the first entry in 
the construction column gives the value of agricultural products 
(such as wood) used in construction. Reading down the construction 
column through the darkened portion we find all of the inputs to con- 
struction from other productive sectors. The remainder of the value 
of construction is in the value added portion at the lower left. 
Here we find wages, depreciation, profits and taxes. These give 
the portion of the value of an industry's output added in the manu- 
facturing process, and so represent the difference between an indus- 
try's input and output. In sum, reading up the column for an indus- 
try one finds all of the inputs to its gross product. Reading across 
the row for that same industry one finds the disposition of its output. 

Let us suppose one wishes to analyze the effects on the economy 
related to a given final demand for personal consumption, say, for 
example, $100 worth of agriculture products. From the agriculture 
column, it is clear that to end up with this, extra agricultural 
production is required, and in addition inputs from the other indus- 
tries, labor, capital, and the government are required. Further, 
if one looked at the input from the construction industry needed 
to produce the agricultural output, it could be traced back to an 
additional set of outputs from industry, labor, etc. Thus, in prin- 
ciple, one has an infinite sequence of interindustry transactions. 

Each of the approaches described above has certain strengths 
and weaknesses. In selecting a particular methodology, both the 
general strengths and weaknesses of the approach, and the needs of 
the objectives of the analysis, must be considered. In the current 
study, the regional I/O approach was adopted for the following reasons: 

1) Disaggregation. The Conservation measures are specified 
on a detailed end-use basis. Their implementation leads 
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FIGURE A.1 
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to direct employment in specific job areas. Only I/O 
analysis would allow this level of disaggregation. Eco- 
nomic base and econometric approaches provide much more 
aggregate results. 

2) cost. Initially regional I/O studies were extremely 
costly to perform. However, with the development of the 
Regional Industrial Multiplier System (RIMS) by the 
Regional Economic Analysis Division of the Bureau of 
Economic Analysis, United States Department of Commerce 
(Ref. 111, it became possible to obtain the multipliers 
associated with a fully regionalized I/O table at low cost. 
No similar faculty exists for economic base or econometric 
studies. Thus, for a comparable level of complexity, 
they are considerably more expensive. 

3) Accessibility. The basic theory underlying I/O analysis is 
simple and well understood (Ref. 7). The construction of 
the national I/O table on which the RIMS system is based 
is well documented (Refs. 12, 13). The procedure used to 
construct the RIMS systems from the national data has been 
published (Ref. 10) as have preliminary assessments of its 
accuracy (Ref. 14). In contrast the other two approaches 
are much less open to scrutiny. In the Economic Base 
approach, problems of judgment and availability of data 
are extremely serious (see, e.g., 15, 16). In the econo- 
metric approach the complexity of even moderate scale models 
create serious problems (Ref. 17). In addition many re- 
gional econometric models are linked to national level models 
such as the well known Data Resources Incorporated, Wharton, 
and Chase models which are privately owned and whose equa- 
tions and data base are proprietary. 

In addition to such positive features of the I/O approach, it 
was found that what are usually seen as negative features associated 
with an I/O approach had minimal effect upon the objectives of this 
study. One source of difficulty may arise from the fact that the 
table of flows on which an I/O model is based reflects conditions in 
a particular year, and so also at a specific production level using a 
fixed technology. Attempts have been made to project the whole 
national table, accounting for future changes (Ref. 18). However, 
such procedures are extremely complex and may introduce the effects 
of historic trends which themselves could change in the future. Such 
procedures are not currently a part of the RIMS approach used in this 
study. In evaluating the importance of the difficulty of using a fixed 
year's data, it must be remembered that uncertainty exists on economic 
forecasting in general, as documented in recent surveys of the record 
(Refs. 19, 20). The questions is not one of absolute error, but rather 

of comparisons with other available alternatives: Here the record is 
clear. Detailed studies of a large number of forecasts have shown 
that those based upon an I/O approach perform at least as well and 
generally better than those made using alternative methods (Refs. 21, 
22). 
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TABLE A.1 

DESCPIPTION OF THE ?"TH%ATfCAL S;rSIS 
FOR INPUT/OUTPUT d.WLYSIS 

Definitions 
Y - (y,, . ..I y,) is the n-entry vector of fi.?al demands. 

The yi terms are the entries in the Total OUtpCt colic? 
of Figure 2.1 expanded from 8 to n sectors. 

x - ix,, . . . . x 1 it an n-tnt.y vector of total demand. x. is 
the total p?oduction of industry i required to produce'the 
final outpat yi. 

I- blrir .n*, bl,n 
bn.1, a.*, b,,, 

B is an n by n matrix corresponding to the darkened 
portion of Figure 2.1. Its tn:ry bi,j in tie ith rov 
and jti column is the amount of input f:om Industry i . 
required for the output of inaust,T f. 

c - (Cl, e 1 is an n-entry vector whose jt3 l r.:ry ci is 
the sz'& he inputs to tht'jtfi industry as shovn at the 
bottom of tht left side of Figure 2.1. 

A is an n by n matrix whose entries art given by the formula: 
a. r.f =b i,j"j 
a; . is the value of the input of industly i vhith LS 
rt&rtd to produce $1 of ou+Pu+ from rndust-7 

E is an n-entry vector. Its iti component is the number 
of equivalent full time employees per S10,300 of total 
output in industry i. 

F is an n-entry vector. Its ith component is the number of 
full time equivalent tmp?oycts in industry 1 rtqu:rt& 
t0 produce tht total OUtpUt Xi. 

Equations 
The total requited output from industry i, xi, is the fznal 
demand yi plus the sum of the fractions of xi used ln tht 
produqtibn of the total products x1, . . . . xn. The rtqcztd 
equality is given by 

yi 
+ a. 

I#1 
x, + . . . + 4i,nxn = xi 

This equality holds for LaCh industry i. The rtsulttng tqua- 
tion can be vievtd as a system of equations for the x.‘s in 
tenas of the y. ‘1. It is known that this system Of t+GAtLQIIS 
has the thtorthcal properties to allow its sOlUtiOn for the 
valuas of the x 'a given the y.'r (Ref. 71. .Onct x; is kncvn 
the l stociated b ploymtnt can $a found by mult~plicdt~on: 

fi = ti = xi/lo,ooo 

The procedure can be formulated l mily in terms of mAt:acts. 
Bt5innin5 vith the original systtm of tquat:ons we have 

yt l Mt I xt 

Yt -  (I-A)Xt 

xt -  (I-A) -+ 

then 

F -  xxf/lO,OOO 

vhtrt mtg dtmtts the transport matrix and "-1' denotes 
Itwaix inversion. 
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The second difficulty is that an I/O approach does not take into 
account limitations on the supply of labor or capital. Limitation in 
the appropriate labor supply might be of some consequence if the com- 
puted employment requirements were greatly different from what would 
otherwise be expected or if the labor market were tight. Under such 
conditions the labor required by the conservation measures, directly 
or indirectly, might come at the expense of other activities, or might 
exceed the supply of available labor altogether. However, given the 
specific labor requirements associated with the conservation scenario, 
no such difficulties are likely to be encountered. 
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APPENDIX B: MATHEMATICAL STRUCTURE OF THE ESRG EMPLOYMENT MODEL 

In this Appendix, we describe the mathematical structure of 
three of the four programs which form the bulk of the ESRG Employ- 
ment Model. The programs COST, ENERGY, and RIMS are described in 
detail. SCENARIO, the fourth program in the system, is concerned 
largely with market penetration analysis for conservation and solar 
measures. Since, in this study we have determined penetration exo- 
genously to the employment model, we have not included a detailed 
description of the scenario program*. In the descriptions of the 
structure of the programs, it is assumed that the reader is familiar 
with the general purpose of the programs as described in Section 2.5 
of the main body of the text. 

COST 

In this portion of the model, on-site employment and total ma- 
terial, service, and labor demands resulting from a previously spe- 
cified schedule of yearly implementations for the set of measures 
under consideration are computed. This schedule is specified di- 
rectly by making use of the "user specified measure implementation 
featurell discussed earlier. The computations in COST are shown in 
Table B.l. The COST portion of the analysis is largely an accounting 
exercie; each input for a measure implementation is broken down and 
assigned to a specific category or categories. The details of this 
process are determined by the input/output (I/O) analysis which fol- 
lows in the RIMS portion of the model. The I/O data is the Regional 
Economic Analysis Division of the Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA) 
of the United States Department of Commerce. All input data must be 
classified according to standard BEA codes. Hence, each item in the 
analysis must be assigned such a code. The BEA codes are approxi- 
mately the same as the four-digit Standard Industrial Classification 
(SIC) system. The on-site employment is classified according to job 
type using the categories shown in COST output in Section 2.5, above. 

Note that when dealing with a single measure, we refer to 
materials and labor types by the indices for that measure, Gl and 
G2. When dealing with all the measures, however, we refer to mate- 
rials and labor types by their BEA code or labor type, I and J, 
respectively. For each measure, the transition from the measure- 
specific indices to the BEA code is given by an equation, I - Cl (Gl). 
Similarly, for the job type code, J = J$ (G2). With this in mind, 
the manipulations are relatively straightforward. 

*.The reader interested in a description is referred to a previous 
ESRG study, Analyzing the Economic Impacts of State Policies to 
Promote Energy Conservation, performed for the Renewable Resource 
Division/Massachusetts Office of Energy Resources. 
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TABLE B.l 

COST EQUATIONS 

Vsrisbl. Coda 

8Y 
T 
I 

Base rasr (Currently 1978) 
Ye.= (T-1 in ba.e year) 
A dumy v.ri.ble .t..ding for P BEA 
Cada -_-_ 
A dumy v.riable for .n ESRG l&or code 
Fr.etlon.1 yearly xc.1 incre..e in 
m.teri.1. cost. 

RN1 Fr.ction.1 ve.r1v se.1 incr.... in leboe 

NS 1J.T) 

r 

A'2U.T) 

nm 

ws 
nknGI1.N) 

co.t* - - 
The tot.1 hour. of l.bor of type J in year 
T. (Aggregeted over l l l mee.ure implementations 
in yeu Tl 
An indmx indicatino if do-it-vourrelf I. 
being con.idered - 
The tot.1 value. in BY dollus, of On-Bite 
l penditure. in BEA c.t.gory I in y..r T 
Fraction of reger uitbdrwn WCC. Sec., 
t...., etc.) 
Fraction Of u.ge. ..ved 
The four margin codes (N - 1 for rail, 
2 for trucking, 3 for wholee.le, .nd 4 
for retail 

m: The follwing v.ri.bler .r. 111 H..YZ* rpeeifio. We 
continue ou convention of l uppre..Lng the index K. 
denoting the me..uze, to .implify notetion. 

D(T.1) 

D(T.2) 

D(T,3) 

DOSELF 

FLUOR 
WAINTL 

MINlu 

JWVN 

G2 

JS fG2) 

Ul(G2) 

Y2tG2) 

P(G2) 

CCODE 

maw 
Cl 

ClPa~ 

C2 IGll 

C3 (Gil 

LQCl(X.J) 

mc2(K.I) 

The numb.? of initial imp1emenution. of 
I...UI. I in y.u T 
The numbu of repl.craent implmant.tion. of 
a..SUr. I( in yesr‘ T 
The tot.1 aumkr of initiel implwent.tions 
of IPes‘ure 1( Cmul.tive to ye.= T 
The fraction of the implement.tion .ctivity 
which i. 'do-it-youreelf" 
Cont.r~ct.ot mark-up in labor 
FT.Ction Of initi.1 u.ge. cost *Pent on Yearly 
m.inten.nce 
?r.etion of in1ti.1 !n.reri.1. c0.t .pent on 
yearly raintwmnce 
The number of 1.b~ categories wed in 
Y..UZ. I( 
An indu for the lsbos utesorie. u.ed in 
. l ingle E+.NZ* CC2 = 1 to-JNU?ll 

The ESRG index of the 62”’ labor type in 
~amre It [See text for further discuamion) 
T31e hour. &f 1aJxx of type JS(G2) in 
WS‘tx. x 
The “.ge‘ p.id for lshoe of type JS(G2) for 
c+~.uI. K 
The wrc.nt.g. of lrbor typa JS(G21 which 
is .6.il.blc-loc.lly -- 
The BEA category for the cont.Z.ctol who 
in.t.11. the IC.."T. x 
She number of laatari.lS used in ~~ca.ure I( 
An index for the material* u#sd in . 
me.S"I. IGl - 1 to INON) 
The BEk code for c.tegory for mteri.1 Cl 
in mssru:e I 
The whole.ale cost of'srteri.1 G wed in 
.n impleLnent.tion Of mc..ure x 
The percentage of 6mteri.l Cl which is 
prod&ad locally 
A r.ri.ble wed to determine the frsction 
of l&or type J used in me..ure X which i. 
eupplied by loc.1 residents (See Emmtion 9.7) 
A varieble wed to obtain the fraction of 
uteri.1 I u.ed in 8eeeure K whtch i. pro- 
duced lomlly (See Equation 9.131 

WoTEr - The following v.ri.ble. ~1. .11 me..ure .pecific. Eow~err 
thay sre umd in egustionm which sggragste rerulte over l l l 
w..sura.. Thu., to .void c~?if~.ion. I). .bov the ~~..“re 
dependua explicitly vi. the index 1: for tbe me.“u.nu&er. 

rl(X.J.T1 The tot..lmamber of bowa of 1.bortine Of 
typo J usad in impleme.t.tion or m.inti...C. Of 
u.‘"re X in yesl T 

?2lL.J.T) Tl$emttl mge‘ paid for the ?llK,J,Tl hour. 

XtWi.1.T) The whol;..l. price of m.teri.1 I wed in the 
impl~ea~tion or n.inten.nce of YUW. K in 
y.U T 

rslution. I&l1 for T r 2) 

Wtumim yeuly hour. ..d rages by IY.*US* end job type 

IfJ-JS(G2) formeG2-ltoJNG?l 

?l(L,J,T) . lIl(G2) x p(G21 I (1 - 1 x DGSELF~ 

= [ D(T.11 l DlT.21 + WAINTL x D@-1,313 ill 

?l(l.T.Tl 
T-2 . Il(K.J,T) X m x (1 + RGI) (" (cont.) 
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TABLE B.l 

If J f JS(GZ) for .ny G - 1 to JNUH 

?2(X.J.T) = Pl(X,J,Tl - 0 

Determine totml yearly labor by job type 

WS(J,Tl - ; Pl(K.J,Tl 

Compute contractor mark-up and assign 20% to contractor costs. 

AC(CC0DE.T) I ,,IJ .2 m FLABOR x F2KJ.T) , 

Define a factor to give the fraction of labor type J 
obtained locally 

LOCl(K.J) = 

I 

P(Gl) if for IW~IIUIC K,J - JS(GIl 

0 otherwise 

Credit savings from wage, and contractor income to banking 
(BEA Code 70011 

AC(7001.T) - xfJ IF2 (K,J,T) x [l-Plw x Pws x 

(LOC(X,J) + .B x FLABOR)] 

Allocate remaining contractor income and wages to the 
household category (BW code SSSE) 

AC(8888,T) - I It.8 x FLABOR + IACl(K,J)] x 

[:L, x (l-FWS) x P2(X,J.T)] 

Compute the wholesale cost of material I used in year T in 
measure K 

If I = Cl(Gl1 for some Gl - 1 to INUM then 

Xt(K(rI,T) - C2(Gl) x [(l+mm-TScS~]T-2 x 

[ D(T,l) + D(T,2) + HAINI?WD(T-lr3)] 

If I f Cl(G11 for any Cl = 1 to INUM then 

XS(lC.1.T) - 0 

131 

(41 

(5) 

16) 

171 

181 

19) 

110) 

dlocste the markup on materials used in do-it-yourself activity to 
the reteil category (BEA Code 6902) 

&SC(6902,T) = I X$(K,I,T) x Y x DDSELF x IURG(2.41 r111 
&I 

Ulocate the remiaing margim 

AC(I$(N)rT) = I XS(X.1.T) X NARGtI,N) 
&I 

there 1$(N) is the BBA code for tI& category for margin N, 

N - 1, 2, 3 

bf$ne a factor to give the fraction of material I produced 
Locally 

C3(Gl) if for measure II, I = Cl(G11 
LDc2(K,I.) - 

I 0 otherwise 

Reduce uholesele costs to costs at the point of production and 
allocate the local production to BEA categories 

112) 

1131 

ACt1.T) I I: X$(K,I,Tl x [l - 2' HARG(I,N~)~LOC2(K.I) 114) 
K N=l 

#here I runs over the BEA cetegoriee for mteriah 
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Referring to Table B.l, the calculations begin with the total 
labor time and wages in .each job category for implementations of 
each measure in edch year (Eqs. 1, 2, and 3). Note that this is 
specified for all job types for each measure. If a certain job type 
does not occur, the hours and wages are set to zero (Eq. 3). Next 
on-site labor is determined by aggregating over the set of measures 
(Eq. 4). Next wages and contractor income are allocated to the appro- 
priate BEA categories. Under the assumptions that measure implemen- 
tations are performed by small local contractors, 20 percent of the 
mark-up is assigned to the BEA category appropriate to the contractor's 
business type (Eq. 5). Wages are reduced for transfers and an appro- 
priate fraction assigned to savings (Eq. 7). The transfer and sav- 
ings fractions can be specified by the user, as can the hourly wage 
rate. Finally, the remaining contractor income and wages assigned 
to the household category (Eq. 8). 

Next, materials are considered. The first step is to get the 
wholesale cost of materials I used in implementation and maintenance 
for measure K in year T. As in the case of wages, this is zero for 
materials which do not appear in measure K (Eqs. 9 and 10). Next, 
retail margins on do-it-yourself activity and the other three margins 
on all activities are allocated to the appropriate BEA categories 
(Eqs. 11 and 12). Finally, prices of materials used in the measures 
are reduced from wholesale to producers' prices and the fraction pro- 
duced locally allocated to the appropriate BEA materials category 
(Eqs. 13 and 14). All items of on-site expense which are produced 
or purchased locally have been allocated to an appropriate BEA cate- 
gory l 

The data in the array AC (I, T) are passed to the RIMS por- 
tion of the model, where it is combined with similarly organized 
data on fuel savings and income shifts from the ENERGY portion to 
compute all of the indexed effects on the local economy. 

ENERGY 

The computations in the ENERGY portion of the model are sum- 
marized in Table B-2. It begins with a computation of cumulative 
energy savings and energy savings per year due to initial implemen- 
tations. In order to make this calculation, implementations for all 
fuels, as opposed to singe1 fuel, must be divided among the fuel 
types. The function, defined in Eqs. 1 and 2 of Table B.2 allows 
for this and the treatment of all implementation options in a 
uniform manner. With the aid of this function, fuel savings are 
computed in Eqs. 3 and 4. The division of electricity into two 
parts, to accomodate the dual role palyed by air conditioning, 
leads to the two-step process in these equations; savings are com- 
puted for our four "fuels" separately and then the last two are com- 
bined to give the total figures for electricity (Eqs. 5 and 6). 
Once the yearly savings have been determined, they must be reduced 
to producers' prices by the removal of retail, wholesale, and trans- 
portation margins, and then the aggregate margin amounts and fuel 
savings allocated to appropriate BEA categories. (Unlike the 
materials, the fuel prices are retail, since they represent house- 
hold purchases.) The margin allocation is made in Eq. 7, and the 
fuel allocation in Eq. 8, 
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The second step in this part of the analysis is the allocation 
of net fuel savings beyond the purchase price of the measure to the 
household category, We begin by computing the yearly energy savings 
(Eq. 9) l When dealing with all fuels, the savings are weighted by 
the saturations of the fuels. Next, for each possible implementation 
year, the cumulative savings over the life of the measure are com- 
puted (Eq. 10). This is used to construct an index which, for each 
pair of years (S, T), indicates if the savings through year T from 
an implementation in year S have paid for the measure (Eq. 11). 
If SAVl (S, T) = 1, then in year T an implementation in year S, ini- 
tial or replacement, will produce savings in excess of the cost of the 
measure. The index SAVl (S, T) is defined for each measure K. In 
Eq- 12, for each year T, all fuel savings are summed, net of main- 
tenance, which come from measure implementations which have “paid for 
themselves" via the amortization process, and allocate these savings 
to the household category. 

RIMS (Regional Industrial Multiplier System) 

In this portion of the model, the on-site impacts are converted 
into total impacts on the region, making use of the "multipliers" 
provided by the Bureau of Economic Analysis. The structure of this 
portion of the model, shown in Table B.3, is deceptively simple. 
This simplicity is due to the fact that most of the analysis has been 
performed by the BEA. In Table B.4 below, data provided by the BEA 
for a typical category of on-site demand is shown. 

Data on materials, expenses, energy savings, etc., flow into 
RIMS from COST and ENERGY. The first step in the multiplier compu- 
tation of Table B.3 is to combine these data into a single set of 
local expenditures, deflated to 1967 dollars. This is done in Eq. 1. 
Deflation is necessary because the BEA tables are designed for 1967 
dollars. In the analysis, we wish to capture the multiplier effects 
of wage spending as well as shifts in household expenditures due to 
fuel savings. To do this directly would require multipliers for the 
household sector. The version of RIMS used in the study did not con- 
tain these multipliers. This problem was dealt with by the use of a 
bridge vector which allocates the household purchases among the various 
industrial, trade, and service categories. This is done in Eq. 2. 
In Eq. 3, total impacts are determined and then reflated to get the 
total impact in BY dollars. Next, using additional data supplied by 
the BEA, the local employment is developed. This is done in two steps. 
First, using the "household" multiplier component, M (I, l), wages 
in the industries impacted directly by final demand are computed. 
These are converted to "input industry jobs," as shown in the RIMS 
output multiplication by an employment to earnings ratio (Eq. 4). 
Next, the remaining multiplier components, M (L, 2), for direct and 
M CL, 3) for indirect/induced, are summed and multiplied first by 
the output to earnings ratio and then by the employment to earnings 
ratio. This gives the remaining off-site employment. These are added 
to the results of the first computation of total off-site employment 
(Eq. 4) - 
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TABLE B.2 

ENERGY EQUATIONS 

variable code 

BY 
T 
s 

225 

? 

?SU.?.TJ 

?S(Z.?.Tl 

?S(3.?.TJ 

A 
?Sl(Nl,?,T) 

LIST(N2) 

AF(1.T) 

LIFZ 

0 [T) 

LSl(?,T) 

SAVING (?I 

DC tT,?J 

D(T,lJ 
D(T.2) 
D(T.3) 

?ltB(h.?,T~ 

WV(T) 

SAWO.TJ 

SAVl(S,TI 

225 (TI 

Ymar (T-l in baee year) 
A l econd dummy variable for y.ar 
A code indicating which fuel the 
lmp1ementations arc for I275 - 0 for all, 
1 for ga* only, 2 for Oil only, 3 for 
.lee.?iC only) 
An index for fuela (P - 1 for g**, 7 for 
oil, 3 for l lecuicity (non JcJ, and 4 
for electricity (a/c only)) 

The number of ycsrm for which the analysis 
-S 
The measure number 
A dummy variable for the EEA categories 
Thm four margin code& (N = 1 for rail, 
2 for trucking, 3 for wholesale, and 4 
for retail 
Total ravings of fuel P through y.ar T, 
physxcel units 
Total ravfng of fuel I through year T, 
in SY yasr dollars 
Savings of fuel F in BY par dollars due to 
initial ~lemenutione in year T 
A dummy variable for the code 225 
An intermediate variable in the computation 
Of FS. Nl - 1, 2, 3 
A list of the BU codes for c*s utilities. 
peuolmm, electric utilitiei, rail. +rucking, 
wholesale and retail, Ii2 - 1 tc 7. 
me mtal value, in BY dollars, of on-site 
expenditures in BSA category I in year T. 
(Note: ?uel #wings are negative upenditurcS.J 

The following vattiles are eaaare rpeoifk. 
We have suppremed Me rndu X to simplify notation. 

me ccet of maintumnce in year T for an implement&- 
tion of ~.sur. K (?mm SCSNARIO, Equation 6.41 

me percentage of the m..ure related demand met 
by fuml I in y-r T (?ro!a SCZSIJ(IO. Equation 6.12) 
Sm?ingr Of fual F due tn an epplicaticn of 
measure K 
Unit COSt Of fuel I h per T (PrOm SCENARIO, 
uquatton 6.13) 
Initial iu~lemantations of aemue K in year T 
Replaesment implsmentation8 of eeneure I: in year T 
mativa initial imPlcwn~tione Of m..*ure I[ 
to year T 
An int-lly defined function used to allcoatc 
thc~lemratations of m..ma+. S by fuel 
The &rpy l vinps for meeeure K in yeu T ia 
BY dollUS 
Sevin9s through year T frcm an implemantation 
of mamu* X in year S 
An i.ndu shmia9 when fuel ravin9 excwda femsure 
O0‘lz 
Th CDlf Of AQ 5mplmmtation Of meawre X iD 
year T titer all te.r or other credru (From 
-0, squathm 6.11) 

Defile the function to alloua meeeur. implemmntatioru by fu.l:for each I: 

FUB(0.F.T~ - L$l(?,TJ x BAvRK;(?) ?or C - 1 to 4, T 2 1 t11 

FNBIA.?,T) - if A - I ?or A + 0, T 2 1 (21 

ifA#? 

-lam fu*l uvimg.: 

?Ll(l.?,TJ - : ?m(225,?,?) = D(T,31 F3J 

?Sl(Z,?,T~ - I ?~9(225,?,2) n rlcC?.TJ = D(T.3) 60 
II 

Paw UI- 18% 

?S(NX,?,TJ - ?Ll(Ul,?,TJ for ? - 1.2 rr, 

?tCN1,3,TJ - ?SltNl,3,TJ + ?S1Nl,4,TJ CSJ 

(cont.) 
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TABLE B.2 (cont.) 

Allocate the margins on the fuel Savings t0 BEA categories 

3 
I 

XF(LIST(NZ),T) = I MARG(LIST(N)rNZ-31 x FS(3,N,T) 
N-l 

For N2 = 4 to 1 

Remove margins and allocate fuel savings to BFA categories 

AF (LIST (NJ ,T) - FS( ,N,T) x 

[ 

7 
1 - I W4RG(LISTW,N2-3) 

NZ-4 1 
For N-1,2,3 

For each measure K 

Define the energy savings for one implementation 
in year T 

KSAVtT) - Z FNB(Z2S,F,T) *UC(F,T) 
F 

Compute saving through year T of an implementation of measure 
K in year S 

T 
1 (ESAV(R) 

SAV(S,T) 

i 

- U(R))if OZT - S' LIF8 
= R=S 

0 othewise 

Define index showing when fuel saving exceeds measure cost 

i 

1 if SAV(S,T) > Z2$CS) 
8AVl(S,T) = 

0 othe~ise 
Then, when this is completa for all measures, 
Credit net fuel savings to the household category 

AF(8888.T) - I T SAVl(S,T) x (ESAVCT) - U(T)) x 
K s-1 

(D(S,l)+ D(S,2)) 
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TABLE B.3 , 

THE 

Variable Code 

BY 
T 

I 

DEF (I) 

M (I, L) 

EMPL 

EARN 
REF 

AC (I, T) 

AF (I, T) 

A (I, T) 

BRIDGE (I) 

B (1, T) 

B (2, T) 

B (3, 'JJ) 

Equations 

RIMS (I/O) EQUATIONS 

Base Year 
The year (T = 1 in the base 
year BY) 
The BEA code for an on-site 
expenditure. 
An index used to deflate ex- 
penditures in category I 
from BY + 1 to 1967 dollars 
The components of the RIMS 
multiplier for industry; 
L = 2 for direct, and 
L = 3 for indirect induced. 
The employment to earnings 
ratio 
The earnings to output ratio 
An index used to relate ex- 
penditures from 1967 to 
BY + 1 dollars 
Expenditures on category I, 
year T, from COST 
Expenditures on category I, 
year T, from ENERGY 
Total expenditures on cate- 
gory I, year T 
The fraction of household in- 
come allocated to industry 
(adjusted for margin removal) 
The total demand in year T, 
BY + 1 year dollars 
Total employment due to ini- 
total off-site purchases in 
year T 
The total induced employment 
in industry L, year T 

Determine total net on-site effects, deflated 
to 1967 dollars: 

A(I, T) = (AC(1, T) + AF(1, T)) (1) 
/DEF(I) for all I, T 

(cont.) 
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TABLE B.3 (cont.1 

Allocate "household" expenses to other catego- 
ries: 

A(I, T) = A(1, T) + A(8888, T) * 
BRIDGE (I) for all 
I # 8888 and all T 

Compute total economic impact in BY + 1 
dollars: l 

B(1, T) = C REF x A(1, T) x 
I 

(Z M(I, L)) 
L=l 

Compute initial off-site employment impact: 

B(2, T) = EMPL x C A(1, T) x 
I 

M(I, 1) for all I, T 

Compute total off-site employment impact: 

B(3, T) = B(l, T) + EMPL x EARN x 

(C A(I, T) x (M(I, 2) + 
I 

M(I, 3)) for all I, T 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 
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TABLE B.4 
CGI.I.,CT ICUT CGMPOI.LNTS Allli ~JJLTIPLIERS 

9j 
P 
0 

PAVlNb IvlATUHES ANI, LILCChS 
ASPHALT FLLTS AND COATIN(rS 
HUtlBER 
HYURAULIL Ltl’lEhT 
CLAY 
CONCRETt. LINE, Alrl, (IYPSUH 
OTHEH 5TOfst A%’ CLAY PRODUCTS 
ALUHINUE. KGLLING AND ;IfAWlN(I 
PRIMARY IP~,I~ ANU STEEL MANUFACTURING 
OTtlEh t’hli AhY METPL MANUFACTURING 
FAbkICATEl’ 5TKUCTUhAL STEEL 
OTHER FAU~ILATED METALS ANG ORDNANCE 
EN(lINES Ai.U TUKdlNtS 
CONST.. ~l!‘lN(r* AUL, MATEHIALS HANDLINu IIAC~. 4hlr EQUIP. 
METAL~ORKI Jc1 sdACHINEKY AN3 EwIJIPMENT 
SYECIAL l’.vubTkY rdACHII.EHY -- - 
GFNERAL I,riU5TKIAL MACHIl,thY ANC ELLl~NEhT 
OFFICt. CCIhkUTlNG, ANc ACCOUlrT ING MAClrlMtHY 
MlSCELLkNLdUS i’IACHlNEnY. LXCL. ELECTKICAL 
CARBON At& bHAPHITE PRODULTS 
ELECTHIL THAIuS. ‘- AhCl UIST. tQUIl’. ANC INLJuSTMIAL APPAHATUS 
HUUSEhOLU A!+LIANCtS 
ELECTRLC LIGHTING ANII kIHIlrG EuLlPMENT 
RADIO AND TLLEVISION KtCElVING SETS 
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS AND ACCESORIES 
MISCELLANFCUb ELECTRICAL MACHINERY, EwblkPst~rT, AND SUPPLIES 
MOTOR VELHICLES ANLi EdUlPMENT 
AIRCRAFT AlvO PARTS 
TRANSPORThTION EQUIPMENT, hEC 
GLASS PhOLUCTS 
SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS, WATCHES, ANC CLDCr.S 
PHOTOBRAktIlC AND OPTICAL GOODS 
MINUFACTURINb, NEC 
TRUCKIN AI& WAREHOUSING 
AIR TRAlrSFOhTATION 
LOCAL ANLi INTEKURBAN hIGH3AY CASSENGER ThcNSPChlATIOh 
WATER TRAf.SYORTATlON 
TKANSPOHTATION SERVICE>, tXCL. RAILROAD SLhVlCtS 
PlYELIElE THANSl’ORTATICh 
TELEPhONt Al&I TELE(rRAPk CUhhUF ICATICNS 
KADlO UfiOCbCASTl% ANC TtiLEVISlON 
ELECTRIC UTILITIES 
GAS UTlLITltS 

.34b4 .2345 

.4323 .2455 

.5GI3 .a126 

.3419 .25OC 

.33BU .4700 

.4726 .2916 

.4137 .3481 

.2126 .1759 

.3932 .3347 

.5699 l 1717 

.5569 .2798 

.47b5 .3031 

.5439 .2wr 

.5321 03142 

.4259 .3915 

.5156 l 3272 

.4b5b .3404 

.4143 .3353 

.521e .2251 

.3953 .3065 

.4UOb .3333 
,5t)btl .2b44 
.4bbb .3079 
.4327 .4293 
.5328 .3b32 
,471n .2851 
.3n70 .3034 
.5027 .4017 
.4418 .3820 
.3385 .3145 
.5005 
;4001 

.3005 
.4260 

.3988 .2964 

.2842 .4523 

.2*55 .3543 
.1367 .4051 
.2745 l ZIW 
.I360 .bB01 
.2762 .1500 
.1405 .33b2 
,2644 r333J 
.lb52 .153.? 
.3907 .lhb 

.581 

.blO 

.620 
,592 
.BLiV 
,764 
,762 
r3n7 
,726 
,742 
.037 
.?bu 
,844 
.84b 
.81T 
,843 
.80b 
.750 
.741 
,70L 
.814 
.t151 
,794 
.861 
.89b 
.75? 
,690 
.904 
,024 
,713 
,801 
.a26 
,695 
.?3b 
.40v 
,54d 
,554 
.n24 
.42b 
,471 
,591 
.33u 
.521 

1.077 
1.277 

:*i;; 
1:551 
1.457 
1.452 

.692 
1.381 
1.410 
1.611 
1.490 
1.626 
1.630 
1.568 
1.624 
1.545 
1.42? 

:*::: 
p; 

1:520 
1.664 
1.737 
1.442 
1.302 
1,754 
1.583 
1.350 
1.535 

:*:i: 
139.9 

‘:6 
1.022 
1.583 

.765 

.8bb 
1.110 

.592 

.9b7 

2.65t 
2,954 
3.394 
2,bPI 
3.360 
3.220 
3.214 
2.CBO 
3.109 
3,152 
3.447 
3.270 
3.469 
3.475 
3.365 
3.466 
3.351 
3.177 
3,167 
3.028 

x 
3:313 
3,525 
3.632 
3.198 
I*991 
3.457 

x:: 
a:335 
3.413 
3.co7 
3.133 
2.715 
2.539 
2.575 
3.467 

:*::(: 
2:lCb 
1.930 
2.494 

.I183 .24w ,31b ,651 2.Cl8 

.LU3b .5265 .73u 1.3d5 3.115 

.36dL( .4491 .bIl 1.556 3.3bb 

.&/I.? .CItJb .s!bQ .508 l.hCZ 

.4165 .5LJZL .il, l.lab 3.lC4 

.>uzv .C565 .5CL 1.b38 2.600 

.30b4 .*37., ,143 1.415 3.158 

.2I5L .5JO. .7&l 1.346 3.C36 

.>LlG .dO3.. .t. .I 1.124 2.72b 

.L1>LL .e I4’Y .dll I.696 3.571 

r&bLtOL” 
CctFf-ICltYT 

IkbIhtCT 
1kOlrCED 

COMPOlleNT 
TClAL 

MULTIPLIER 

REGIONAL, INDUSTRIAL MULTIPLJER SYSTEM 
REGION?& EKXlNOMIC ANALYSIS DMSION 

BUFUWJ OF ECONOMIC ANALYSIS 



APPENDIX C: DETAILS ON INVESTMENT, SAVINGS AND EMPLOYMENT IMPACT 
BY STATE 

This appendix contains data on investment costs, value of fuel 
savings, employment impacts associated with the change from Base Case 
to Conservation Case conditions. The information is presented by state 
for selected years following the pattern used in Tables 4 and 6 in 
Section 1.3 above. The reader should refer to the discussion the main 
text for an explanation of these tables. 



TABLE C.1 

YEARLY CONSERVATION INVESTMENT, 
ENERGY SAVINGS AND SHIFTED DISPOSABLE INCOME IN CONNECTICUT 

(lo6 1980$) 

1978 1983 1988 1993 1998 TOTAL 

Total 
Investment 0 44 98 96 93 1,630 

Energy 
Savings 0 26 152 272 390 4257 

Shifted 
Disposable 
Income , 0 12 97 207 326 3?51 

TABLE C.2 

YEARLY CONSERVATION INVESTMENT, 
ENERGY SAVINGS AND SHIFTED DISPOSABLE INCOME IN MAINE 

(lo6 1980s) 

Total 
Investment 

Energy 
Savings 

1978 1983 1988 1993 1998 TOTAL 

0 16 41 40 41 680 

0 11 69 132 195 2,058 

Shifted 
Disposable 
Income 0 5 45 100 170 &618 
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TABLE C.3 

YEARLY CONSERVATION INVESTMENT, 
ENERGY SAVINGS AND SHIFTED DISPOSABLE INCOME IN MASSACHUSETTS 

(lo6 1980$) 

1978 1983 1988 1993 1998 TOTAL 

Total 
Investment 

Energy 
Savings 

0 63 154 151 149 2559 

0 41 254 461 668 7,222 

Shifted 
Disposable 
Income 0 20 175 358 578 5#595 

TABLE C.4 

YEARLY CONSERVATION INVESTMENT, 
ENERGY SAVINGS AND SHIFTED DISPOSABLE INCOME IN NEW HAMPSHIRE 

IlO6 1980$) 

1978 1983 1988 1993 1998 TOTAL 
Total 
Investment 0 19 40 36 40 659 
Energy 
Savings 0 1 68 127 189 5991 
Shifted 
Disposable 
Income 0 5 43 98 164 1257 
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TABLE C.5 

YEARLY CONSERVATION INVESTMENT, 

ENERGY SAVINGS AND SHIFTED DISPOSABLE INCOME IN RHODE ISLAND 
(lo6 1980$) 

1978 1983 1988 1993 1998 TOTAL 

Total 
Investment 0 10 25 25 24 413 

Energy 
Savings 0 7 42 75 109 I.,187 

Shifted 
Disposable 
Income 0 4 29 59 95 943 

TABLE C.6 

YEARLY CONSERVATION INVESTMENT, 

ENERGY SAVINGS AND SHIFTED DISPOSABLE INCOME IN VERMONT 
(lo6 1980$) 

1978 1983 1988 1993 1998 TOTAL 

Total 
Investment 0 9 21 18 21 335 

Energy 
Savings 0 5 32 62 90 960 

Shifted 
Disposable 
Income 0 2 21 47 78 743 
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TABLE C.7 

TOTAL ANNUAL EMPLOYMENT IN CONNECTICUT 
DISAGGREGATED BY ECONOMIC EFFECTS OF CONSERVATION 

1983 1988 1993 1998 TOTAL 

On-Site 368 lJ12 908 783 15903 

Indirect Employment 
Due To: 

Labor and Mater- 
ial Purchases 973 2,lO7 1#877 1,927 33,718 

Reduced Energy 
Expenditures -479 -2,848 -5J75 -7,462 -80,875 

Consumer Spending 
of Energy Savings 388 3,l58 6,710 10603 105389 

Sub-Total 
Indirect Employ- 
ment 319 1,054 1524 2,469 26,757 

Total 
Employment 1250 3,528 4,321 5,850 74,336 
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TABLE C.8 

TOTAL ANNUAL EMPLOYMENT IN MAINE 
DISAGGREGATED BY ECONOMIC EFFECTS OF CONSERVATION 

1983 1988 1993 1998 TOTAL 

On-Site 166 ' 508 438 389 7,4 92 

Indirect Employment 
Due To: 

Labor and Mater- 
ial Purchases 340 896 848 853 14,490 

Reduced Energy 
Expenditures -188 -1,267 -2326 -3,816 -39,468 

Consumer Spending 
of Energy Savings 167 1,4 2 5 3201 5,432 51,7 36 

Sub-Total 
Indirect Employ- 
ment 319 1054 1,524 2,469 26,757 

Total 
Employment 485 1,562 L962 2,858 34249 

c 
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TABLE C.9 

TOTAL ANNUAL EMPLOYMENT IN MASSACHUSETTS 
DISAGGREGATED BY ECONOMIC EFFECTS OF CONSERVATION 

On-Site 

1983 1988 1993 1998 TOTAL 

613 I.,820 Ifs31 ll334 26,521 

Indirect Employment 
Due To: 

Labor and Mater- 
ial Purchases /816 4294 3,968 4003 69,356 

Reduced Energy 
Expenditures -922 -5,905 -1lJ84 -16,497 -174,828 

Consumer Spending 
of Energy Savings 823 7,206 14,761 23,864 235,062 

Sub-Total 
Indirect Employ- 
ment I+717 5f594 7,545 l&370 129,590 

Total 
Employment 2,330 7f414 9,076 12704 156,lll 
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TABLE C.10 

TOTAL ANNUAL EMPLOYMENT IN NEW HAMPSHIRE 
DISAGGREGATED BY ECONOMIC EFFECTS OF CONSERVATION 

On-Site 

Indirect Employment 
Due To: 

Labor and Mater- 
ial Purchases 

Reduced Energy 
Expenditures 

Consumer Spending 
of Energy Savings 

Sub-Total 
Indirect Employ- 
ment 

Total 
Employment 

1983 1988 1993 1998 TOTAL 

205 469 386 348 6910 

473 940 797 922 15171 

-197 -l,267 -2521 -3807 -39,418 

150 3,425 3260 5,450 5l,614 

425 l,O98 &536 5566 27,366 

630 J567 &922 2914 34276 
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TABLE C.11 

TOTAL ANNUAL EMPLOYMENT IN RHODE ISLAND 
DISAGGREGATED BY ECONOMIC EFFECTS OF CONSERVATION 

1983 1988 1993 1998 TOTAL 

On-Site 92 296 253 218 4332 

Indirect Employment 
Due To: 

Labor and Mater- 
ial Purchases 228 571 540 530 9j266 

Reduced Energy 
Expenditures -135 -834 -1368 -2300 -24300 

Consumer Spending 
of Energy Savings 126 997 2po9 3217 31288 

Sub-Total 
Indirect Employ- 
ment 219 735 981 1,446 16,753 

Total 
Employment 311 1p31 1234 lfi64 21p85 
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TABLE C.12 

TOTAL ANNUAL EMPLOYMENT IN VERMONT 
DISAGGREGATED BY ECONOMIC EFFECTS OF CONSERVATION 

On-Site 

Indirect Employment 
Due To: 

Labor and Mater- 
ial Purchases 

1983 1988 1993 1998 TOTAL 

90 235 187 173 3382 

172 399 353 356 6,2 4 8 

Reduced Energy 
Expenditures -84 

Consumer Spending 
of Energy Savings 67 

Sub-Total 
Indirect Employ- 
ment 155 478 700 I,089 l&794 

-546 -5065 4,589 -16,613 

625 1412 2,322 22159 

Total 
Employment 245 713 887 5262 15,176 

+a U S GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE. 1981- 341.843:679 
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